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By John Mackenzie 

No. 186 

LIKE GHOSTS from the past, our memories constantly remind us of previous 
aspirations, those waking dreams that haunt us so merciless ly and so 
effectively. Driven by past endeavour and future challenge, the inner 
demon gnaws at the soul to restlessly explore and turn over each sod as if 
our version of truth could only be realised by that next journey into the 
unknown. Someofus are content with our previous lot, past challenges met 
and overcome, resting on those dreams of success and failure that provide 
the buffer, the bulwark, against age and failing powers. But why, one asks, 
are some not content to share this accepted norm ; what is it about us as a 
breed that defies easy categori sation as si mpl y mad, bad or sad? Do we turn 
our collective and individual thoughts upwards to escape intolerable low 
ground pressures or inadequacies or have we, individually, found the true 
discipline and the only worthwhile path to salvation as we see it? We have 
enough trouble explaining all this to ourselves, let alone to those of more 
sceptical bent; ratherthan bend the metaphysical into the merely plausible, 
by conjuring with abstract words, to arrive at a satisfactory solution that 
temporarily rests until displaced by better, let's take a journey to see if any 
of thi can be explained while it is actually happening and note what is 
done. 

For a start let 's get overthis ridiculous notion of 'we' in the article, which 
puts you in the role of a passive spectator, and instead include you as a 
fellow traveller, b~cause in the real world 'we' are concerned about 'us' as 
individuals. Rather than generalise and try to take in all aspects of our game 
and spread the load over-thinly, I will concentrate on a single adventure; 
replaying the concept and resolution as it actually happened with the sole 
purpose of seeing if it helps resolve or explain any of our motives. You, as 
reader, will have to tag along as the invisible third-party , judging and 
approving or disapproving of our actions as the story unfolds. 
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I will choose a remote, lonely crag in a remote, lonely spot; no audience, 
no critical crowds, no applause, no jeers. Perhaps you prefer the limelight, 
the spotlight of critical opinion that looks for the slightest waver that robs 
the chance of success. Bear with me, I have had my fill of that down south, 
and living in the far north I have a chance to explore. I could have chosen 
innumerable roadside crags, each with their own strong characters and 
routes to match, some bold some not, but somehow at the end of the day 
do you not agree that when pressed, it is the major line, the big route which 
has to more closely explain our moti ves. A person is judged, after all, by 
their best work, not by their doodles. 

Perhaps the most important single element is the dream. My friend Bob 
ays he has seen this amazing line left of The Lizard; so has Martin. Robbie 

has even tried the first 100ft or so, but no farther. A great grey ghost of a 
slab, pale and probably hostile - would we have it any other way, would 
we be interested in it if it was broken and manifestly easy? - It is smooth, 
there are no give-away secrets of weakness; the element of doubt and even 
trepidation creep in just talking about it. And it is the talking about the 
unknown which is, of course, so fatally attractive. The known has been 
mapped, the imagination is left with dry statistics. We can either do it or 
not, the outcome is only in doubt if we push the limit of skill or conditions. 

The best dreams of the unknown plague with angles, and in those dreams 
the slabs rear up impossibly steep and smooth; holds, cracks and protection 
are noticeable by their absence. In my imaginings I am pushed to my limit, 
miles up, a pimple on the proverbial elephant's backside and looking at 
ripples that give no hint as to their helpfulness. How far do you want to push 
it? Are you so young and bold that the thought of death or disablement lies 
easily in the equation? On this I draw back, a frightened slug withdrawing 
its horns in a blue funk. Pragmatic dreaming suggests that to boldly go 
where no man has gone before might be fine for the 'Starship Enterprise' 
but not for me. Sorry. I see perhaps you are bolder than me and more 
talented, but there we are, imperfections do tend to raise their heads in times 
of stress. On sight in winter is fine as, often, what you see is what you get, 
but on long hostile looking summer lines then at least an abseil inspection 
to clean off the scruffiest bits of moss and to see if any protection is possible 
is surely allowable. Deep down I want to both enjoy the success and Live 
to tell the tale; obviously I take my hat off to those who can whoop it up 
doing impossible looking lines at first glance but I am not one of them. So, 
mentally, the adventure is already made less so by the admission that a 
'ground-up' approach is not on. Fear is a great leveller. I am long in tooth, 
Bob even longer, and at the least I wish to equal his longevity. 

The next consideration is the competition - already in our minds there 
are hordes of climbers at that very moment thinking of our very route. 
Names rapidly come to mind. Perhaps they are on it at this very hour, 
gleefully reappearing in the pub later to crow of their success at the expense 
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of ours. I'm sure you recognise the paranoid tendencies in yourself; no 
punishment is keen enough for the new-route stealer on what you consider 
is 'your' crag. We console ourselves that since cleaning is important and 
remoteness a fact, the competition, if any, can probably, but not entirely, 
be discounted. New routes are therefore seen as select trophies, prizes 
whose worth is directly proportional to the amount of effort needed to 
attain them. Sometimes I wonder if there is any material object on this earth 
as satisfying as a classic new route; it is an art object, a natural sculpture, 
an acquisition which both personally identifies you and yet is seen as an 
aspiration by others, though at no time can it ever belong to you in any real 
sense except the spiritual. How can man's baubles and trinkets compare 
with a great line on a great cliff? This unworldly possession is one of the 
keystones of why we climb. 

Now that the germ of desire is sown, a plan for action is needed. We will 
need all the cleaning ropes, wire brushes, the cut-down redundant ice-axes 
to clean cracks, climbing gear and ropes. All this weighs! There is lOOOft 
of extra-steep heathery and be-cragged hillside before we even reach the 
baGe of the cliff and then tortuOUG and probably procariouG Gcrambling up 
its flanks to get to its crest, something like 1500ft in all. At least we can 
drive along the lonely glen near its base. We have been talking and 
dreaming of this route for long enough, putting off the evil day, for de pite 
all those dreams, the effort needed in cleaning heathery cracks is well 
KJlUWn tu us ami softer optiuns Itave ueen at't'earing tluuugltuut tlte yea! , 
leaving us in late summer with nowhere else to go but here. 

I love the long, dead end glen, itGelf the off. Ghoot of an even longer and 
lovelier dead-end glen. The track is rough and stony, and dirt is spitting up 
from the wheels of this ridiculous vehicle I find myself in, a fully grown 
Campervan, complete with toilet and kitchen, bumping along this narrow 
road fit only for extraction vehicles. However, the trees hide the view and 
what with the swirl of dust the crags are reserved only for those who are 
sitting in the front. I always find approaches psychologically interesting, 
as I'm sure you must do as well. Sometimes it's light hearted, sometimes 
it's a grim silent business, thoughts kept well to on~s~lf: often you hop~ to 
see the chosen line looking easier than your imagination has built it up to 
be. The whole balancing act between simply dreaming about it and then 
actually setting out to do it can be difficult, a slightly uncomfortable act of 
faith. 

Bob and I have grown to become Bob, Colin and I. Three is bad for speed 
but good for cleaning. It i a fine day, cold but clear with the crag above 
visibly dry. Going up a steep hillside overladen with gear is a trial by any 
definition This is not the first time, neither will it he th~ I <'I st T expe~t Tsn't 
it curious what goes through one's head when placing one foot in front of 
another on an arduous slope? Initially there is little rhythm, the mind 
wanders fairly loosely about, cannoning off aspects either underfoot or 
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ahead, but when the first hard breathing sets in and the easiest line chosen 
is topmost in thought then the mind sets itself little jingles or incantations 
to ea~e the phy~ic31labourj higher mental processes having been subsumed 
in order to create a wholeness with the body. It is the first stage in trance, 
a narrowing of objectives and, most importantly, the mental sloughing off 
of the everyday world. 

While Bob wilfully chooses a line independent of ours, we take a more 
direct line up a horrible scree-filled gully with short outcrops. This was not 
a good idea, laden as we are. Handfuls of heather and clutches of loose 
blocks occupy us for awhile until we clear this barrier. There is something 
very trying about stepping over little terraces of rank heather; no step ever 
seems high enough to properly clear it. At the foot of the crag the steepness 
of the slabs is now apparent, great plaques of a light grey schist with corner 
lines filled with heather. Tenuous possibilities rise up from the base, often 
to fade into obscurity and a frightening blankness. Like the sea, there is 
little to hide behi nd, few areas of vi si b le comfort ease the eye. There are a 
few thin heather ledges perched here and there but the connection between 
them is problematic. 

The central rib where the original line, The Lizard, wends its way up a 
groove, borders a fantastic slab that stretches up for 500ft with every 
chance of improbability on its journey to the top. A big dog-legged crack 
covers the initial 140ft, human progress having been stopped where the 
crack thins and angles left. Above, a smooth slab appears to form a wall, 
very unlikely looking from where I' m standing and above that another slab 
sports a great crescent-shaped shield before running into a hidden corner. 
Finally, a near vertical wall ends the route where an off-width crack cuts 
it directly in half. All in all it is some line and potentially very good indeed. 
Will my ambition be realised, and how much would I really give for 
something which I, - you, - really wish for? A fingernail? A finger? An 
arm and a leg? Your life? Don' t dismiss this as trite ; many climbers have 
died for such prizes like the Eiger North Wall. Some tread the thin line 
between reason and unreason better than others. Some are doomed to die, 
they have it marked on their faces , others have the bearing of survivors, 
sadder, wiser, but still here. Mostly we err on the safe side but always in the 
background there is the choice for that great leap into the unknown, the 

I game of chance between the devil within and the poised statistics of real 
risk. 

After much havering about and ferreting here, there and everywhere, we 
reach the crest. The top wall is set back from a terrace and it makes sense 
to set up an abseil from this and clean the top wall later. I play around for 
a few minutes on the wall, an off-width chimney that soon narrows to a 
soaring crack, stuffed with heather and perched blocks. It looks amazing 
but needs those blocks cleared first. Once embarked on action it is 
extraordinary - as I'm sure you ' ll agree - how you slip into a mechanical 

Bob Brown climbing 'Salamander' on the West Bllllrcss oJCrcag Chlas. SgLlrr A ' Mhllillin. Photo: John 
Mackenzie. 

Sgurr Alasdair. Skye. Photo: Alastair Mathewson. 
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mode. Abstract phi losophy, so important in (h·~fining Ollr motivation now 
ha~ no place once the actual climbing ~tartG. All wch thoughts outwith the 
actual event therefore belong to the realm of retrm;pcction and a dimming 
memory. 

We have absolutely no idea at all what lies below. The ropes spin in the 
air for a moment and are gone. Each of us has set up a course of action 
mutually independent of the other. Colin is to clean the corner below. Bob 
to Get up his ropes from any available anchor below that and I to set up a 
flotilla of ropea to reach the ground after having descended down the other 
two. We have a fair amount of gear but no pitons as they seem unnece::;::;ary. 
At least Colin ' s rope is well secured as I slide down after Bob. A brilliant 
corner i~ going past my nose, pink rock with few hold::; and a heather ::;tuffed 
corner crack. Colin will be spending his time cleaning this! 

Bob has now Dhuffled alarmingly off to the left and i::; bw;y digging out 
what looks like a pathetic little ear of rock to abseil off. There is something 
stomach-churningly gripping about shuffling about on one's bottom on a 
narrow ledge between the end of one abseil rope and the beginning of 
another. The evaluation of genuine risk has to come in here. Is there 
justification in theDe heart Dtopping manoeuvreD, un roped and hundred::; of 
feet off the ground? Easy enough ground perhaps but only justifiable up 
here due to the past accumulation of experience. 

Climbing, in essence, is a series of alternating states between fear and 
relief, doubt and hope, each individual using his or her own very special 
mental facultie to deal with these in a way unique to them. We all know 
one man's terror is merely another' s marginal niggle. 

Bob' & little ear has grown wmewhat between the Dtart and fini Dh of my 
shuffle and a chance to see him test his creative anchor is sufficient 
enticement for me to follow down the next stretch. Thi ::; i::; the great ::;hield 
ofrock perched like a scab atop a slowly steepening convexity. Thin, V
shaped cracks split the rock like shallow wounds, a feature of this crag. It 
did not look, taken objectively, too difficult but then abseils always lie. I 
like floating down thi s great inclined plane, a grey ocean of rock set on its 
lonely hillside amidst the cold clear air ofthe North. I reach a ledge worthy 
of the name and a really solid set of blocks where a Ieee worrying anchor 
can be arranged. 

Initially, my ropee go over tho orninoue bulging elab above the great dog 
legged crack. A couple of bulges and sparse but good gear offer hope. I 
have an intuitive sense based on paet routee that the top bulge i3 going to 
provide the crux. The ropee have ended two third::; of the way down the 
lower slab, but since I will only have to clean the section above the dog-leg, 
then I should be able to swing across on to rising ground to escape, leaving 
the lower crack as it is. . 

Gardening as we eupherni ~tically call grouting outof crack::; and ::;cfubbing 
clean lichen is probably frowned upon by our greener brethren. However, 

The Yard·arm 011 Cioch Direct. Sroll na Ciche, Skye. Photo: Jas Hepbum. 
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in defence may I quicldy add there iG E>imply so much rank heather here that 
the occaGional cleaned crack make!) no differonce, viGUully or botanically, 
to the overall health of the crag, so I will simply draw a veil over the matter. 
My case rests on the over proliferation of common vegetation and the 
relatively marginal impact sensitive cleaning does. The repetitive and 
muscle-crunching nature of hanging off a rope and cleaning a deep crack 
is immensely satisfying. Here is real sculpture, releasing the rock from its 
bondage of roots and seeing fresh crystals shine in the light of day. No 
per on has ever touched this rock befort:' ; its sinuosity alld simplicity of 
form a Gingle crack amid blnnk GlnbG iG Gtunningly attraotive. 

It is also desperately tiring. We have all been cleaning for seven hours 
by the time we reach the base of the crag and late August days are not so 
long as those in May. I do a precarious swing to one side, just managing to 
j'\';d(.h bottom at the very cnd of the ropcs.1t is imperative to get some fluid 
intake to lessen the cramps in my arms. A late lunch follows over on the 
hOlllners well to the right of the crag, ollr IIsllal eearine lip ann eating spot. 
We brush the dry earth off ourselves, poke out lichen from our eyes, don 
rock boots and gear and head in an optimistic threesome towards the base 
of the crack. The moment of truth to test all those dreams - is it going to 
bl, it d(.i>perate fight or d piece of cake Of some where in between? No moves 
have been practised on the rope so nothing is sure. Funny how we have to 
invent artificial rules in order to make life just that little hit harner for liS . 

to subtly weight the balance so that something is probably, but not 
definitely, possible. 

Bob shoots up the lower straight bit of the crack and takes a belay just 
before it jink out left. I follow on delightful wafers of rock, crinkly crisps 
and little hornG and nubbins that fingerG can pinch and pull on carefully. A 
feature of the climbing here is that the holds often appear as rather 
Guperfioial cruGtG, wind and ohemioally eroded into leGS than subGtantial 
objects. Often all the holds, especially in cracks, lie to the right, giving a 
very awkward and sometimes blind form of mQvement as thpy ~rp hi_dden. 
Rarely is it as difficult as it looks but equally rarely is it easy and a 
commitment to what lie above, the 'faith' part of climbing, is necessary. 

Bob haG unearthed an ancient Gtub of a piton . Someone had retreated here 
a long time ago; indeed the crack to this point was quite clean. Now while 
Colin lounges around below, escaping from the quite chill wind, I set off 
up the newly cleaned dog leg part of the cracle. Gone arc the encrustations 
that decorated the rock below, indeed gone is anything visibly helpful on 
the Gteep GlabG above me. The crack iG curiou!). It iG more a shallow GCOOp 
that undulates, narrows and dilatcs again like a stone snake. By placing feet 

_ within the undulations and layine off the rieht edge, a surprisingly easy 
balanoe iG reached. Fine aG long aG I keep my nerve and trUGt thiE: frictional 
trickery. The whole feel is uncertain, the relative ease of progress is offset 
by an aura of difficulty. Apprehension remains that the ever steepening 
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angle will force a retreat just short of the ledge above and I am deeply 
suspicious of a snarling setback. 

Every route on this crag has this apparent atmosphere of slickness, of the 
need for panther-like stealth, the lonely leader out on the edge of the world 
battling with the ever present threat of flesh ripping falls. But in fact it was 
simply not true, merely mind games, imagination borrowing from the stuff 
of nightmares. Optical illusion said that the last move was going to be 
'something else' . I doubt it was more than a very sustained 4c, unbelievable 
but true, HVS but not high in the grade. One of the great and unexpected 
joys is to undertake what seems a difficult task only to find that fate laughs 
at your own fears as it reflects the mirror of doubt back at you. 

We are now all reassembled on our stance, a perch in the wind and with 
glorious views over to the Torridon mountains. The smell of autumn is in 
the air, heavy scents cut across us and the purple of the heather and grey of 
the rock create that unique feeling that at this moment, unlike any other, we 
would rather be here than anywhere else on earth. These are wonderful, 
transient moments that reinforce the bonding between the earth and us. 
They never last long enough and the intensity is only dimly remembered 
afterwards. For a few seconds insight and intuition go hand in hand, a true 
freedom preciously gained, the very stuff of the visionary. 

I am now elected to lead the next pitch, the unprotected one, on the 
principle hastily proposed by Bob that since I cleaned it I deserve it. Thank 
you, dear friend, I can always rely on you in a tight spot. Weak but dry 
humour is part of our game, like understatement; it serves to reduce the 
seriousness of a given situation, a mental armour that works best (only!) for 
those who propose it. 

The slab is steep and looks distinctly unfriendly above a half-height 
overlap. A chance line of flakes runs across the lower section, exposed and 
unprotected, to the overlap above. This takes some good gear, which is as 
well as I end up doing a scruffy mantel on to a very thin heather ledge. My 
nose is pressed against hold less rock, so another gearless shuffle left leads 
to the only weakness in the top slab, an unhelpful looking affair that seemed 
distinctly easier from the abseil rope. Fooled again! In fact it is, like all else 
so far, easier than it appears to be with the occasional hold and a single good 
piece of gear. There is definitely a crux though, and with a considerable fall 
penalty - only by climbing can the truth be known. As people we are easily 
pleased, a bit of gear, the odd good hold and our world sparkles with 
sunshine again. 

The afternoon is well advanced; the light getting low and the temperature 
distinctly chilly. The far West has louring dark clouds gathering gloom 
around the skirts of the hills; night is in the air and we are little more than 
halfway on our voyage. The suppressed panic of darkness begins to grow 
as a dark flower in my guts, the little tendrils growing like it cancer and 
instilling fear. An epic is brewing as Colin is climbing painfully slowly. 
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Impatience with one's fellow man in such circumstances is understandable 
but pointless. 

Bob has a choice on the long shield-topped slab above. Broken cracks on 
the left have been left uncleaned and an obviously better but sterner central 
crack gardened instead. It is evidently more technical than his dismissive 
comments from the abseil indicated. Nasty, off-balance and shallowly 
flared to start, we are willing him to succeed on this precarious section and 
audible is our relief when he does. Above it is easier and off his restraining 
leash of technical difficulty, Bob flies up to the great curved overlap of the 
shield, a half-moon that blocks access to what lies above. 

While he is engaged in finding his own solutions, I let the cool of the 
evening air relax me. Colin is an interesting man, full of the great days of 
the past and as we talk, I watch the sun find a brief glory as it dips below 
the indigo clouds, flooding the low ground with an orange light. The orb 
grows bigger as it lowers, a cold fire races across the hills tingeing 
everything it touches with that peculiar sadness of colour that is so 
hauntingly beautiful. 

The ropes now ran up out of sight, Bob having turned the shield on the 
right. Our turn to climb comes soon after and I note that the initial moves 
are of a sustained, rather negative type of climbing leaving you wondering 
if it was difficult, awkward or what. You will no doubt recognise the 
feelings well enough. Above though, delightful moves on flakes lead 
swiftly to the overlap, much bigger now that it is at hand. An awkward step 
right then easier ground separates me from Bob, now athwart a rock like 
some Biblical patriarch, hi s sharp profile cutting the last of the evening 
wind. 

Colin, climbing in the gloaming does well, perhaps I was too harsh in my 
thoughts earlier on. We might, with just one pitch left to the terrace, get 
down before true night begins. Bob's belay is inadequate, a pathetic hollow 
flake. The acceptance of the old adage that 'The Leader Never Falls' is of 
necessity now. The ropes are beginning to get twisted and to save time Bob 
will lead through while I unravel a vast amount of what is rapidly becoming 
the climbing equivalent of the Gordian Knot. A tricky slab undercuts a 
hanging corner, the depths of which are hidden to our left. Colin and I watch 
the initially tenuous moves across the slab lead unprotected to the overlap 
that guards the corner. Whatever you do Bob, don't fall here please! The 
cracks under the overlap are very wet and after an anxious moment he 
arranges some solid looking gear. Thank God for modern equipment. 
Hidden now by the corner we are startled by great guffaws and chortles as 
the sheer quality of the experience is relayed down to us . If it can· be that 
good in near darkness, just imagine what it must be like in daylight. 

It is good. Solidly sustained every inch of the way, a perfect end to a 
perfect route, bridging on dimples, constantly provoking. Colin emerges 
beaming, he cannot believe his luck, telling us that down south people 
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would kill for a route like thi s. We will have to come back for that top wall 
though, as the route should properly fini h up it, but tonight is not the night. 
Our groping way off the terrace is probably the most dangerous part of the 
day, traversing over little walls that are effectively bottomless. The descent 
gully, a mirage of safety amid vertiginous heather and broken rock is 
scuttled down with that urgency which only those racing the night will ever 
know. We reach the boulders where the gear is stowed and then, hobbled 
by inadequately packed sacs, and festooned with ropes, descend the grim 
slopes back to the welcome lights of the Campervan, many, many hours 
after first setting out. 

A short while later, so impressed are we by the quality, that Bob and I 
cleaned the soaring crack above the terrace and the left-hand cracks of the 
shield-topped slab. We climbed the route on a faultless sunny day, warm 
and windless with the scent of heather wafting up on thermals. The cracked 
slab was a grade easier than the original way and the top chimney cracks 
gave superb steep climbing at merely VS despite every appearance to the 
contrary. We still feel that the crag has given us its best route; certainly not 
its hardest, simply its best. 

So, our dream had been fulfilled, were we then satiated, ready to look 
back upon those two days as some kind of highlight? Did the experience, 
realised without hint of disappointment, explain any more clearly the 
deeper questions? For a few days we were content, basking in the reflected 
glory of our own satisfaction. But then the ache returned. Why can we not 
be content with merely passive appreciation as in an art gallery? We have 
to crawl all over our 'art' to get to some deeper and fundamental under
standing of the meaning of life itself. Perhaps we are driven souls, haunted 
by the promise and occasional reali ation of great peace - and beauty -
both within ourselves and within our surroundings. Despite jobs and 
restrictions of all shapes and sizes, despite great fears and self doubts, 'up 
there ' represents a true life force, an essence of what is good and worth
while; despite even our flawed personalities, we strive to attain a moral 
freedom based on self-integrity. 

At times this integrity is circumscribed by our actions; we make the end 
justify the means even at the expense of our fellow man. Ambition can be 
naked, ugly and truly selfish. Perhaps it is simply not possible to pursue 
great goals without sacrifice. Indeed, if pressed sorely then that little inner 
voice might claim we are an elite, a Praetorian Guard, looking down on a 
lesser humanity who are struggling through a mire of mediocrity and 
dullness while we juggle with the forces of Eros and Thanetos like 
protogods. Dark though these thoughts are, there is much that is light. On 
balance, though, as a group we are no saints, we have evidently found a 
method of passing through life which is deeply fulfilling for mind and 
body. It may not be much of a conclusion, but at least we are willing to 
explore the possibilities, under tanding ourselves better in the process, and 
by so doing, beginning to comprehend our fellow men. 
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THE TRAP 

By P.J. Biggar 

SQUAT AND black and inimical to progress the fabled Mantrap barred the 
way. As I climbed the arete towards it, Dave Meldrum gave a shrug of 
aversion and backed off down to the Tough-Brown variation. His partner, 
Phil Gribbon, waved me towards the ample belays in the Mantrap' crack. 
That piece of rock was a physical obstacle we could not overcome, but we 
had another more pressing though intangible enemy - time. The moon was 
shining brightly on Carn Mor Dearg as I brought Mike Jacob up. We had 
been climbing for more than 11 hours. Jacob arrived only to hurry off in 
Meldrum's footsteps . Gribbon and I were left to contemplate nature which 
was extremely beautiful, and our feet, which were becoming cold. 

To the right of our ledge, painfully hacked out of the most recalcitrant 
snow-ice, lay the steep and narrow way to the Forty-Foot Corner and 
possible salvation. Hideous depths plummeted in shadow below it. To the 
left, the foreshortened gla sy walls of Little Brenva swept into the gentle 
basin of Coire Leis. 

Normally, when Gribbon and I share a stance the atmosphere is genial, 
the talk humorous and bantering. This time we were like two old men who 
have met at the same bus-stop for 30 years and have nothing to say. Each 
wisp of warm vapour from dry lips was grudged. One short exchange 
contained a confession: 'We might need torches.' 

'Mine's in the hut.' 
'That wouldn't be intentional?' 
'No.' 
And the bus wouldn't come. The delicate curve on the frosted ropes 

remained unaltered. Minds flinched away from the subversive cold, 
seeking release in thought. 

Why had we been so long? The weather was perfect. The conditi on of the 
snow almost too perfect - excessively hard, a stubborn unyielding ma
terial, points and picks had to be placed with abnormal exertion which was 
especially bad for the ancient Terrordactyls ofthe Gribbon-Meldrum rope; 
stances took many blows to cut and even then were cramped and full of 
aches ... Excuses, excuses! We'd got off route. Gribbon swore he'd been 
that way before with Smart, but all that followed from that, I muttered to 
myself as I clawed my way along the chosen icy ledge, was that they'd been 
off route then as well! This had been confirmed by the two lads finishing 
Minus Two; we' d had to follow them up the exit chimneys of that route. 
And some time before that, of course, Gribbon' s crampon had worked 
loose from its ancient strapping system, and that had entailed a minor 
retreat; Meldrum's dazzling smile had become slightly strained. 
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It hadn't been a great night either. We'd been in a position to get to the 
hut early, and were in our bunks as the first little light was seen ascending 
from the Fort. Sleep? Scraps of the conversation we had been forced to 
overhear came back to me as I stood in the cold, punctuated by the rhythmic 
percussion of the hut door: 'She was a most peculiar woman seemingly!' 

'Oh really?' 
Crash! 
' . . . maybe I will have another, just a wee one, it helps you to sleep.' 
Crash! 
'Aye, Craig-y-Barns last week ... good route .. . desperate . . .' 
'Oh! He is is He? We'd better clean this pan tonight then!' 
Raucous guffaws. 
'Aye, most peculiar . .. she made him perform in a harness! ' 
Sleep after hours of this becomes impossible, and getting up a great 

relief. 
'I think they're shouting.' At intervals we had heard words being 

exchanged by our partners; now their deliberations had issue. The instruc
tion was for Phil to untie one of his ropes; the end vanished upwards, 
leaving us still cold and perplexed. Some grim struggle was being fought 
out up there, on which depended our chances of a voiding benightment, and 
we could only wait; we weren't even onlookers. Ice chips hissed down the 
slope to rattle, it seemed for ever, into the gulch below the Minus Face. 

Gribbon occupied himself in putting his balaclava over thinning locks. 
I contemplated getting my jacket out of my sack, but the thought of fiddling 
with frozen ropes, removing outer layers and securing vital equipment on 
the glazed surface deterred me. Inertia threatened. My companion mut
tered darkly each time the wind blew. 

Thoughts burrowed again. Where had the daylight gone? 
Above the Second Platform there had been a definite mistake. I had gone 

left when I should have gone right, leaving my partner to lead the last pitch 
of Frostbite, putting still more pressure on the leg he had injured playing 
squash: a dangerous game that . . . My penance had been to stand on a lower 
shelf for more than an hour as the sun set, watching and hearing, so still was 
the air, the footsteps of little black figures crunching down Coire Leis to 
warmth and supper and bed. 

The witch-burners in the Hut would be alight now; wine bottles warming 
by the stove; the Ogre enthralling the company with Fell Tales: running 
over the mountains and gobbling up intruders into his ancient Sanctuary . 
. . No little figures now. Even the belated travellers on Tower Ridge had 
followed their torch beams along the extension to the Eastern Traverse, to 
disappear in Tower Gully. We were alone in a cooling world whose 
softened shapes and blunted forms concealed its extreme steepness and 
menace. I imagined looking up at N.E. Buttress from below and saw it as 
a monstrous Helter-Skelter. I saw us all on little fairground mats flying 
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round and round the stripey tower to land like breathless children at the 
very door of the Hut. Oh how the mind yearned towards the odorous 
warmth of the drying room! ... Why so long? 

At times a little cloud would cross the moon's surface. I could only hope 
it would be clear if our bus ever came: big and maroon and white, rumbling 
down Gorgie Road, full of warmth and beery breath and old men discussing 
the Hearts. Another little puff of wind found chinks in our armour and made 
us cry out against our imprisonment. 

One coil detached itself from the pile at Gribbon 's feet, to slip ever so 
leisurely down the slope; then nothing, then another. This was tortuously 
repeated until his one remaining rope was almost gone. He shouted. There 
was no reply. The rope never came taut. There were no urgent, comforting 
tugs, it just lay like a tired dog's tail with only an occasional twitch. No 
message from the beyond, only this ambivalent motion of the messenger: 

'Look with what courteous action 
It wafts you to a more removed ground: 
But do not go with it.' 

My face was too numb to smile, butl recalled that this was the rope which 
Gribbon had purchased from Meldrum for a jar of peanut butter, and I felt 
secretly glad that my ropes were still attached to Jacob. 

Gribbon acted at last, not because there was sufficient warrant for doing 
so, but because further passivity was unbearable. With an economy of 
motion proclaiming the experience of a long life, he moved backwards and 
downwards from our desolate shelter, paused once on a cut step, then, with 
a 'See you later,' to me, and a hopeful cry to those above which lost itself 
in the great spaces, he moved up and out of my sight. 

I looked down at my feet, encased in honest, frozen leather and tattered 
canvas gaiters. The boots were old friends, the feet older still, and 
numbness was setting in. Fifty steps, I thought, then count to 25, and then 
another 50. The tramping began. My sentence now included the treadmill 
as well as being tied to a legendary rock. 

The stars were bright now: the light of each denoting a body of huge 
mass, of whose origin, motions and destiny I was profoundly ignorant. My 
life seemed miniscule and measured out in trivialities; a few climbs, a few 
drinks, a few books read, a few words written: sitting in armchairs thinking 
vaporous thoughts. The whole was like a match struck in a blind alley; it 
revealed nothing for a moment and then went out; one puff of wind and its 
smoke would be gone too. My world was contracted to what shivered 
below my vest and hunched its shoulders against the draughts. It was linked 
to other similar worlds by two strands offrozen rope. And the ropes never 
moved. Only my feet resumed their dreary tramping. 
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Speculations flitted through my tired mind like bats through a clearing. 
I was alone in this dreadful place . .. my companions had been phantasms 
... there was no-one on the end of the ropes ... no-one else in this cold 
universe. Perhaps I had died and become immortal? This tramping on one 
spot was a penance for crimes on earth. But surely I was not dead? For one 
thing I was too uncomfortable, and for another I was too afraid. 

What was I afraid of? Of Death of course! Yet, if one examined it coolly, 
was that the real object of fear? Not really . Not the state itself, but the 
process : the loss of control, the sickening slither, the cartwheel into space, 
the bone crushing impacts; these perhaps, and the loneliness of it. The 
blackness or light beyond them was not fearful. 

'God is very merciful, ' I muttered. It was a Mantra. I was chanting my 
Mantra below the Mantrap. A horrid gurgling sound, like water leaving a 
basin, told me I was laughing. 

I jiggled it this way, I rattled it that way, I turned it upside down but it 
would not budge. My mitts were chopped to shreds and my hands belonged 
to somebody else. The unknown powers smiled on the folly of my actions. 
This particle of warmth feebly struggling to get free from the rock to which, 
an instant before, it had clipped itself. But the struggles continued until 
krab and sling were in my hands. And then I dropped them, and they slid, 
ever so gently, out of sight. 

The universe, after all, contained some other agency. The ropes were 
tightening inexorably. A moment ago I'd had too much time, now I had too 
little. The unseen agent might have forgotten that, before he could 
encourage me by pulling on the rope, I had to climb at first downwards; a 
pull at this stage was not what I wanted. It became a race backwards down 
the polished curvature; legs shaking, wooden hands prodding picks for 
balance, shuddering inwardly, I just made it. 

We had climbed all day on abundant thick ice. The paradox of the Corner 
was that its covering was vanishingl y thin . Steep rock smeared with glass. 
As I came to it in the moonlight I found signs of the great struggle. A 
dead man at the bottom grinned like a skull in the desert; it was half 
embedded and had been left as a runner. A few feet up the corner some 
shallow scrapes had been hacked in the smears, and an ice-screw pro
truded, rather too much, from its placement. I could only pick up the pieces 
and wonder. 

Blue sparks shot out as my picks repeatedly struck rock. I bridged and 
heaved, pulled on shaky axes, scraped, scratched and gritted my way 
upwards. As my body came back to life, a fierce exhilaration swept through 
me. Just as every means of continued upward progress ran out, and it 
seemed as if my feet must lose contact with the rock, a long flailing reach 
with the hammer brought the security of perfect neve and a moment of 
knowledge and peace. My hand tightened round the shaft and one last 
convulsive heave took me over the top. 
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As I crouched, spent, on the slope above the Corner, a boulder-like shape 
stirred and a familiar Irish accent offered comfort: 

'Well done, now! That deserves a biscuit! Just let me get my headlamp 
out of this bag ... But wait now, this isn't a headlamp ... it's .... a piece 
of cake!' 

A little farther up the ridge I encountered the good shepherd, Jacob, 
looking as drawn as I've ever seen him. Despite his injured leg he had led 
his little flock to salvation. At his wise insistence we followed him to the 
Summit Shelter. The wind was rising and our faces were stung by drift. 
Meldrum produced an orange and unselfishly quartered it; I can taste the 
juice yet. 

Down in the hut all was snoring tranquillity. The Ogre, betraying a heart 
of gold, had put a pan of soup on the stove for us, and Sandy Reid got up 
to make us tea. One remembers these things. 

Time was still out of joint next morning. Dave produced a bottle of wine 
and we had dinner for breakfast. Outside, the gentle elements of last night 
had fled , and even the young bloods of the SMC came back, snow
bespattered, from the entrance to Coire na Ciste. Someone asked why we 
had taken so long. The Ogre himself pronounced a kindly absolution. 

'You see,' he said, ' they were using old-fashioned equipment.' But we 
knew that the tumbling grains had qualified our proceedings in more than 
one way. Yesterday, it seemed, had occurred at just the right time. 
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CHANCE ENCOUNTERS OF A FLEETING KIND 

By Bill Shipway 

A CENTURY ago a member of the SMC wrote that members of the club might 
be divided into two classes: the Ultramontanes (deeds of derring-do) and 
the Salvationists (safety first). Subsequently, this distinction l has been 
suggested to be false - many early members exhibited both tendencies. 
Nevertheless, the labels survive in story and verse 100 years later. 

Talking about it not long ago, a friend asked me what groups I would put 
hill goers into nowadays. That will not be difficult, I thought, and began to 
make some notes of stravaigers I had encountered over the years. But the 
task was more awkward than I had imagined. The strong, silent men, yes, 
they were self-reliant and knowledgeable, even if having rather much of 
the loner in their make-up. But the blethers were by no means a bunch of 
softies. Some were beyond doubt princes of the hills, brightening the day 
with warm friendship. In between, a collection of gangrels interested in the 
experiences of others, ready to help with the route, or tell you of a better 
B & B down the road. There is only one thing to do, dear reader - turn the 
question over to you, and give you my notes to add to your own. Send 
entries to the Editor to reach him by December 31. A mystery prize for the 
first correct solution opened. 

A year or two back on a breezy July morning, I set off for Beinn Dearg 
of Atholl from Old Blair. The route is served by good estate roads and it was 
not long before I reached Allt Sheicheachan bothy, all spick and span with . 
table, forms and chairs in place but no-one about. After leaving the burn the 
path follows a long shoulder to the cairn, rather a cold tramp now against 
a bleak wind blowing strongly, making the dyke at the trig point a welcome 
shelter. To the north , waves of featureless brown crests led one's eyes to 
the Cairngorms. Towards the Gaick deer forest in the west the empty 
landscape was much the same. The wind at the cairn never let up and I was 
glad to think I would have it behind me on the return journey. As I left the 
summit rocks my eye caught a solitary figure crossing the peat moss from 
the west on what I guessed was the route in from Calvine and Bmar Lodge. 
Here was a chance to exchange greetings with a fellow walker and add to 
one's information about the hill. I altered direction to intercept him. But the 
focus of my attention only called: 'Blowy, in't it?' and passed on without 
slackening his stride. Clearly, a man saving his breath for better things. Or 
was he one of those 'head down get to the top as fast as possible and on to 
the next Munro' types that one meets occasionally these days? 

In June 1992 I spent a week on Skye. Sandy had only six Munros left to 
climb to compleat the round, five on the Cuillin Ridge, plus Blaven. The 
weather was good and on our first day we climbed Sgurr nan Eag and Sgurr 

1 See R.N. Campbell in SMCJ, XXXIV, p. 21 9. 
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Dubh Mor; on our second day the Inn Pin followed by Sgurr Mhic 
Choinnich. We then took a day off and paid our respects at the last resting 
place of John Mackenzie and Norman Collie at Struan. The weather held 
and next day we returned to the Ridge for Am Basteir. 

That left Friday for Blaven, and again it was a fine morning. I had been 
up this hill before, knew it would not present any difficulty, and donned my 
kilt as glad rags for the big occasion. Sandy was not quite as exuberant. 
Now retired, he had climbed his first Munro as a schoolboy, and was 
finding it hard to believe he was about to be translated from a common 
Munro-bagger to the aristocracy of the Compleat Munroists. 

Loch Slapin sparkled in the sun, Blaven looked magnificent and we set 
off up the Allt na Dunaiche with lightsome step, passing some faithful 
members of the John MuirTrust at work on the path. It was sun hat and shirt 
sleeves down here, but some three hours later we were glad of anorak and 
woollies as we crossed the final slope to the cairn and trig point. Bravo for 
Sandy, he had finished the round, and as befits a couple of pensioners we 
celebrated with a sip of Drambuie. Other walkers came across from the 
South Top and helped with the obligatory photographs. It was sunny and 
clear in the keen wind and the views of the Cuillin Ridge and the Red Hills 
were superb. 

We had just left the cairn to begin the descent when we met three 
climbers coming up. They had made the climb via Clach Glas and had left 
their sacs where the gully comes in at the Great Prow. Perhaps the 
Drambuie had loosened my tongue. I had to tell them of Sandy compleating. 
'Wow!' their leader exclaimed: 'I finished myself last year and you are the 
first man I've met who has done the same.' He congratulated Sandy with 
enthusiasm and sounded as thrilled as we were ourselves. We learned that 
his name was Matthew and that Clach Glas was a warm up for a visit to the 
Cioch next day. 

Gladdened by this encounter we left our three friends tofinish their climb 
and continued downwards ourselves. The coire was warm in the afternoon 
sun and we paused for a breather by the side of the track above the little 
meadow on the coire floor. Suddenly, there was a clatter of stones behind 
us. It was Matthew and his two friends again. He pulled a bottle of Johnnie 
Walker from his sac. 'We can't let this pass without a toast, have a dram!' 
Then the three stalwarts hastened on down, but Matthew told the tale ahead 
of us to others on the path, so that Sandy's progress was marked by even 
more handshakes. A man of good cheer, charismatic, friendly - meeting 
Matthew made a great day even more memorable. 

Mountain guides are not a corps I've had much to do with, and I suppose 
like other professionals they have to be economical with information in 
order to safeguard their livelihood. Not long ago I was in a party making 
its way along the Cuillin Ridge from Sgurr Mhic Choinnich to Sgurr 
Thearlaich. After leaving the airy crest ofMhic Choinnich we trod gingerly 
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over the slabby roofs and then crept across the face of the hill toward the 
bealach below the tumbled rocks leading to the upper ramparts ofThearlaich. 
Here we paused and I asked our leader: 'When do we reach Collie's 
Ledge?' He turned round and, in a voice that told me all too clearly that 
some mothers do have 'em, replied: 'Collie 's Ledge? You've just come 
down it! ' 

Another meeting I am less happy about recounting occurred back in 
August 1977 when a few of us decided to attempt Ben Nevis, Cam Mor 
Dearg and the Aonachs Mor and Beag in one day. We left the Glen Nevis 
camp-site at 7.30a.m. and made our way up the pony track on a glorious 
summer morning to reach the summit plateau of the Ben at lla.m. The view 
was almost too much to take in, a wonderful panorama of peaks and ridges, 
with gleams of light from lochs and sea. Then it was on across the plateau 
to find the descent to the curving Arete, with its bouldery spine leading 
towards the pink screes of Cam Mor Dearg. After threading the ragged 
switchback above Coire Leis and a halt for lunch, we reached the cairn on 
Cam Mor Dearg at 2p.m. This time it was not the distant hills which held 
the eye, but the towering cliffs of Nevis across the glen. When mantled in 
mist and snow they present a fearsome aspect, but today they were smiling 
and peaceful in the sun, with only a few scattered patches of snow to remind 
one of their mighty winter couloirs. 

It was time now to turn round and descend from Carn Mor Dearg by its 
east ridge to a grassy bealach where we fi lied our water bottles from the first 
trickle of a burn. A steep grassy wall split by crags faced us, demanding 
many a grunt and gasp ere the angle relented and we found ourselves on the 
broad back of the Aonachs. Dumping our sacs we walked up the wide 
expanse and reached the cairn on Aonach Mor at 5p.m., there to have an 
argument as to whether we were looking across the Mamores to the Aonach 
Eagach or to Bidean nam Bian. 

Then back to retrieve the sacs and head for the short craggy path leading 
up to the summit dome of Aonach Beag. Oddly, the ground underfoot was 
mossy and tundra-like, differing from the grassy sweeps of its neighbours 
close by. We sprawled around the cairn discussing the clistances still to 
cover. It would seem three miles down Glen Nevis from Steall to road end, 
and thereafter perhaps four on the road to the camp-site ... but first we must 
reach Steal!. 

Leaving the cairn at 6.30p.m. we began the downward journey, picking 
our way among the outcrops, down and still down. Suddenly Ronnie 
fetches us up, pointing to a lone figure descending the Allt Coire Guisachan 
towards Steall , a long way below us. 'If he had a car at the road-end and 
were going down Glen Nevis ... ' 

Hastening down we reach a pool on the burn and await the approach of 
the walker. No elaborately accoutred climber this man, just baggy flannel 
trousers, a cotton shirt and an ancient canvas rucksack. We hail him as 
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though we have no other motive but the honest friendship of the hills, fall 
in beside him with chat about this and that, trying to conceal the high stakes 
for which we are playing. Ah, the deceit in the heart of man. At last Alex 
takes the bull by the horns. 'Are you staying in Fort William?' Five pairs 
of ears strain for his reply. 'No, I'm camping at Steall .. .' Ouch, no car, 
no lift. Immediately, all intere t in our erstwhile friend departs, and we are 
as keen to extricate ourselves as we were to ingratiate ourselves minutes 
before. We slip away with as much grace as we can muster and hasten on 
down the burn towards Steall, the Nevis gorge and the road-end. Happily, 
there were still folk about when we reached the road-end in the gloaming, 
and we were lifted in more than one car before we had walked as far as 
Polldubh. So ended a great mountain day. 

Let's pass now to the Fannichs. Stewart and I thought we would have a 
try for Beinn Liath Mhor and drove to the parking place on the A835 at the 
west end of Loch Glascarnoch. Another two walkers, man and woman, 
were kitting up by their car and said they were going for Am Faochagach, 
on the north side of the road. I said we were hoping to go there ourselves 
on the following day, and asked them where they intended to cross the 
Abhainn a' Gharbhrain, a river said to involve wet feet even in normal 
conditions. They joked about it, the man saying we would see the tide 
marks on his breeches when they got back. With that they were across the 
road and away. 

It was a surly kind oflate summer morning, blowy and overcast, difficult 
to say how the day would turn out. The route for Beinn Liath Mhor was 
simple and about two hours later we reached the col below the long curving 
ridge leading to the summit. We started up, the mist blowing round us , the 
ground stony and shattered. The Deargs were clear - it is strange how 
weather patterns can be different over relatively short distances. We 
reached the double cairn and sat down for some lunch. 

Stewart thought he would like to return. I was keen to reach Sgurr Mor, 
so we agreed to separate. It was fairly rough walking over the wet scree, 
easy to slip, and I had not given it more than a few minutes before I began 
thinking I had done a very foolish thing in not staying together in the mist. 
I turned and set a bearing to contour the hill and rejoin our route of the 
morning. Some minutes later I was surprised to see a figure loom out of the 
mist, compass in hand. 'Have you passed a man going down?' I asked. 'No, 
I haven't seen anybody.' I was filled with alarm, but mercifully when clear 
of the mist I saw Stewart below me. Such episodes teach lessons. 

Lower down there was a blink of sun, though behind us the ridge 
remained cloud-capped, dense and gloomy. As we approached the parking 
place, I was sorry to see that the other car was no longer there. Unlocking 
the car, I noticed a sheet of paper with a message on it tucked under the 
wiper blade. I have kept the paper with my log of the day. Here is what it 
said: 'Re ascent of Am Faochagach: For your information, it is possible to 
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cross the Abhainn a' Gharbhrain without getting your feet wet! The 
location is GR282753 where the river splits into two. The SW branch is 
easy to cross and the NE branch can be crossed where it is split by a small 
grassy island. There is a small cairn on the far bank. Good walking! Hope 
you had a good day. From the couple you met this morning.' 

Who says you do not meet some wonderful folk in the hills? 
My last story concerns a visit to Ben Alder. Marcus had arranged with 

the estate that we might have the use of the bothy at Black Burn of Pattack 
for two nights. Permission to take our car up had been refused and we were 
faced with a six-mile walk from Gallovie. None of us had any experience 
of back-packing: we found the heavy packs very different from our usual 
day sacs, and were mighty glad to throw them down at the wooden bothy, 
light the fire and have some supper. The messages on the walls went back 
to 1913 and some were quite funny e.g. 'This would be a nice place to die 
in ' . But as we sat round the fire we would not have exchanged our bothy 
for Buckingham Palace. 

We had only just rolled out our sleeping bags when there was the sound 
of a car outside and a solitary man came in. He sounded friendly and 
quickly made himself at home. 

We awoke to a perfect June morning: even at 7a.m. the sun was warm. 
We left in high spirits for the round of Ben Alder and Bheoil- the early sun 
in a clear sky, a skylark singing, a good path underfoot and our mountain 
ahead, its massive flanks still streaked with snows of winter. Bill from 
Aberdeen, the stranger of the night before, had departed ahead of us, but 
3S we made our approaoh by tho Long Leachas he appeared in silhouette 
on the Short Leachas, stepping up the ridge with the easy stride of a hillman. 
Taking a breather near the cairn, we saw him coming towards us: 'I've run 
out of film, would you have a spare?' 'Haven't a spare', said Alex, 'but if 
it's slides you need maybe I could take some shots for you!' That seemed 
to solve the problem and he joined us for the remainder of the day. 

Our new friend wag a grand companion. He had a marvellous lmo'yvlcdgc 
of the mountains, and of those who climbed them, and of the books written 
about them, all recounted in an unselfconscious fashion which assumed we 
knew as much as he did. He pointed out that the retreating snowfields 
delineated the coires and ridges in a way which made the hills particularly 
lovely at that time of year. 'See this boulder', he would say 'It's granite, 
while the rocks of this hill are schistose. It's been carried from the Moor 
of Rannoch in the Ice Age and deposited here.' He took a lizard from a rock 
by the burn and showed us its beautiful markings, did the same with wild 
flowers and mosses. 

Back at the bothy he pulled a bottle from his sac. 'Have a drink on me, 
this is home-brewed red wine.' We had a wonderful evening of talk and 
laughter round the fire. Our shadows danced on the walls as the logs 
crackled and flared, and he talked of ice climbs on Lochnagar, and the 
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hazards of the Aonach Eagach, and mountain rescue, and training young 
people, and the friendship of olimbing companiom whose names we lr.new, 
and half a hundred other thingc. Even the deer oame to licten, for later we 
found a hind at the both)' window, and otherc grazing nearby. The warmth 
of friendship matched the warmth of the hearth and when it \Vac time to get 
into our sleeping bags again we could not think of when we had spent a 
happier evening. 

Next day we decided to visit the Laggan hills before returning. Our new 
friend offered to take our packs down to Gallovie in his car - that was a real 
bonus. He was not coming out with us, so we took some last photos and said 
our goodbyes. 'I'm B- B-', he said: 'Look me up if you are ever in 
Aberdeen.' 

These are a sample of the chance meetings which have come to me over 
years given to hillwalking. For >me such encounters enrich an outing, and 
their recollection sings in the memory for many a year. Perhaps not 
everyone is of the came opinion: perhapc you prefer your own company. 
And as for classifying hillgoers into groups, I'll have to admit they are as 
different as individuals as the folks walking in Princes Street or George 
Square. 

REFLECTIONS 

For W.H. Murray 

His writings brought the mountains alive for me 
his exploits in ice-choked gullies on Buachaille and Ben 
inspired generations to dare and to know 
the steep and challenging places. 

This morning our eyes met through an hotel window 
as I strode to the mountains and I saw reflections, 
reflections on comrades lost in war, reflections on past glories 
and above all reflections on the physical limitations of age. 

Charlie Orr 
Alexandra Hotel, Fort William. 
4th December, 1994. 
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THE CONNOISSEURS' ROUTE 

By Peter Warburton 

I HAVE never been on friendly terms with an ice axe. Even corks carefully 
affixed to the spike fall off - unobserved. This can make for unpopularity 
on buses and aeroplanes. Some people do so over-react. What principally 
undid me were those illustrations of climbers toppling backwards, for
wards or sideways down steep slopes but saving themselves by deft 
manipulation of an axe on which adversity has not loosened their grip. 
There could be no more vivid reminder of my own lack of prowess in 
similar dire circumstances. I dismissed out of hand, as imprudent in the 
extreme, the advice that beginners gain practical experience of 'self arrest' 
by voluntarily hurling themselves down suitable slopes. So, where the high 
hills are concerned, I became a May to October excursionist. Snow and ice 
are best admired in other peoples' photographs. 

One of the benefits this heresy confers is the increased time made 
available for one of winter's safer pleasures - the study, purposeful or 
otherwise, of maps. The awkward squad find perverse delight in devising 
approach routes that, usually for excellent reasons, ha ve escaped the notice 
of the corps of mountain guide writers. When I feel able to keep a straight 
face, I am apt to refer airily to such discoveries as connoisseurs' routes. 

There are also connoisseurs' addresses to be found on the 'Highland 
sheets - remote habitations that fascinate by their isolation or because of 
the evocative quality of a name. Visiting them can become as much a 
mission as collecting Munros. The reality often falls short of expectations. 
Marble Lodge, although built of the specified material, is still rather a let
down if the picture in the mind's eye has featured one or more stately 
pleasure domes. Iron Lodge - another estate workers' dwelling in charac
ter- is definitely fraudulent in its presentincarnation.lfear that Abyssinia, 
held in reserve as a suitable outing for my declining years, will also 
disappoint. Wag and Glut are others that hint at more than they are likely 
to deliver. 

Some sites stir the imagination whatever the weather - Bachnagairn is 
a good example - but judgments are inevitably coloured by conditions on 
the day. Altanour Lodge (ruin) on the late afternoon of a very wet October 
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day with darkness falling, five sodden miles ahead to Inverey and soaked 
breeches chafing inside thighs at every step: the verdict was unfavourable. 
In contrast, I have always been lucky with Slugain Lodge (ruin). The 
approach up a lightly-wooded, nicely watered ravine, with a resident 
population of woodland birds, twittering incongruously in a high moorland 
setting is rather special. There is even a Slugain bypass from which you can 
look down on the ruins and speculate on the logistics of supply in the days 
when it was in use. In fact, many of the remoter sporting lodges had a brief 
and limited active life. McConnochie, writing a hundred years ago, notes 
that Altanour and Loch Builg Lodges were only in occasional seasonal 
occupation. 

One place that long eluded me is Patt, or rather Patt Lodge, since the 
keeper' 5 hou5e at Patt wont undor when Loch Monar was enlarged. There 
are few references in the literature. Brenda Macrow writes of Iron Lodge 
and she and Tom Weir of Benula Lodge (a casualty of the Mullardoch 
dam), Hamish Brown and lain Thomson are informative about Maol 
Buidhe, but Patt Lodge eems quite off the literary beat. Thomson who 
lived (1956-60) at Strathmore, now ubmerged, on the northern shore of 
the loch writes of his friends and neighbours, the keeper and fami Iy at Patt, 
but the Lodge hardly enters the narrative, although he includes an undated 
photograph. On my maps it remained safely above the new water line, still 
Ghcltered by Geveral acroG of woodland. ThiG waG not concluGive evidence. 
Corndavon Lodge has lost its plantation and Cabuie is no more, despite 
having survived the raising of Loch Fannich. Eventually, I shall become 
reconciled to metric maps, but not yet. There is something to be said for the 
possibility of imperial surprise. 

A day devoted solely to the Patt experience would have been extravagant 
of holiday time, eepecial!y an it might well end in contemplation of a few 
stones in a clearing among tree stumps. You need not be of the romantic 
' riclde (le etanee' -Gchool to focI molancholy on GUch occasions. The map 
suggested a solution: a return visit to Lurg Mhor by way of Meall Mor, 
starting from the east end of Loch Monar would take in Patt en-route, 
providing (l [lecond objective for the day aG well ae promiGing a potential 
connoi[lseurs' route. My only previouG outing to Lurg Mhor had been by 
the conventional approach from Strathcarron over Beinn Tharsuinn and 
Bidein a'Choire Sheasgach, but I had so run out of steam and time that 
Meal! Mor had proved a top too far. Instead, I had cut down to the head of 
Loch Monar and up to the Bealach Bhearnais (a genuine connoisseurs' 
short cut, this). Later, I had been slightly affronted to read that the 
Gilbertian tough guys do not consider that these hills offer a notably Big, 
Classic, Wild or even Challenging walk. 

At one time access by car to Glen Strathfarrar involved considerable 
ceremony. The applicant presented himself, not at the Big House, but at a 
substantial subsidiary establishment where a lady of military manner, 
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seated at an imposing desk, inquired his motives and completed the 
paperwork. Those intending a round of the Strathfarrar Munros would be 
handed a Struy EGtate day pass giving permiGGion to viGit Glen Strathfarrar 
'for the purpose of sightseeing'. Such preliminaries were time consuming, 
but the pass allowed 13 hours (8.30a.m. to 9.30p.m.) in the glen. In 1989 
time was saved by collecting a pass from lhe gatekeeper, but it only gavc 
a lO-hour licence, which must have caused unease to many another late 
breakfaGter. A more welcome change waG the omiGGion of the EGtate paGG 
footnote which had read: 'The Private Road to Monar Lodge and across the 
top of the Hydro Electric Board Dam are out of bounds to Visitors.' 

A wink being aG good an a nod, I drove acrOGG the dam, hoping that no 
frulit:sorne keeper would paulucklhe gate uurillg lhe uay . III Gleallll IlIIlis 
an Loichel two parked cars offered qualified reassurance on that point. The 
first stage of the walking route was a 500ft climb to a bealach at 1250ft 
between Meallan Odhar and Beinn Dubh. A promising path left the glen 
but quickly faded, leaving me high-stepping through primeval heather 
mixturt'. Tht' col was wiut' and wel, inaue4uately uraim:u by sluw Im.1viug, 
IlIealluetillg :-ueams broad uut of al11'101'01tioll tu tlleil 001'1. The goillg 
looked hetrer on the far hank, hilt never WilS. After some lone time T WilS 
granted a possible diGtant Gighting of the Patt plantation, only to be denied 
confmnation by a combination of drifting mist and minor undulationG not 
recorded on the map. Thin process wan neveral timen repeated, rai Gi ng in the 
explorer'S mind the subject of mirages. I encouraged my steps with the 
lIotiulI Ulat1'eliraps I was tralll1'lillg heather that lIot even stout Butterfielu 
had trod before: only wild wrmine of courGe. One who certainly came thi n 
way was the Rev. A. E. Robertson. He notes that the path fades away at the 
bealach !.Jut tlJat it was ' fait going' dowlI to AuHfeam, which stoou by lhe 
loch shore about 1 t miles east of the keeper's house and the jetty at Patt. His 
photographs suggest tlrat IIlUil bunrillg was practised at that lime (190.3). 

Having cautiouGly negotiated the Riabhaohan bum, which wan carrying 
a lot of snow water, I made directly for MeaJl Mor, by then in full view, 
intending to hold Patt in reGerve for the return journey. A mi[;(ake, ni nce the 
next burn was unfordable and I was obliged to follow it downstream to a 
hrinee close by the T ,onee Rehinn protective fencing a rllltivilten plot was 
vinible and, looking up, I could Gce the windowG of a habitable, probably 
an inhabited house. 

Over the bridge the going gradually improved and, after what had gone 
before, the 2400ft climb of the Meall Mor ridge was a pleasant change. At 
the top however there was onc of thoGe irritating windG that seemG to come 
from all directionG and calln for GO many precautionary measures that it ia 
impossible to relax with the flask and sandwiches. The convenient rock 
Geat in in the full blant. Nicely oGtabliGhed in the aecond bent nituation, you 
find that your arrival has coincided with the briefest lull in the gale. The 
final resting place, 50ft below the summit, proves very wet, a fact not 
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initially apparent. In these distressing circumstances, I reminded myself of 
a typically rueful aside of Stevie Smith that seemed obliquely relevant: 'I 
will say this about Shrimpton-on-Strand, you can always get out of the 
wind onc sidcofthe breakwater or theoth r, orunderthc bathing madulle.' 
Then, as there was no one about, I declaimed the even more appropriate 
lines of Victor Hugo: 

'Le vent qui vient a travers les montagnes 
Me rendrafou '. 

Meall Mor, intermittently visible during the meal , presented a striking 
picture. It had attracted a wreath of bluich black cloud of the Gort that 
usually crosses the sky slowly and in bulk, but these were mere fragments 
and they were circling the summit rocks at a smart pace against a fiery 
background of filtered sunlight. It had all the look of a stage set. I should 
Ilulliave beell in tlie leasl surpciseu lu fillu fal BrullnhilcJe up thele awaiLillg 
the arrival of thick-witted Siegfried. 

Only about half-a-mile of ridge with an intervening drop of 200ft 
separates Meall Mor (3 190ft) from Lurg Mhor (3234ft). I reckoned, first, 
that aismith. a more energetic man , wOlllrl have allowed no more than 40 
minutes for the return trip and, second, that I was already that much behind 
a schedule that would get me out of the glen by the prescribed deadline. 
Thece calculation!) toolc time. Another con!)ideration was that the oa::;i::; of 
Patt might prove to be one of those places where the householder, 
esteeming his rarity value, presses a cup of tea and conversation on the 
passing traveller. Time should be allowed to accommodate that possibility. 
It would have been a different matter if Mozart or Verdi were invol ved, but 
Wagner ic not a favourite: in the circum::;tance::; I decided not to intrude. 
Incidentally, the preoccupation with timekeeping was occasioned by 
reports, perhaps ill-founded, that the glen authorities were inclined to be 
difficult with late arrivals. 

The only feasible route from the bridge at Patt lay through the policies, 
along a drive between gardenc and loch. There wa::; no vi::;ible cign of life 
in or about the Lodge, but everything looked solid and serene. Every 
prospect pleased, even the raising of the water level from 663ft to 740ft 
appeared to have enhanced the outlook, at lea::;t when the loch is full. Patt 
Lodge evidently belo.nged with the minority that had lived up to every 
hope. 

This glowing citation was interrupted by the loud, excited barking of a 
pack of dogs. A bend in the drive revealed kennels on a knoll to the left and 
on the right a modern bungalow. A man, alerted by the noise, had come out 
in anticipation of development!) and wa::; ::;tanding, bacle to the track, 
octencibly ctudying the pile of loge ctacked againct the bungalov,' wall. I 
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called a greeting. He turned, stared fully long enough to leave no doubt that 
the snub was deliberate, then , without change of expression, resumed his 
contemplation of the wood stack. He had no words for hi s dogs either and 
they, keenly regretting their confinement, voiced their frustration with 
redoubled fervour. They were not the bald, athletic type- all teeth and chest 
and genitalia - these were hairy brutes, but big and their bark had a serious 
bari tone quality . Perhaps they were onl y well-i ntentioned, friendl y doggies, 
but I was rather glad that Pattman had not thrown them a key. 

I re-entered the 'here be dragons' country without enthusiasm. In fact 
there was little wildlife: just the occasional covey of vultures and the odd 
yeti. I suppose the well organised travel between Patt and Gleann Innis an 
Loichel by boat, if at all. By land there does not seem to be any right or 
wrong way and consequently little advantage to be gained from limited 
previous experience. I did avoid some of the minor misjudgments of the 
morning, but without striking a significantly better line. A planned detour 
to Carn na Cosaig to see whether anything remained of the deer watcher's 
cottage mentioned by Robertson and Thomson was abandoned without 
remorse. This desirable residence was put up by Winans, the celebrated 
high-spending and notoriously litigious shooting tenant of the 1880s. Hot 
and fractious, I negotiated the wetlands of the bealach to see below a small 
party variously loping and trotting along the track from the direction of 
Sgurr na Lapaich towards the parked cars. They conveyed an infectious air 
of urgency. I caught the mood, but was unable to emulate the action. 
Lurching as briskly as possible down the slope, I had a grandstand view of 
the admirable speed with which they divested themselves of rucksacks, 
boots and outer clothing and made a dashing getaway, leaving twin dust 
trails. 

Installed in my own driving seat with every window open, clothes 
gradually came unstuck from body and spirits rose. An unexpected lorry 
progressing ponderously down the glen allowed me to catch up and join the 
convoy. At the checkpoint a leader of men emerged from the middle car to 
make a joint presentation of three passes with all our apologies for having 
slightly overstayed our welcome. He was evidently well received. As we 
drove through the gate, the lady with the keys acknowledged our further 
thanks with a friendly smile. 

Not a bad day at all really, although I reserve the right, if anyone should 
ever talk to me about the heathery horror of Lochan Fada (north), to take 
up quarter-of-an-hour of their time with a full account of the hell of Loch 
Monar (south). 
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FLIGHT OF THE CONDOR 

By John Ashhridge 

An account of the first ascent of the Flight of the Condor, Grade VI, 5, 
Indicator Wall, Ben Nevis. 

THE ROUTE was going well until Robin Clothier popped his head over the 
arete I hadjust negotiated with some difficulty. 

He inquired: 'You doing the traverse?' 'Yeah,' I replied, concentrating 
on traversing away across the ice banked ramp. 'You with Simon?' he 
persi ted. 

I couldn't deny it. Simon Richardson was belayed some distance away 
over a series of aretes and bulges. He had guessed that Robin had been 
below us on Riders of the Storm and had suspected he might catch us up. 

'Hello Simon,' hollered Robin 
From that moment, things started going wrong. 
After a long winter season, that last route is always difficult to predkt in 

advance. So often, end-of-season days can be wasted by poor conditions 
brought on by prevailing warm westerly winds. April routes, high on Ben 
Nevis can however often prove an exception, for that extra 1 OOOft can hold 
good ice and neve when the surrounding hills are touched by the first taste 
of spring. 

We had reports of good ice from the previous weekend and it had 
remained cold all week. Simon had called me at work on the Thursday, 
tentatively suggesting a visit to the Ben. He was writing the new SMC 
guidebook to the mountain and had his eye on an unclimbed line. I had half 
arranged a cragging trip to the Lakes, but the northern England weather had 
been pretty wet all week and the weekend forecast was for much of the 
ame. It didn't take much to cancel the trip to England. 
We arranged to meet at 4a.m. in Inverurie, a small Aberdeenshire town, 

for the drive across to Fort William. Since moving to Scotland, early rises 
and long drives along windy Highland roads have become an almost 
ritualistic feature of my winter climbing experiences. Two-and-a-half 
hour's later we arrived at the golf course car park. A few other climbers 
were stirring into life as we sorted our gear. 

'Do you want to see the line?' Simon produced a glossy A4 print of 
Indicator Wall, captured on one of those rare sunny Ben days. A rising 
traverse-line was obvious from the angle of the photograph, the ground 
above barred by a steep, overhanging headwall, and below by a vertical 
wall of corners and aretes. 

'Looks a good line, a natural weakness,' I said. But would it go? What 
grade would it be? 

I have only ever really enjoyed the walk up the Allt a' Mhuilinn on the 
very rare occasions when the peat bog is frozen and the footpath can be 
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negotiated with ease. Normally, as on this occasion, the path is at its boot
sucking worst. At least it wasn't raining. We chatted idly and made steady 
progress, even pulling ahead of a party, and the eIe hut arrived sooner than 
I had anticipated. Perhaps the previous five months of carting heavy sacs 
around numerous Scottish glens and mountains had paid off and I was 
getting fit. 

The ground was still not frozen when we reached the first snow at the 
base of Observatory Gully. Avalanche debris had piled up as contorted 
mounds of ice blocks in a huge fan. At least the cornices wouldn't be that 
unfriendly, they were lying in front of us. While gearing up, a party from 
the eIC Hut caught up. They were friends of Simon and we talked for a 
while and arranged to meet at the hut that evening, before leaving them to 
their preparations for Point Five. 

The climb up to Indicator Wall is a long slog. It is 2000ft up Observatory 
Gully beneath the imposing Observatory Buttress, to the highest cliff in 
Britain. With its base at 4000ft, the Wall took its name from the viewpoint 
indicator erected by the SMC on the plateau above the wall in 1927 (and 
destroyed by vandals in 1942). 

The Observatory Gully snow was mercifully hard-packed, with wide 
swathes having been compressed by the tracks of numerous avalanches. 
We entered the mists and remained immersed throughout the day. Beneath 
Gardyloo Gully, the snow steepened considerably, and a careful traverse 
was required above a steep rocky buttress beneath the Wall. 

In the swirling cloud, Simon found the start of the line and was digging 
out a belay as I arrived. It took some time to get ourselves sorted out as 
decent belays always seem to be a problem with Ben Nevis andesite. This 
one had to be good as we were climbing into unknown ground. 

'I'll take this first pitch, it's crucial we find the ramp line.' 
'Fine, you've got the photo,' I replied. 
He led off, up and rightwards across a series of ice falls towards more 

mixed ground and was fixing the first runner as another team arrived. They 
were surprised by our line, until I explained who I was with. Scottish winter 
climbing is a small world. 

Simon reached the mixed ground, disappeared out of sight and was soon 
belayed. I moved off to join him. Traversing across steep icy ground has 
always unnerved me and it took a while to feel comfortable. I felt rusty and 
uneasy for the first 50ft, and tried to relax at the first runner. Moving onto 
rockier ground I felt more at ease, and was happier by the time I pulled over 
the small spike that required an 'a cheval' approach. 

'How are you feeling?' Simon inquired, perhaps sensing my unease at 
the start of the icy traverse. 'Yeah, OK, fine now,' I replied. 

The second pitch involved a short corner with rotten ice at its base but 
good neve over the top. I planted the axes deep and heaved up and away 
from the belay onto easier ground and traversed up and right to a belay 
below the third pitch of Albatross. 
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The route was going well. I could see the third pitch clearly now and the 
ramp line we had seen on the photograph was to my right. 

'I reckon that's Clothier beneath us on Riders of the Storm,' Simon 
remarked as he arrived at the belay. An old climbing partnership and now 
joint guidebook writers, Simon and Robin revel in friendly rivalry about 
new routes and their subsequent grades, especially on the Ben. This route 
was no exception. 

'Give him a hard time if he tries to overtake,' joked Simon as he moved 
quickly off on the ramp-line proper. It looked straightforward, and was. He 
quickly covered the 130ft to a hidden belay beneath the imposing headwall. 
I moved off to join him. The snow was in excellent condition and allowed 
for rapid progress. I was enjoying the climbing immensely and my initial 
trepidation about traversing had dissipated. 

It was difficult to ignore Robin' s forceful questioning, especially as I was 
concentrating on staying upright on the traverse. When it became clear who 
I was climbing with, Robin did as Simon had predicted by abandoning 
Riders of the Storm, and following us across the ramp-line. I subcon
sciously speeded up my movements to keep ahead of him. Who ever said 
climbing isn't competitive. 

Quickly, I joined Simon, who had managed to find an excellent three
point belay, much to my relief, as the ground ahead of us looked more 
difficult. A delicate technical axe-torquing move across a thinly-iced 
buttress got me onto easier ground. I left Simon and Robin to their jovial 
banter and continued traversing across and upwards over thinly-iced ramps 
and walls until the traverse ended beneath an overhang, with the ramp 
tumbling away in a series of corners and aretes. I belayed to a rather loose 
looking block to the left of Stormy Petrel and brought Simon across. The 
gear and belay were poor, and as Simon moved off, I could still hear the 
nattering as I started bringing in the rope. Suddenly, a gasp of alarm and the 
Tope twanged tight. The jovial banter stopped. On the delicate icy buttress 
one of Simon's axes had pulled, depositing him back at the belay. He tried 
again, and soon arrived at the stance. 

'My axe pulled.' 
'I noticed, that move needed a bit of concentration, you should have 

stopped chatting to Clothier,' I jested. 
The atmosphere had become more relaxed since Robin had appeared but 

the route had become more challenging and required more concentration. 
Simon's ebullient mood continued as he considered the next pitch. 

'Do you reckon it'll go?' I asked. 'Yeah, no problem,' was the confident 
reply. Gear exchanged he moved off, directly upwards over two thinl y-iced 
bulges to a steep, icicle-draped chimney. 

There ensued a waiting game. I suspected the chimney would be 
desperate and as I got colder and more battered by falling ice, my 
suspicions were confirmed. Simon couldn't find any gear and in the 
process had removed most of the ice. 
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'I can't do this, so I'm traversing right,' he yelled from above. I was 
relieved, mainly because of the reduction in the pounding I had been 
getting on the very exposed belay. The rope moved out faster now. 
Thankfully, the verbal barrage between Simon and Robin had also ceased 
as they concentrated on the climbing. Meanwhile, Robin had led a very 
steep icy corner cutting through the overhanging headwall to our left. 

'I'll call this the Mickey Mouse finish,' he whooped as he pulled over the 
final bulge. 

Ijoined Simon at a drive-in and peg belay beneath a steep, rotten icefall, 
40ft beneath the easy summit snow slopes. I collected the gear and led off. 
The rotten ice was soon passed and I planted the axes into good neve. 
Something felt wrong, my right boot just didn' t seem to be holding firm. 
I looked down and saw the crampon hanging off the boot. Time just 
stopped; 10ft above a poor belay, 300ft up Indicator Wall, and 4000ft up 
Ben Nevis my crampon had come off. 

'How' re your axes?' asked an alarmed Simon. 
'Good, good,' I panted. I tried desperately to firm up the left boot 

placement as I hung off the tools. I had to get back to the belay quickly, 
before my arms gave up. I took my weight on my left side and threaded a 
tape through the unweighted hammer wrist loop. Groaning, left arm 
pumping, I struggled to get the tape through the frozen loop. Mind racing, 
arms failing, I clipped a cow's tail to the axe and took the weight off my 
arms. Through! I clipped the ropes. Relieved, panic subsiding, I lowered 
down to the belay, the hammer wiggling ominously as the frozen ropes 
jerked through the crab. I was down. 

'Jesus, that's the second time I've lost a step-in leading a pitch this 
winter,' I said, panic receding from my voice. The front bail had sprung off 
its mount, on the current set, a different pair from the earlier incident in 
which the same failure occurred at the top of the ice fall on West Gully, 
Lochnagar. I suppose practice makes perfect. Simon led the pitch without 
further incident. My hammer, to which we had trusted our lives, alarmingly, 
just lifted out of its placement. With my crampon temporarily repaired, I 
gingerly cleared the icefall . I neg06ated the snow slope and awkward 
cornice. Robin and his partner, Jim McGimpsi, were chatting to Simon. 

'What took you so long?' Robin yelled, grinning. 
Lost for words, I muttered something about step-in crampons and joined 

in the rope coiling. My elation at climbing a hard new route on the Ben was 
tempered by the experience of life-threatening gear failure. I tried to push 
the thoughts of the consequences offalling from the icefall out of my mind 
as we descended to the ele Hut. A cup of coffee in the steamy warmth of 
the hut soon cleared my depressive thoughts, a process helped by the genial 
atmosphere among the climbers recoun6ng their exploits at the end of a 
memorable day. 

Later, in the darkness of the Allt a' Mhuilinn, I promised myself a new 
pair of crampons, with straps! 
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THE DREADFUL BUSINESS OF THE ABERNETTY BROTHERS 

Edited by Robin N. Campbell 

from the case notes of John H. Watson, M.D. J 

I WAS summoned out of my reverie by a tap on the knee. I tared down at 
Holmes's long bony finger, then into his cool grey eyes. 

'Watson,' he said, 'I will come with you to Skye.' 
'But how could you imagine that I wish to go there?' I exclaimed. 
Holmes lounged back into his old chair, propped hi feet on the coal 

scuttle and released a thick coil of smoke. He grinned through the fog like 
the Cheshire Cat. 

'Really, Watson. This secrecy regarding your summer holidays in 
Scotland is wholly preposterous. Do you presume to try to deceive me? 
You have spent an hour thi evening delving in Thomas's handbook of the 
Bowe(l. I have noted that you consult this work each Spring, when you plan 
your holiday. Of course it is not Thomas ' tedious monograph which you 
have been reading. It is a copy of Munro 's Tables of Scottish Mountains, 
which you have glued into the case of a surplus Thomas in the hope of 
concealing your vice from me. A feeble stratagem, indeed! You then 
proceeded to massage your old war-wound and to peer anxiously at that 
picture.' He waved his calabash at the picture of the rocky Reichenbach 
Falls above the mantel.' ext, after much head-scratching, you gazed at me 
speculatively and began the agitated ruminations that accompany the 
flaming of an awkward request' . 

'Plainly you had decided that you must bag the difficult Skye peaks 
before your bad leg entirely refuses to bend. You doubted whether the dull 
Glasgow physician who normally accompanies you would be of much use 
in this venture. You thought of recruiting me. What could be more 
elementary?' 

'Holmes, this is mind-reading! ' I sputtered. 
'Nonsense, it is merely the product of close observation, together with 

analysis of a trivial sort - child's play when it is the actions of an old 
acquaintance which must be deciphered. There were other clues. You have 
absent-mindedly knotted the rope of your gown with a bowline, for 
example! But it is wearisome and futile to explain -let us rather make our 
plans. I shall be glad to accompany you. London is deadly in summer, 
without musical or criminal diversion. The Coolins are hardly the Alps, but 
they will serve well enough for amusement. I know them passably well, 

1 These case notes were discovered some years ago in the bono m of a box of old lantern slides, 
thought to have been donated to the Club by Norman Collie. The first set of notes formed the basis 
of The Advelllure of the Misplaced Eyeglasses (SMCJ [1979) xxxi, p360) ; the second set resulted 
in The Case of the Great Grey Man (SMCJ [1986) xxxiii , p241). The sorry tale recounted here is 
based on the third and last set of case notes. 1 am greatly indebted to Robert Aitken for assistance 
in interpreting Watson's notes. 
2 Holmes is probably referring to H.O. Thomas' s The Past and Presel1l Treatment of Intestinal 
Obstructions, first publi shed in 1877 - a standard work of the period. 
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from a previous excursion with my cousin, who is a great enthusiast. 
Indeed, I believe I have a mountain named after me - Sgurr Tearlach, 
Gaelic for Sherlock's Peak?3' 

-----0-----

It was late in the evening when we arrived at the Sligachan Inn, having 
left London early on the previous day. Despite the long and weary hours 
of travel I felt my spirits lift as the coach rounded the last bends beyond 
Sconser and the Coolins came into view, the jagged peaks of Sgurr nan 
Gillean glowing brightly in the evening sunshine. After dinner Holmes 
went off to his room, pleading fatigue. I passed some time with the other 
guests, who instructed me in the use of the local spirit - a fiery potion 
named Talisker, reeking of peatsmoke and the sea. With a few of these 
inside me, and my head filled with their talk of climbing, I went off to bed 
looking forward to the exertions of the coming fortnight. 

I will not weary you with an account of our campaign. Holmes performed 
with his customary agility and I followed him over and around the 
convoluted razor-backed ridges. Each evening we sipped Talisker at the 
smoking-room window and on most of them I was pleased to put another 
mark in the Holy Tables of Munro. We were often joined by a droll 
Scotchman from Hamilton, by name Naismith, who shared an interest in 
pugilism with Holmes and common acquaintance with his cousin Norrnan4

. 

One evening Holmes was entertaining him with a tale of some battle 
between Cockney bruisers, when another guest, overhearing this colourful 
narrative, joined in with some observations of his own. He introduced 
himself as John Abernetty. He and his brother, Henry, had recently arrived 
from Weymouth in Dorset for a climbing holiday. I felt obliged to make 
some remonstrance over this dreary talk of boxing. 

'How should civilised gentlemen, in middle years, interest themselves in 
this brutal sport?' I complained. 'It serves no useful purpose except to 
provide the science of medicine with unusual sorts of brain injury!' 

'Well said!' cried Henry Abernetty. 'But you forgot the benefit it brings 
to bookmakers and the unusual injuries to the pockets of the followers!' 

This sally brought a black look from brother, John, and some amusing 

J According toColin Phillip-the principal authority on Cuillin names - (see SMCJ [1916] xiv, pI 1) 
this peak was named by Collie and Naismith. Phillip reports that it was named after Charles 
Pilkington but adds: 'I cannot recall who suggested this.' Certainly, Tearlach is the usual Gaelic 
equivalent of Charles, but its pronunciation (roughly, ' tcherluch ' ) bears such a close resemblance 
to Holmes' s name that it seems likely that Holmes's given name is an anglicisation of the Gaelic 
name. As for his claim that it is named after him, this is an obvious jest. It is interesting that Holmes's 
spelling of the peak agrees with Phillip's and with the spelling on Professor Harker's SMC map of 
Skye published as an endpaper to Volume IX of the Journal in 1907 - a wonderful map, far superior 
to the ugly Priestman map which replaced it in J 923. 

4 The reference is to Norman Collie, identified as Holmes' s cousin in the stories mentioned in 
Footnote 1. Watson ' s description of the habits and character of our Founder, here and below, are 
confirmed in Gilbert Thomson' s illuminating obituary of Naismith in SMCJ [1936] xxi, p40. 
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arguments from Holmes and Naismith, but I was pleased to have found an 
ally. However, Henry Abernetty's enthusiasms turned out to be scarcely 
le s repellent than his brother's. He proclaimed himself as a student of 
'comparative religion' and soon began to prate about the teachings of the 
Bible and the Cabbala on the subject of fighting. Worse still, he found a 
willing partner in Naismith. Before long they were deep in a stultifying 
debate regarding the authorship of Old Testament histories. I left the 
company in disgust and retired to bed with a copy ofWhymper' s Scrambles. 

-----0-----

The following day, which was a Sunday, had been deemed an 'off day 
by Holmes. When I descended to breakfast shortly before 10 o'clock, I 
found the room empty apart from Holmes. 

'Where is everybody?' I inquired. 
'Well, I have not seen the Abernettys, but their plan last night was to 

traverse Sgurr nan Gillean. As you know, this is their usual place,' he 
waved a hand towards a neighbouring table littered with the debris of a 
meal, 'and as you can see they have eaten and gone. Have you no eyes, my 
dear Watson, or is it that you see but do not observe?' 

'Come now, Holmes. I saw it well enough, but merely wished to make 
conversation. ' 

'Ah, just so. So where is Naismith?' 
'Indeed I have no idea. Perhaps he is still abed.' 
'What deuced poor conversation you make, Watson. Look, he sat at our 

table, to keep me company, for here in the ashtray is the dottie from his pipe 
- an unmistakably pungent leaf, but not so strong as to mask the odours of 
his cologne and the mothballs in the pockets of his best black suit. He has 
gone off to Portree in search of an English Service. If you are to a sist me 
as we both would wish, you must master these simple deductions! Let us 
persevere. When did the Abernettys leave?' 

'Good gracious, Holmes, I have no idea. Shall we ask Mrs Sharp5? She 
will surely know.' 

'But you do not even try, Watson! Observe their table. The butter served 
with their haddock bore a sprig of parsley which has now sunk a half-inch 
into the dish. At room temperature, according to the prescriptions of my 
monograph Clues Useful/or Estimation a/the Passage a/Time, this gives 
us an approximate time of service of one hour twenty minutes ago. Allow 
them twenty minutes to finish their meal and put on their boot . They left 
at nine 0' c1ock6.· 

'It is much too early for such bravura, Holmes!' I pleaded. 'Let us 

, The Sharps were proprietors at Sligachan until 1900 (see G.D. Valentine 's excellent paper: 
AI SLigachan - The Classic Age. SMCJ [1945] xxiii , p224). 
6 Sherlockians will recognize the present case as that mentioned in The Six Napo/eolls in the fol
lowing terms: 'You will remember, Watson, how the dreadful business of the Abernetty family was 
first brought to my notice by the depth to which the parsley had sunk into the butter on a hot day.' 
Holmes's description of the case is, as will be seen, a somewhat colourful exaggeration. 
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abandon conversation. I am sorry that I spoke. Pray leave me in peace to 
eat my haddock. ' 

'I am happy to do so, even though it is plainly a kippered herring. I shall 
be in the smoking lounge, dealing with my correspondence, should you 
require further conversation.' 

I have made it a fast principle during my walking holidays to exercise 
every day, since otherwise my game leg is prone to stiffen disagreeably. I 
therefore consigned only the morning to leisure. After a light luncheon of 
cold salmon and lamb, I followed a recommendation of Naismith's and 
took a turn up the Red Bum to look at the Bhasteir Gorge, an impressive 
and sinister declivity bounding the path to Sgurr nan Gillean on the west, 
apparently passable only by swimming-whichlcould well believe7

• I made 
my way back out of the gorge and onto the track shortly before three 
o'clock. 1 had not descended far when I was astonished to see John 
Abernetty hurrying across the moor from the Tourist Route, and in obvious 
distress. 

'Watson,' he gasped, 'Henry has fallen from the ridge. I think he must 
be dead!' The poor fellow blurted out his story to me. They had crossed the 
mountain and were about to tackle the 'Policeman ', an obstacle on the 
difficult lower portion of the western ridge. John had been on the point of 
suggesting that it was time to tie on their Alpine line, which he was 
carrying, when Henry had slipped and fallen down into the Bhasteir Corrie. 
Believing him to be killed by the fall, and lacking the confidence to 
negotiate the awkward Policeman section alone, John had traversed back 
over the mountain. My long experience of such affairs prompted me to ask 
him if he had noted the time of the accident. He guessed that it had been 
about 12.25: a few minutes beforehand they had discussed the idea of 
carrying on to the next peak and had determined the time as 12.20. 

It seemed to me that Abernetty was in no condition to climb back up to 
the site of the accident. I knew the place well enough - Holmes and I had 
made the same expedition some days before - so I sent him down to the 
hotel to recruit a stretcher party and turned back up the mountain to see 
what 1 could find. It was a stiff pull of an hour and more up to the cliffs 
below the Policeman. As I turned east to approach them 1 could make out 
a motionless figure draped over the screes. Ijudged that Henry had fallen 
about 100ft and must have died almost immediately. I made a brief 
examination: lower limbs, pelvis and spine were fractured. Evidently, he 
had landed on his feet, but of course after such a fall there are always 
massive internal injuries. I laid out the body ready for the bearers and 
thought to pass the time in waiting for them by examini ng the rocks above. 
He had fallen from a point on the ridge some distance to the east of the 

7 This tremendous gorge is well described in S .H. Humble's The Cui/lin of Skye. Humble's de
scription is taken from Clinton Dent's account of the first ascent (by Hastings, Slingsby and 
Hopkinson) in his Aipine JOl/rnal paper The Rocky MOl/llIaills of Skye. (Vol. XV, No. 11 2, p422). 
For some unaccountable reason, its ascent is nowadays unfashionable. 
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Policeman. Though the rocks hereabouts were impracticable, 1 found that 
some way to the left an easy-looking gully angled up to meet the ridge8. It 
struck me as odd that Abernetty had not let himself down here to assist his 
brother. He had rope enough, surely, to secure it to some flake of rock and 
thereby provide a safe means of descent. Perhaps he was so shaken by the 
incident that he did not think of it. 

As I returned to poor Henry's body I could see a party making its way 
over the slabby rocks at the entrance to the corrie. Soon three local men 
arrived carrying a stretcher. They were not disposed to linger, nor equipped 
for English conversation, so we quickly loaded up and began the descent. 
It was a long and exhausting business and I was very happy to see Naismith 
and Holmes join us to share the burden over the last interminable mile or 
so across the bogs to the hotel. Meanwhile, one of the men went ahead to 
warn Mr Sharp of our arrival and to make arrangements for accommodation 
of the body . Sharp and John Abernetty stood waiting in the hotel yard as 
we walked in. Abernetty shuffled up to the stretcher and put a hand on his 
dead brother's cold face. 

'Poor Henry!', he muttered,' I hope he did not suffer much. Did he . . . 
Was he dead when you got up to him, Watson?' 

'He had been dead a while,' 1 replied shortly. 'His injuries were very 
severe. There was nothing you could have done for him, I'm afraid.' 

Sharp then guided us to an outhouse beyond the stables. We laid the body 
on a table within and prepared to take our leave. 

'Mr Abernetty would like a few moments with his brother, ' said Sharp. 
'I will wait with him and lock up. 1 will have to send word for Dr McLeod 
and the Portree Sergeant to come tomorrow. They'll want to examine the 
body and prepare a report. There should be two doctors present. Would you 
be so good as to assist the local man, Dr W atson?' I nodded agreement and 
walked over to the hotel with Holmes and Naismith. Mrs Sharp had left out 
sandwiches and refreshment, which we took into the porch. I recounted the 
day 's events, including my conclusion that Abernetty might have made 
more of an effort to go to the aid of his brother. 

'True enough,' put in Naismith, ' that gully is an easy enough place to 
come down9

• Or he might have gone down into Lota Corrie - that is not 
difficult- and come around by the Bealach a' Bhasteir. The route is plainly 
marked on Harker' s map. That would be a long road, but a deal shorter than 
the road he took.' 

'I have to say, too,' 1 added, 'that 1 was surprised that he did not at least 
come up the path to meet us. Should he not have been anxious to know as 

8 Evidently Nicolson's Chimney (1873). 

' The rocks around Nicolson 's Chimney were nevertheless the scene of another fatal accident in 
August 1901 , when Mr Whincup - climbing in the (unroped) company of anoth'er Aberdeen 
solicitor Mr Fraser - fell to the screes and then bounced over the lower cliffs to the corrie below, 
Fraser descended immediately, found Whincup all but dead and raced to Sligachan in one hour. 
Fraser returned with help in two hours, but to no avail (see SMCJ [1902] vii , p41), 
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soon as possible whether his brother had survived the fall? I wonder if 
perhaps there is more to this incident than a simple fall. He acts like a man 
with something on his conscience.' 

'Indeed,' said Hoimes, 'so you presume to speculate regarding a death 
in the mountains. You have been discreet, I trust, since proof of mischief 
in such places is almost impossible to secure. In general, the matter is quite 
hopeless . Guilty conduct means little in such a case. Think of it: you are 
alive and the other is dead. Who is there to blame but yourself? Certainly, 
mountains are the ideal place in which to dispose of an enemy. Means and 
opportunity lie everywhere at hand. All that is needed is a slight push, and 
gravity will complete the job! Moreover, where a fatal accident is always 
a distinct possibility, those who would inquire must do so under enormous 
disadvantages. Since the ground itself is murderous, establishing means 
and opportunity are of no value. Putting aside the remote chance of a direct 
witness, we are left with motive. But motive alone is never enough for 
conviction. If a good motive were sufficient to commit murder, you would 
have done for me years ago, and I you!' 'And between brothers,' said 
Naismith, 'a good motive is seldom hard to discover.' 

'I am chastened, but I am also sure that you exaggerate the difficulties. 
Look, here is Abernetty coming now. At least ask him a question or two, 
Holmes.' Abernetty approached the porch doors with downcast eyes, but 
turned toward us as he entered. 

Thank you, Watson, for what you tried to do for Henry. I still can't 
believe that this has happened.' He dropped into a chair and put his head 
in his hands. 

'Unexpected death is always shocking,' said Holmes after some mo
ments, 'especially so when one is a witness to it. Were you close beside him 
when he fell?' 

Abernetty jerked upright. 'Good gracious, no!' he cried, and plunged his 
head in his hands again. 

'Where were you, then?' asked Holmes gently. 
'I was ahead, ' he mumbled, 'I had just turned a corner of the ridge. Henry 

was perhaps 15ft or so behind me. I heard him cry out, just once and not 
very loud ... I did not even see him fall! Oh! I cannot bear to talk about 
it.' Abernetty turned a stricken face to us, lurched to his feet and staggered 
through the hotel doors. 

A few moments later Sharp entered. He asked me to hold the outhouse 
key until Dr McLeod arrived tomorrow and passed it to me. Then Naismith 
made his apologies and disappeared into the hotel with Sharp. 

'Well, Watson, you may have something,' said Holmes after a moment. 
'Let us enjoy the evening air. If we are to talk about this further we would 
do well to do so privately.' 

We walked over the bridge and followed the Sligachan river down 
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towards the shore. Eventually, we stopped to sit on a convenient boulder. 
Holmes produced a flask and two silver cups. I poured while he stoked his 
pipe. 

'The principles of interrogation are simple,' said Holmes. 'It is necessary 
to interrogate as soon as possible, before the suspect has had time to 
manufacture convincing lies. And it is necessary to ask questions which a 
guilty man is disposed to answer with lies. You heard his answers. What 
do you think? If he did push his brother to his doom, then of course he was 
beside him. "Good gracious, no!", he answered, and vehemently. And then 
he was in front when it happened. That is the safest place for a guilty man 
to pretend to be. Naturally, he would have been behind, so that he could 
choose the spot and so that he could look around for possible witnesses 
before closing on his victim. And "he cried out", but "not very loud". When 
there is a violent accident of any kind, it is usually the onlookers who cry 
out rather than the victim, who is desperately trying to save his life. Since 
that is so, in this case probably there would be no cry. But of course the 
common expectation is that the victim would scream as he fell. So it is 
safest to say "he cried out", but "not very loud" for someone else may have 
been nearby, approaching the ridge from the other direction perhaps, and 
would be able to say "No, I heard nothing". Yes, my friend, perhaps you 
have something after all.' 

'But how can we proceed? Surely it is impossible to tell whether he fell 
or was pushed?' 

'Well, as I said earlier, in general terms it is indeed impossible. But in 
particular cases there may be indications. We have already discovered 
some, have we not? Now let us suppose that we are in such a place and that 
I slip and plunge to my doom. What will you do?' 

'Do? I should be devastated, of course. I would observe your fall, so far 
as I was able, and mark the place where you came to rest. I should look for 
any sign of movement. I should also take care not to fall myself! ' 

'Indeed, Watson, I am sure you would do that. And then ... ?' 
'I would seek out the shortest safe route to where you lay and go there 

as speedily as possible.' 
'Why?' 
'Well, you might perhaps still be alive. If so, I would treat your injuries, 

wrap you in my clothes, leave you my flask and descend rapidly to the hotel 
to fetch help, taking careful note of the route, of course.' 

'Very good, Watson. An excellent plan. Would anyone act differently in 
these circumstances?' 

'No. I do not think so. J would take no credit for these actions. They are 
obvious duties which anyone would fulfil.' 

Holmes paused to refill our cups. 
'Now, Watson, attend. Suppose, per contra, you have pushed me: my 

habit of butchering Paganini ' s Caprices at 3a.m. has finally fractured your 

John Lowtheron 'Cascade', Loch Avon Basin. Photo: George Reid. 
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patientwul. 1 plunge below, combining the conventional cry of horror with 
a reproachful stare. What now?' 

1 meditated my way through a half-inch ofTalisker. 'Goodness, Holmes, 
1 should do exactly the same. After all you might not be absolutely Idlled. 
Supposing that you were not, 1 could not leave you alive to accuse me. 1 
would find a convenient boulder and crush your skull. A bloody and cruel 
business no doubt, but it would have to be done. ' We paused to contemplate 
this unlikely nemesis of Holmes. 

'Quite so. That is why it is in general impossible to tell. Victims of a push 
or a fall excite the same response in their companions, although for 
different reasons. But let us suppose that your disposition is somewhat 
squeamish. You have courage and malice enough to cast me down a 
mountain, but to administer the coup de grace is beyond you. That is surely 
plausible, even if the fatal push was coldly planned and premeditated. If it 
was, on the other hand, impulsive - perhaps caused by some offensive 
remark of mine about your want of skill with pen or stethoscope - then it 
is even less likely that you would compound your felony by doing me to 
death with a hand-axe. So what may we conclude?' 

'1 see what you mean, Holmes. A companion who does not make his best 
efforts to get to the body of the fallen man must be viewed with some 
suspicion. ' 

'Absolutely, Watwn, and not entirely elementary. Such conduct indicateG 
foul play and squeamishness at once, and it indicates them quite strongly.' 

'Of course!' I exclaimed, ' so that is why 1 felt so much concern in the 
present case. Now 1 understand it! A rogue and a coward to boot! Let us 
fetch him out of his room and confront him.' I rose to my feet in anger. 

'Calm down, old fellow!' said Holmes, pouring the remains of the flask 
into my cup. 'We are barely halfway to our quarry. Now consider further, 
you have impulsively thrust me off the ledge to my probable death. So far 
so good. You peer downwards to observe my corpse strewn on the hi llside. 
Does it move a little? Perhaps it does. You are not sure. But nothing will 
persuade you to descend to the remains. You fear that life still lingers in that 
shattered bloody ruin, that 1 wi II twitch an accusi ng fi nger, groaning "Why, 
friend, why?". You know that you could not stomach the measures 
necessary to still that accusing finger for ever. So you go down for help, 
since you are bound by every human duty and by ordinary prudence to do 
at least that. As you go, you fabricate a plausible story: you could not find 
your way down to me alone, you were confused and distraught, etc. Do you 
go down quickly by the shortest route?' 

'No indeed. I linger, since every passing minute makes your demise 
more certain.' 

'Just so. You will take your time. Indeed you mi.ght take rather a lot of 
time and may consider lying about the time of the unhappy event, 
postponing it to such a time as will make your descent appear prompt, 
although this ruse is plainly hazardous.' 

Steve Kennedy on 'Steam '. Central Tridellt Buttress. Bell Nevis. Photo: Dove Ritchie. 
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'And can we glean any clue from the time in the present case?' 
'I do not believe so. Naismith is expert in the estimation of times. We 

know, thanks to my calculation at breakfast, which you so brutally derided, 
that the Abernetty ::; left at 9 0' clock. According to Naismith they should 
have beon on the peak: at around midday, W 12.25 i& a perfectly plau&ible 
time for the accident to happen. You met Abernetty on the path just before 
three. His descent was a little slow, perhaps, but not unreasonably so.' 

'So what shall we do now? Do we have enough evidence to denounce 
Abernetty?' 'No, we have nothing approximating proof, only an accu
mulation of indications. We must bide our time and keep our counsel. In 
any case, I am on holiday and have no client. Perhaps Henry Abernetty was 
a blaclc hearted villain who de::;erved hi& fate I However, when you carry 
out the examination tomorrow, please attend to the curious condition of the 
dead man's fingers.' 

'His fingers? But I have already attended to them. There was nothing 
whatever curious about them. They were clean and well groomed.' 

'That, Watson, is the curious condition lO• Except under very odd cir
cumstances a slip will result in a fall to the ground followed by an 
accelerating &liding de&cent which become& in due cour&e a free fall. What 
would you do in these first moments of the catastrophe? You would dig 
your fingers into the rock in a desperate search for a hold, would you not?' 

'Indeed I surely would. And I am also sure that you are about to tell me 
that this is yet another circum::;tance or indication which doe& not amount 
to proof.' 

I rose up in disgust, drained the last of the whisky and set off to return to 
the hotel somewhat unsteadily, I confess - as the last light drained from the 
peaks of Sgurr nan Gillean and Bhasteir. It had been a long and exasper
ating day and I was more than ready for the beruson of sleep. 

-----0-----

In the morning I conducted Dr McLeod and Sergeant McLean to the 
outhouse. McLcod cut off the clothing and we began to inventory the 
injuries while McLean examined the personal effects . 

Suddenly he spoke up. 'Here's a very curious thing, gentlemen! Look at 
his watch, will you?' He flipped the watch open and passed it over. 

It was an odd watch, certainly, having two small dials set one above the 
other in the face. The upper dial gave the time in the usual way, and the 
lower dial gave the date. It was stopped, of course, and the glass was gone. 

'The time, man, the time!', said McLean impatiently. 
'Of course!', I said, 'Eight minutes past four o'clock! It is hopelessly 

wrong, since he fell at 12.25! Perhaps it ran on for a while. But the date is 

10 Wat~on i ~ a Glow learner. Holme~ uGed exactly thi& type of deduction, in relation to 'a dog which 
did not bark in the night-time' in an earlier case - Silver Blaze. 
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wrong also. The hand points to the 1st, but this is the 15th!' 
'Aye, so it is. And besides, how does broken glass fall out of a closed 

watch? Tell me that, sir!' 
I hurried through the examination, impatient to consult Holmes about 

this bewildering matter of the watch, signed the certificate and rushed over 
to the hotel to wash. I found Holmes and Naismith deep in conversation in 
the smoking lounge. The combined effect of their pipes had reduced the 
lounge to a condition recalling the thickest of London fogs. 

'Good heavens, Holmes, what an appalling fug!' I cried. 'Be so good as 
to open a window!' 

Holmes rose and threw the windows open. 'Watson, Naismith has 
interesting news. He was up with the lark, and off to Portree in the dogcart. 
We now have a motive. Tell him, Naismith!' 

'My father owns a newspaper, Watson, - The Hamilton Advertiser, ' he 
said, 'so I sent a telegram to our office, who forwarded it to The Weymouth 
Telegram. They then replied directly to me in Portree.' He produced a 
telegram. 'It seems that John Abemetty has heavy gambling debts and that 
he will inherit a considerable sum on Henry 's death. So there is motive 
enough, although - as we allowed last night - it is a question whether this 
would count for much in Court.' 

'Let us review the case,' said Holmes, 'and then you may give us the new 
evidence which you are bursting to deliver, Watson!' 

Holmes paced back and forth before the window, enumerating the 
several indications of foul play so far discovered in what seemed to me to 
be an unnecessarily pedantic fashion, while I fretted to have the mystery 
of the watch explained. Eventually, I was allowed to speak. 

'His watch! There was no glass in it when Sergeant McLean opened it! 
It was stopped - broken - and gave the date as the 1st and the time as eight 
minutes past four! He must have consulted his broken watch after he fell! 
Why would anyone do that?' 

'Come, Watson,' said Holrnes, 'your question is surely rhetorical. The 
answer is that no-one would do such a thing. You know my methods. Since 
the glass is gone, he must have opened his watch, but not to consult it. 
Rather he moved the dead hands of the watch to 4.8 on the 1st. Why? To 
pass a message, of course! In the context the message is clear enough - I 
was pushed! - but can we perhaps make it clearer?' 

While they pulled at their pipes I struggled to think of what the dead 
man's message might be. One - four - eight? Could it be the number of 
some kind of locomotive, perhaps? 

'Of course!' cried Naismith. '1 have it! Abemetty was a Rosicrucian and 
an adept of Scripture. Such folk even take decisions by using date and time 
as a code to divine a guiding text, or so Ihave heard 1 I. One is the Book, four 
is the Chapter and eight is the Verse. Genesis 4:8.' 
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As I rose to fetch a Bible he stilled me with a wave of his pipe. 'I have 
no need of the Book. I learned it in my cradle.' Naismith stood up, turned 
to face Sgurr nan Gillean and intoned: 'And Cain talked with Abel his 
brother: and it came to pass, when they were in the field, that Cain rose up 
against Abel his brother, and slew him! ' 

As these awful words rang in our ears we saw a figure jump to the ground 
from above the open window. It was Abernetty. He rose to his feet, turned 
to stare at us briefly and despairingly, then ran off in the direction of the 
Sgurr. I reached for my stick and moved to pursue him. 

'No, Watson, let him run,' said Holmes, 'He will not get far. I had 
forgotten that his room lay directly above. I fear that he must have heard 
everything. ' 

-----0-----

Holmes was right: Abernetty got only as far as the Bhasteir Gorge, with 
Sergeant McLean in futile pursuit, and promptly cast himself into it. 
Accordingly, when we made our melancholy departure from Sligachan on 
the following day, we had for company two coffins consigned to Wey
mouth and lashed to the roof of the coach. 

Several days later, we were once more before the hearth in Baker Street. 
I finished the last of my notes describing this appalling case, tied up the file 
and laid aside my pen. 

'Holme " I said, 'I have spent the day talking to a lawyer friend and 
studying medical reports of men who have suffered falls. I have come to 
three conclusions and would value your opinion about them.' 

'Certainly, Watson, what is it you have discovered?' 
'I have discovered that there was no case against Abernetty. He could 

have stuck to his story and gone free. The business of the watch meant 
nothing. It might have been broken days before. I have also discovered that 
it is next to impossible for a man recently fallen from a height, severely 
shocked and bruised, at best semi-conscious, to remove a watch, adjust it 
in the manner required and return it to his waistcoat pocket. My third 
conclusion is that you contrived the whole dreadful business. You made 
sure that I drank too much Talisker that night, so that you could remove my 

11 This method of divination is a variant of the sortes Biblicae - in which a page of scripture was 
selected at random , and a verse obtained by random pointing. This method was widely used in 
mediaeval monastic traditions but, following proscription, it was used only by secret religious and 
occult groups such as Rosicrucians and Freemasons. Rosicrucianism enjoyed a considerable vogue 
in late Victorian England: among our own members Aleister Crowley was associated with the 
London Order of the Golden Dawn until he abandoned white magic for the more interesting son. 
Naismith' s knowledge of these arcane methods may well have been due to acquaintance with 
Crowley. Contemporary applications ofthesortes may be found in Tennyson's Enoch Arden (1862) 
and Conrad F. Meyer' s Der Heilige ( 1879). More recently, Ellis Peter's novel of mediaeval 
detection The Holy Thief provides a dramatic example. 
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key as I slept and tamper with Abernetty's watch. You did notforget that 
Abernetty's room lay above us, but rather chose to reveal our suspicions 
in his hearing, speaking loudly before an open window. You wished to 
spare yourself the tedium of attending an inquiry in Inverness and the 
ignominy of giving evidence in an unsuccessful murder trial, so you 
persuaded Abernetty to his death! ' 

'Tut, Watson, these are hard words to come from a friend. And where is 
there any proof? Did I force the Talisker down your throat? No. Was it I 
who wished the windows opened? No. Was it I who saw the hands of the 
watch pointing to Genesis 4:8? Again, no. A scholar like Naismith would 
have found a suitable text from almost any setting of the watch.' 

Holmes reached down a Bible from his shelf and began to thumb through 
it. 'Let me see, the deed was done at 12.25 on the 14th. The 14th Book is 
Second Chronicles ... Ah, ye .. . In the code used by some Rosicrucians 
it is the minute hand which gives the chapter, and the hour which gives the 
verse. . . So Chapter 25, Verse 12 ... I have it: "And other ten 
thousand left alive did the children of Judah carry away captive, and 
brought them unto the top of the rock, and cast them down from the top of 
the rock, that they were all broken in pieces." Surely a better text! As you 
say, the broken watch meant nothing. John Abernetty took the time from 
his own watch, read his pocket Bible and took the text as excuse to kill his 
brother! ' 

'But I see that you are quite incredulous, Watson. How then shall we 
resolve this matter? Let the Good Book decide.' 

He glanced at the clock. 
'It is now eight minutes past ten on the 21st .. .That would be Ecclesiastes 

10:8: "He that diggeth a pit shall fall into it; and whoso breaketh an hedge, 
a serpent shall bite him". Justice was done, Watson, let that be an end of it.' 

'So be it, Holmes,' I said, placing the file on the highest shelf, 'although 
I am sure that any verse from the misanthropic author ofEcclesiastes would 
have served as well. At least you will agree that this story cannot on any 
account be published? ' 

'Absolutely, Watson. On mountains we must remain Idealists: no real 
crimes are to be found there, alas; for none may be detected. 
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DALWHINNIE 

By I.H.M. Smart 

Dalwhinnie even now can be a dour place to waitfor something to happen. 
Two of the following stories tell of waiting therefor lifts in the days of long 
ago, while the third is an update . .. 

The days of innocence. 
IN APRIL 1945 we put up our cotton tent in the wood at the Loch Ericht 
turn off. The time passes slowly when you are 15 and we lay for intermi
nable hours wrapped in our blankets waiting for some vehicle to pass. The 
roof with its camouflage pattern flapped monotonously in the grey wind. 
It was painted thus because of wartime regulations. A white tent would 
have attracted enemy bombers. 

We were on our way back from an expedition into the fastnesses of 
Rothiemurchus, boldl y going beyond the remote village of Coy lum Bridge, 
along the pot-holed cart track to uninhabited Loch Morlich and then by the 
narrow footpath through the primeval forest to the Clach Bharraig bothy. 
We spent the night in this half-legendary, now-vanished howff whose 
presence we had known about through the oral tradition. The next day we 
climbed Cairngorm and felt we had accomplished a great feat. We really 
were that naive. Then we camped in the woods over by the mouth of the 
Lairig and had a little fire under the stars, intimidated by the old trees that 
loured darkly around us. On our second day by the bleak snow-dusted 
roadside we heard an engine, not a bomber but a military vehicle of ome 
kind. Usually, army lorries did not stop as it was against regulations to pick 
up civilians. We had been hoping for a commercial traveller, the only 
-civilians who made long journeys by road in these years. We hurriedly 
packed up just in case. A long flat-bedded lorry lumbered up with a ruined 
aircraft on board. We thumbed it despondently. It stopped! The driver, a 
genial soul , told us to hop on the back but to lie down out of sight ifhe blew 
the horn as this would mean the approach of other military traffic. We 
climbed aboard and found half-a-dozen people already there. There was a 
dignified, fine-featured woman with two windswept children; they were 
from Glen Fruin and spoke Gaelic. We gathered her husband had been 
killed in the Western Desert. The Highlands were still largely inhabited by 
Highlanders at that time. It would be strange today but then it was quite 
normal. They were, however, already unprofitable anachronisms, the 
Scottish equivalent of Red Indians. We did not understand that after the war 
they would be surplus to requirements and would have to go. We in our 
innocence treated them with deference; we felt we were visitors to their 
inalienable native heath. The other passengers were three dishevelled 
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civilian men who looked down on their luck. They were very old, maybe 
even in their 40s. We all crouched together under the wreckage in what 
little shelter we could get from the slipstream. 

The Highland family got off at Cal vine, the rest of us at Dunkeld. Nearer 
to Perth the road got busy, maybe a car an hour and our driver didn ' t want 
to chance his luck any further. We thanked him and, chilled to the gizzard 
started to walk south into a hard blue gloaming. We reached Birnam where 
there was a Youth Hostel in the old school, now levelled to the ground. 
There was no re:;ident warden and it waG a cold draughty place with a high 
ceiling. We had a whole tin of beans left, also some dog biscuits. (Food was 
rationed at the time and we were quite rightly never allowed to take our 
ration books away from home: besides, financial constraints were such that 
the less you ate, the longer you could stay away). After supper round a 
smoky coal-burning grate that shed heat grudgingly we retired to the bunks 
and lay under a heap of blankets, converting our beans and dog-biscuits 
into heat by shivering. We were, I repeat, so naive we thought that this was 
the normal way of doing things. I can remember being aware of the luxury 
offinally feeling warm and the blessing of shelter from the night wind that 
was making the rafters creek. There were no lights in the darkness outside; 
the war had another month to go. 

Ship of the road. 
Later in the same year we were once again becalmed on the north-south 
traffic watershed at Dalwhinnie, this time on the return from our first trip 
beyond the Great Glen, until then a closed area requiring a military pass to 
enter. We had seen the fabled country to the north, reached the remote 
Cuillins and climbed the Window Buttress and the easy side of the 
Inaccessable Pinnacle with an ancient, inadequate hemp rope. I think we 
thought we had really made it into the first rank as rock climbers; we were 
obviously still very naive, but then we had only read books on the craft, had 
no friends who were rock climbers and youth leaders had yet to be 
invented. 

As petrol was rationed traffic was sparse, but then so were hitch-hikers, 
and most vehicle:; would pick you up; there waG Gtill a Gort of camaraderie 
in the air. After a few hours something approached from the north . It 
emitted black smoke and rode the undulations of the old road like a well
found vessel, for this is what it was, a steam-driven ship of the road, 
probably one of the last of the puffing billies. It clanked to a halt smoking 
and hissing. Three black faces with bright shining smiles beamed down us: 
'If youse come wi us, ye'U hae tae pass us coal fae the back,' said Para 
Handy, indicating room beside the coal on the back platform. MacPhail 
and Sunny Jim beamed down in confirmation. We gratefully accepted. 
Steam lorries even then were archaic vehicles; this might be the last 
possibility of riding a live and working dinosaur and a paradoxically early 
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carboniferou£ one at that. Vita[sparkosaurus Rex wcighed anchor and set 
course for its home port ofInverkeithing. I can't remember much about the 
journey but we must have steamed our way all day along a rambling archaic 
version of the A9. I can remember climbing the narrow winding road up 
Glen Farg, because we had to stop at the Bien Inn to do something 
mysterious to the engine. The crew made a brew over the fire in blackened 
syrup tins with wire handles. They generously decanted some of the 
creosote into our mugs. At Inverkeithing the ship of the road berthed and 
the crew disbanded. 'Ye'll be in Embro the nicht,' they said waving 
farewell . We too were now the colour of the crew and undeniably 
proletarian. Thus promoted, we got friendly greetings from passers-by in 
the street and were addressed as equals by the lassie in the chip shop as she 
wrapped up our suppers. Like ship-wrecked mariners we trudged to the 
Queen's Ferry, signed up for the passage and managed to reach home in 
douce, perjink, bourgeois old Embro that evening. I remember my mother 
saying: 'Thank goodness you arrived after dark.' 

Selling the Pass. 
Recently, I spent an August day exploring the mysterious territory around 
Gaick and was returning in the late afternoon to my car near the old 
Dalwhinnie road end. From the heights of Carn na Cairn I could see the 
great new road crowded with traffic streaming north out of Atholl and 
skailing bumper to bumper into Badenoch and Strath Spey (or the Spey 
Valley as the new owners call it). It was some sort of holiday in the dark 
south and a major population shift was taking place. Cars and caravans 
trying to make the best time they could mingled with lorries and vans bent 
on maximising their speed. None of these vehicles were dangerously 
ramshackle, rusty and bald-tired like so many cars of the frugal Fifties: they 
all had heaters and radios and cassette players and did not need to rely on 
'hand signals. I had sufficient recall of the elder days to realise the 
magnitude of the new wealth blessing the land and the inordinate increase 
in happiness that must surely have accompanied it. However, the memory 
suddenly came of a postcard I once bought in Tombstone City, Arizona. It 
was a photograph of the great Apache chief, Cochise. It depicted a man 
with a noble demeanour. His visage was intelligent and dignified but, 
nevertheless, wore a deeply puzzled e)(pre~~ion, probably thc 3amc look 
he wore when he sat on his horse watching yet another covered wagon train 
appearing over the eastern horizon. No matter how many palefaces his 
Apaches killed, replacements arrived in increasing numbers . On such an 
occasion he was heard to remark with weary incomprehension: 'Is there no 
end to these people?' The norms of his world had collapsed. An alien 
population explosion could no longer be controlled by the tomahawk. Yet, 
had he but realised it, these people coming over the horizon were mobile 
profit, potential customers rather than potential scalps. With a good lawyer 
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he rrtight have negotiated the Arizona Big Mac franchise for himself and 
scholarships to West Point and the Harvard Business School for his sons. 
He could have become a real Big Mac, that is, a Highland instead of a Red 
Indian Chief. 

And so I stood with my arms across my chest, tried to look noble, 
watched the covered wagons rolling endlessly over the southern horizon, 
muttered: 'Is there no end to these people?' And then tried to realise that 
these were not really people but customers, profit on the hoof, a source of 
wealth. Dignified surrender may be all very well for making tragic 
postcards but has no real biological future . After all, even we in the SMC, 
toffee-nosed elitists though we are, depend on increasing the numbers of 
customers who stay in our huts and buy our guide books and so increase 
the cash flow of the Trust. I could feel my belay taking the strain as my 
expression started to become streetwise and speculative. 

TABLE MOUNTAIN 

It' s done. Sign on. 
Carry your stone to the cairn. 
Initial the rrtist. 
Then go down 
Add your own 
name to the list. 

A long climb. 
For a long time. 
Hundreds of thousands of feet. 
And after each top 
another one yet to go up. 
But now you can stop. 

Compleat. 
And the sun has come through, what a sight. 
Every mountain in Scotland laid out 
neat underfoot, your friends will delight 
hearing each night your account of this great 
incomparable view. 

Mostly of you. 

G.l.F. Dutton. 
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REMEMBERING A CUILLIN PIONEER 

By H.M. Brown 

1993 WAS the centenary of the death of Sheriff Alexander Nicolson, whose 
name is remembered in the name of Skye 's highest summit. He was the first 
to climb Sgurr Alasdair and that was only one of several outstanding 
discoveries and climbs by this largely-forgotten pioneer, whom Ben 
Humble in his history of Skye climbing called 'the great explorer'. (B.H. 
Humble: The Cuillin of Skye - Hale 1952, is a collector's item but is 
available in a modern reprint from the Ernest Press.) 

The first real explorer of the Cuillin was another remarkable figure, 
Professor James Forbes, ' the wonder child of his generation' who gained 
his chair at the age of 23 and was to pioneer the science of glaciology. For 
two decades after his appointment he went to mountains regularly, whether 
Alps, Pyrenees, or Skye. He and a local man fust ascended Sgurr nan 
Gillean (1836) by what is now called the Tourist Route. Nine years later he 
made the first ascent of Bruach na Frithe and drew the fir t accurate map 
of the range. Most other early travellers had been romantics, in the wake 
of Scott, Turner, Horatio MacCulloch, etc., heading for Loch Coruisk with 
its wildly inaccurate description of being sunless and urrounded by 
unscalable precipices. It needed a Skye man to explore and extol the rich 
reality - Alexander Nicolson. 

Nicolson was born in Husabost, Skye, in 1827, where his father was a 
tacksman under Macleod ofMacleod. He made himself an able student but 
abandoned hi s original vocation of the church to try and earn a living as a 
writer. Journalism was then left for law and he became an advocate in 1860. 

Nicolson was unlucky in life. Success, fame, wealth always eluded him 
and while many men could have been made bitter in these circumstances, 
his nature kept him content enough. Perhaps he lacked the killer-instinct, 
the greedy self-seeking, to soar as many of his peers did. He was known as 
a charmer, a singer, a wit, a rhymester, a big man of open features and warm 
heart, 'perhaps the most popular man of his time in Edinburgh'. Fun, rather 
than ambition, lay behind his Skye ploy , and the love of the place, for 
itself, rather than as a scientific objective (as with Forbes) kept him 
returning whenever possible. His long Sligachan romance was to be 
repeated a generation later by the climbing academician, Norman Collie. 
Even when Nicolson's active days were over just being there was enough. 
He was one of the first to climb, and say so, purely for fun. 

Sligachan greeted him (as it has done a few folk since) with a thunderstorm 
but he evidently revelled in this. ' ... among the towering black mass of 
the Cuillin rolled and seethed a lurid array of lead-coloured clouds, grim 
and threatening'. His name cropped up continually in the Bible-thick 
Visitors ' Book at Sligachan, a treasure I browsed through by the hour as a 
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youngster and in which we so diffidently added our record of the now 
commonplace Ridge Traverse. The book has been stolen and, being 
irreplaceable and unique, it can never be sold or passed on. (If the selfish 
culprit should read this, can I plead for the book to re-appear mysteriously 
somewhere, to take its rightful place again.) 

Many ofNicolson's doings were described in Good Words, a magazine 
edited by Dr Norman Macleod - Queen Victoria's chaplain, a famous 
preacher and influential churchman. Good Words was an immensely 
popular publication (with a circulation which would be the envy of most 
outdoor magazines today), its rather unfortunate title hiding plenty of 
stories of outdoor activities. It is a pity Nicolson never produced a Skye 
book for he wrote good clean prose. Perhaps that innate talent for missing 
the boat applied again. He wus no Slcye ostrich though. He fore!;aw the vast 
tourist potential of the island and lived long enough to see it happen. As 
early as 1872 he was suggesting a bridge at Kyle might not be a bad idea. 
Camasunary he envisaged would have its Grand Hotel de Blaveinn. 
Today's bothy was a Victorian 'establishment for reforming drunkards'. 

Thinking of books, the first, the SMC guidebook, was to come in 1907 
and, in 1908, A.P. Abraham's Rock-CLimbing in Skye had an even bigger 
influence. The Abraham brothers climbed all the known routes and made 
several notable first ascents to produce this classic. The superb photos were 
all taken with whole-plate cameras. They were early motorists. Such were 
the changes. Nicolson had none of these aids. Not even Munro's Tables. 
Scotland, never mind Skye, was terra incognito. 

Few briefs came Nicolson's way and some law reporting, lecturing and 
general writing barely kept him going till he was appointed Sheriff
substitute of Kircudbright (1872) and, later, of Greenock (1885). Before 
going to Kircudbright he had been offered, and turned down, the chair of 
Celtic Studies at Edinburgh University, which would have appeared the 
perfect place for his talents. He was a notable Gaelic scholar, with a dclight 
in Gaelic poetry and song. Plenty of the Sligachan Visitors' Book entries 
are in Gaelic. He retired to Edinburgh and died in January 1893, aged 66. 

His first real mountain visit to the Cuillin was in 1865 (he was then 38) 
and if the weather was wild, well, he could wait, warning the impatient: 'If 
they are in a hurry, Skye and its clouds (and its inhabitants) are in none, and 
the Cuillin will unveil their majestic heads, in due time and no sooner.' 

'To see them is worth a week's waiting - to see the black peaks start out 
like living creatures, high above the cloudo which career up the cleft ridges, 
now hiding and now revealing their awful faces ... ' For Nicolson it was 
all 'life and music' . 

Skye saw 'few strangers except yachtsmen, bagmen and a stray geolo
gist', yet locals (shepherds and keepers) obviously had a peripheral 
knowledgc and were occasionally enrolled to guide visitonJ. When Nicolwn 
climbed Sgurr nan Gillean in 1865 MacIntyre, the Sligachan keeper, went 
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with him Gust as MacIntyre pere had gone with Forbes in 1836) and they 
went up by the Tourist Route. But the character of the man then appears. 
Instead of descending the same way he persuaded his companion to try a 
new traverse of the mountain. 

So they made the first descent of the West Ridge until they came up 
against the late, lamented gendarme and, perforce, made a 'vermicular 
descent' down a chimney to the screes of Coir' a' Bhasteir, a route now 
known as Nicolson' s Chimney and still regularly used as a way up the peak. 
Nicolson returned to climb up the West Ridge shortly after. He was the first 
to comment on the super-adhesive qualities of gabbro. 

After descending Nicolson's Chimney our explorer traversed under the 
Tooth and up Bruach na Frithe, a day which obviously well-satisfied and 
led to many similar ventures. When Knight climbed his eponymous peak 
on Gillean's Pinnacle Ridge he wrote to tell Nicolson of his climb. Some 

. ycars latcr Nicolson and Gibson were to find Knight 's card in a bottle UII 

its summit. Nicolson was a Vice-President ofthe Scottish Mountaineering 
Club and a lifelong friend of some of its members. Nicolson didn't hesitate 
to wander alone if shepherd or friend was unavailable nor did he hesitate 
to bivvy on the Cuillin, lying wrapped in his plaid (none of our soft gear 
and equipment) and eating cold fare and water. He wrote lyrical descrip
tions of his nights out and how 'the rich gloaming still lingers tenderly in 
the north west till bars of yellow light are seen in the east heralding the 
dawn'. 

A trip, as unconventional, and tough as any today, was largely done at 
night and is worth recalling; almost incidentally, it included the first ascent 
of that elusive and tricky Munro, Sgurr Dubh Mor. 

This was in September 1874. He and a friend had been visiting an artist 
at Loch Coruisk so it was 4p.m. when they set off for this unknown hill, 
which was bold, rather than rash, given Nicolson's unique experience of 
the Cuillin, a steady barometer and the promise of a full moon. 

They went up An Garbh Coire, between Sgurr Dubh and Gars-bheinn, 
a coire choked with a mass of huge boulders and giving difficult passage. 
Once, coming down the coire, I was glad to shelter, quite dry, in its 
subterranean depths during a thunderstorm - as did Nicolson on this ascent 
for a less worrying shower of rain. Then, as now, route-finding was 
intricate and the summit was reached at sunset (7p.m.) and the descent was 
started in the gloaming, again, choosing deliberately to head into unknown 
country down into Coir 'an Lochain, still rarely visited and from where an 
ascent of Sgurr Dubh is specifically not recommended by guidebooks. 

They soon ran into trouble. Halfway down a steep wall barred progress 
and Nicolson brought into play his secret weapon - his plaid. He was 
lowered down and backed against the wall so his (lighter) companion could 
hang down to stand on his shoulders. They fought down in shadowed 
blackness for two-and-a-halfhours, finishing with a water-spraying gully, 
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their finger tips shredded and mighty relieved to be down safe and sound 
into the moonlit valley bottom. The plaid could be put away. 

Nicolson described this item of clothing and its usefulness: with a belt 
it could be made into a dress for a man, serve as bedclothes, as a bag, as a 
sail for a boat, a rope for rock climbing, a curtain, an awning, a carpet, a 
hammock . .. and it had one superiority in that 'there' s room in it for twa ' . 

Their adventureG were not yet over. Nicolson tried to take a new short cut 
over Druim nam Rarnh to Harta Coire and Glen Sligachan. It didn't 'go' 
(the moon disappeared again) so they had to descend and go along to the 
other end of the loch for the usual crossing of Druim Hain. Blaven, which 
Nicolson considered the finest hill in Skye, loomed in the east. They 
reached the Sligachan Hotel at 3a.m. 

A year earlier (1873) Nicolson had made the ascent of the peak which 
would be named after him. At that time everything thereabouts was lumped 
together as Sgurr Sgumain, the name now used for the lower, seaward 
subsidiary crest. He had wandered up from Glen Brittle on a wild, wet day 
and had reached Lochan Coire Lagan when the driving cloud cleared 
briefly to reveal a monster peak overhead 'one of the wildest objects I had 
ever Geen'. He was back next day with Macrae, a local shepherd and able 
hillman. 

The fine day began with an aacent of Sgurr nu Banachdich (he' d recently 
made its first recorded ascent) from which they traversed the by no means 
slraight-forward ridge lo Sgun Deatg 011 whallllay have ueell a fiISlasL:elll. 
Bypassing the Inaccessible Pinnacle he wrote: ' it might be possible with 
ropes and grappling irons . .. but hardly seems worth the trouble. ' What a 
pilY he did lIollake lhe llUuule, bUl hjs priority was explul atiulI , Illovelllellt, 
the 'leaping from rock to rock' and not any seige of a single problem. The 
PiJkjngton brothers in 1880 proved his opinion as to its feasibility to be 
correct. His was the first close encounter of the Inn Pin by a real climber. 
Everything that day was new. 

NicolGon looked across the coire to hiG objective and at once Gpotted the 
single line of weakness, the Great Stone Shoot as we now know it (even 
though, today, it has largely shot its boulders). Right of the huge gully two 
other great exploratory route:s Wf're: to go up' Col1iC':'s r.1imh in 1896 (ColliC':, 
Howell, Naismith) and Abrahams' Climb in 1907. But Nicolson was 
before them all and recording the Guccess with an undefGtatement worthy 
of Tom Patey: 'I have seen worse places. ' 

The early Seventies saw a rapid rise in ascents being made from 
Sligachan. Fasler and [aster times were reL:uldeu ill the Visitors' Book anu 
our gentle giant tartly made the following entry in 1872. 'Spent four nights 
here with great satisfaction. Climbed Sgurr nan Gillean with ditto in what 
precise space of time it matters not to anyone else, especially to Brown, 
Jones and Robinson. Supposinglshouldsay ' 1 hour and 49 lhminutes' , they 
might stale, uut they ulight also say, nut inaccurately, Walker! The view 
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from the top was not so fine as I have seen there before, being limited by 
atmoepheric conditione to a radiU!:; of about a dozen yards.' 

Nicolson had his hard core too. He could come out with comments like: 
'The loss of life is a small thing compared with the full and free exercise 
of our powers and the cultivation of a bold adventurous spirit; and any 
nation which has ceased to think so is on the fair road to decay ... ' 

Nicolson travelled extensively. He once listed some of the other islands 
he knew and compared them with Skye: Arran - more delightful; Islay -
fairest of all; Mull- beauty and grandeur, more green and woody; Jura
queenly but lacking variety; Tiree - too flat yet many charms; Staffa and 
Iona - a sense of wonder; Barra - rough and rocky; Lewis - boggy; Harris 
- almost like Skye in mountain grandeur; Skye - Queen a/them all. And 
who would argue with such a regal judgment, given by the man who could 
rightly be regarded as the Cuillins' Prince of the Peaks? 

Sgurr nan GilIean, from a photograph taken by Howard Priestman. 
Readers may wish to refer back three years to p.122 of the 1992 
Journal, where R.N. Campbell presented two puzzles about the peak. 
The third puzzle, obviously, is why this illustration was missed out in 

1992. 
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THE SMC HUT ROUTE 

By Alec Keith 

FOR ALL its varied landscapes, and despite the efforts of Grieve eta I (SMCJ, 
1978, p227) Scotland has no definitive summer or winter outing to 
cc'mpa.re with the Alpiue Haute Route. Such was the to..'pie l·hewed lIvel by 
Harnish Irvine and myself one Christmas Eve as we retreated from the 
Coire Cas car park, our attempts at climbing repulsed in a spray of gravel 
lmd small shmhs Skiing. we decided , should he ignored, the snow too 
fickle, the province, after all, of the worms; and clearly it is no bad thing 
that the vibram &hod horde& do not have too many cla&&ic wmmer route& 
to chum up and bury under gas canisters and toilet paper. We gave up and 
wondered instead if the present shape of the Cluh (angular amI stoopf,cl , 
wilh auisceruible bulgealllle lIuulif1) hau auything to add lo its fine histUlY 
ufloug uays olltlie hills, aud so it was that Halllish concei veu 1I1e SMC Hut 
route. 

It was a basic idea, the simple linking of the four SMC huts on foot by 
arry ft::asonably aesthetic line. Obviously the huts wen:; tu Le used, auJ the 
journey Ghould take aG little time aG pO GGible, each day leading to a new hut, 
Iholleh for rellsons of I 1111 Ilall frailty the 73-llIile stage frolll IIle CTC 10 Ihe 
T ,ille muld besplil wilh a lIielll alllleClllallie 11111 , ill ket',ping wilh Ihe fillesl 
lraditiOlI1>. While countless variations arc possible, the distances in ol ed 
(the route described is 140 miles) mean that the shortest lines are to be 
preferred. Like any grand plan we agreed it should be done and then many 
months pass~d and the IIut route was spoken of only in moments of idle pub 
banter. 

I made a tentative foray from the Ling in the gloom of the following 
November, but got nu furthel than Adlllashellach before a tendon ill oue 
of my kneea complained. I hitched home with a clear conscience but waG 
Deeretly relieved. A Gharp exchange with Harni&h revealed hiG unhappineG& 
with my disloyalty, and it was agreed that this was to be ajoint project. Dut 
I reckoned this pledge could be overlooked for a bit in the light ofHarnish' s 
next conception, a conception with a shorter and more predictable period 
of gestation. 

In this window of opportunity I slunk guiltily into the Raeburn one 
Sunday early last May fOI a sewuu try . The weather was fon:cast to be 
fairly settled but cold, and much snow still lay on the hills. Good 
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conditions, but I was nervous, unsure if my body was capable offourdays' 
sustained effort without a good rest in between. 

I'd not stayed in the Raeburn before; it's a typical committee hut, and its 
location doesn't inspire. The hut was empty, which was a problem for 
r;omeone who GOes flu~hing a toilet as a technical challenge, the frighteningly 
large gas cylinders meant that the cooker was out of the question; the water 
pump made a lot of noiGe but would only produce air; and the electricity 
tripped out at breakfast in the dark. 

I was away shortly after five, trotting along the road towards Dalwhinnie, 
chilled by the morning air but happy to have started at last. The plan was 
to run a fair amount of the way, but my sack turned out heavier than 
expected, crammed aG it waG with a clutter of Ghoe::;, maps, bananas, cake:;, 
pit and so on, and my jogging would fade into a painful thrashing motion 
after a few hour::; each day. Al::;o there were a lot ofbagG of a horrible white 
powder which would no doubt have intereGted the ConGtabulury, but it waG 
only an energy drink of uncertain flavour, slightly better swallowed than 
inhaled. I followed the track along the side of Loch Ericht and made good 
time jogging in the sun to Culra. 

On Ben Alder it was still more winter than summer, and I was lured off 
the Bealach Dubh path on to the Long Leachas ridge, kicking the odd step 
in hard old snow, topping out on the plateau just as a band of cloud blew 
over the sun and sat on the summit. As I dropped down to the Uisge Labhair 
and ran down to Looh O::;::;ian my leg::; began to Geize up and my movementG 
became more sluggish. I stopped for lunch at the hostel with Tom Rigg, 
receiving an enthusiastic welcome from a puppy called Beinn Eibhinn and 
a more circumspect one from a stag called Windswept. 

After cutting over a boggy shoulder on Leum Uilleum I came down to 
Loch Chiarain and managed a half-hearted trot down to the Dlackwater 
Reservoir, kept going by the sight of the Buachaille and the Blackmount 
hills peering round Beinn a'Chrulaiste at me. The final treat was the low 
pass between the Blackwater dam and Altnafeadh, a real Slough of 
Despond in which I wallowed haplessly. 

It was half past five when I reached Lagangarbh, finding toe builders 
busy with Phase Three of the renovations. There were plenty of signs of 
their effortG aG well aG a large hole where the toilet block UGcd to be. After 
a ritual meal of tuna and pasta Ijust managed to crawl upstairs to the bunks 
before falling asleep. 

Tuesday was cold, windy, misty and unfriendly. But it was the easy day, 
the goal being the CIC, so there was time for a lie-in. I plodded stiffly over 
the Devil's Staircase in drizzle, to indulge the previous day's food fetish 
(half a chicken) in Kinlochleven, creating an unnecessarily heavy pack for 
the re::;t of the day with other, additional goodies. The route waG due to croGG 
the Mamores to Steall then go over the Ben to the CIC, but the snow on the 
higher slopes was going to be pretty icy and my running shoes were a bit 
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inadequate for that and yes it was still very windy ... Looking back it was 
the right decision, although an unsatisfactory one. I sneaked round the 
Mamores on the West Highland Motorway which took me to an unavoidable 
tea-stop at one of the Glen Nevis cafes. The youth hostel track up to the 
Halfway Lochan was as tedious as ever, and great blasts of wind tore down 
the Allt a'Mhuillinn on the traverse round into Coire Leis. Hadrian 's Wall 
appeared briefly through the murk, icy and complete. 

Thc midwcck Gcction of onc of our kindred clubG (which can remain 
anonymous for the usual fee) was in residence in the CIC, including in their 
number the Hut Guest from Hell, whose activities dominated the hours 
ahead. His climbing companion freshly choppered off the Ben, the Guest 
rapidly reduced himself to a state fit for admission to the Belford on a 
mixture of (other people's) drinks and it was midnight before his rantings 
turned to garglings and his lights went out. The night was made complete 
when my mantelshelf on to the top bunk went horribly wrong and I 
plummeted shins-first on to the wooden frame of the bunk beneath. 

After these excitements I slept in on Wednesday, woke, panicked, and 
shot out of the hut shortly after eight for the next leg, a 33-mile flog to the 
Cluanie Inn via Banavie and the Caledonian Canal towpath to Gairlochy. 
I eluded a pack of baying dogs while passing through some private-looking 
grounds in Achnacarry on the way to Loch Arkaig, then followed a vague 
path up the Allt Dubh, passing a Geal Cam on its east, then going down to 
another path by the AlIt Ailein. My body ground to a halt up here, afternoon 
naUGca cauGcd by a powdercd drinJcG' ovcrdoGc on top of wearineGG and a 
general lack of inspiration. I sat down and thought about being sick. In 
retrospect any true entrepreneur would have dug in and waited for the 
arrival of the rescue teams and some cheque-book-waving journalists. 
Meandering on, mind elsewhere, I fell off the path and tumbled into a bog; 
thus refreshed I cantered down through forestry to the bridge over the 
Garry at Aultnaslat. 

The weather's foggy ambivalence began to clear now, hazy sunshine 
peering through, and my mood improved too. After a mile on the road, a 
path by the Allt a' Ghobhainn took me out of Glen Garry and over into Glen 
Loyne where there was a big and still and deep river to cross. A pull up steep 
grass led to the old road and I jogged down at about six o'clock to the 
Cluunic, which :Jut in pleaGant cvening GUn, Gurrounded by a patchwork of 
green and white hills. 

Staying in the hotel was an unaccustomed luxury, and it is easy to see 
why this lifestyle appeals to Club members both past and present; we 
younger ones of coursc would quicldy become outsized and indolcnt if 
such pleasures were afforded to UG on too regular a baGiG. My aching body 
enjoyed the comforts of a bar meal, a hot bath, and a soft bed. Sadly it was 
all over by six as Friday was to be a long day, 40 miles over fairly rough 
country. From the moment my feet touched the ground it was all pain; it 
wus c1car that there waG no bouncc left and that a day of attrition lay ahead. 
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I passed by Alltbeithe then headed west to Gleann Gaorsaic and down 
into Glen Elchaig. It was a clear and cool spring day and I watched wisps 
of mist being teased off the tops of Beinn Fhada and A'Ghlas-bheinn by a 
strong north-easterly wind. From Carnach a good path took me over 
between Faochaig and Aonach Buidhe to Maol-bhuidhe bothy for a lunch 
of the last of the Dundee cake. 

The generally mindless content of the entries in the bothy book indicated 
that, with the increase in the number of people enjoying the freedom to 
roam these days, there is a correspondingly greater number of extremely 
sad people in the hills; by the time I had circumnavigated Beinn Dronaig 
there was one more. I squatted on a tussock in the middle of a bog near 
Bearnais, gripped by an energy burnout, strength sapped by the wind, 
listlessly recalling the tale of a small group of soldiers from colonial days 
who were surrounded and vastly outnumbered by a ferocious and extremely 
agitated Enemy. Prospects were grim. A frightened private (let him be 
called 'Perkins') asked his commanding officer (let him be called 'Sir') 
'Why us, Sir, why us?' To which he received the answer, 'Because we are 
here, Perkins, because we are here.' Mallory wasn't so far off the mark, 
really . Thus comforted I walked slowly on past Bearnais bothy, up the 
hillside behind it, and down the other side to splash through the Carron at 
Achnashellach. 

My mood swung back now; it was in the bag. I almost revelled in the 
grind up from the station to Coire Lair, watching as the evening sun picked 
out every detail on the hills around me, ignoring my poor battered feet. The 
bealach between Sgurr Ruadh and Beinn Liath Mhor appeared at last and 
Torridon spread out ahead, colour fading in the calm of advancing 
darkness. I stumbled down the last miles to the Ling at about nine, shattered 
but satisfied. The quality of my celebratory meal of soup and rice left 
something to be desired, but it no longer mattered. The night was restless, 
my muscles taking their revenge with some acute cramp attacks. Next day 
was hot and joyous in Torridon and I made my way back to my car at the 
Raeburn by bus, train, hitching and bicycle, ready for the weekend's trip 
to Skye. 

The future of the Hut Route is uncertain now, as the Huts sub-committee 
ponders how to extend its empire. The Hon. Secretary appears to have 
ignored my suggestion to make a bid for the Cluanie, so the Hut Route may 
shortly require an extension. 

And Hamish? After some curGingo he duly abandoned wifc and vvean a 
few months later (only temporarily, of course) to complete his own Hut 
Route, a New, Improved and undoubtedly Better Hut Route; but that's 
another story. 
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HOW MANY HILLS IN SCOTLAND? 

By Peter Drummond 

THE READER might care to guess at the answer now, and pencil an estimate 
in the margin. (No peeking at the last paragraph, please.) 

Look at Iona on the I :50000 OS map. It shows four hills - two druims, 
a cnoc and the highest point Dun I at lOOm (332ft). The I :25000 OS map, 
with space for more detail, has 10 heights named. Compare these with a 
map folding out from the book Iona Past and Present published in 1934, 
in which local authors A. and E. Ritchie revealed the depth of the iceberg 
effect. For they list not 10 but 106 hills on the island, reflecting the 
islanders' Gaelic culture and their tradition of linking hill-names with 
history or geography - 62 of them are cnocs, but there are 16 different 
elements of hill-names. The OS mapmakers show us only the tip of the 
iceberg, by comparison. 

To the question of how many hills there are in Scotland altogether, some 
people have provided partial answers, in the form of Tables. Munro 
identified 283, Corbett 219 and Donald 86, totalling 588, plus 302 other 
tops in the first and last of these Tables, a grand total of 890 - since revised 
and re-revised to the current total of 876. Of course, Munro and Corbett 
called their hills 'mountains', with significant contours of 3000ft and 
2500ft respectively, separating the mountains from mere hills. But most 
people who call themselves Munro-baggers or Corbetteers would define 
their activity as hill-walking, and speak of going on to 'the hill' for the day. 

It has long been accepted that using 3000ft or 2500ft contours as cut-offs 
is quite irrational, since a hill a few feet les isjust as grand, possibly harder 
of access, and subject to promotion or demotion in the Tables as the OS 
sophisticate their measurement techniques. In the present age of metrica
tion the cut-off heights of 914m and 762m look particularly silly, and 
defenders must wrap themselves in the mantle of tradition. 

Not only is the absolute height a problem, but so too is the degree of 
differentiation from other hills: Corbett demanded an ascent on all sides of 
500ft, a clear if arbitrary rule; Donald had a complex formula in which tops 
needed an ascent of 100ft on all ides (although only 50ft was allowable if 
there was 'topographical merit' pre ent), while separate 'hills' needed a 
17-unit separation from other tops, a unit being one-twelfth of a mile 
distance or a 50ft contour drop. Munro had no such rules, clear or arcane, 
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basing his distinction between mountains and tops on subjective judgment 
as to what made a separate mountain, thus laying the basis for much 
subsequent controversy about which sumrruts should be Munros. 

Sirrular problems are found in greater mountain areas: speaking about 
the Alpine 4000m peaks, McLewin says: ' ... there is no list of the 4000m 
peaks that is definitive. All (lists) are unsatisfactory in some way, reflect
ing the ill-defined nature of the basic concept ... ' (Monte Viso's Horizon', 
pI3). While Reinhold Messner, first to climb all 14 Himalayan 8000m 
peaks, wrote: 'I am not completely sure that there are 14 eight-thousanders, 
yet this is what the geographers assert ... But this only takes free-standing 
mountains into account, not the innumerable subsidiary summits. But, (for 
example) Lhotse is the south summit of Everest, and perhaps it should 
never have been counted as an independent 8000er at all.' (All the Eight
Thousanders, p 13.) 

Returning to Scotland, everyone knows there are many good hills not in 
any of the Scottish Tables, revised or unrevised, many famous like Stac 
Pollaidh or Bennachie. More recently, in 1989, EJ. Yearn an published his 
highly informative Handbook of the Scottish Hills which lists circa 2500 
hills (including 66 added since publication - personal communication): his 
definition of a hill is an errunence with an ascent of 100mon all sides or 5km 
distance from the nearest height. While this is subject to the same problems 
of arbitrariness as the other tables - what about ascents of 95m? - it does 
have the merit of including most of the hills rrussed out by the famous 
tables. Perhaps 'doing the Yeamans' along Munro-bagger lines hasn't 
caught on because of the four-figure total involved. 

Now 98% ofYeaman' s listed hills have names, marked on maps. To each 
of the 50 or so errunences without map names he has given a locating name 
- though probably many of these will have a local spoken name. So we can 
accept that virtually every hill of consequence in Scotland has a name. Past 
generations of Gaels, lowland Scots and Borderers did not need precise 
contours or measured re-ascents as cut-off points, in order to decide which 
errunences had significance as recognisable hills. Therefore one way we 
can assess the number of hills in Scotland, free of the classification 
problems of the Tables above, is to count up the number of hill-names. 
Easier said than done. 

Let us start wi th Y eaman' s listed total of 2450 hills with names (this 
excludes the 50 nameless on maps, and discounts the double names, such 
as Ben Arthur's doppelganger The Cobbler). There are certain to be more 
hill-names than this, because of his lOOm cut-off criterion - but how many 
more? One could of course spend a few weeks with OS maps, counting 
them; the 80 or so Landranger sheets covering Scotland might seem quite 
a mountain to climb, but it becomes Himalayan when you accept that you 
will have to use the 1:25000 scale maps (there are about 600 of them!) 
because they contain names that 1:50000 maps don't. 
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Or you could spend much time with the OS Gazetteer which lists every 
place-name appearing on all of Britain 's 1:50000 maps, alphabetically. 
This latter course is not too hard for the Gaelic hill-names, since the generic 
element (beinn, meall , earn, etc.) is often - but not always - at the start of 
the name, and conveniently appears in alphabetic blocks to be counted: but 
to pick up all the hill-names ending with a generic element, whether Gaelic 
or English or Scots (e.g. - Glas Bheinn, Camethy Hill , or Traprain Law), 
would require a search through all the 250,000 entries. Even then you 
would have to go back constantly to maps to check whether a Creag or a 
Sron, for example, is simply a crag or nose, oris actually a hilltop (as Creag 
Meagaidh and Sron a'Choire Ghairbh are): in upper Deeside, for instance, 
just more than half of the Creags listed in Adam Watson's book are rocky 
hilltops, the others being crags or outcrops. 

So how can we arrive at a reasonable estimate of the number of Scottish 
hill-names? With the emphasis on estimate, here is one possibility. Starting 
with Yeaman's list, I extracted and counted only those beginning with 
some of the commoner generic Gaelic elements (and a few English 
elements like Hill of ... ) so that I could make a comparison with the 
numbers listed in the OS Gazetteer. Some Gaelic elements, like dun, I 
ignored because of the ambiguity in the Gazetteer - they could be forts as 
well as hills. The elements I chose are listed in the table at the end of this 
article. 

I found that there were 1494 hill-names beginning with these chosen 
elements in Yeaman, and 7125 beginning with the same elements in the OS 
Gazetteer. On the assumption that other name-elements, Gaelic or English, 
in Yeaman 's Handbook (altogether 2450) are in the same ratio of 1:4.77, 
then the OS Gazetteer probably contains approximately 11 ,686 Scottish 
hill-names, from the 1:50000 maps. 

We will return to this figure in a moment - while noting that the 
assumption of the 1 :4.77 ratio includes a variation ranging from 1 :2.2 for 
the more mountainous categories of be inns and sgurrs, through 1:4.75 for 
the mid-height mealIs, to 1: 16 for the lower cnocs and torrs. (The fact that 
the mean ratio virtually coincides with that for meall, which is also the 
median and the probable mode in height terms, strengthens the case for the 
1:4.77 ratio applying.) 

Adam Watson and Elizabeth Allan's book The Place Names of Upper 
Deeside (1984) is a very comprehensive guide to the 7000 names in their 
chosen area, names coming from OS maps, local informants, and other 
sources. Almost exactly 10% of these - 698 in my count - are names of 
hilltops. Of this 700 or so, only 180 appear on I :50000 maps, a further 95 
on 1:25000 maps, and 425 came from local informants (or old estate plans, 
books, etc.), not being on published maps. Now upper Deeside has not been 
a Gaelic-speaking area for many decades, and it is highly probable that the 
number of local names for hills here is less per square mile than in western 
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areas where the Gaelic language still is, or was recently, the main tongue. 
The example of Iona given at the start of thi s article, with four 1:50000 
mapped hills compared to 106 known on the ground, would support this. 
If we make the reasonable assumption that the ratios on upper Deeside hold 
good for Scotland as a whole, then we can advance our cautious calcula
tions further. 

Returning to the 11,686 figure of 1:50000 mapped hill-names, and 
applying the ratio of 1:1.54 from upper Deeside (of 1:50000 to 1:25000 
names), we can conclude that current OS maps of all scales show in total 
probably 17 ,996 Scottish hill-names. And further, taking upper Deeside's 
ratio of mapped to unmapped names, which is also, intriguingly, 1: 1.54, we 
can expect 27,715 hill-names not on current OS maps. Adding OS-mapped 
and unmapped names together we can estimate that Scotland has around 
45,711 named hills. Let us say 45,000 for a round figure. Since Scotland 
is just under 79,000 square kilometres in area, this suggests just more than 
two mapped hi II-names and three un mapped in every block of nine square 
kilometres, which does not seem unrealistic in a country as unsmooth as 
ours. 

As it happens, Watson and Allan's study of upper Deeside turned up 700 
hill-names in an area which is circa 1.5% of the Scottish landmass: ifthis 
area is typical, Scotland would indeed have just more than 46,000 hill
names. It may be objected that upper Deeside is not typical of Scotland's 
topography. True. But it contains grand sweeping mountains that may 
yield fewer names per square area than in lower undulating country - a 
glance at a map of, say, the Buchan lowlands will show this - and further, 
it is an area where the Gaelic tongue fell silent much earlier thaniJYthe huge 
areas west of the Great Glen, losing many hill-names in the process. In 
effect upper Deeside is probably a good average for the country, erring 
possibly even on the low side. 
. As the Iona experience demonstrates, we have probably lost thousands 
of names with the decline of the Gaelic language as the repository of local 
knowledge, both during the enforced Clearances from the glens last 
century, and from the ongoing decli ne of the culture. Further proof comes 
from a survey of the Back area of Lewis, still today at the heart of a Gaelic
:;pcaking urea: in a Gingle Gquarc kilometre there, there were 27 hill-names 
- 20 cnocs, 6 creag(an)s and a sithean. (School of Scottish Studies -
personal communication, Dr Ian Fraser.) 

So 45,000 may well represent the minimum number of hills (of known 
name) in Scotland, from the highest mountain to the smallest rocky cnocan, 
but nevertheless recognisable hill to local people. And to think that Munro 
compleaters rest on their laurels after a mere 2771 How does the figure 
square with the reader's guesstimate? 
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A B Aas% 
ELEMENT YEAMAN OS GAZETTEER ofB 

An 49 Col23 40% 
Aonach 9 26 34% 
Barr 6 c.45 13% 
Beannan 1 8 12% 
Beinn 361 789 45% 
Ben 118 174 68% 
BinJn 2 6 33% 
BideanJein 7 11 64% 
BinneanJein 8 18 44% 
Biod 5 13 38% 
Braigh 5 45 11 % 
Cairn 29 c.300 10% 
Caisteal 2 24 8% 
Carn 124 740 16% 
Cnap/knap 3 42 7% 
Cnoc/an 66 1035 6% 
Creag (50% of OS-listed 101 co510 19% 
creags used) 
Cruach/an 45 279 16% 
Druim 21 300 7% 
Fell - 4 18 22% 
Hill of - 52 c.400 12% 
Knock 20 280 7% 
Maol 7 125 6% 
Meal! 217 1030 21% 
Monadh 6 38 31 % 
Mul!ach 21 66 31% 
Sgiadh 3 14 21 % 
Sgor/r 26 52 50% 
Sgurr 97 213 45% 
Sidh/ean 6 83 7% 
Spidean 4 5 80% 
Stob 37 Co 100 37% 
Stuc/hd 4 15 26% 
Torr/an 9 160 6% 
Vord, Ward 19 38 50% 

TOTAL 1494 7125 21% 
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OUTER ISLES 

HARRIS, SOUTH UIST: Leac Shleamhuinn (NF 775147) - see SMCJ 1993. 
The routes described in SMCJ 1993 were all repeated by B. Davison. Slippery Slab 
was considered overgraded and the routes over length by about 8m. 
A new crag about 300m around (east) the hillside from the existing routes offers 
a 30m dab of around the same stoepnecc. Thoro are three or four lines of about Diff. 
or V. Diff. 20m right of the clabc (which ure clearly aeen from the road) is a chart 
&teep wall about ~Om long. It ic approx. lOm high with a craclc up the left nose/urete 
and an overlap near the right end. The top of the slabs slope back giving rounded 
and often difficult finishes. 

Arete Crack - 10m VS 4b. B. Davison. 22nd May, 1994. 
Climb the crack at the left end of the crag. 

Flakey - lOm HVS Sa. B. Davison. 22nd May, 1994. 
Climb the line of flakes right of the last route. 

Flakey 2 - lOm E3 6a. B. Davison. 26th May, 1994. 
The line offlakeG right again which end beforo the top ofthe crag. A long reach for 
small holds at the top. 

Crack Route - lOm E2 5c. B. Davison. 26th May, 1994. 
Fight of the lact route ic a craok with heather in it. The craclc branches at the top. 
Follow the left branch. 

Wall and Crack - lOm E3 6a. B. Davison. 26th May, 1994. 
Climb the wall right of the crack and crODD the right branch of the crack to finioh 
up flakes at the top. 

Wall and Crack 2 - lOm E2 5c. B. Davison. 22nd May, 1994. 
Climbs the wall to finish up the C)ctreme right hand craclc line of the right branch. 
A long reach in the middle. 

Variations connecting the previous three routes have been done. 

Crack and Roof - lOm VS 4c. B. Davison. 22nd May, 1994. 
Right of the cracks and at the left end of the overlap is a vertical crack running 
through the left end of the overlap. 

Roof and Crack - lOm El 5b. B. Davison. 26th May, 1994. 
Right of the lact route, in the middle of the overlap, iD a vertical line of flakeD/crack. 
Climb to the overlap and through it and follow the cracle. Avoid Dtepping left at the 
top. 

Ledge Route - lOm E2 5c. B. Davison. 22nd May, 1994. 
Climb the wall to the right end ofthe overlap, then pass thiD and Dtep left on to a ledge 
above the overlap. From here finish directly (rounded). 
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Ledge and Crack - 10m HVS Sa. B . Davison. 22nd May, 1994. 
Follow Ledge Route to the ledge, then move right along a diagonal crack. 

Th~ r.~ntrlll of the three Illrgest hills of So 11th 1 list (NF R 1912.9), 1 723ft contains the 
following route. 
Chimney Buttress - 50m H. Severe. B. Davison. 19th May, 1994. 
The west face of the peak containG a chimney. The route climbG the pink buttress 
immediately left of the chimney. Climb up cracles for about 20m until the angle 
eaGeG, then continue to the top, finiGhing up a steep off width cracle if desired. About 
a 90-minute approach walk in dry conditions. 

IONA: Several descriptions have been received. Since there are many recent routes 
- and they will appear in the Skye and I Iebrides Guidedue out this year- they have 
not been duplicated here. 
RHUM, TrolIaval, Harris Buttress: 
Left of Central Rib, the crag's most obvious feature is a small grey buttress low 
UOWU, seamed by righHlallling nacks auu boullueu 011 iLs righl by a big corner 
which fades in its upper reaches. 
Peer Gynt - 1lOm VS. A. Hume, A. Matthewson. 23rd July, 1994. 
Start at the toe of the grey buttress. 
1. .:;01114 .. ·. Clilllb an adl.lU a Sill!, Slq!left, then go Lip to all easing ar 15m. CUllullue 
on slabs, heading slightly rightwards to a blocky ledge. 
2. 25m 4a. Take the inGet corner on the right for 3m until a move left gains a bigger 
kdgl." with a hugl." block. Work up to a right-fat:ingt:ornl."r which kads kft to a Jedgl." 
below aY-groove - well seen from below. 
3. 25m Sa. Climb the groove, Gmear into the right hand branch, and continue more 
or less directly up the nose above. 
4. Wm. Scramble to the terrace. 

The Dwarfie - 35m HVS. A. Matthewson, A. Hume. 23rd July, 1994. 
Above the terrace, directly above the finish of Peer Gynt, is a Gmall two -tiered 
bumcs;; of impeccable rock which offcrs this cxcellen[ slnall route. 
I . 20m Sa. Climb the wall between a roof and a thin crack on the left, then a steep 
flaky crack on the right. 
2. ISm tlb. Continue up the middle of the cracked slab behind the ledge. 

EIGG: The following two routes lie on the upper tier in the centre of Ocean V'lall 
on thl." south icte of An Sg\lrr. They hoth start nl."ar thl." left end ofLI." Jardin whl."re 
[he Vi 1I1l, althoui:;h 10 w, is composed of immaculate piteh;;[ollc, as;;um.illi:; a smooth 
convex character. 
Sense of Porpoise - 30m E4 6b. K. Howett, G.E. Little. 21st August, 1994. 
Start right of centre of the smooth convex wall UUGt right of a shallow pocket), 
below an arching overlap. Pull over the bulge with great difficulty, tl1Cn move up 
to the right cnd of the arching overlap. Gain a good flat hold above, then make a very 
thin move to gain the base of a left trending ramp. Climb the ramp, then move up 
and right on good pockets and then to the top. 

Frolicking with Freddie - 25m E3 6a. G.E. Little, K. Howett. 21st August, 1994. 
Start in from the left end ofthe smooth convex wall , below a Ghort Imobbly groove, 
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where the skirting roof starts to relent. Move up and pull otrenuouoly over the bulge 
(Friend 0 over the lip) into a short groove. Climb this with a difficult exit, then go 
straight up the face above on generous holds. 

SKYE 

SGURR MHIC COINNICH, Coireachan Ruadha: 
Exiguous Gully - 14Sm V. M. Fowler, A. Cave (alt). 4th March, 1995. 
Fine climbing up the obvious gully immediately left of King Cobra. It muot be 
eKiguouG becau3e it 3ay3 30 in the Slcye Guide. Start at the foot of the gully jUGt left 
of King Cobra. 
1. 40m. Take the left hand corner of the gully until about IOm below a marked 
oteepening. Trunofer on to the right hand corner and bclay Srn below an obvioUG 
groove-line forming the right-hand corner of the steep section ahead. 
1. 1Sm. Steep otrenuouo climbing in the groove/corner leadG to a good be by at a 
slight easing of the angle. 
3. 4.5m. Continue up the groove/corner line. More fine climbing cvcntually caGing 
on to a broad, snowy ramp. 
1. 3Sm. Follow the rump up to the left and break out right to join thc ridge at thc fifGt 
opportunity. 

West Face: 
This iG the short, clean face at the bacle of Coire Lagan jUGt below the ridge. The 
routes start from a narrow ledge. The face wao approached from Jeffrey ' 0 Dyke. At 
the right side of the face arc three right slanting corners, the right one is the deGcent. 

Routes described right to left, climbed by C. Moody, A. Petrie, 7th August, 1994. 
Vanishing Beads - SOm VS 4b.* 
R.ight of the descent is a rib. On the right side of the rib in a short, wide bulging crack. 
Climb the cruclc, then the slab to reach twin craclw; follow theee to a large ledge and 
climb the cracked buttress above. 

Raven 's Rib - 30m El Sb .* 
Start at the left Gide of the rib. Move up right and climb the rib to the large ledge . 

Mud Wrestler- 30m V. Diff.* 
The corner left of the descent is climbed after climbing past the chokestone. 

Huffy Messiah - 30m Severe. * 
The next corner on the left. A void the large overhang by Gtepping left and climbing 
the corner crack. 

Up the Down Stoneshoot - 30m Severe. * 
Start belo .... ' a jutting overhang and climb the corner crack leftwards past hollow 
flakes ; trend left and climb flake cracks. 

Starless Bay - 40m VS 4c. 
Climb the bay by a Geries of corners. To get from the baGe of thiG route to the next 
is V. Diff. 
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Flap Cracker - 60m HVS 5a.** 
Start up a dyke, then climb the obvioUG corner crack leftwards; step left and fini sh 
up a corner. It should be possible to extend the route by adding a pitch below the 
start. 

SGURR SGUMAIN: 
Raynaud's - lLOm HVS. M. McLeod, C. Moody. 2nd July, 1994. 
Start close to Frostbite. 
1. 45m 4c. Climb up to the left-hand corner and follow it moving left at the top to 
belay on the slanting fault. 
2. t10m 5a. The bay above on the right iG taken by Direct Route. Gain and climb the 
corner left of it (directly above the belay) which is guarded by a bulge. After 
mounting a shelf at the top of the corner, move out left and continue to a belay. 
3. 25m. Climb easily up right. Traverse off rightwards. 

SRON NA CICHE: 
He/en - E3 6a. S. Hill , C. Moody. 31st July, 1994. 
Climbs the arete between Trojan Groove and Spartan Groove. Climb the initial 
bulge of Spartan Groove, then move up left to a slanting crack which start3 from 
a horizontal crack. Climb the slanting wICk, then the wall just right of the arete to 
finish up the arete. 

BLA VEN, Lower East Face: 
Serious Picnic - 240m III. A. Cave, M. Fowler, C. Jones, D. Rcerz. 5th March, 
1995. 
The route takes the prominent left-to-right rising ramp-line low down on the north 
wall of the east ridge of Blaven. It almost certainly takes the other two arms of the 
Crucifix formation (SMCJ 1994). The route is obvious from the point where the 
approach track leaves the Elgol road and is above a lower ramp. 
Approach: Ascend the GnO'ov Glope leading up to the Prow area to the point where 
an eacy gully leads up loft to a notch on the cast ridge and an obvious pitch give3 
access to the lower end of the ramp line. Easy soloing leads to the foot of the pitch. 
Climb up left and then back right on tufts to gain the ramp line (40m). Climb up the 
ramp line for cevernl pitches over a col and on up past a short difficult stcp to the 
top (200m). 

Ai Gully - 300m II. D. Bunker, K. Law, M.E. Moran, A. Nolan. 9th March, 1995 . 
From the tourict path at t100m altitude, aG it climbs steeply leftwards toward3 the 
upper coire, a deep gully line runs up rightwards into the broad cliffs at the base of 
the East Face. This cleft cuts through the cliffs and from a col drops down into the 
Crucifix gullies on the true east face. The cleft was well filled with snow and 
allowed a simple passage through its deep narrows and up to the col. Above the col 
on the left, a short fierce wall bars access to easier mixed ground and the top of the 
buttress. This was climbed with a nut for aid. It seems almost certain that this is the 
same col as Serious Picnic, but approached from the other side. It therefore can be 
climbed free at a higher standard. 
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CLACH GLAS, South East Face: 
The Big Ramp - 400m IT. M.E. Moran, 1. Singh. 26th January, 1995. 
Follows the big snabng ramp on the right hand Gide of the face. NeedG a good 
plating of snow. Finishes 30m right of B Gully. From the top a Gteep, but cimple, 
snow line was followed left across the top of B Gully and up ramps to finish at the 
summit caim of Clach Glus. This avoids The ImpoGter, but need:; 0 good banking 
of snow. 

NEIST: 
Warmer, Cleaner, Better - E3 6a. 1. Taylor, C. Moody. 24th May, 1994. 
Left of Patricia is a crack starting at a niche. Climb the crack. 

Between Bays 2 and3: 
Agfa - 30m HVS 5b. C. Moody, A. Petrie. 6th August, 1994. 
Start left of Trilobite Groove below the left-facing corner crack. Climb the corner 
crack, then step left and climb the right-slanting crack to the top. 

Bay 3: 
Tourist Attraction - 25m HVS Sa. C. Moody, A. Petrie. 6th August, 1994. 
Start just right of Solar Furnace. Climb the crack on the left side of the clean pillar 
which trends right to finish at the top of the pillar. 

Cameras Clicking - 25m Severe. C. Moody, A. Petrie. 6th August, 1994. 
The shallow chimney on the right side of the clean pillar. 

KILT ROCK, Elishader Wall: 
Easter Island - 30m HVS Sa. M. McLeod, C. Moody. 30th July, 1994. 
Climb the corner crack left of Bandasky to the top of the statue, then climb the 
corner crack above. 

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS 

SOUTH AND WEST (VOLUME ONE) 

LURGMHOR: 
The Far Side - 60m M. Severe. R. Blackburn, A. Keith. 13th June, 1993. 
The route lies on a clean area of slabs some 200m east of, and slightly lower than, 
the start of Munroist' s Reward. Starting at tho lowest point of the slub:;, climb 
directly up aiming for a notch to tho loft of the cteep upper wall at the top. Delay 
below this wall (45m). Climb the wall by any of a choice of unappetising lines to 
the top (ISm). 
Note: Munroist's Reward was repeated, a route of high quality, grade about right. 

GLEN SHIEL, Druim Shionnach, West Face: 
Bow Peep - lOOm V, 6. J. Lyall , A. Nisbet. 11th January, 1995. 
On the face right of the obvious central gully (Cave Gully) is a left slanting, slightly 
bow-shaped fault finishing up a wide chimney. The fault was climbed throughout, 
the first pitch being the hardest. 
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Cross-Bow- llOm IV, 5. S. Dring, K. Grindrod, J. Lyall , Z. Webster. 8th February, 
1995. 
A left-ta-right slanting line crossing Bow Peep. Start at the foot of Cave Gully. 
1. 50m. Climb straight up on vegetated ledges until an easy traverse right crosses 
Bow Peep to belay. 
2. 30m. Continue right and up a chimney to a ledge below a steep corner. 
3. 30m. Avoid the corner to the right and regain the fault which is followed to the 
top. 

Boxer's Buttress - 90m m. A. Nisbet. 25th March, 1995. 
The central buttress on the crag, between Cave and Capped Gullies. Climb it direct 
by a central turfy line. Steep but helpful. Perhaps IV, 4, since an ascent of Cave 
Gully by M. Welch thought it IV, 4. 

Silver Slab - lOOm V, 5. B . Davison, A. Nisbet. 24th January, 1995. 
The relution to the ~ummer route i ~ unknown but it iG the buttre&& left of Capped 
Cully. A serious flr~t pitch, then a ~teep but well protected cecond. Start up the right 
hand oftwo ~hort chimney~ at the ba~e of the buttrecc. Trend slightly right to btday 
on flakes below a big right-facing corner (40m). Climb the corner (20m), and 
continue more easily to the top. 

Deceptive Chimney - 70m m. S. McKenna, A. Nisbet, 1. Stewart. 26th March, 
1995. 
A left slanting line of wenlme~~ cloGe on the left of Silver Slab buttrecc. It containc 
U 3ection of narrow chimney hidden on the approach from below. 

Creag Coire an t-Slugain (SMCJ, 1994): 
Left Ridge - l30m n. J. Hart, A. Nisbet. 16th February, 1995. 
The blunt ridge bounding the left edge of the crag. Start at the lowest rocks, which 
are about ISm right of the base of the crest. Climb up right to a barrier wall (which 
could be climbed direct in better conditions, but hard?). Traverse left to the crest 
(25m). Climb the crest into a shallow gully on the left. Go up this to regain the crest, 
followed to the top. 

Tipperary-140m m. J. Ashby, M. Dennis, R. J arvis, A. Nisbet. 1st February, 1995 . 
Start about 30m right of the left bounding ridge of the buttress (Left Ridge) where 
U ramp 1cud3 up left towards the ridge. Climb the ramp to a depression ahead of 
3lubby ground before the ridge (35m). Go up the deproccion until forced by steep 
ground to trUyer3e right (crux) and clightly up to u flake on a small ridge (3Sm). 
Climb the fault on the right (40m) and continue up to finish by the crest of the ridge. 

The Triangle - 120m IV, 4. P. Clayton, A. Nisbet, A. Partington. 8th February, 
1995. 
Climbs through a big triangular niche/snow patch at half-height and right of centre 
on the cliff. Take a left slanting line into the triangle, out its top (crux) and straight 
up to the cornice. 

Speckles - 120m n. A. Nisbet. 25th March, 1995. 
/1. righto>slunting line ofwenlmeGG left of Pioneer Gully, which shows up as speckled 
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snow patches. Start just left of The Triangle, cross it rightwards and continue up the 
line to the top. 

Flakey Ridge - llOm ill. A. Nisbet. 25th March, 1995. 
The unusual arete of stacked flakes between Pioneer Gully and the Grade I at the 
right end of the crag (which was descended). Start up a groove in its base, then 
follow the crest as directly as possible. Take many slings (and not much else). 

AONACH AIR CHRITH, North West Face: 
Mother Knows Best - 150m II. I. Foskett, G. Moore, M.E. Moran, I. Reid . 8th 
February, 1995. 
Climbs the narrower gully just left of My Mother Says No. Identifiable by a large 
finishing capstone. The gully gave a short awkward chokestone on its third pitch. 
The final chimney and fierce capstone were avoided by climbing the sheaf-like ribs 
on its right-hand side. 

THE SADDLE, Forcan Ridge: 
My Learned Friend - lOOm III. J. GiIlman, A. McGuffie, A. Nisbet, K. Wigley. 
22nd February, 1995. 
Climbs the shallow continuous groove in the centre of the first and lowest buttress 
on the south east side of the Forcan Ridge (left of a shorter wider roofed groove). 
A good build up of ice meant low in the grade. 

The winter ascent of Easter Buttress recorded in SMCJ 1994 was probably an 
ascent of a buttress noted as Diff. in the Northern Highlands Guide. Cioch Buttress 
seems a suitable name. Easter Buttress is probably a cleaner, sharp ridge up and left. 
Close on the left of this sharp ridge is a more broken buttress with two toes forming 
a bay and providing the following route. 

Biped Buttress - 120m n. A. Nisbet, G. Nisbet. 30th December, 1994. 
Climb to the top of the bay and up the groove above. Below a steepening, move out 
on to the left leg. Up this and the main crest to the Forcan Ridge. 

BEINN FHADA: 
P. Grant and D. Morrison note that they climbed Instructor's Gully (SMCJ 1994, 
p. 451) in 1991. 

FUAR THOLL, South East Cliff: 
Fuar Folly Direct-190m VI, 8. J. Lyall, A. Nisbet. 12th January, 1995. 
This was the original intention of Fuar Folly, climbing direct up 'the great rock 
bastion' right of Fuhrer. It criss-crosses the summer route Fuar Feast to take the 
natural winter line. Start up Fuar Folly (which is harder than IV) for two pitches but 
belay on the crest just before the ledge curves round into Fuhrer (70m) . Climb a left
slanting ramp (groove) to a short overhanging corner. Climb this and pull left on 
to a smooth rock terrace with a big block at its right end (20m). Fuar Feast crosses 
here and goes up a short overhanging groove on the left. Instead, pull up right on 
spikes to the base of a shallow right-facing corner with a perfect crack. Climb this 
(excellent protection) to a precarious finish on to the ledge above (lOm). A long 
pitch straight up leads to the right-slanting break of Fuhrer (45m). Finish by this 
(45m). 
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Via Wellington - lOOm HVS. A. Nisbet, G. Nisbet. 18th July, 1994. 
Climbs the slabby wall right of Pipped at the Post. Start just above the step in the 
Cold Hole introductory gully. 
I. 45m 5a. Climb the wall just right of Pipped at the Post (avoiding wet streaks) to 
the big spike belay. 
2. 35m 5a. Move 3m right and climb a thin crack to a ledge, then another wall to 
a ledge. 
3. 20m. Finish straight up, keeping to rock. 

East Cliffs: 
Solicitor's Rib - 200m III. J. Gill man, A. McGuffie, M.E. Moran, K. Wigley. 19th 
February, 1995. 
Climbs the buttress between the central and right hand of the three parallel gullies 
in the right-hand section of the faceju t before it [Urns to the north and bends back 
into Mainreachan coire. One intere ting mixed pitch up the broad, lower tier, then 
pleasant crambiing up the rib above. 

SGORR RUADH: 
Academy Ridge, True Finish-25mIV, S. A. Keith, D. Bearhop. 2nd January, 1994. 
The present winter description of Academy Ridge is brief, but implies that the 
summer line is followed throughout. At IIIllI, however, this eems this cannot 
incorporate the summer crux, ' the steep upper section'. At the grade described, the 
original winter line seems likely to have involved a short descent into the upper 
section of Post Box Gully, regaining the ridge above the steep section. Climbed 
direct, this upper section gave a su tained pitch. Gain grooves ju t to the right of 
the arete by a 3m traverse, then follow the grooves to a loose spike. Gain the arete 
by awkward steps, and follow the arete more easily to the top. Repeated by C. Dale 
and party in March, 1995; 'an excellent pitch'. 

Raeburn's Buttress, North Wall: 
Tophet Gully - 200m IV, 5. S. Duncan, A. Nisbet. 20th March, 1995. 
The obvious left-slanting fault towards the right side of the face and mentioned in 
the description of Fox's Face. Access to the fault appears to be blocked by a big 
overhang but a thinly-iced slab tucked in on the right was used. A second barrier 
wall was climbed on ice at its left side leading to an easier upper gully. The upper 
crest of Raeburn's Buttress led to the top (not included in length). 

The Key - 170m IT. A. Nisbet. 18th March, 1995. 
Start about SOm up the right-bounding gully (the name North Gully is suggested for 
this obvious Grade I), where an easy ramp leads out left. Follow the ramp to the first 
crest after which it continues as a traverse line. Traverse initially, then make a 
difficult move on to a higher ramp leading to the main crest. Follow this easily to 
the top. 

Highland Scottische - IS0m IV, 4. A. Nisbet. 18th March, 1995. 
Start about 15m above the previous route and 5m below Tango in the Night. Climb 
the vague scoop in the buttress diverging slightly from Tango in the Night, to finish 
up the easy crest, joining The Key. Steep, but helpful. 
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Upper Buttress: 
Riotous Ridge - 140m H. D. Bradshaw, 1. Colverd, A. Nisbet. 1st March, 1995. 
The right-bounding ridgc of the Upper Duttrcss, started by a depression on the left. 

BEINN BHAN, Coire na Feola: 
Note: On an accont of Suspense Buttress, A, Keith and M. Show note that after the 
initial travemo above the steep lower wall , a further travefGe of about 40m was 
required to climb the upper section at Grade Ill. Grade rn, not IIIIII, has been 
confirmed by others. 

Coire nan Fhamhair: 
The Magician's Boy - 150m IV,S. R.G. Webb, N. Wilson. 4th March, 1995. 
Immediately right of Der Rise and Shine, between it and another icefall just right 
of the crest of the buttress, is a steep turfy groove. 
l. 30m. Climb the groove to a stance below a steepening. 
2. 30m. Continue to reach a steep terrace and thread belay top right. 
3. 30m. Cl imb a corner crack 2m left of the belay to a terrace. 
4. 60m. More easily to the top. 

Note: M. Welch and R. Clork noto an ascent of the icefall just right of the above 
route. 50m, IV, S. Two pitcheG of steep ice followed by an abseil off. Apparently 
this was climbed by B. lardine and partner in 1986. 

Coire Toll a' Bhein: 
Right of the Main Buttrecs (with pinnacle) is a broad gully, Grade I and used for 
de~cent to the follO'.ving route. This gully has a left branch, steep but looks Grade 
I, and between these branches is a buttress which provides the following climb. 
Solitary Confinement - l30m Ill, 4. A. Nisbet. 10th February, 1995. 
Startjuct inside the left branch and gain a shelf leading out right to the crest. Climb 
the creGt or JUGt right of it until blocked by a steep wall. Move right and up steep 
blocks (crux) to the crest again. On the right is a short, icy corner leading to the 
upper snow slopes. 

Missing Persons - 250m II. A. Nisbet, G. Nisbet. 10th February, 1995. 
The big buttress right of the Main Buttress. Start left of the crest up a short gully, 
then slant up right to a horizontal section of crest overlooking Toll a' Bhein Gully. 
Continue generally up the line of the crest to an easy finishing section. 

Toll a ' Bhein Gully - 250m 1. A. isbet, G. Nisbet (in descent). 10th February, 
1995. 
The big deep gully right of Mi GGing Persons. Has a rounded exit not prone to 
cornicing. The four big Grado I gullion in tho coiro have now been climbed or 
descended in recent years, and perhaps previously. 

Criminal Trespass - 200m II. P. Clayton, A. Nisbet, A. Partington. 8th February, 
1995. 
The rightmost buttress in the coire (next right of MiGGing Persons, although there 
is :1 more broken one farther right) haG a deep hiddon gully cutting into itG right side. 
One chokestone pitch (and cave belay below) and a smaller pitch higher up. The 
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start was reached by descending a Grade I gully from the col at GR 795 472 and 
traversing a terrace right (south). 

SGURR A' CHAORACHAIN, A' Chioch: 
North Gully - 160m rn. B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 23rd January, 1995. 
North Gully in complex but only onc line avoids big overhangG. Start by the right 
hand of three gullieG (ice), as for Voyager. Climb thiG, curving left to merge with 
the central gully. Follow this to the Cioch col. 

A' Chioch Ridge, South Face: 
Yodel- 200m IV, 5. M. Welch, R. Shillaker. 3rd January, 1995. 
Mont of thiG face i ~ broken, with caGY gullieG leading down from cola on the ridge, 
mOGt of which have been deacended. AI the top cnd, next to tho dOGcent clope from 
near the radio mast, is a well -defined GICep ctraight gully. Pitchec 3 and 4 involve 
steep ice. 

Summit Buttress: P. Potter notec that hiG route Synergy ctartc approx. 20m right 
of Big Daddy between the two gullieG (icefaUs) and not where deccribed in the 
guide. 

Th.:. fulluwing d.:.scription is agreed by several correspondents to be the san1e as 
Excitable Boy, although with a different finish: 
Triple Echo -70m V, 5. M. Fowler, S. Sustad. 24th February, 1994. 
TaIccG the central of three icefallG. Sometimes it seems that only two icefalls form . 
TI iple Echo takes the main drainage line in the centre of the face and the hallow 
gully which continueG down the Glope below is the moct prominent one hereaboutG. 
I. 40m Climb up to a very large iee umbrella at 25m. Pass thi s on the right and 
continue to take a stance on the right. 
2. 35m Take the ice streak on the right wall (steep at first) to the cornice. The ice 
streak could be avoided by snow on the left. 

Far North Buttresses: 
Nulth uf the NOlth Buttrcsses are two large, more broken buttrcsscs scparated by 
n deGeent depreGGion marked on the map aG a break in the cliffs at GR 788 ~30 (juct 
south east of a smalllochan). 
The Gully in 3D - 400m IT. A. Nisbet, D. Parr, D. Walsh, D. Williams. 26th 
February, 1995. 
The left buttreGG has a well · defined gully and GhaIlower left branch on its right aide 
(next to the deGcent, directionG looking up). Climb the gully, with one awkward 
pitch, past the fork to a big ehokestone (which might ice in good conditions, steep) 

170m. TrnverGe left on to the far cidc of the buttreGG between the branchec, regain 
the creGt and follow many chort grooves and terraceG to the top. 

MEALLGORM: 
Global Warming - 300m rn. D. Bunker, K. Law, A. Nisbet, A. Nolan. 7th March, 
1995. 
Climbs the right hand of three big gullies at the bottom end of thc cliff, just left of 
thc buttreGG with the Spiral Terrace. The right brunch waG taIcen, the left being eacy. 
Tile lluee chokeslolle secti(.lll was avuided by a glOove on the right. 
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The Vegetable Sheep - 270m III. A. Nisbet, G. Nisbet. 25th February, 1995. 
The obvious gully right of the Trident Gullies and before the ' broad buttress', 
~lli·tllgt"1 y nul llIt'n(ioned in (he NUL (helll Highlallds Guide. A chimney pitch at haJf
height and cubaequent boulder choke were paaaed on the buttress on the left. 
Climbed semi-frozen ; IV, 4 on the day. 

Gormless Grooves - 130m III. P. Bass, A. Lockley, M. Welch. January, 1995. 
The buttreGs to the left of Gorm Gully. Keep alightl)' left of centre up a aeriea of 
stcppcd tiers following the natural grooves. The first tier is the crux. A. Fyffe notes 
that he and party climbed Gorm Gully in 1970. (This should be noted as first ascent 
-Ed). 

BEINNDAMH: 
All the oorrespondents below have found the Northern Highlands Guide difficult 
to interpret; the grid references in the guide do not refer to the cliffs. M. Moran haa 
used the 1:25000 map, which names Beinn Darnh's second summit Spidean Toll 
nam Biaet and the cliff below it Creagan Dubh Toll nom Bioat; in which cone Crcog 
na h-Iolaire is the wrong name. P. Biggar considers the top to be named Creag na 
h lolaire , and therefore alao the cliff below the top. The routeD in the guide, 
however, are on a steeper aection of cliff farther left, jUGt before (north weat of) a 
huge wow bowl below the col between the two highent cummiw. Ifthe nnow bowl 
iD Toll nam Biaat, then only tillD Dection of cliff would be referred to as Creogan 
Dubh Toll nam Biaat. The two aections of cliff are Deparated by Boundary Gully 
(see below). 

The Prof essor's Lum (GR 883 521) - 135m 11. PJ. Biggar, R.A. Biggar. 3rd 
January, 1991. 
To the left (eaGt) of the path leading to the flfat colon Beinn Damh there ia a amoll 
compact buttress split by an obvioua gully (near the name Creag na h· lolaire on the 
mapa). The gully ia Dteep and intereating in placea and containn a pannage under a 
jammed boulder. Seldom in condition. 

Stalker's Gully (GR 888513) - 400m Ill. D. Bradshaw, J . Colverd, M .E. Moran. 
28th February, 1995. 
The big gully bounding the buttress of Traveller' s Trail on the right. Two lower 
atepa and a big cave at mid height were avoided by mixed climbing on the left wall. 
Above, a ahort awkward chockatone led to the narrow upper gully and finiahing 
wowfield.ln exceptional condition a all the Dtepa might form ice and a direct accent 
would be a fine climb. 

Traveller 's Trail- 200m III, 4 (GR 888 512). 1. Ashby, R. Jarvis, M. Moran. 
January, 1995 . 
Climbn the broad buttreaa to the right of Stag Gully. Start at its right·hand nide at 
the foot of Stalker's Gully and climb 0 left-slanting line of weakness through the 
ateep tiera of the lower buttress, gaining the caGier upper ereDt in fi ve pitcheD. ThiD 
ia followed for 200m finiahing by a variable line through bandD of erngD to emerge 
just a few metres north of the summit of Spidean Toll nam Biast (MM name). 
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Stag Gully (Left Fork) - 75m IT. P.J. Biggar, R.A. Biggar. 13th February, 1994. 
Stng Gully iG the next main gully left. Below the main pitch of Stag Gully, make 
a leftward riGing travefGe on snow to beneath a chockstone ; climb thie and eaey 
snow above. 

Boundary Gully (GR 889 508) - 275m IT. P. Moffat, P.J. Biggar. 3rd February, 
1991 . 
Between the fnce contruning Stag Gully and the Gteeper rockier buttreGG containing 
Aquiln Gully, there iG a long gully ending at a minor col to the left of the Gummit 
of Creag na 10laire (PM name). The large ice pitch at its foot would make the 
Gtandard Grade III but ie eoldom in condition. A void by turf on the right. Above 
there are icy steps and one good short ice pitch. 

Note: Above the buttrcGG containing The ProfeGGor'G Lum, cradled between the 
north weGt ridge of Croag na 10laire and the weGt ridge which rune down to the 
obvioUG col, there iG a Gmall coire containing a row ofbuttreGGe::; Gplit by easy gullieG 
ilnrl rhimneys Five ofthese (1 20m, (]r;,de lfTT) hilve been climbed by P. Biggilr and 
R. Biggar between 1987 and 1994. GR 881516. 

LIATHACH, Coire na Caime: 
Forking Gully - 160m 1V,4. A. Fyffe, J. Hepburn. 25th March, 1995. 
Tru3 i3 the left 3lnnting gully which Gtarts from the Gnow bay of Jerbil. 
I . 45m. Climb the left-slanting gully to the first terrace. 
2. 30m. Move left and climb the deep fault on the left Gide of the main deproGGion . 
3. ~5m. Above the gully fork::; . Climb the left fork on steep ice to reach eaGY ground 
dJJJ tIll:: JleAt ten·ace. Mo e right to above the main fault. (Witl1 a good build-up it 
Ghould be pOGsible to climb the right fork which Gtarts with a short Gtep. Trus would 
probably make the climb Grade ITl.) 
1. 10m. Climb tho very open, turfy cornorto a loft elanting fault loading to the ridge. 

Red Herring - l40m IV, 4 . E . Herring, A. isbet, R. Perriss. 19th January, 1995. 
The buttrcGG right of Gully 5. StartjUGt right of the toe of the buttroGG (which ie next 
to Gully 5). Climb n cteep, turfy groove until a narrow ledge leadG left to the oreet 
(JOJJJ). CliJJJl.o d gJUovc on the left leading to a pinnacle, its top gained by a narrow 
chimney. Belay just above (20m). Continue near the crest past a level section 
(15m). A Ghallow chimney on the right and the creGt leadG to the top ('15m). 

Bannock Gully - 150m IT. 1. Dillon, A. Nisbet. 15th March, 1995. 
The well-defined but ea y gully right of Bannoekburn. One ice pitch. 

Eagle Gully - 220m Ill, 4. K. Grindrod, J. Lyall. 9th February, 1995. 
Start 30m left of Titanium Gully at an icy depreGGion. Climb thiG (50m, crux), then 
go straight up and climb the left-slanting gully to the top. 

The Faultfinders - 250m IV, 5. S. Blagbrough, J. Lyall. 13th April , 1994. 
foulluw" a faultlinc between foat Man' s Polly and Valentine Duttress. Start below 
the chimnoy of Valontine ButtreeG. Slant up left on mixed ground and climb a 
bulging ice wall to gain the fault. Follow this to the top. 
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Bell 's Buttress: 
The Doctor's Ear - 230m IV, 6. K. Duncan, A. Nisbet, I. Stewart. 29th March, 
1995 . 
Climbs the crest at the left edge of Bell ' s Buttress. Start about lOm left of Bell's 
Buttress Left Chimney below a narrow chimney. Climb the chimney to the terrace 
above the steep lower tier and move slightly right to a small bay round the corner 
from Left Chimney's block belay (30m). Climb a vague groove above to steep 
ground, then traverse right and go up another groove (40m). Turfy ground leads to 
a steep wall (25m). Climb a chimney formed by a distinct ear of rock (I Om, crux). 
Finish easily up the crest to the top. 

Cube's Chimney - 280m IV, S. S. Blagbrough, J. Lyall. 13th April, 1994. 
The central chimney on Bell ' s Buttress, which fails to reach the base of the cliff, 
despite the attempts of an icicle to bridge the lOm gap. Start up the right hand start 
to Vanadium Couloir and where it joins the left start, take a traverse line right on 
diminishing ledges. Cross above the start to Left Chimney (or start up this) and 
continue right to gain the central chimney just above the icicle. Starting steeply, 
then easing, the ice-choked chimney gives superb climbing to the buttress top. 

Bell's Buttress - ISOm IV, 4 . I. Dillon, A. Nisbet. ISth March, 1995. 
Climbs the buttress between Cube' s Chimney and Last Orders - the buttress left of 
the following route. This seems the most likely buttress to have been climbed by 
the Bells. The very steep first tier was passed by starting easily up Last Orders and 
moving left. The crest was followed for two pitches before the route merged with 
Campanology for a final chimney pitch on the right of an isolated tower. As with 
Campanology, the length excludes easy ground at the start and finish . 

Campanology - IS0m IV, 6. J. Lyall , A. Nisbet. 10th January, 1995. 
Climbs the buttress between Last Orders and Bell's Gully. Start above the first 
steep tier, passed by the easy start to Bell ' s Gully. Climb a fault just right of the 
crest, moving on to the crest higher up 

The Final Gong - 200m Ill. J. Lyall, A. Nisbet. 10th January, 1995. 
A good easier route up the terminal buttress right of Bell's Gully. Start up an easy 
chimney in the lower tier, then trend slightly right to avoid slabby ground on the 
left. Return left to the crest between two steep tiers , climb the second, then a right
facing corner and continuing line to easy ground. 

Pyramid Buttress: 
Busman's Holiday - 130m V, S. A. Nisbet, G. Nisbet. 24th February, 1995. 
The icefall in the depression between Pyramid Right Icefall and Pyramid Right 
Edge. Steep thick ice left of the depression corner (4Sm) , the continuation in the 
corner on thinner ice (35m), then a thinly-iced corner and right traverse into the 
finishing gully of Pyramid Right Edge, entering it lower than the latter (SOm). 

Spidean'sSting-90m Ill, 4. M. Welch, D. Green, I. Grimshaw. 21st March, 1995. 
Above the hanging coire south east of the summit of Spidean and east ofthe descent 
gully (opposite side from Way Up) is this crag with a prominent chimney in its 
centre. The chimney was climbed to a capstone. The traverse out right below it to 
a shelf and subsequent short steep wall was the crux. 
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BEINN DEARG, Carn na Feola: 
North Ridge - 500m n. D. Broadhead. 6th April, 1994. 
Hard to believe that this fine ridge has never been climbed in winter, but there seems 
to be no record of any ascent. Approaching from Coire Dubh Mor, skirt below the 
evil-dripping crag at the foot of the ridge, traversing back up a series of short icy 
steps to gain the crest. 
Note: A. and G. Nisbet climbed the ridge in June, 1994. A scramble with some 

short tricky walls, the drier the better. 

BEINN EIGHE, Coire Mhic Fhearchair: 
Eastern Ramparts: 
Happy Ever After - lOOm El. A. Nisbet, G. Nisbet. 17th July, 1994. 
Climbs a prominent groove in the rib right of Fairytale Groove. Start right of 
Gnome Wall and below the groove. 
I. 40m Sa. A crack in a pi liar was chosen as a start, but there are other options. 
2. 2Sm Sb. Traverse right along the Upper Girdle underneath the undercut rib. 
Climb a groove just before the Gnome Wall recess and traverse left on to the rib as 
soon as possible. Climb the rib into the base of the groove. 
3. 3Sm Sb. Climb the groove using a wide crack on the left wall, then moving on 
to the right arete before finishing up blocky ground. 

Central Buttress: 
The Generation Game - El+ Sc. A. Cave, J. Brown. lSth September, 1994. 
A direct version of Central Buttress, picking good pitches. Climbed when damp; 
grade a little unsure. Start to the left of the grassy start to Piggot 's Route. Go left 
to a vague/shallow groove, then trend right to a small ledge (4c). Go up an obvious 
pod, then straight up a vertical wall to belay just left of Pig got's lower ramp line (Sc, 
thin) . Cross Piggot's and climb easily up and right to the terrace. On the quartzite, 
start below a corner halfway between Piggot's and Hamilton's (which has some 
dangerous blocks). Climb the wall to the right of the corner and over a couple of 
overlaps (SOm, Sb/c). Now a direct line to the final tower. This was climbed by a 
chimney and flake line starting as for Hamilton's but cutting back left on to the 
'tower itself on gigantic flakes to the top (4c). 

BEINN ALLIGIN, Sgurr Mhor: 
Black Opal- 200m IV, 4. A. Gorman, S. Chadwick. 2Sth January, 1995. 
On the right-hand side of this large north face is a buttress with a steep line of 
weakness c1efting its centre. 
1,2. 80m. Approach by steepening snow slopes till beneath the main pitch. 
3. SOm. Two icy steps lead to the ice runnel. Climb this and the continuing corner
groove to gain the wall below an overlap. Pull over into the upper groove, rock 
belay Srn up and left. 
4. 30m. Steep snow to the exit gully. 
S. 40m. Climb the gully and move right over final snows to reach the NW ridge. 

Ruadh·Stac Mor, Creag Mhor: 
Sidestep - IIOm IV, 6 . B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 26th January, 1995. 
By the summer route. Although a tower, it appears from below as a parallel ridge 
to Spog aig Giomach. 
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DIABAIG: 
Grandad 's Wall - 18m VS 5a. M. Moran, J. Copping, T. Rankin, B. Riley. 10th 
May, 1994. 
Climbs the black, compact crag directly above the village, in the birch wood 120m 
above the Marine Harvest warehouse. Take a start just left of centre, up left past a 
black streak, then step right on to a cleaner shield of steeper rock, and go direct to 
the top. 

Copping 's Crack- 28m V. Diff. M. Moran, J. Copping, T. Rankin, B. Riley. 10th 
May, 1994. 
On the left side of the crags overlooking the stream gorge up above Grandad' s Wall. 
Takes a pleasant crack in a clean grey crag, with a steepish start. 

Dental Trauma - 30mHVS 5a. M. Moran,J. Copping, T. Rankin. 10th May, 1994. 
Takes the main central break in the crag above The Mynch at the left hand side of 
the main crags. Climb steeply through a bulge to the base of a heather-filled groove, 
then break out right and climb a clean wall to the top. 

The Little Big Wall: 
(Once upon a Time in) The Wild West - 25m E5 6a. S. Crowe (unsec). 1994. 
Takes the left arete of the unclimbed right-slanting fault. Two No. 2 Friends useful. 
Start in the recess. A couple of layback moves lead to a comfortable ledge on the 
left. Move up rightwards to gain a bulge in the arete proper. From an undercut gain 
layaways over the bulge. Continue with decreasing difficulty up the groove in the 
arete to a comfortable position. It is possible to escape up left to the ledge with start 
of Diabaig Pillar etc. Move up slightly left, then step rightwards to gain the 
continuation groove. Up this to the top. 

The Main Cliff: 
Big Glossy Book Route - 50m Severe. C. Moody. 27th May, 1994. 
The gully right of the main section of wall. Walk to the back of the gully, back and 
foot up and out to the edge of the chimney, then traverse back in. Step off a large 
chokestone and climb the gully wall; traverse in again and follow the easy gully. 

C. Moody notes that Dire Straights was climbed by J. Brown and A.C. Cain in 1986. 
A. Nisbet notes that while writing the Diabaig section for the Northern Highlands 
Guide, he soloed around the slabs above the described climbs in search of easier 
routes but decided the lines were not distinct enough to be worthy of description. 
The following route is open to opinion, but persuasion will be required to accept 
any more. 

The Gooseberry - 60m Severe. A. Tibbs, H. Tibbs, A. Matthewson. 28th May, 
1994. 
The route starts at a small bealach at the top of the gully which bounds the right 
wall of the Main Crag. Climb slabs directly to a large ledge (30m). Climb just left 
of a left-slanting diagonal crack on good holds, then up slabs to the top (30m). The 
diagonal crack can also be climbed at 5a. 
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SEANA MHEALLAN: 
Sandwich - 30m E3 Sc. 1. Taylor, C. Moody. May, 1994. 
Climb the arete left of Crack of Ages, pulling left out of the niche to finish up the 
final crack of Sandpiper. 

Thefollowing routes were climbed by C. Moody and R. Watson on 3rd July, 1994. 
Walk west from the Main Crag, keeping at the same level, past several small crags 
till the sill changes direction after a large rowan. Right ofthe rowan is an easy shelf 
which slants up left and gives a useful descent. 

Nasal Abuse - 20m E2 Sb. * Start right of the descent, move up right to a ledge on 
the left side of the arete. Climb up from the left side of the ledge and finish up an 
ea y corner. 

Mechanical Sheep - 20m El Sb. ** Right of the arete is a clean-cut corner with an 
overhang at one-third height and another near the top. 

Skate - 20m VS 4b. * Right of the corner is a short rib. Climb the rib then a crack 
past the left side of an overhang. Finish up a corner. 

Polythene Bag - 20m V. Diff. Farther right is another overhang with a grassy corner 
just right. Climb past the left side of the overhang. 

Clingfllm - 20m V. Diff. * Farther right is another grassy corner. The pillar right of 
it has a crack which is climbed. 

Right of Clingfilm is a wide, grassy bay just beyond which is a clean, slabby 
buttress. 

Moaning Minnie - 20m H. Severe 4b. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 16th July, 1994. 
Start left of the edge of the buttress and climb past an old peg (!) to a steepening. 
Traverse delicately right to the edge which is followed via a short groove on the left 
"to the top. 

A few feet right of Moaning Minnie is the most continuous and clean section of rock 
known as the Pink Walls. 
Fleeced - 20m VS 4c. S. Kennedy, C. GrindJey. 16th July, 1994. 
Climb a prominent rib close to the left end of the wall to a crack in a steepening. 
Climb the crack and continue up the rightwards-slanting corner above. 

Immediately right of Fleeced is a steep wall with a rightwards-slanting groove line 
and an obvious corner just right again. Beyond the corner is an obvious leftward
slanting corner. 
Unmasked - 20m VS 4c. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 16th July, 1994. 
Climb the slabby corner, starting up a wall on the right. 

Flaky - 20m Severe. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 16th July, 1994. 
Climbs the slabby wall a few feet right of Unmasked. Start just left of a dirty corner 
and climb flakes to finish up a crack on the left. 
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To the right of Flakey is a fine, steep wal l and, right again, a very obvious overhung 
corner. On the wall just right of the corner is a steep crackline. 
The Brotherhood - 20m El 5b. S. Kennedy, D. Ritchie, S. Thirgood. September, 
1994. 
Climb the crackline to a small roof. Pull over the roof and finish up a small corner. 

Right of The Brotherhood are more steep cracklines until a narrow, clean buttress 
is reached. 
Big Cigar-18m V. Diff. S. Thirgood, S. Kennedy, D. Ritchie. September, 1994. 
Climbs the narrow buttress, starting about 20m right of The Brotherhood. About 
20m right of Big Cigar is a wall with a large prominent roof in the lower section. 

Mr Bean - 15m VS 5a. D. Ritchie, S. Thirgood, S. Kennedy. September, 1994. 
Climb directly up a crack to the left end of the biggest roof in the centre of the 
buttress. Pull steeply out left and finish up slabs. 

About 90m right ofMr Bean, beyond some broken slabby rocks, is a small compact 
buttress with a prominent crack up the middle. 
Archangel- 15m VS 4c. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 16th July, 1994. 
Climb the prominent crack with an awkward steep start. 

Bedrock - 15m VS 4c. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 16th July, 1994. 
Takes the corner left of the arete to the left of Archangel. 

BEN DAMPH FOREST: 
A low-lying line of sandstone crags are well seen from the Ben Damph Bar about 
250m above the A896 Torridon road (grid ref 888 535). Start up the hill from the 
road bridge about lOOm west of the Bar car park. The climbs are situated on the 
upper buttresses which are partially obscured by trees. A lower band of smaller 
crags lie directly below. The crags are reached in 20 minutes from the road. 
The upper crags are split into two distinct sections by a grassy gully/corner. The 
left-hand section is more slabby and the right section is characterised by two 
prominent groove lines on either side of a prow. 

Crystal Horizon - 30m Severe. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 6th August, 1994. 
Follows a flake line running left to right up the obvious slabby scoop on the left side 
of the left-hand section of crag. Start about 10m right of the fence line at the lowest 
point of the crag. Climb a short awkward corner. Pull out right and climb the flake 
line to the top of the scoop. Climb up and slightly rightwards to finish just right of 
a small roof. 

Maculate Slab - 8m 4b. S. Kennedy. 6th August, 1994. 
The short immaculate slab up and left of the previous route directly above the fence. 
Climb directly up the middle. 

The following routes lie on the right hand section. 
Tombstone - 25m VS 4c. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 6th August, 1994. 
Climbs the prominent groove running up the left side of the prow. Start by climbing 
the left edge of a coffin-shaped rock directly below the groove (about 5m left of the 
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right edge of the crag). Step right into the groove and continue to a short 
overhanging wall. Step out right and climb around the wall into the upper groove. 
Climb the groove to below the prow. Swing out left to the left edge and climb 
directly to the top. 

Fiery Cross - 25m El 5a. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 6th August, 1994. 
Climbs the short groove running up the right side of the prow. Climb Tombstone 
to below the prow. Traverse right past some loose blocks to the groove which is 
climbed directly. 

Procession - 25m HVS 5a. S. Kennedy, C. Grindley. 6th August, 1994. 
Takes the leftward-slanting groove line on the wall right of Fiery Cross. Climb 
slabby rocks at the rightmost edge of the crag to the foot of the groove. Climb a 
crack and follow the groove out leftwards. Pull over a block at the top of the groove. 
Finish up the wall above just right of Fiery Cross. 

LIATHACH CRAGS, Creag nan Uaimh (894 570): 
This south-facing cliff is on the hill lOOm past the last house in Torridon village 
going west. It consists of several short ridges. 
Reach the Road - 15m HVS 5a. C. Moody, 1. Taylor. 23rd May, 1994. 
Climbs the right hand of the left-hand buttress. Climb the corner crack, move up 
right on a large flake (left of the chimney with the holly trees) and finish up the wall. 

Caterpillar Ridge - 20m El 5b. C. Moody, 1. Taylor. 23rd May, 1994. 
Farther right is a prominent arete. Climb up just right of it, pull on to the arete and 
climb it. 

En Route - 20m Severe. C. Moody. 23rd May, 1994. 
Climb the wide crack left of Holly Tree Rib and the continuation corner to the ledge; 
climb the ridge on the left. 

Holly Tree Rib - 20m Diff. C. Moody. 23rd May, 1994. 
Climb the easy ridge, at the top move right and descend the easy gully. 

Kanko the Bone - 20m E2 5b. I. Taylor, C. Moody. 23rd May, 1994. 
Climbs the clean, east-facing wall. Start past the tree, pull left, climb to and follow 
a flake crack to the top. 

Creag nan Leumnach (GR899569): 
The crags can be seen directly above Torridon village shop at the top of an open 
gully; the approach is slightly faster than Seana Mheallan. There are two long crags; 
the lower is very steep, the crag directly above gives easier climbs. Both face south. 
As the village is directly below, trundling has to be avoided. 

Lower Crag: 
Descend by: 
1. scrambling down a right slanting gully right of the water streak. 
2. By scrambling down a chimney at the right end of the crag. 
3. Walking right for a distance past all the rock. 
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Global Warming - 25m Severe.* C. Moody. 13th February, 1994. 
There is an arete at the left end. Start left of it, step right and climb it. 

Blind as a Frog - 25m E1I2 5b.** C. Moody, S. Kennedy. 14th May, 1994. 
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The slanting corner crack just right of Global Warming; start from a flake ledge. 

Squeezin ' Yir Hied - 30m E4 6a. ** I. Taylor, C. Moody. 23rd May, 1994. 
Climbs the wall just right ofBlind as a Frog. A boulder problem start gains the flake 
ledge. Climb the middle of the wall (gear), trend rightwards to stand on a pinnacle 
(small flexible friends). Move up and left and continue to the top. It is possible to 
go straight to the top of the pinnacle but this would avoid some good climbing. 

Torridown Man - 25m E2 5c.* C. Moody, I. Taylor. 25th May, 1994. 
In the centre of the wall right of the access route is a steep crack. Climb the crack 
to a ledge, step left and climb another crack, move left and climb a third crack. 
Possibly E3. 

The White Streak - 20m El 5b.* N. Smith, C. Moody. 26th March, 1994. 
Halfway up the wall left ofW armerCleaner Drier is a white streak. Climb the crack 
left of it. A detour to the left was taken low down; a more direct route would 
probably be E2 5b. 

Warmer Cleaner Drier - 20m E2 5b.* C. Moody, I. Taylor. 23rd May, 1994. 
Climb the steep crack at the right end of the wall, trending right then back left. 
Upper Crag: The right half of the crag is split by a terrace. At the right end of the 
terrace is a structure, possibly a burial cairn. Descent is on the right. 

Block and Beak - 25m El 5b.* S. Kennedy, C. Moody. 14th May, 1994. 
At the left side is a block; the cliff above it starts with a small overhang. Start left 
of the overhang, move right above it and follow the line of weakness above. From 
a ledge step right (crux) and continue to the top, or move left which reduces the 
grade to HVS 5a. 

The Great Brush Robbery - 25m E4 6a.** I. Taylor, C. Moody. 25th May, 1994. 
High in the grade. Climb the chimney of the next route; from the top of the block, 
place runners on the right. Move left to flat holds and climb straight up to a ledge. 
Finish up the cracked wall. there is a crucial rock 3 placement halfway up on the 
left hand crack. 

A Million Years BC - 30m El 5b.** C. Moody, S. K~nnedy . 14th May, 1994. 
Right of Block and Beak is a bigger block. Climb the chimney formed by its left 
side; move right and climb the obvious crack in the left facing corner, passing a 
large perched block. 

Don't Just Sit There - 25m VS 4b. C. Moody, S. Kennedy. 14th May, 1994. 
This route climbs the clean buttress above the terrace. Climb a right-slanting crack 
below the buttress. Move left, then step right on to the buttress and follow the line 
of weakness up right. 
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Big Tree - 25m Severe. C. Moody. 14th May, 1994. 
Start below the biggest tree on the terrace; climb a right-slanting crack to the 
terrace. Climb the right-slanting crack up the ramp just right of the tree. 

Sky a Jy - 25m VS 4c. S. Kennedy, C. Moody. 14th May, 1994. 
Start just right of the previous route. Move up to gain a flake, step right and climb 
cracks to the terrace. Follow the edge to the top. 

SLIOCH, Coire an Tuill Bhain: Reconciliation Gully - l30m I. 1. Groves, 1. 
Fleetwood, S. Scott. 3rd April, 1994. 
The obvious gully to the left of the summit buttress of SgUIT an Tuill Bhan and to 
the right of the large easy-angled snow bay at the left end of the main cliffs. Well 
defined for 70m, then opens out to a snow fan. Large cornice avoided on the left 
by a narrow snow arete at the head of the adjacent buttress. 

Magellan 's Gully - 120m Il. R. Webb, N. Wilson. December, 1993. 
The gully immediately left of Far Away Buttress. 

GAIRLOCH, Raven's Crag: 
Though admittedly curiositie , the crag was climbable when higher areas were 
stormbound. 
Bright Star - 50m lIIIII. I. Davidson. 1st January, 1995. 
Climb the slabs and grooves at the extreme east end of the crag. The entire end of 
the crag was under snow and ice and several variations were pos ible. 

Constabulary Slab - 65m Ill. I. Davidson, J. Fraser. 2nd January, 1995. 
Start as for Hydro Hek, then up and right to the large flake. Climb this on the left 
to easier slabs, then up the corners and grooves to the top (choice of corners to 
finish). 

An Groban: 
Alleyway - 80m H. Severe. D.F. Lang. 25th June, 1994. 
This route takes a line parallel to the grassy grooves mentioned in the guide. Climb 
slabby rock immediately to the right of the grassy grooves, overcoming several 
steep steps, move rightwards and climb obvious corner at half-height. Exit left to 
emerge below a steep wall barring entry to a large recess . (Crack should be 
climbable in the dry). Move right and ascend via two jammed blocks, then move 
left into the recess (crux). Exit the recess by the left-hand wall and crack; proceed 
to the top. 

GRUlNARD CRAGS: 
The numerous crags within the areas bounded by Gruinard Bay offer some 
excellent and easily accessible climbing. Though most of the outcrops are short, 
there are longer routes on more impressi ve crags as well. The rock is perfect gneiss, 
comparable to the main slab at Diabaig. Since the crags are isolated summits, there 
is little drainage and dry very quickly after rain. The crags will be described 
individually in order of increasing distance from the car park at Gruinard Bay (MR 
NG 953 899). 

Very Difficult Slab (954 898): 
This is the pink slab well seen on the hillside from the car park. It consists of a wall 
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of slab with a vegetated break left of the central rib. The routes are easier than they 
look and are described left to right. 
Two Minute Slab - 20m V. Diff. J.R. Mackenzie. 8th May, 1994. 
Climb the rib left of the vegetated break to blocks and continue straight up. 

Small but Perfectly Formed - 25m V. Diff.* J.R. Mackenzie. 1st May, 1994. 
To the right of the break is a steep, clean rib, gi ving the best route on the slab. Step 
off a boulder and climb the rib direct avoiding a heather patch. Step left and climb 
a steepening to the top. 

Five Minute Crack - 25m V. Diff. G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie. 8th May, 1994. 
This is the thin crackline just right of the rib. 

Flakey Wall- ISm V. Diff. G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie. 8th May, 1994. 
A line of flakes lies right of the crack. 

Gneiss Groove-12m V. Diff.* J.R. Mackenzie, G. Cullen . 8th May, 1994. 
The fine groove which cuts up the slab near the right-hand end. 

Triangular Slab (954898): 
This is just beyond the crest of Very Difficult Slab in a hollow. Steeper than it looks 
and with a central crack. The routes are described left to right. 
Gneiss - 20m VS 4c.* G. Cullen, J .R. Mackenzie. 8th May, 1994. 
Left of the crack is a water-washed streak. Climb the streak towards some parallel 
cracks and exit (crux) to the right of them. 

Gneisser - 20m VS 4c.* J.R. Mackenzie, G. Cullen. 8th May, 1994. 
Takes the central crack, climbing past a downward-pointing flake and exiting 
awkwardly at a notch. 

Gneissest - 20m VS 4c.** J.R. Mackenzie, G. Cullen. 8th May, 1994. 
Start right of the crack and climb up to an overlap; break through this at a notch and 
up to the top. 

Not Bad - 30m V. Diff. J.R. Mackenzie. 1st May, 1994. 
Start as for Gneissest and climb up to where it steepens. Traverse right to a break 
and climb this to a smooth slab finish. 

Gruinard Crag (957 900): 
This is the rather retiring crag that can be seen from the road. It is both bigger and 
better than it looks. The rock is less coarse, especially on the lower half of the upper 
tier, but makes up for it by having excellent holds. The crag is in three tiers , the 
lower being short, the second being a smooth wall with a break on the left and a thin 
vertical crack with a small tree on the right, and the upper crag being the highest 
with a prominent C-shaped recess in the centre. 

Second Tier: 
The routes are described left to right. 
Halcyon Days - 25m HVS Sa. ** R. Brown, J.R. Mackenzie. 14th May, 1994. 
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The recessed break on the left has a prominent flake on its right edge. Layback the 
flake to a large jug. Step righton to the blank-looking wall which is covered in holds 
and either exit up right at a break or, better but bolder, go left and finish up the steep 
slab. 

Utopia - 20m El Sb.*** J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 14th May, 1994. 
This is the thin, vertical crack near the right edge. Climb the wall right of the lower 
crack and step left below the upper crack. Climb the crack to the top. Well protected 
and low in the grade. 

Simple Perfections - 2Sm Diff.** J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 14th May, 1994. 
The right border of the waJl is a slab, covered in jugs and the best line follows the 
left edge. 

Upper Tier: 
Lies above the middle tier and is much steeper than it looks. The climbing is 
generaJly well protected. Some of the lines have a certain amount of heather higher 
up but this in no way detracts. One of the characteristics of this crag is that some 
of the steeper lines are easier than they look, giving exhilerating climbing. 
Baywatch - 4Sm El. A. Nisbet, J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 28th May, 1994. 
A short, sharp crux. Left of the holly tree of Paradise Regained is a slabby rib. Start 
as for Paradise Regained . 
I . 2Sm 4c. Climb straight up the groove to belay on the large block. 
2. 20m Sc. Climb the blank, red wall slightly left of the block and trend back right 
higher up to finish left of Paradise. A good route of VS can be made by joining the 
first pitch of this route with the last pitch of Paradise Regained. 

Paradise Regained - SOm E3 Sc. *** The open chimney on the left side of the crag 
with a holly tree at its base. Varied, but bold climbing. 
1. 30m Sc. Climb the rib just left of the holly and step right into the groove above. 
Climb the groove and short chimney to a hard move on to the mantelshelf above. 
Move to the right end of the exposed shelf (0 Friend) and climb the bold crozzly 
waJl to an easing. To the right of the blunt rib is a steep slab with a flake handrail. 
Climb the handrail to the top and step over a bulge, step left and finish up the rib 
to a pair of jammed blocks. 
2. 20m 4c. Climb the wa1l2m right of the blocks moving left, or better, climb the 
blank wall above the topmost block to the same spot (5a) and follow rough rock to 
the nose which is taken on the right. 

The Big C - 30m HVS Sa.** R. Brown, J.R. Mackenzie. 3rd May, 1994. 
This is the central line taken by the C-shaped niche. Start directly below the niche 
and climb a shallow corner to step left into the niche. Swing right on to the airy wall 
and follow the right-trending line to below a holly. Climb up to the tree and step 
right. Climb up to a crack above and finish by a sporting mantle to its right. 

Red John o/the Battles- 2Sm E2 Sb. *** J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown, A. Nisbet. 28th 
May, 1994. 
Right of The Big C is a straight crack running up an overhanging wall. Climb this 
on excellent holds to gain a ledge and holly. Continue straight up to finish by the 
'sporting mantle ' of Big C. 

Dave Hainsworth climbing 'Osiris' on the South Peak of the Cobbler. Photo Andy Tibbs. 
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Overlord- 2Sm ElSb.*** R. Brown, J.R. Mackenzie, A. Nisbet. 28th May, 1994. 
To the right of Red John is an overhanging corner. Climb into the corner and up it 
via crozzly holds to some blocks. The daunting wall above is climbed leftwards into 
a hidden crack and the climb finishes up a right slanting ramp. 

Dome Crag (960893): 
This south-facing crag is situated on the north-east shore of Lochan Duibh. By far 
the beGt of the outcropc in the urea, it is cempoGed of porfect rough gneics with the 
occasional loose block; clean and devoid of vegetation. The crag iG dome Ghaped 
and up to 6Sm high, with an overhanging wall running almost the full height, split 
by a slight crack, with more amenable ground to the right. With a great outlook to 
both hills and sea, this is a very pleasant place to climb. 
Edgebiter - 60m VS 4c. R. Brown, J.R. Mackenzie. 14th May, 1994. 
This climbs the left edge of the crag, with a good first, but scrappy second pitch. 
Start a few metres right of the edge at a prominent crack. 
1. 3Sm 4c. Climb the overhanging rib just left of the crack (crux) and move into the 
crack above. Climb straight up to a broken corner and rib on the left edge. 
2. 2Sm. Climb the corner, then step left on to the rib and follow this to the top. 

The Silk Road - SSm E3 6a. ** J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 14th Apri l, 1994. 
Left of the overhanging wall is a prominont loaning corner, whioh is taken by thi s 
route's second pitch. Left of a left-slanting rake is an overhanging wall of which 
the left side is taken by Edgebiter. Edgebiter' s crack borders a recess; start on the 
right rib of this. 
1. 20m Sb. Climb up the overhanging wall slightly right to a prominent hold. Pull 
over the bulge and continue up the break on rough rock to a smooth corner. 
2. ISm 6a. The smooth corner is as difficult as it looks; sustained (0 Friend useful) . 
Mantel on to the airy slab on the right. 
3. 20m. Pull over the bulge on the right and climb rough rock to the top. 

Grand Recess - 6Sm El Sc.** J.R. Mackenzie, G. Cullen. 8th May, 1994. 
This excellent route followc the [lfct line of weakness right of the overhanging wall. 
To the right of the overhanging wall is an easy-angled corner topped by a large 
block. 
I . 20m Se. Start up the corner, Gtep right and climb a crack on the right of the block 
to gain a small ledge. The overhanging wall above iG Gplit by a pair of thin cracks. 
Climb the wall (crux) and gain the large recess. 
2. 20m 4e. Move up to the ledge behind and Gtep right on to a Ghelf. Follow the line 
up to the left. 
3. 2Sm. Climb easier but pleasant rock to the top. 

Abrasion Cracks - 60m VS 4c. * G. Cullen, lR. Mackenzie. 8th May, 1994. 
Tal(eG probably the beGt line right of Grand Recess. Start at a pointed block near a 
tree growing from the loch shore. 
1. 10m. Scramble up the open chimnoy on tho loft to reach an easy shelf which is 
traversed to its far left end. 
2. 2Sm VS 4c. Climb the hanging corner, which has a projecting block on the left, 
to a slab. Left of the little tree is a pair of jam cracks. Climb theGe and step right over 
a block and slab to a rib. Climb the fine rib direct to a stance. 
3. 2Sm. Continue up easier ground to the top. 

Breidablick and Mount Thor f rom Summit Lake. Cumber/and Mountains. Baffin Island. Photo: Greg 
Strange. 
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Scrabble - 65m H. Severe 4b. J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 14th May, 1994. 
On the right of the crag is a well-defined corner. Start well right of the tree by the 
loch side at a recess right of an overhanging wall. 
1. 25m. Climb the recess and continue up a slight bulge to belay above a slab at the 
base of the corner. 
2. 20m 4b. The corner is steeper than it looks and givcs a traditional tussle with 
small trees and an overhanging finish. 
3. 20m. Straight up to finish. 

Creag Carn an Lochain Duibh (961 888): 
Thi~ i~ the Bmooth triangular face high up on the hillside overlooking the Inverianic 
River, easily reached by walking up the track on the east side of the bum. Like the 
other crags, composed of a rough sound gneiss. There is a lower tier of crag that 
blocks direct access to the main face, but the grassy shelf below it can be reached 
from the left by contouring or by a scramble up the gully walls from the right. 
Pink Streak- 45m HVS 5a.*** G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie. May, 1994. 
A prominent pink streak can be Goon running centrally up the full height of the faec. 
Start from the grass shelf and climb a little wull on to the glacis. /\. slight rib lies 
centrally on the face. Climb this in a very open position to some cracks where the 
face steepens. Step right, then back left, following a crack that runs up the steepest 
part of the head wall. Good holds and protection where it matters. 

LETTEREWE and FISHERFIELD, Creag Beag: 
Into the Valley - ES 6b. P. Thorburn, R. Campbell, C. Forrest. 29th May, 1994. 
Right of Central Groove are two cracks; the left one is E2 Sb Cc. Forrest, S. Turner) 
and the right one is E2 Sb (R. Campbell , P. Thorburn). This route climbs left of the 
left hand craok. A scoop leads up into a short awkward wall and groove. Move left 
round an edge before following a fine crack in the headwall. 

Creag na Gaorach: 
The following routes lie on the small buttress mentioned in the guide just below the 
col ju£t to the eaBt of the large east (third) buttress (containing Zcbra Slabs). /\,11 
climbed by S. Kennedy and D. Ritchie on 24th July, 1994. 
Ug/yDllckling .. 50m V. Diff. Climbs the rib at the right side of the buttress starting 
at a quartz-studded overhang. Trend up and leftwards from a small grassy bay at 
half-height. 
Note: A Diff. done in 1967 climbed rock to the right of the above route. 

The Little Mermaid-45m VS 4b. Start up a small rib 5m left of Ugly Duckling,just 
right of a damp groove. Climb to a roof at lOm, then traverse hard left into a short 
corner containing a prominent flake. Up the corner, then trend up and slightly left 
to a corner crack. Up corner and easy slabs above. 

Red Shoes-45m VS 4c. Start up a black wall at the left end ofthe lower roof running 
across the middle section of the crag. Climb flakes to the next roof, then traverse 
2m right to the foot of an obvious scoop in the centre. Pull into the scoop, then make 
a short traverse right to a prominent crack. Up cracks, pull out left at the top and 
finish up easy slabs. 
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BEINN A' CHASGEIN MOR, Torr na h-Iolaire: 
Arabic - lOOm Severe. C. Moody, M. Shaw. 23rd July, 1994. 
ApprOlL lOOm left of Hieroglyphics is a grassy gully leading to a cave. Start right 
of the gully and left of the black-streaked wall. Climb up to the ledge, follow a right 
slanting crack past an overhang and continue to the top. 

AN TEALLACH, Toll an Lochain: 
Fiona Verticale - 2S0m Ill. D. Litherland, M.E. Moran. 13th April, 1994. 
The face between Sgurr Fiona and right of Lord 's Gully holds three obvious ice 
linea, all gained from a big ramp which cuto across the face from the foot of Lord ' G 

Gully. This talces the right hand line, following the easieot line up the ice in two 
pitches and continuing by mixed climbing up a chimney line to finish by a narrow 
cleft at the north ridge of Sgurr Fiona SOm below the summit. 

BEINN DEARG MOR: 
An ascent is noted of thc Crade I gully right of Flake Buttrcss (Grade IT direct in 
lean conditions). It has been climbed several/many times before, certainly in 
March, 1992 by the New Routes Editor, and is usually known as Central Gully. 

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS 

NORTH AND EAST (VOLUME TWO) 

STR.o\.THFARR.o\.R, Sgurr no Muiee, Co ire Toll 0' Mhuie, North EOGt Face: 
Sty in the Eye - 190m III. G. Cullen, I.M.F. Smith. 11th March, 1995 . 
Mixed climbing, requiring only hard frost. Follow the 200m couloir (Grade I) right 
of the rib that separateo the south eaot from north eaot faces to the rock band between 
the icefalls of Pearls before Swine on the left and Three Little Pigs on the right. 
Climb 3teep snow up a ramp left of the left ·hand icefall (or, harder, climb the icefall) 
to rock belay!] above (10m). Step right and climb snow or ice to the cnow apron 
abovc and belay to the right of a dead cnd snow groove which io left of Pearls before 
Swine's deeper entrance gully (SOm). Climb up the groove and step left round the 
rib and traverse left to the foot of a square cut turfy groove which lies to the right 
of an easier snow), onc with a prominent small pinnacle (::!Sm). Climb the turfy 
groove up over chimneys and other narrowings (SOm, a fine pitch). Continue up a 
narrow chimney and exit up a shallow onc above which is right of easier cnow 
(2Sm). 

Three Little Pigs - 200m IIIIIV. G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie. 10th February, 1995. 
Climb the couloir for 200m as for Pearl s Before Swine and Sty in the Eye to the rock 
barrier. Climb the icefall on the right of the rock barrier, crux (SOm). Continue 
straight up the snow apron to the obvious gully/groove ahead (30m). Climb the 
delightful groove by jinlco and turns to a small al cove on the rib on the ri ght (SOm). 
Step left and continue in the same line to the top (70m). lf the lower icefall , which 
will VIll)' in grade according to the build up, is avoided on the right, the grade is a 
soft III. 

The Wolf- 16SmIV, S. 1.R.Mackenzie, R. Brown, G. Cullen. 10th February, 1995 . 
To the right of the left hand oouloir is a more pronounced gully running up to the 
crags, which gives 250111 of quite expost:u g13Ut: I clilllUillg. Continue lo lilt: uast: 
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of a deep V groove on the right side of the face. To the right of thin groove is another 
which provided a ribbon of ioe running over an overhang via an icicle. Climb into 
tho groove to an impasse. Traverse neatly left to below the overhang and sunnount 
the strenuous icicle (crux) which is well protected. Continue up the unprotected and 
steep V·groove above, over the inevitable bulge, and up to an icefull. Step left to 
a snow patch (4Sm). Climb the icefall to snow and up a groove on the left (SOm). 
Continue straight up to belay on the summit cairn. A useful but quitc steep descent 
to the base of the face or to reach the snow apron below the main crags at Grade I 
is to descend just to the right (looking down) of Pigsty Gully and to curve right 
where that route forms a more prominent gully. 

SGURR A' MHUILLIN, Creag Ghlas, West Buttress: 
Salamander - 160m HVS. J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown, C. Powel!. 12th August, 
1994 and 24th September, 1994. 
The best and most enjoyable route on the cliff, taking a central line and giving 
sustained climbing which is quick to dry. To the left of The Lizard is a sweep of 
smooth slabs split by a prominent dog-leg crack. 
1. -lOm Sa. Climb the cracle which is noticably horder after the dogleg to 0 narrow 
ledge; a superb pitch well protected by Friends . 
2. 2Sm Sa. Trend up right on hidden edges to a narrow heathcr Icdge and crecp left 
along this to some holds. Climb the bold slabby wall above, exiting left along a 
diagonal crack, block belays on the left. 
3a. -lOm Sb. There are two methods of climbing this pitch. Either climb thinly up 
to hollow flakes and climb straight up to the curved overlap. Traverse left undcr this 
and pull ovor on the left to shelves. Climb straight up to 0 narrmv roke and 0 hollow 
flake right of a hidden corner. Vital l/ , Friend belay up the edge at 0 horizontal crack. 
3b. -lSm Sb. Harder but better. Step right from the belay and climb the thin crock 
which is difficult for the first 6m, but eases with the lessening of angle. Take a line 
directly to the overlap above and turn this delicately by the right edge. Easy 
climbing up left leads to a belay beside the hollow flake. 
-l . 2Sm -lc. On the left is a hidden corner; climb up the edge, Gtep left on to the slob 
and undercut into the corner. Belay on the rock glacis below the top wall. 
S. 2Sm 4c. Left of a big block is a superb narrow chimney which narrows to a crack. 
Layback the edge boldly (easier than it looks) to fini sh up the short steep crack. To 
the left and below the main crag is a subsidiary slabby wall scorned by crocks and 
with a square-cut recess near its right-hand end. 

Centipede Crack - 20m HVS Sb. J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 24th September, 
1994. 
On the left side of the slab is a heathery wide crack and 0 small pedestal. Start bclow 
a thin crack to its right. Climb thinly up to the cracle (crux) and more cosily up the 
crack. Finish delicately. 

Gloaming Wall- 20m Mild VS 4b. R. Brown, J.R. Mackenzie. 24th September, 
1994. 
Left of the recess at the right cnd is a heathery crock. Start to the right and pull 
through the overlap. Climb a thin crack to the top. 
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BAC AN EICH, Coire Toll Lochain: 
This scal loped coire lies above Glenn Chorainn and presents a moderately graded 
slope of 150m in vertical height, the potential home of countless Grade I and IT 
variations depending on conditions. The marginally-fiercer nose that forms the 
south east spur from the summit (GR 232 485) gives the following line. 
Angel's Delight - lOOm IT. J.R. Mackenzie. 27th December, 1994. 
The nose has a central rocky cpur, chorter than it look!>. Start centrally where 
initially awkward slabs weave through overlaps. This promising start is not 
su£tained and eaEier ground leads to a steeper turfy rib just left of a pronounced 
gully. Climb this rib to the top. 

STRATHCONON, Glenmarksie, Top Crag: 
Jumping Jack Splat-lOm E2 5c. J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 3rd September, 1994. 
To the right of Gritstone Corner is a gently overhanging wall split by a very thin 
('rack. A PR below the crux protect~. Start in the corner below the crack and climb 
to the glacis. Gain the niche and jump for the jug! (unless very tall). 

Left Unprintable - lOm E2 6b. J.R. Mackenzie, J.M.G. Finlay. 3rd May, 1994. 
A harder companion to Right Unprintable, taking the blank corner just left. The 
crux is trying to gain and sustain the finger lock just out of reach (medium RP and 
Rock 4 protect) . 

Red Ant Crack - lOm VS 4b. R. Biggar. 25th May, 1994. 
At the extreme right end of Top Crag lies an obvious flake. Climb this and finish 
by the most obvious crack above. 

Scatwell River Slabs: 
Piles of Smiles - 25m MVS 4b. J.M.G. Finlay, Miss D. Henderson. 15th April, 
1994. 
Belay as for Boundary Ridge and climb small ledges on the arete for 3m until a short 
traverse left leads to the base of an obvious crack 4m left of the arete. CHmb this 
to a good ledge and move right to finish up short slabs and ledges. 

Meig Crag: 
The Touchstone Maze- 25m E3 6a. J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 22nd August, 1994. 
Between Nicked in Time and Gabbro Slab is a smooth slab. This gives the best 
delicate climbing on the crag. Start centrally and climb to a hole. Step right (side 
runners in Gabbro Slab) and pull up to a ripple. Step left and climb thinly to the 
break (crux) and then more easily straight up to finish rightwards by a ramp to exit 
as for Blueberry Hill. This avoids the heather cornice and is also the best finish for 
Gabbro Slab. 

Milk and Alcohol- 20m E4 6a. N. Main, S. Raw. June, 1994. 
The corner capped by a roof between Limited Liability and Yellow Streak. Very 
bold. 

Hind Quarters - 20m E4 6b. N. Main, K. Grant. June, 1994. The overhanging 
cracked an~te to the left of Meig Corner. Bold to start. Start at a spike to the right 
of the arete and go left into the crack. 
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THE FANNAICHS, Carn na Criche: 
Boundary Rib - 360m IV, 4. J.M.G. Finlay, A. Huntington. 2nd January, 1995. 
Climbs the rib bounding the left side of the central scoop. 
I. 40m. Approx. 30m right of the start of The Boundary, climb turf and ice groove 
trending right. Step left to a large ledge and belay. 
2. 50m. Continue up the groove for 5m, thon move right to a wide ~hallow gully. 
3 cte. Trend right to bypoGG a band of elabe and roofs. Continue to the top, keeping 
slightly to the right of the broad rib. 

BEINN DEARG, Gleann na Squaib: 
Edgeway - 220m IV, 4. M. Franklin, c.P. Schiller, M.R. Sinclair. March, 1994. 
Start left of the start of Archway at an obvious icicle fringed cave. 
I. 45m. Climb up to the right and over some short steep ice steps, heading for an 
obviou~ icicle forming down the rocle band halfway up the crag. 
2. 45m. Climb up to and aDeend the 5m icicle and continue up to belay on the left. 
3. 40m. Climb up to and into the start of the fault of Archway. 
4. Move up through the Arch and climb very steep ice on the left wall to easier 
ground. 
5. 50m. Bear slightly left and up across a steep ice wall to gain a runnel, leading past 
a large cracked block on the left, to the cornice. Diagram wppJied. 

Note: G. Strange noteD that the route named No Surrender (SMCJ 199'1) was 
climbed on 29th March, 1975 by Mike Freeman, Denis King, Greg Strange and the 
late Bob Smith. The aD cent waG never recorded partly due to our Eympathies with 
the RowefTiso moratorium and partly because the line did not seem particularly 
significant at the time. Judging by the name given by the 1994 ascentionists, they 
mUDt have experienced Dimilar Gnow and weather conditions to ourselves. 

ULLAPOOL, Royal Hotel Buttress: 
Crack and Corner - 12m El 5b. A. Hardy, H.M. Yates. 
At the far right end of the crag. Climb the flake-crack to a prominent horizontal 
break, then the corner above and right. 

ARDMAIR, Big Roof Buttress: 
Boreal Flipper - E3 5c. A. Wren, G. Szuca. 1992. 
The wall between Grumpy Groper and First Fruits. 

Note: The first ascent ofTen Seconds (SMCJ 1994) was by A. Wren, D. Gregg. 
Blanka: In the first ascent list in the Northern Highlands Guide, P. Hanus should 
be added to G. Szuca and G. Lawrie. 

Slabby Buttress: 
The following routes were not in the guide because the location of the buttress was 
not known. It is situated a few hundred metres beyond and slightly down from the 
descent path from Big Roof Buttress (presumably the descent path direct to the 
road. The crag is therefore to the north of the main Dection in the gully and facing 
the road.). 
Czech Mate - VS 5a. B. Reid, G. Szuca. 1990. 
Follow the obviou crack on the small slabby buttress. 
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Pawn in the Game - H. Severe. G. Szuca. 
The arete left of Czech Mate. 

Evening Wall Access : 

663 

The crag is found about 2km west of Ardmair on the A835 and a large layby can 
be found below the crag on the left. A five-minute walk up the hillside reaches it. 
Layout: A 20m-high wall of sound Torridonian andstone, well equipped with 
holds and protection, very steep in the central and right-hand areas and giving 
excellent climbing. It receives much evening sun. 
Descent: Walk off to the right. Routes described from left to right. 
Gee Gee Rider- 25m HVS 4c. G.G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie. 1st October, 1994. 
To the left of Natural Sculpture is a recessed groove with a small oak. Climb the 
edge of the wall left of Natural Sculpture for a few metres, then step left into the 
crack. Negotiate the oak and climb to a groove. A cheval the rib with determination 
and finish straight up. Given a clean, this will be good. 

Natural Sculpture - 20m HVS 5a. *** J.R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 14th April, 1994. 
The most enjoyable route on the crag, low in the grade and well protected. A clean 
cut left-facing corner lies near the left edge of the crag. Start at the left edge and 
traverse delicately up to the base of the corner. Climb the corner direct to a ledge 
near the top where there is a 'sculptured ' runner. Gain the ledge on the left and finish 
up the ramp. 

Sandstone Messiah- 20m E2 6b. * J.R. Mackenzie, G.G. Cullen. 1st October, 1994. 
To the right of Natural Sculpture i a triangular niche. Climb a short overhanging 
wall below it and enter by a thin mantel (crux). Climb the back wall and a diagonal 
crack to exit via the short corner above. 

Feint Attack - 2001 HVS 5a.** G.G. Cullen, J.R. Mackenzie. 1st October, 1994. 
Just to the right of Sandstone Messiah are a line of flakes . Start below the right end 
of the overhang and climb up to and across it. Climb up the flake edge and finish 
as for Sandstone Messiah. Easier than it looks. 

Stone Monkey - 2001 E2 5c. ** J.R. Mackenzie, J.M.G. Finlay. 24th April, 1994. 
This is the big corner in the middle of the crag. Start a short way left of the 
impending grooves and climb the overhanging walls to gain the corner. Climb the 
top corner on the right wall. A sustained and strenuous lower half with good, but 
fiddly, protection. 

REIFF: Notes from T. Redfern. 
Pinnacle Walls (Guide, P178): 
1. A direct line up the wall from the start of Pop Out, and to the left of Puckered Wall, 
finishing by an obvious circular handhold. G. McEwan. T. Redfem. 25th May, 
1993. 
2, A shallow recess (black) between Krill and Xyles. Done before? Severe. T. 
Redfem. 25th May, 1993. 
3. Wall between Midreiff and Descent Route. Severe. T. Redfem. 27th May, 1993. 
4. Hy Brasil. A direct start from undercut base of arete. Up recessed corner and exit 
left on to original route. 5a. R. Cooper, T. Redfem. 25th May, 1992. 
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Seal Song Area: 
Atlantic Crossing (pI97). Should be a right-slanting crack, not left. Guttersnipe 
(pI98) is left of Reiffer, not right. 

Howk - 15m HVS 5c. B. MacLaughlan, G. Szuca. 28th May, 1994. 
After the initial starting moves on Every Which Way But Loose, move on to the 
short, left arete. Follow the thin crack in the wall above to a strange move through 
the bulge at the top. 

Golden Wall Area: 
Necrophilia - 20m E3 5c. W. Moir, P. Alien. 21st May, 1994. 
The stepped crack line 5m right (south) of Necronornican (p212). 

Stone Pig Cliff: 
Headstrong - 20m E3 5c. W. Moir, P. Alien. 22nd May, 1994. 
The arete left of Strongbow. Start up Strongbow and head out on to the prow. 

Anchors Away - 8m E4 6a. W. Moir, P. Alien, M. Atkins. 22nd May, 1994. 
Start up Hard Tack to the horizontal crack. Move in right and climb boldly up the 
line of flakes. 

The Stoned Pig - 8m E4 6b. W. Moir, P. Alien. 22nd May,1994. 
The prow right of the prowl. Layback up to underclings and reach up to a horizontal 
break (good RPs just above). Powerful moves gain the top. 

STAC POLLAIDH, West (No. 1) Buttress: 
Egoterrorist-130mIV,5/6. S. Campbell, J. Walker,N. Wilson . 19thMarch,1995. 
Start below and right of the obvious square-topped pinnacle at the right side of the 
west face. 
1. 40m. Climb up to the pinnacle, and up the corner above, to belay above 
chokes tones. 
2. 120m. Traverse left a few metres, climb a short corner crack and hand traverse 
·right over a steep slab. 
3. 25m. Climb a short chimney and the open groove above. Belay at the top of the 
wide terrace above. 
4. 25m. On the upper tier, take a line trending right, swinging round a detached 
pinnacle to belay on ledges on the south face. 
5. 30m. Traverse right and then climb steep walls trending right to finish by through 
route in a chimney (same finish as Party on the Patio). 
Note: Party on the Patio, Variation. The first pitch can be improved thus: Having 
gained and followed the rib, instead of traversing up and left, continue up steep, 
clean rock on the rib to belay in the hidden chimney at the top of the second pitch 
in the guide (35m). Some good rock on this variation, making it out of character 
with the rest of the climb! The aid nut was not used on pitch 4 - combined tactics 
instead. 

No. 3 Buttress: 
Since there is confusion over this route, J.R. Mackenzie provides a description. 
Summer Isles A rete - 120m V. Diff. J.R. Mackenzie, H. Murray. July, 1974. 
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This is the third buttress going east and just right of Pinnacle Amphitheatre. Start 
at a crack right of the lowest rocks and up this to a ledge. Climb a short chimney 
to level ground and then traverse the arete avoiding a big gendarme. Step down right 
at its end and climb a deep chimney with a chockstone to a niche. Go right up a 
groove and quit it for the steep face on the left and climb to a ledge. Climb up a crack 
and flakes to a small ledge and climb to the base of the ' monolith' . Avoid this on 
the right easily and climb a steep crack to finish on a level arete. 

Slovo - 120m IV, S. G. McKnight, R. Webb, N. Wilson. February, 1995. 
Takes the turfy chimney to the left of the bottom left corner of the buttress. 
1. 30m. Climb the chimney line to belay behind a large pinnacle. 
2. 30m. Continue up the chimney, over chockstones, to belay on a ledge system 
(escape right possible at this point). 
3. ISm. Climb a crack system in the steep wall above and belay on the narrow arete 
above. 
4. 10. Pass two gendarmes on the arete on the right. 
S. 3Sm. Continue along the arete for a few metres, drop off the left-hand side and 
finish up easy snow on the left flank to a notch on the main ridge of the hill. 

QUINAG, Spidean Coinich, Bucket Buttress: 
This small quartzite cliff lies directly below the summit of Spidean Coinich, 
curving round from a short east face to a longer and colder north face. Access is 
down a broad, rocky gully IOm east of the summit cairn and the toe of the buttress 
is on the left (looking down). A clamber over boulders gives access to a terrace 
curving round into a sheltered bay. 

Although short, the crag provides some excellent sustained pitches on very 
helpful quartzite and has a real winter cragging feel if you do a couple of routes in 
the day. 

Access (apart from the drive) is easier than other quartzite cliffs, with a walk of 
I hr. ISrnin. from the car park at GR 229 266. A beautiful backdrop and friendly 
atmosphere make it a worthy training ground for the longer and harder routes on 
Beinn Eighe. 
Buckets of Snow - SOm IV, S.* J. Lyall , M. Sclater. 26th January, 1995. 
Starts just right of the toe of the buttress at a deep chimney, which cuts behind the 
toe forming a large block. 
1. 2Sm. Climb the chimney to a big ledge and go up the wall above to belay below 
large blocks. 
2. 2Sm. Go left across the top of the blocks to gain the edge and climb this to the 
top. 

The Fronlline - 4Sm V, 7.*** J. Lyall , M. Sclater. 2Sth January, 1995. 

1. 30m. Climbs the steep crack up the front of the buttress Srn right of Buckets of 
Snow and the continuation flake crack. 
2. ISm. Move right and up a rock crevasse, then pull left on to a higher ledge and 
climb the headwall centrally by a niche and overhang turned on the left. Next are 
some large boulders forming a step at the foot of the crag. The next route starts on 
top of the boulders. 
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Kane Mutiny - 45m IV, 6. ** 1. Lyall (unsec). 3rd January, 1995. 
Climb cracks up the wall and step right to climb a right-facing corner. Follow the 
continuation crack up the next wall and the short head wall at a rock cornice. 

Bounty Hunter - 40m m, 5. ** E. Kane, J. Lyall. 3rd January, 1995. 
Next right is a small bay with a deep groove above. Climb the initial wall (crux) to 
gain the deep groove and follow this steeply to the top. Right of Bounty Hunter are 
twin hanging aretes with an off-width crack in a corner between them. The next 
route climbs the left side of the left arete. 

Pick 'n' Mix - 45m V, 6.** J. Lyall, M. Sclater. 26th January, 1995. 
Climb up under the left arete, pull over a chokestone and up a chimney. Exit the 
chimney and follow cracks up the left side to the top. 

The Touchline - 45m V, 6.** J. Lyall, A. Nisbet. 17th February, 1995. 
Climbs the off-width crack between the aretes. Aptly named! 

Pick Nicker- 45m V, 6.*** S. Aisthorpe, J. Lyall. 3rd April, 1992. 
Right of the twin aretes is an open fault leading into a corner. Start on the right of 
the open fault and move left to gain a wide crack behind a flake. Thi s leads to the 
superb upper corner and the top. The terrace now narrows at a step before turning 
into a sheltered bay. 

Peak Viewing - 45m m, 4.* S. Aisthorpe, 1. Lyall. 3rd April, 1992. 
Climb straight up the rib above the narrow step, and follow the crest overlooking 
Pick Nicker. 

The sheltered bay has a short deep chimney in the right corner, with a steep wall 
to the left with two obvious corner lines. The next route starts left of these below 
a horizontal block at 7m. 
Picket Line - 40m m, 4.* E. Kane, J. Lyall . 3rd January, 1995. 
Climb the block-covered wall to reach a big vegetated ramp which is followed 
'Ieftward to the top. 

Lightfoot - 40m VI, 6. * J. Lyall , A. Nisbet. 17th February, 1995. 
Climbs the lefthand corner/groove on the back wall of the bay. 

Sworn to Secrecy - 40m VI, 7. *** J. Lyall, M. Sclater. 25th January, 1995. 
Climbs the hanging corner to the right. Gaining the foot of the corner was bold, but 
more technical climbing followed. Very icy conditions; may be easier under 
powder. 

Headline - 40m IV, 4. J. Lyall. 3rd January, 1994. 
Start in the deep chimney below the fIrst chockstone and climb the crack on the left 
wall. Airy climbing up the edge leads to an easier finish. 

Barrel Buttress: 
Y Gully Buttress is undergraded - should be m. 

Several different starts, all easy, have been used to reach the big corner in the 
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centre of the upper buttress, the focus of attention for the following two routes 
(several attempts on Badazjoz). These include starting up Cave Gully, the buttress 
on its left, or even via Y Gully right branch - 200m, not described but included in 
length . Each was followed by a traverse right to the base of the corner. 

Raeburn, Mackay and Ling Original Route - 270m VI, 7. S. Richardson, R. Webb. 
3rd January, 1995. 
This compelling line follows the exact route taken on the original ascent of the 
buttress in 1906. 
1. 3Sm. Follow mixed ground for ISm to the base ofthe chimney-corner. Traverse 
a break in the right wall, and follow cracks and grooves past a large upright perched 
block for ISm until it is possible to make an unlikely step left on to a grass ledge 
in the main corner line. 
2. ISm. Climb the chimney to a good platform. 
3. 20m. Pull strenuously around a roof guarding the upper chimney and follow it 
to a short exit gully and the top. 

Bada<joz - 28Sm V, 6. S. Steer, R.G. Webb, March, 1994. 
I. 20m. Climb the corner of Raeburn ' s original route until stopped by a smooth
walled off-width crack. 
2. 4Sm. Break diagonally left along the obvious steep ramp to gain an isolated 
pedestal, then up the hanging groove and climb this to gain a large ledge. 
3. 20m. Finish by the chimney at the right end of the ledge (common with Raeburn' s 
route). 

Western elitTs: 
Lenin - 95m IV, S. N. Stevenson, N. Wilson . January, 1995. 
The route lies on the square-topped tower. 
I. 3Sm. Climb the gully lying to the right of the subsidary buttress abutting the 
bottom of the face, traversing left at the top to belay below a right-slanting corner. 
2. 3Sm. Climb the corner, initially by the right wall, and continue on the same line 
to climb the steep wall above and belay on a terrace. 
3. 2Sm. Traverse easily left along the terrace to the left edge of the front face, and 
finish up easy ground. 

SHEIGRA, First Geo, South Wall: 
Acid Jazz - El Sb. S. Younie. 13th September, 1994. 
Start 3m left of Rescue Alcove, at a grey f1akey handhold. Follow the thin crackline 
to the top, passing a ledge at mid height. 

North Wall: 
Just down from the descent groove is an obvious black gully, to the left of which 
is an angular, tower-like buttress which Haddie crosses. The following two routes 
are on this buttress. 
Red Lead - Severe. T. Redfern. 13th September, 1994. 
Start at the foot of the black gully and climb up the centre of the reddish slab on the 
left. 
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Rampart- VS 4b. T. Redfern , S. Younie. 13th September, 1994. 
A direct line up the centre of the tower-like buttress, finishing at the top of Haddie. 

The next route starts a few metres to the right of In the Pink. 
Credit Zone - Diff. T. Redfern. 13th September, 1994. 
Climb directly up the broken slab to its apex. 

R & R Direct Variation-H. Severe. T. Redfern, S. Younie. 13th September, 1994. 
Tum the small roof on the left and continue direct to the top. It is noted that the 
blocks and flakes where the original route rejoins are now shattered and loose. 

Treasure Island Wall: 
Guillemot Wall- 45m HVS 5a. A. isbet, G. isbet. 1st May, 1994. 
Climbs the wall left of Plum Mc umbo Abseil approach from the first slight crest 
20m north of the burn (which is more of an occasional trickle), down to a large 
boulder (covered at high tide, but one then belays on the initial f1akey ramp of the 
route). Climb the left slanting line of flakes (the right of two similar). After 10m, 
break out right on to the steep wall (crux) and climb it. Go up a right-slanting corner, 
return left and finish up slabs. 

FOINA VEN AREA, Creag Dubh: 
Essential Travel only - 330m. IV. S. Pearson, 1. Stevens. 2nd January, 1995. 
Climbs a prominent left-to-right-slanting groove 20m left of the deep gully which 
bounds the main cliff on the right. It enters a snow basin at hlf-height. Belays 
awkward . Climb turf and ice to a narrowing (40m). Continue past a ledge to belay 
below easy ground trending left (30m). Go up left to finish on slabs below blocks 
(60m). Continue into a snow basin, then trend right to a continuation gully (40m). 
Climb the gully (30m). Trend left for 20m, then right round a corner to reach an 
arete (50m). Either continue up the arete or traverse 5m right into an easy gully 
which can be followed to the top (80m). 

Seer 's Corner - 200m V, 5. C. Cartwright, N. Wilson. February, 1995. 
Climbs the summer route entirely on ice. 
1. 45m. Climb a steep slab, runners under shattered overlap, step right and climb 
a groove to a belay on a spike on the right. 
2. 45m. Climb the groove above. Continue halfway up the corner. 
3. 50m. Exit from the corner and continue up broken ground. 
4, 5. 60m. Finish up easier ground. 

Columbian Couloir- 200m V, 5. J.L. Bermudez, N. Wilson. 31 stDecember, 1993. 
To the left of Overseer is an icefall. Climb this to a snow bay, then climb a hanging 
ramp on the rock tower bypas ed to the right by Overseer. Finish by a narrow gully 
line, turning an impasse on the left. 

The Third Way-200m IV, 4. M. Harvey, P. Miller, N. Wilson. 3rdJanuary, 1994. 
On the slabs to the left of Columbian Couloir is an obvious icefall. Climb broken 
ground to belay to the right of it. Climb it in two pitches, and continue to the top 
via an icy cave and a square-cut chimney. 
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The Shining Light- 160m V. G. Cohen, D. Rubens. 20th February, 1994. 
Follow The Third Way for about a pitch, then diverge leftwards up a steep ice 
choked groove. Very steep bulge to start, then sustained climbing. 

Second Sight - !lOm IV, 4. N. Stevenson, N. Wilson. February, 1994. 
Hidden to the left of the clean, rounded pillar mentioned in the crag description in 
Vol. 2 is a gully. Climbed in two pitches to finish up mixed ground. 

Achned's Gully - lOOm IV, 4. A. Forsyth, N. Wilson. January, 1994. 
To the left of Second Sight is a gully slanting from bottom left to top right. This is 
climbed in two ptches, the second being the crux. 

Lower Coire Duail: 
lcefall- 250m IV. G. Cohen, D. Rubens. 18th February, 1994. 
The obvious fall to the right of Windfall (with which it forms a twin). Where the 
fall steepens and divides at one-third height, the narrower right-hand fork was 
followed, giving a delicate move right at one point. A fine icefall. 

Lord Reay's Seat: 
The North Face - 200m IV. G. Cohen, D. Rubens. 19th February, 1994. 
Approached from the north, Lord Reay ' s Seat presents a mixed face . There is a 
pinnacle about 30m below the summit. The route starts at the right-hand end of the 
face, climbs a left-trending ramp and aims towards a rocky bowl to gain the gap 
behind the pinnacle. The crux is the two mixed pitches gaining the pinnacle. 

Creag na Faoilinn: 
The Reluctant Accomplice - 25m E3 5c. R. Campbell. 1st May, 1994. 
Climb an orange pillar straight up to a crack through the triple overhang. Nut lower
off above. 

Ceannabeinne Crag (GR 442657): 
The crag is directly above a sandy beach a few km east ofDurness. Numerous short 
routes up to HVS were soloed. The best worthwhile climb lies on the obvious east
facing wall of clean gneiss. 
Rock Lust - lOm HVS 5a/b. A. Tibbs, A. Milne. 7th July, 1988. 
The highest section of clean rock. Start on a large block and climb curving cracks 
above the left side of the block. 

MID CLYTH, The Stack Area: 
The Annunciation - 20m E2 5b. S. Clark, G. Milne. 26th June, 1994. 
The arete right of Sprockletop, moving from the right side to the left at half-height 
(Friend 0). 

Blood Hunt...:. ISm HVS Sa. S. Clark. 25th August, 1994. The prominent crack and 
V -groove right of Frog Stroker. 

Overhanging Wall: 
Psychedelic Wall- 10m HVS Sa. S. Clark, G. Milne. 31st May, 1994. Centre of 
buttress left of Slow Boat. 
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Seal Bomber - 12m E2 Sc. S. Clark, G. Milne. 31st May, 1994. 
Wall right of Thanksgiving, right to arete, then crack above. 

LATHERONWHEEL: 
S. Clark agrees with E2 Sb for The Serpent (SMCJ 1994). 

ORKNEY, Castle of Yesnaby Area: 
Sea Hawk - 30m Severe. A. Tibbs, D. Bearhop. 21st July, 1994. 
This route provides an escape back up the main cliff without resorting to climbing 
the abseil ropes. Start at low tide at the left edge of the buttress about 10m left of 
the abseil descent. At higher tide the start can be reached by a traverse in from the 
right. Climb up by short corners and ledges leading rightwards to belay Srn left of 
the abseil stakes. 

SHETLAND, Grind 0' The Navir: 
Navir Direct - 25m E5 6b. W. Moir, . Ritchie. 9th August, 1994. 
A direct on Navir-Navir Land. Start below and right of the niche. Climb up via tiny 
ramps and cracks to a short jam crack through the roof. Climb this and the thin crack 
leftwards to join the original route at the large bowl hold. Continue up the crack to 
the top. Superb protection, brilliant route. 

The Peat Sta ck - ISm E3 Sc. W. Moir, . Ritchie. 9th August, 1994. 
The vague crack up the pillar from the starting ledge of Sylvi . 

Shetland Times - 20m Hvs 5a. N. Ritchie, W. Moir. 14th August, 1994. 
From the belay ledges of The Udge move left and climb the left edge of the wall 
to gain and climb the obvious chimney cracks. 

Tushkar - 20m E4 6b. W. Moir. 14th August, 1994. 
Climb the fine corner which Satori starts up, all the way. 

Crabbie, Crabbie Is Do In - 20m E3 Sb. W. Moir, N. Ritchie. 14th August, 1994. 
The bold arete right of Tushkar. 

Nibon: 
Shetland Silvercraft - ISm E2 Sc . W. Moir, N. Ritchie. 12th August, 1994. The 
prominent line of grooves on the south face of the Grey Pillar, Starting at a wide 
crack. 

The Dancin' Water - ISm E3 5c. W. Moir, N. Ritchie. 12th August, 1994. 
The intermittent jam-crack just left of Si I vercraft to gain a ledge on the left. Step 
back right to climb the edge of the pillar to the top (long slings desirable to extend 
runners at the top). 

I See Foula - 20m E3 6a. W. Moir, N. Ritchie. 11th August, 1994. 
A line up the frontal face of the pillar between Black Magic and Bootie. Climb twin 
cracks direct to the grey niche, exit the left side of this and climb cracks and flakes 
to finish up a deep crack in the slab above. 
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The Tango 0' The Isles - 22m E4 6a. W. Moir, N. Ritchie. 11th August, 1994. 
A line up the wall right of Boo tie. Start up a distinct corner to gain a ledge. Continue 
up the vague crackline directly above to a horizontal break. Hand traverse left to 
climb a corner, then hand traverse right to gain the final corner. 

The next two routes are on the big south east-facing wall opposite Puissance. 
Yogi Braer- 30m VS 4c. N. Ritchie, W. Moir. 11th August, 1994. 
Abseil down the landward side of the big slabby face to a good black ledge below 
a corner, 15m above the sea. Move left to gain a groove. Climb this and the 
continuation crack to gain the fine twin cracks up the slab, continuing directly to 
the top. 

Boo Boo - 35m HVS 5a. N. Ritchie, W. Moir. 12th August, 1994. 
Abseil down the seaward side of the face to a black ledge 8m above the sea. Climb 
a corner, then the continuation twin cracks over a bulge (crux). Continue up the 
crack system to the top. 

Notes. Nibon: Slice of Life is not in the geo with the 'protruding buttress'. It is 200m 
south of the geo containing Cattle Rustler. The Cattle Rustler Geo would be better 
described as directly seaward from the obvious cairn . Route lengths here need 
sorting e.g. Cattle Rustler is longer than Hermless although it is given 40m as 
opposed to 60m in the guide. 
Warie Gill : Vampire and Silly Arete are not on the same cliff as the other routes 
hereabouts but are on the other side of a small inlet (just north), facing south. 

CAIRNGORMS 

Since a new edition of the Cairngorms Guide is due out soon after this Journal, new 
routes have not been repeated here. The style is similar to the previous guide, in that 
not all routes have been fully described. It is, however, slightly expanded, 
particularly for crags which are currently popular. Most recent routes are therefore 
described, but for those which have been summarised, full descriptions, if useful, 
will be in next year's Journal. 

NORTH EAST OUTCROPS 
COVESEA: 
Hacuna Matatta - 30m E3 5c. J.A. Hall, J.T. 3rd May, 1994. 
From the coastguard lookout (as for Honeycomb Wall) walk west for approx. 300m 
until just before the second dry stream bed. Four old abseil stakes can be seen 
beyond the gorse on the north side of the path. The route ascends the obvious 
overhanging groove (invisible from above) in the seaward nose. Abseil down the 
east side of the nose of rock, small sloping grass ledge to ease take-off. Care with 
sharp edges. Clip in situ thread (after IOm) and a poor peg (after 20m) to allow the 
belay to be reached. Hanging belay just above the very soft lower tier of sandstone. 
Climb the fust groove using the left wall and groove to the break. Poor peg only 
necessary on the abseil. Continue up to and past the thread (crux) into the top 
groove. Ascend the final groove and arete in a spectacular position. Well protected 
throughout. 
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BEN RINNES, Scurran of Well: 
The hill forms a prominent landmark near Duff town and the routes are located on 
the prominent granite tor located 1500m north west of Ben Rinnes summit. 
The Curse of the Neep - 50m HVS 5a. I. Davidson, P. Heneghan, A. Ross, M. 
Sutherland. August, 1990. 
Start at the toe of the buttress and follow a steep groove and flakes to a stance. Left 
over an overlap and up the long, easy slab to finish. Treat the flakes like your best 
bottle of malt. 

Unnamed - 20m VS 4c. M. Sutherland, A. Ross. August, 1990. 
Climb the open corner near the top of the gully wall, finishing to the right. 

GLEN CLOY A, The Doonie: 
Guinness - A. Fyffe notes that a tree is missing near the top of pitch I. It is now much 
harder, unless this section is turned on the left. 

HIGHLAND OUTCROPS 

BINNEAN SHUAS: 
Turning a Blind Eye - 50m E5 6b. R. Campbell, P. Thorburn. 11th June, 1994. 
Climbs the arete right of Fortress Direct in one long pitch. Protection very hard to 
arrange for an on-sight ascent, so might be harder. Start at the toe of the buttress and 
meander up with no great difficulty to an overhang at the start of the vertical 
climbing. Climb first up and left to ajammed RP 1; then up and back right to a flake 
on the right-hand wall. Finish straight up. 

Native Stones - 115m VS. N. Kempe, D.F. Lang. 9th May, 1993. 
About 50m right of Tip Top there is a prominent chimney. Start about 10m right 
of this , to the right of vegetated ledges and before the final arete of the crag, at the 
bottom of a leftward slanting corrier. 
I. 25m 5a. Follow the corner, pass over a projecting block and enter a groove for 
a couple of moves, then move on to the right wall and up to a ledge on the right with 
a prominent block. 
2. 25m 4b. From the block, step right on to the face of the buttress, then up 
rightwards and back leftwards to a large belay ledge on the edge of the buttress. 
3. 25m 4b. Follow the mossy crack above, then up, keeping a prominent corner
crack system to the left. Join this where it steepens to a vertical corner and follow 
up and left to belay. Easier ground then leads to the top. 

Far Eastern Chimney - 115m HVS. N. Kempe, D.F. Lang. 22nd May, 1994. This 
is the prominent chimney about 50m right of Tip Top. 
I. 35m 4b/c. Climb the mossy chimney. 
2. 25m 5a/b. Gain a platform below the steep corner and crack above and climb 
these direct, exiting right at the top to belay by large blocks. 
3. 30m 4c. Climb the chimney above directly (very airy) to a belay well back. Finish 
up easy rocks as for Native Stones. 
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CREAGDUBH: 
A Lethal Affair - 150m rv, 5. S. Allan, M. Atkins. 3rd January, 1995. 
Climbs the right-slanting fault which divides Great Wall and Lower Central Wall. 
A variable amount of ice forms slowly and the initial icefall has been climbed 
before. Start about 1 m left of Rib Direct. 
l. lOm. Climb ice for 6m, then left and up to a tree belay. 
2. 35m. Climb the right slanting groove (ice) to a tree belay. 
3. 45m. Climb directly left of the tree belay to reach round and into a corner, which 
is followed. 
4. 40m. Continue up the corner. 
5. 40m. Icicles at the top of the corner were not complete so a finish was made on 
the left. 

STRATHYRE CRAG (OS Sheet 57, 555183): 
Travelling northwards on the main road through Strathyre there is a garage on the 
left, then a small newsagent's shop. Immediately beyond the shop turn left, go over 
the narrow humpbacked bridge and follow the single track road up right to go 
northwards through the woods for about 3km. There is a house on the right 
(Bailefuill) and a straight. Just beyond the pines there is a small clearing on the left 
where the small lower crag becomes visible. The main crag sits immediately above 
this. Continue along the road for a few hundred metres, around a bend to where a 
forestry track goes off up left. 

Park immediately opposite this on the right where there is space for two or three 
cars. Walk back to the clearing, through the pines and find a small footpath leading 
up to the left side of the crag. 

The hotel opposite the single track road is good for cheap tea and toast. 50m up 
the road from this hotel there is an excellent little tea room with a fine selection of 
tas ty cakes. 

The routes are described from left to right. 
Shock Horror -7b+. R. Anderson . 1st May, 1994. 
Wall left of arete. 

Electrodynamic - 7a. R. Anderson. 24th October, 1993. 
Prominent left arete. 

Bridging the Gap - 6c+l7a. R. Anderson. May, 1994. 
Prominent groove to lower-off of previous route. 

Short Circuit - 6b. R. Anderson. 6th November, 1993. 
Slim groove beside main groove (common start). 

Clam Chowder - 6c+l7a. G. Ridge. 1st May, 1994. 
Wall to right through ledge. 

Unnamed - 7b+. P. Thorburn. 30th April, 1994. 
Wall to finish up Static Discharge. 

Static Discharge -7b. R. Anderson. October, 1993. 
Central line through diagonal crack. 
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Project -Line through crack (D. McCallum). 

Project - Line straight up from base of crack (P. Thorburn). 

Cracking the Lines -7a+l7b. R. Anderson. 21st May, 1994. 
The crack from its base. 

Unnamed -7a+l7b. R. Anderson . 21st May, 1994. 
Short steep leaning wall and less teep wall. 

Power Surge - 6c+. R. Anderson. October, 1993. 
Leaning wall and scoop on right. 

Spark Thug - 6b. R. Anderson. May, 1994. 
Short corner and wall to lower-of of Power Surge. 

GLEN NEVIS, Black's Buttress: 
M. Garthwaite notes an ascent of Centrepiece without the peg. E6 6b. 

TULLIEMET CRAG (NO 013 496): 
The Sleeping Sickness - 20m ES 6a. P. Thorburn, R. Campbell. October, 1993. 
The leaning wall above a slab in the middle of the crag. Gain a standing position 
on the flake by swinging in from the left; crank up to the top. 

GLEN LEDNOCK, Eagle Crag: 
Cranium Wall Direct - !Om E2 Se. G. Lennox, C. Adam. July, 1994. 
This route takes a line straight up the middle of the overhanging face left of the route 
Cranium Wall. Follow the large edge to a PR and finish slightly rightwards. 

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS 

MEALL NAN TARMACHAN, East Face of Mean Garbh (named Carn 
Chreag on OS map): 
Lozenge Buttress - 120m ill. M. Shaw, A. Keith. 23rd January, 1994. 
This buttress is the central and highest part of the Carn Chreag, and lies about due 
east of Meall Garbh (approx. GR S81384) and to the left (west) of the Meall Garbh
Meall nan Tarmachan col. Its lozenge shape is readily identified by the two gullies 
that start nearly at the same point and curve upwards to embrace the rock face. 

Start underneath the overhanging rock at the lowest point of the buttress. Skirt 
the overhang on the left, traverse back right to above the belay and continue directly 
to the top. Warthogs in frozen turf used for runners and belays. 

The buttress was [lIst noted and named by W. Inglis Clark and J.W. lnglis in 
December, 1898. They declined to climb it, instead tackling the right-hand
bounding gully (article and photo in SMCJ Vol.5, Jan 1899, pJS3). A more recent 
sketch of the Carn Chreag is in SMCJ 1988 in which the buttress is clearly shown. 
Inglis Clark's gully is dismissed as UII although the first ascentionists seem to have 
had it tougher in early-season conditions. 
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BEN LA WERS, Coire DaD Cat: 
This wide coire holding Lochan nan Cat and a varicty of crags nnd gullics bclongs 
jointly to Ben Lawers, An Stuc and Meall Garbh. 1 :SOOOO Sheet SI . The two main 
crags are the slabby Creag an Fruthich (GR 640 421), at the termination of a short 
spur jutting east from the north ridge of Ben Lawers, and the large but more broken 
Creag nan Cat (GR MO ~27) on the EOuth weet flank of An Stuc. Both thesc crags 
lie at an altitude of over 800m and are turfy in nature. However, their easterly aspect 
tend to give best climbing conditions in early to mid winter. 

Creag an Fhithich: 
Felinity - 12Sm II1III. G.E. Little. 14th November, 1993. 
Start well right of the centre of the crag where a low snow ledge runs out to the right. 
Follow the ledge for about ISm to below a shallow groove. Climb the turfy groove 
to reach an obvious small pinnacle on the right. Traverse right, then follow a ramp 
to reach an easy angled tapering snowfield. Ascend this to a pointed block, then 
climb a short section of mixed ground to the top of the crag. 

Cool for Cats- 12Sm VI, S. G .E. Little, C. Schaschke (alt). 27th November, 1993. 
The general line of this route can be identified by an obviou trun chimney, just 
below mid height, near the centre of the crag. To the right of the lowest point of the 
crag are two weJl-defined corners with a big block roof between them at ISm. Start 
farther right at a vague open groove (calli near with the aforementioned chimney). 
1. 4Sm. Climb the vague open groove which proves a lot harder than it looks (poor 
protection) to grun a better defined turfy groove. Follow this to belay about Srn 
below the thin chimney. 
2. 2Sm. Move right and climb an icy slab to under the right end of an overhang 
where protection can be arranged. Step right around the edge to the base of a turf
filled crack (running roughly parallel to the thin chimney). Climb tills to a tiny ledge 
below a band of small overhangs. 
3. 2Sm. Step left and up to good protection under a roof (tills provides an alternative 
belay for pitch 2). Move left into a turfy groove and follow it to a ledge on the left. 
4. 30m. Easy-angled snow leads to the top of the crag. 

Cataract - 8Sm IV, 4 . C. Bonington, G.E. Little (aJt). 19th March, 1994. 
The obvious wide icefaJl, left of centre, just below a low band of roofs running out 
left. 
I . 40m. Climb a short ice step, then up to below the mrun icefall. Ascend tills to take 
a good, but exposed, rock belay on the left before the top of the 3tccpcst scction. 
2. 4Sm. Step right, then climb steep ice to a rock overlap. Move right into a groove. 
Ascend this, then up an easier-angled snow scoop to belay at a big block on the left. 

BEN NEVIS, AONACHS, CREAG MEAGHAIDH 

BEN NEVIS, North East Buttress: 
C. Stead notes that the start of Newbigging's 80-minute Route is some 200m 
downhlll from the ledge leading out to the First Platform of North East Buttress, not 
4Sm (p64 of the new guide) . On p67, route 8 on the diagram should be 8a, 
Newbigging's Far Right Variation. 
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Orion Face: 
Orion Directissima - 37Sm VI, S. S. Richardson, R. Webb (AL). 16th April, 1994. 
A sustained climb to the right ofOrion Direct, starting up Beta Route, and finishing 
up the prominent curving corner in the Orion headwall. Although many of the 
pitehe3 haye been climbed before, the complete route i ~ a logical line and the mo~t 
direct route up the face. 
1, 2. 90m. Climb Beta Route to a stance just right of the Basin. 
3. SOm. Step right, and follow wide icy grooveD on the right aide of a rooky rib to 
belay below the Second Slab Rib. 
4, 5. 90m. Turn the Second Slab Rib on the right, then trend back right by icy 
grooves to a snowfield (as for Orion Direct). 
6. SOm. Climb the cnowfield and ctep right to belay below the steep bow shaped 
corner on the right side of the head wall. 
7. 4Sm. Climb the corner to its top. An excellent pitch. 
8. SOm. Finish easily up snow to the top. 

Indicator Wall: 
Shot in the Foot - 50 V, 4. J.L. Bermudez, N. Wilson. 4th April, 1995. 
A icefall tarting on the left wall of Gardyloo Gully below the chockstone. 

Gardyloo Buttress: 
Murphy's Route - l30m VI, 6. R.G. Webb, A. Shand. March, 1983. 
Between Kellet' c Route and Smith'c Route iD a chort, icy groove. 
I . SOm. Climb the groove to ite cnd, then up cteop mixed ground to a challow cave 
beneath the icicle fringe hanging down from Smith'c Route Left Hand. Pull out 
through the overhang above to a preoarious belay on Smith's Route. 
2. 30m. Continue steeply trending left to the foot of Augean Alley. 
3. SOm. Finish up Augean Alley. 

Douglas Boulder: 
Note: D.F. Lang and C. Stead repeated the North West Face of the Douglas 
Boulder, unaware of ite earlier accent, and concidered the grade of IV, 5 to be a 
:;ub:;tantial undergrading. Certainly V. Two French partiea alw climbed the route 
and commented their agreement in the hut book. 

West Face: 
lacknife - 90m Severe. D.M. Jenkins, C. Stead. 23rd July, 1994. 
This climbs the V -groove with twin parallel cracks 30m right of the Cutlass corner. 
I. SOm Climb slabs to the base of the groove. 
2. 2Sm Climb the groove, finishing by the right-hand crack to a grass ledge. 
3. ISm Climb a crack with a loose flake and move right to the South West Arete. 

Walking Through Fire - 130m VS. D.M. Jenkins, C. Stead. 23rd July, 1994. 
Climbs the groove system just right of Cutlass. 
1. 40m 4b Climb slabs to the ledge below the Cutlass corner. 
2. 2Sm 4b Traverse left along the ledge to its end. Climb the groove above, avoiding 
a 1003e block on the right and move left into a parallel groove which is climbed to 
a stance below an inverted V -overhang. 
3. 2Sm 4b Step down right and climb the overhanging wall to easier ground and a 
belay some way up a long V -groove. 
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4. 40m 4b Continue up the groove, avoiding the final chimney on the left arete. 
Move right past dangerously -loose blocks to the SW Arete. 
Note: It would be safer for the leader to belay at the top of the groove to avoid the 
risk of stonefall to the second, as happened on the first ascent. 

Secondary Tower Ridge: 
The Gutter- llOm IV, 4. R. Webb, S. Richardson (AL). 8th April , 1995. 
The summer line regularly forms a prominent icefall on the right side of Glover's 
Chimney. Low in the grade. Start by climbing Glover' s Chimney for 80m and belay 
at the foot of the icefall. 
1,2. 60m. Bear right to where the icefall steepens and climb it to its top (easiest on 
the left). 
3. SOm. Continue up snow slopes to finish below the final steepening on Tower 
Ridge. 
D.M. Jenkins and C. Rowland note that they made a winter ascent probably of this 
line in the early 1970s. 

Number Two Gully Buttress: 
The Blue Horizon - lOOm IV, 4. S. Richardson, R. Webb (AL). 8th April, 1995. 
A worthwhile ice climb taking the easiest line in the centre of the steep head wall 
above the traverse of Raeburn' s Easy Route. Start 25m right of Le Panthere Rose 
below a short steep icefall. 
1. SOm. Climb the icefall and continue up the gully on the right to an easing in angle. 
2. SOm. Follow ice runnels up and right to the cornice. This was outflanked by a 70m 
traverse left to finish just right of Tower Ridge. 

Creag Coire na Ciste: 
Place Your Bets-lOOm V, 6+. J. Blyth, J. Briel ; G. Perroux, D. Colin. 12th April, 
1994. 
The obvious 40m overhanging icefall to the right of Wendigo. Seldom forms . 

South Trident Buttress: 
Rien Ne Va Plus - 50m V,S . G. Perroux, J. Blyth. 10th April, 1994. 
Prominent icefall on the right as you head up Number Four Gully. Seldom forms. 
Short vertical walls. 

Jubilee Buttress: 
Mega Reve - 60m V,S. G. Perroux et al. 4th April, 1994. 
Climb a narrow chimney to the left of Jubilee Climb, then snow and a short steep 
icefall , belay on left. Move up and left leading to the base of the central of three 
vertical icefalls. Climb this. 

North Trident Buttress: 
Note: In the description ofFifties Revival (SMCJ 1994, p488), pitch 2 should read: 
'Climb the wall 2m left of a bulging crack. ' 

Carn Dearg Buttress: 
The Bewildabeast - 130m VI, 6. M. Garthwaite, A. Wainwright. 21st March, 1995. 
A superb route up ice and grooves to the right of Gemini featuring the most 'out 
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there ' ice on the Ben on the top pitch. Better and harder than Gemini. Start halfway 
up Waterfall Gully at the base of a corner just above and to the right of the large 
detached flake of Gemini . 
1. 30m. Climb the ice smear that forms down the left wall of the corner until it runs 
out at a steep wall. Traverse a thin ledge rightwards to a small ledge in the corner, 
then climb a short chimney to a larger ledge and belay. 
2. 35m. Climb the thin corner, over a small roof, then move right into the base of 
another corner. Climb this moving over another roof and belay at a small ledge on 
the right. 
3. 20m. Climb the very thin groove in the arete above (to the right of the main 
corner), then move right slightly to another short corner. Belay on the terrace below 
the final wall. 
4. 45m. Climb the thin tongue of ice above and then move left on to the main icefall 
and direct to the top. 

STOB BAN, Central Buttress: 
Rampant - 250m IV, 4. D. Hanna, S. Kennedy. January, 1995. 
Takes a line between Bodice Ripper and Skyline Rib on the large triangular face. 
Climb to the prominent left-slanting ramp and follow this until it fades (Bodice 
Ripper leaves the ramp at this point). Move up on to another ramp above and follow 
this to within 20m of the buttress edge. Another narrow ramp leads up steeply 
rightwards below the crest of the buttress. A steep step leads on to the narrow ramp 
which is followed fortwo pitches. A steep leftwards traverse across a small buttress 
leads to the buttress edge to finish just below the top of the Triad gully. Finish up 
the ramp of Triad. 

South Buttress: 
North Ridge Route - 150m IV, 4. S. Kennedy, A. Nelson. 29th January, 1995. 
At the lower end of the steep central wall near the foot of South Gully are two corner 
lines. Climb the left-hand corner for 35m, then move out right to belay just short 
of the ridge (50m). Continue to the ridge which leads easily to a finish very close 
to the summit. 

AONACH MOR, Coire an Lochain: 
President 's Buttress- 120m ill. S. Richardson, J. Ashbridge (AL). 4th December, 
1994. 
The slabby buttress left of Hidden Gully. Start roughly in the centre and follow the 
well-defined depression and groove system to reach easier ground and the top. 

Sprint Gully - 120m ill. S. Richardson, C. Cartwright (AL). 8th January, 1995. 
The wide gully/depression to the left of President's Buttress leads to the plateau in 
three pitches, with the second one providing a steep crux. 

Ribbon on Edge - 120m IV, 6. S. Richardson, C. Cartwright (AL). 8th January, 
1995. 
The elegant arete to the right of Hidden Gully. 
l. 30m. From the foot of Hidden Gully, a break leads right on to a platform on the 
front face of the buttress. Climb the groove on the right (crux), and continue to a 
good ledge. 
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2. 45m. Cljmb straight up the turfy wall above the belay to gain the crest of the arete. 
Follow this, turnjng two towers on the right. 
3. 45m. Climb easily up the final arete to reach the summit snow slope. 

Maneater- 90m V, 5. S. Richardson, R. Webb (AL). 14th January, 1995. 
The prominent wide gully between the buttresses taken by White Shark and 
Gondola with the Wind. A good direct line. 
1. 50m. Climb the gully to where it steepens at an overhung cave. Thin ice on the 
left wall (crux) leads to a groove and belay. 
2. 40m. Climb steep ice dj recti y above the belay to reach the top groove (previously 
climbed by Tinsel Town) and the plateau. 

An CuI Choire: 
South Spur- 150m IV, 4. S. Kennedy, S. Thlrgood. 21st December, 1994. 
The left (south) side of the prominent buttress containing Aonach Seang comprises 
three distinct buttresses. This route climbs the largest left hand buttress finishing 
close to the neck just below the plateau. 

Start at the lowest point of the buttress and climb easy ground up leftwards to a 
narrow ramp wruch leads to a belay on the buttress edge. Climb up and leftwards 
into a vague depresion left of the buttress edge. Continue in two pitches over short 
steps and a steep corner on the left to the easier upper slopes. Finish along the ridge 
leading to the neck. 

Bishop's Rise - 80m IV, 5. P. Moores, A. Nelson. 8th February, 1995 . 
A small prominent buttress juts out from the back wall of the coire close to the 
Aonach MorlBeag col. A two-tiered icefall forms down the buttress with a wide 
terrace splitting the two pitches. 

AONACH BEAG, North Face: 
The following two routes may coincide somewhat? 
Dragonfly - 200m IIl. M. Duff. January, 1994. 
Start40m right of Mayfly where a wide gully leads to an iceflow (similar to the start 
of Mayfly) . Climb tills and then break left up a small, steep ice pitch. Move up the 
broken ridge overlooking the upper section of Mayfly and mixed upper face. 

Queen 's View - 250m IIl. P. Moores, A. Nelson. 8th February, 1995. 
In the centre of the north face, on the area between Mayfly and King's Ransom, is 
a snow basin. Grun trus via a runnel. Exit the basin by a narrow gully wruch leads 
directly to the highest point of the face. 

BINNEIN SHUAS: 
Squeezy - 85m IV, 4. P. Amphlett, M. Sinclair. 25th January, 1995. 
Climbs the bottom fault of the summer route Second Prize (below the Terrace). 
Involves an interesting thrutch under a chockstone. 

Fairy Liquid - 85m Ill. M. Sinclair. February, 1994. 
Climbs the bottom fault of Ea tern Chimney (below the Terrace). 
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CREAG MEAGHAIDH, Raeburns Gully Buttress: 
Do What Thou Wilt - 200m IV, 4. A. Powell , S. Grayson. 12th March, 1994. 
Start on the left side of the buttress behind a small tower. Climb the bay and take 
the obvious unlikely-looking ramp running across and through the roofs (excellent 
pitch). Head right, then climb a short wall to easier ground. The groove in the 
(avoidable) buttress 80m higher up also goes well at V, 6. Traversing right now 
leads straight to the foot of Smith's Gully. 

MONADHLIA TH, Carn Dearg, Loch Dubh Crag: 
Tunnel Vision - 110m Ill. B. Findlay, D. Riley, R. Ross, G. Strange. 3rd January, 
1995. 
Climbs the left edge of Wee Team Gully. 
I. 50m. Start immediately left of the gully and climb short walls and vegetation to 
an obvious rock pillar on the skyline. 
2. 40m. Continue up the corner on the left to blocks below the plateau. 
3. 20m. Climb either the steep wall on the left or a through-route in the blocks to 
the right. 

BEN ALDER, North face, Maiden Crag: 
Tour d' Alder - 300m il A. Nisbet. 22nd April, 1995. 
Near the right edge of the crag is a big shallow gully which curves left in its top half. 
This is the route. A steep ice pitch near the start was avoided on the left but in colder 
conditions would be climbed - probably Grade ill. 

GLENCOE 

BUACHAILLE ETIVE MOR, Creag a' Bhancair, 
Curtairean Mairtjheoil- 35m E6 6a. G. Farquhar, C. Carolan. 27th July, 1990. 
A serious pitch, climbed on sight, up the wall between Twilight Zone and 
Meatbeater. Start below the grey groove 5m left of the red groove of Twilight Zone. 
Climb the groove and rightward-slanting diagonal crack through the bulge to join 
·Carnivore (protection). Step right and climb directly up the steep wall above to a 
good ledge. Continue up and right to the peg belay. 

Conga Reel - 50m E3/4 6a. R. Anderson, C. Anderson. 8th August, 1994. 
In the middle of the right-hand section of the crag, there are three parallel cracklines 
- close together - slanting up the wall. The rightmost, Cayman, is the biggest. The 
central crack is taken by Walk with Destiny after starting up Cayman. This route 
takes the leftmost crack. Start at a tree just below and left of the line. 
1. 25m 6a. Climb the crack to a grass ledge. 
2. 25m 5b. Step up into the groove behind the belay, swing out right and continue 
to join Cayman and Walk with Destiny at the large grass ledge. Continue up scrappy 
ground to the tree belay at the foot of the chimney on Cayman. Either continue as 
for Cayman or 50m abseil. 

BIDEAN NAM BIAN, Gearr Aonach, East Face: 
Mimsy - 120m IV. P. Moores, A. Paul. 24th January, 1995. 
Follow the summer line. 
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BEINN FHADA, North Face: 
Ice Gearr - 250m ill. P. Harrop, P. Moores. 13th February, 1992. 
Follows the obvioUG water coume immediately right of the no~e. Start at about 
400m. 

AONACH DUBH, East Face: 
Basin Chimney - lOOm IV. P. Moores, A. Paul. 25th January, 1995. 
Follow the summer line. 

Diamond Buttress: 
Diamond Edge - 130m IV, 5. M. Robson, B. Ottewell. 14th April, 1994. 
Start just at the narrows in the left branch of Central Gully, just before the top of 
Collie's Pinnacle. 
1. 50m. Climb ice and turf in a continuous groove for 20m. Step left across a large 
block and climb ice above trending left to easy snow. 
2. 35m. Move up and right to belay below three short, icy grooves. 
3. 45m. Move up and climb either groove, then trend right up mixed ground to the 
top. 

Church Door Buttress: 
Redemption -75m VI, 6. R. Anderson, R. Milne. 13th February, 1994. 
Climbs the obvious groove just around the buttress crest, some 75m up Central 
Gully from the start of Crypt Route. 
1. 30m. Climb the groove, first on the left, then on the right via a small recess to an 
casing. Step across left and continue up the groove to pull around a snow crest to 
a bay. 
2. 45m. Step right and climb a stepped groove to a bay and continue up a GhallO'.v 
left trending groove to the top. 

West Top of Bidean: 
The Fang -75m V, 6. B. Ottewell, I. Sutton. 26th March, 1994. 
The prominent gully separating Bishop' G ButtreGG and the cteep buttre~G of 
Twilight. 
1. !JOm. Climb the iced corner exiting right at the icicle (the Fang). Move up over 
bulges to belay in a large cave. Thin ice on the left wall may have been essential. 
2. 35m. TraverGe left and climb the Gteep ice wall moving back right to the gully 
line. Exit by an icy corner and bulge on the left. The right cxit may be slightly easier. 

Surely - 60m IIIIII. 1. Sutton, B. Ottewell. 24th March, 1994. 
ThiG route lies on the left wall of HouIglaGs Gully. Start 25m up the gully. Climb 
ice into a shallow gully leading to a rocle wall (!JOm). Mixed climbing up a corner 
leads to the top (20m). 

BEINN A' BHEITHIR, Sgorr Dhonuill: 
Thirty Nine Steps - lOOm IV, 6. S. Kennedy, A. Nelson. 18th February, 1995. 
This good route lies on the steep granite buttress high up on the left (south) side of 
the north-most coire (GR 027 563). The buttress is approx . lOOm left of the left
most of two wide gullies at the head of the coire. Start up a prominent corner line 
near the centre just left of a steep wall. Climb the corner for 10m, then traverse out 
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leftwardG along an obvioUG lodgo for 5m to reach a Ghort ~teep corner. Climb the 
corner (crux), then move back right above and continue up a chimney to a ledge 
(~5m) . TravefGe a few metrOG loft to a groove which lead~ back up rightwards into 
the main corner line. Follow the corner to easier ground above (55 m). 

TRILLEACHAN SLABS: 
Take Your Chances - 120m E2. C. Stead, D.F. Lang. 14th May, 1994. 
This route lies on the left side of the upper slabs, left of Dan. Start at the foot of the 
leftmost of the three right-facing corners. 
1. ~5m 5c. Climb the corner (wet, RP runner~) to reach holdG leading right then Icft 
back into the continuing groove which leads to a stance. . 
2. ~Om 5b. Climb tho groove to a finger eraclc, Gtep right and climb the slab to two 
~mall over/ape with a heather mouGtache. TraverGe the mouGtaohe right and gain a 
fault line via three tiny finger poclcetG which leads to a flake belay. 
3. 35m 5b. Climb tho Glab to a large overlap, traverse left and gain a dirty corner, 
climbed on its right wall to ledges (thread and spike belay). Three abseils to the 
path. 

STOB COIR' AN ALBANNAICH: 
Unnamed - 70m IIIIII. S. Kennedy. 26th March, 1994. 
A nice icefall falls directly from the summit down into the north coire. Climb the 
icefall and vague depression above to the summit. An easy gully 30m to the left 
provides a convenient descent into the coire. 

BEN STARA V, Stob Coire Dheirg: 
Desperate Dan - 175m rn, 4. 1. Dillon, M. Sinclair. 25th January, 1995 . 
Situated on the right-hand buttrecc of three, to the right of Shadow Groove, 
following an obvious gully fault. 
1. 25m. Up steep snow to a chockstone barrier. Surmount this at the right-hand side 
where the chockGtone meeW the clab. Continue up until a short steep thigh width 
crack bars access to the gully continuation above. 
2. 25m. Thrutch up the crack and pull over into the gully. Continue up and belay 
'to the left of the gully exit slot. 
3. 50m. Up right through the clot and over Ghort steep ~teps to easy ground. 
Scramble to the ridge (75m). 

ARDGOUR, GARBH BHEINN, South Wall of Great Ridge, 
The Contender - 50m E3/4 5c. R. Anderson, C. Anderson. 11th August, 1994. 
Excellent climbing up the wall between Pincer and White Hope. Start in the centre 
of the wall beside White Hope, at an embedded pointed boulder. Take plenty draws 
and wires, particularly in the Rock 1-5 range. 
1. 50m. Climb directly to the right end of a chort, Icft slanting crack at 6m and 
follow thiD to gain a jug up on the left. Move up to a large round pockct, step \eft, 
olimb the thin cracldine and continue directly above into a groove, acce33 to which 
ic barred by a boldish hard move over a double bulge. At the top of the groove an 
awkward move over a bulge gainG a rampline beneath the hcadwall. Follow the 
ramp a chort way, then Gwing out right and climb the short crack up the left side of 
the head wall to reach ledges and a wide groove. Climb the niche on the left, swing 
out left on to the rib and follow the club to a thin graGGy ledge ju~t below the top. 
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North Buttress: 
Too Old to be Bold - !lam V. Diff. E. Fraser, A. Keith. 3rd October, 1993. 
The climb is located at the extreme left side of the crag, just right of the 'unnamed 
gully' p338, Glen Coe Guide. A good line on generally clean, sound rock. 
1. 3Sm. Climb through steep slabs, making an initial traverse right for Srn into a V
groove, then follow this up, trending slightly left, past an awkward move at 20m, 
to a belay stance. 
2. 3Srn. Climb up and left by slabG and crackG to the elCpoGed edge overlooldng the 
unn:uned gully, then follow the edge over caGier angled slabs to a niche below a 
steepening. 
3. 40m. Climb steeper rock out of the niche for ISm, then scramble to the top. 

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS 

BEINN AN DOTHAIDH, North East Coire: 
Valhalla - ISOm IV, S. S. Dicken, H. Pell. 29th January, 1994. 
Climbs an icefall starting approx . lam right of Haar. 
I . SOm. Climb the icefall and belay on the right in the narrow gully above. 
2. SOm. Trend right and climb &teep rock and ice bulgeG to belay at the foot of the 
summit snow cone. 
3. SOm. Climb the snow cone to the summit. 
Note: The route waG repeated, unaware of the earlier aGcent, by M. Reed and M. 
Sawyers on 13th February, 1994. They note that the amount of ice varies greatly 
and some years isn' t there. They graded rv, 4, which looks right on the photo 
provided, but also there was much less ice in January. 

THE COBBLER, South Peak: 
S-Crack - V, 7. I. Taylor, C. Lyon. 20th March, 1994. 
Climb the summer route in two pitches. Well protected. 

North Peak: 
Right-Angled Chimney - IV, S. A. Forsyth, B. Goodlad. 2Sth February, 1994. 
By the summer route. 

Wild Thing - 40m ES 6b. R. Campbell, P. Thorburn. 20th July, 1994. 
'The true fini Gh to PunGter'G Crack' . Start up Puncter' c Craclc but continue 'without 
belaying up the impending crack. The off-width section is the crux (Camalot 4 very 
useful) but a r€Gt can be contrived in the clot before a Gpectacular climax is achieved 
pulling on to the slab. Led on sight (second visit). 

Trans-Am Wheel Arch Nostrils - 40m E4 6a. M. Garthwaite. 20th July, 1994. 
St:m up the first corner ofPunGter' G, then Gtraight up the wide crack to just before 
the step around on the second pitch of Punster's. Climb the steep groove to the right 
of the wide crack of Wide Country and pull on to the slab (crux) . Easy to the top. 

North Peak, South Face, Great Gully Area: 
Gimcanna - lOSm VI, 7. R. Anderson, R. Milne. 2nd January, 1994. 
A good route based on the summer line of Gimcrack. Start as for North Rib Route 
some 7m right of the entrance to Great Gully, at a steep shallow recess. 
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l. 3Sm. Climb the recess and the groove on the right to easy ground leading to a 
ledge. Move left into Great Gully and go up thi~ a ~hort way to beneath an obvious 
V-corner. 
2. 30m. As for Gimcrack, up the corner to a ledge (possible belay) and ascend the 
bulging crack to a spacious ledge. 
3. 10m. Move up and where Gimcrack travercec the flake away left, continue 
~traight up the left side of a huge block to roach a challow fault leading to the top. 

North Rib Route - 90m V, 7. R. Anderson, C. Anderson, D. McCallum, R. Milne. 
4th January, 1993. 
FollOWG the Gummer line, a flmt rate climb with good ~ituations . Start wme 7m 
right of the entrance to Great Gully, at a steep shallow recess. 
l. ISm. Climb the recess and groove on the right to easy ground leading to a ledge 
and a belay on the right. 
2. 3Sm. Move up into the obvious square cut recess, stand on the obvious block on 
the left and travorGe round left, then up to the edge overlooldng Great Gully. Climb 
~traight up to Glabby ground leading to a belay on the chocks tone runner on the third 
pitch of Gimcanna. 
3. 40m. Move bacle right, climb a Ghort otep via a nose, then go right and climb a 
steep crack up the right side of a huge block to finish up the shallow fault of 
Gimcanna. 

Great Gully Groove - 9Sm. IV, 6. R. Anderson, R. Milne. 27th December, 1994. 
ClimbG the ob ... ioUG groovo immodiately beoide North Rib Route, ~tarting 10m right 
of that route. 
1. 20m. Climb a Ghort Gtep into a ohallow bay and oontinue up and c1ightly left to 
belay as for North Rib Route. 
2. 3Sm. Climb the obviouo groove up on the left. North Rib Route goe~ out left on 
to the rib after the initial block. Near the top of the groove swing out left around a 
roof ., ... ith a chocleGtone and continue up the craok to belay as for North FJb Route. 
3. 10m. Continue ao for North Rib Route or move left and finish a~ for Gimcanna. 

Lulu - 9Sm. IV, 6. R. Milne, R. Anderson. 27th December, 1994. 
Climbs the groove just to the right of Great Gully Groove sharing its first pitch. 
l. 20m. As above. 
2. Enter the bay above as for the previous two routes, then pull out right and climb 
a 3hallow groo ... e to bclay ben oath a Ghortcomor. Up on tho loft the chort rib of North 
Rib Route provides an easier flni oh for thooe wiching to maintain the s~ndard of 
the route. 
3. 40m. Climb the short corner, and swing out beneath the capping block and gain 
the ledge. The crack on the left is taken by the other routes hereabouts. Instead climb 
the blunt arete to gain the top. 

CREAG THARSUINN, Sugach Buttress: 
Pulpit Grooves - 20Sm VI, 7. R. Anderson, D. McCallum, R. Milne. 8th January, 
1994. 
An excellent line approximating the summer route up the prow of the buttress. Start 
on the terrace beneath a groove, juct right of tho corner in the lowest rocks. 
I. 4Sm. Climb the groove and pull out left on to the right end of the terrace. Move 
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up to the central of three possible lines. A small bush beckons from the easy ground 
ahead, head for this, then continue up the prominent groove over a steepening to 
belay below another steepening. 
2. 30m. Continue up the groove to gain the right side of the Pulpit. 
3. 35m. Just left of the edge and above the belay is a short steep groove. Climb it 
(Original Buttress Route et al are assumed to take the easier groove on the left) and 
follow easier ground up the blunt crest to the start of the knife-edged arete. 
4. 45m. Climb the arete and ensuing easy ground to the top of the buttress. 
5. SOm. Cross the neck (don't fall down Maclay 's Chimney!) and climb easily to 
the top . 

V Groove, Variation Start - IV,S. D. MacLardie, G. Szuca. 23rd February, 1994. 
Start Srn left of the normal winter start, below an obvious right-slanting corner. 
Follow the right edge of the slabby wall via a crack until a hard move right on to 
the arete gains a small niche. Follow the short ramp above until possible to move 
on to a large ledge. Follow the right edge of the slab above to a large block belay. 
Traverse rightwards to the original route below the final bulge. This was climbed 
and the shallow chimney above. 

BEINNIME: 
Unnamed - 170m V, 6. S. Richardson, C. French, T. Prentice. 21st January, 1995. 
The steep buttress to the right of Ben 's Fault. 
1. SOm. As for Ben's Fault to belay in a cave beneath a steep triangular wall. 
2. 30m. Follow Ben's Fault for ISm, then break outon to the slabby buttress on the 
right and belay in the right-hand of twin turfy grooves. 
3. 20m. Climb the groove to a ledge beneath the headwalJ. 
4. 30m. The headwall is cut by two prominent grooves. Move up and left into the 
left-hand groove and climb this for ISm to where it overhangs. Move Srn right along 
a turfy break and step into the top of the right-hand groove. Climb this to a good 
stance. 
5. 40m. Continue up short walls and grooves to the crest of the buttress and the top. 

Friday the Twelfth - l30m IV,S. A. Ogilvy, E. Robertson. 12th January, 1995. 
A route right of Buttress Route. 
1. Start at the lowest rocks on the buttress just left of a small recess. Climb the wall 
direct to the base of a prominent chimney. 
2. Climb the chimney to belay under a groove on the top right of the terrace. 
3. Gain the groove strenuously and follow to a second terrace. Move up and left to 
a thread belay on the left under an undercut corner. 
4. Climb the corner and continue on easier ground to the top. 

MULL OF KINTYRE: 
Graham Little with Kevin Howett, Bob Reid and Bill Skidmore have climbed more 
than 50 new routes on the schist outcrops of the Mull of Kintyre. Mainly single
pitch climbs ranging from Severe to E4, many of good quality and great character 
in an attractive setting. Full descriptions in the new edition of the Arran, Arrochar 
and Southern Highlands Guide due out late 1996. 
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ARRAN 

BEINN T ARSUINN, Full Meed Tower: 
Baron Samedi - 50m HVS. A. Fraser, K. Douglas. July, 1994. 
An Arran off-width, although not the most brutal of its type. Directly underneath 
the main tower are slabs. At the left end of these slabs is a prominent off-width 
crack. A gritty and somewhat vegetatious start leads to a traditional struggle up the 
off-width into a niche (25m 5a). Climb the overhang above to a ledge, then the 
continuation crack above (25m 5a). 

Flat Iron Tower: 
Corbie Steps - 30m V. Diff. K. Douglas, A. Fraser. July, 1994. 
The 'ancients ' recorded routes on the right-hand tower. The middle tower is a fine, 
narrow pinnacle. Climb this by its frontal face. Enjoyable. 

Meadow Face: 
Meadow Slabs - N . P. Hyde, G. Szuca. 15th January, 1994. 
Follows the summer line. Climbed during a thaw; should drop a grade in better 
conditions. 
Note: Boggle: G. Szuca and A. Wren did not avoid the through route by choice 
(SMCJ 1992). It was partially blocked, possibly by rockfall, and future ascenders 
are recommended to carry an ice axe to attempt clearance. 

CIR MHOR, South Face: 
Sou 'wester Slabs - V, 6. A. Forsyth, B. Goodlad, J. Turner. 10th April, 1994. 
Winter ascent by the summer route. 

Coire na h-Uaimh, Lower Slabs: 
The Key - 115m HVS. G.E. Little. 15th October, 1994. 
Start at an elongated pocket to the right of a large, pointed block beneath the slabs 
(between Hode On and Po1hode). 
I. 45m 4c. Climb straight up a clean slab to below the overlap. Step right on to a 
projecting block. On the slab above a thin flake runs out left. Ignore this and climb 
straight up a slight rib on small pockets and dimples to a wide heather ledge. 
2. 30m 5a. Climb a clean slab in two steps (a perched block lies to the left) to a small 
turf patch left of a small corner. An incipient crack runs out left. Follow it for 3m, 
then climb boldly up a steep slab, on minimal holds, to gain a keyhole thread belay 
just above a big crumbly flake. 
3. 40m 4a. Ascend the pocketed slab above the belay, then cross an overlap to gain 
a thin rock crevasse Goining Polhode). Move slightly right, then climb straight up 
the centre of a narrow slab to finish . 

SANNOX BEACH, Conglomerate Crag (SMCJ 1991): 
Sci-Fi - E2 5c. G. Szuca. May, 1994. 
On the second sandstone buttress on the right past the crag. Start 2m right of the in 
situ peg. Climb to the peg and pull over the roof leftwards. Finish rightwards to a 
good tree. 
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Fallen Rocks (NS 006483): 
Howk Howk - VS 4c/5a. G. Szuca. 28th May, 1994. 
At the right side of the rocks there is an obvious orange sandstone buttress. The 
route follows the obvious groove finishing by an interesting move in a good 
position through the top bulge. Round the corner is a shallow cave with a slabby 
right wall. Two VS routes were climbed on thi s wall by G. Szuca. 

BEINN NUIS: 
Nuis Chimney. J. lrving and F. Bennet note a free winter ascent of this route at IV, 
6. 

LOWLAND OUTCROPS 
GLASGOW SOUTH AND AYRSHIRE, Loudon Hill, West Face: 
Planet X - 12m El 5b. P. Brown, S. McFarlane. December, 1994. 
The corner immediately right of Sadist's Groove. 

THE GALLOWAY HILLS, Mullwharchar, The Tauchers: 
To the right of the Giants Staircase, situated between the two burns in the coire, is 
a broken area of hillside, identifiable by a pale concave slab at its foot and a tiered 
head wall at its top. 
Concave Slab - 30m HVS 5a. R. McAllister, A. Fraser. 10th May, 1994. 
The pale concave slab, the first feature encountered when approaching from Loch 
Doon. This route takes the shallow corner immediately left of the smoothest part 
of the slab, reached by the wall directly below the corner. 

Tiers/or Fears - 40m El 5b. R. McAllister, A. Fraser. 10th May, 1994. 
Good if avoidable climbing up the three tiered steeper side of the headwall. Start 
3m left of a boulder perched above the first tier. Climb the thin slab (crux) to gain 
a finger crack and the top of the first tier. Take the next two tiers directly by steep 
walls and cracks. 

Where Beagles Dare - 15m VS 4c. A. Fraser, R. McAllister. 10th May, 1994. 
About lOOm down and left of the headwall is a smaller steep wall. This route takes 
the left-hand crack system. 

Craigencallie, Flake Buttress: 
At the bottom corner of the buttress is a wide, vegetated crack with two starts 
(Raven Seek Thy Brother is the left start). Left of this is an undercut slab steepening 
into a wall, the steepest feature on the buttress. 

The Empty Quarter- 50m E2. A. Fraser, S. Mearns. 23rd June, 1994. 
A superb route giving unexpected and improbable climbing up the undercut slab 
and wall. Low in the grade. From the left end of the slab, traverse right into the 
centre of the slab above the initial overhang, then continue up the centre of the slab 
and wall, angle and difficulties increasing with height (30m 5b). From the left end 
of the ledge, traverse 5m left and climb a cleaned crack and slabs to the top (20m 
4a). 

Corbie Steps - 60m HVS. A. Fraser, K. Douglas. 6th July, 1994. 
A fine route taking a direct line up the buttress between the right start of the wide 
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crack and Cranium Edge. Start Srn right of the wide crack. Climb into a scoop at 
Srn, traverse right across the top of the scoop, then directly, crossing the diagonal 
fault of Cranium Edge to gain a steep corner. Up this, exiting left on to the wall, then 
up to gain a leftward trending grassy crack. Follow this for a couple of moves, then 
up the wall above to belay on a huge flake (30m Sa). Move left and up the centre 
of the wall (3m right of the wide crack) to a large grass ledge. Climb the steep wall 
at the back of the ledge, then slabs above to the top (30m 4b). 

Main Wall: 
Heinous Venus - 2Sm E3 Sc. R. McAllister, A. Fraser, W. Todd. 14th October, 
1994. 
The blocky shallow edge 3m right of the crack of Delta of Venus. A steep but 
civilised lower section leads to a blind and precarious crux. 

OddMortality-2SmE26a. A.Fraser,R. McAllister, W. Todd. I 4th October, 1994. 
Technical and well protected. To the right of the main wall is a huge roof, 
immediately to the right of which is a smooth corner. Climb this, then the bulge 
above. Continue up walls rightwards to the top. 

Dungeon of Buchan: 
Well worth the effort to get there. Do not walk straight across the bog. 

Dungeon Buttress: 
Take a double rack of Friends and tape up. 
Parcelo/Rogues, Variation to pitch J - 30m E3 6a. ** A. Shand, R.D. Everett. 17th 
July, 1994. An obvious challenge which, when dry, is a little easier than the original 
way. Climb the original route to the small ledge at the top of the crack. Make hard 
moves into the hanging niche above, then struggle up the impressive overhanging 
slot. 

Coo ran Buttress: 
Note: The Direct Finish to Heir Apparent is E3 Sc. ** Excellent climbing but leave 
your brain at home. The first pitch of Cyclopath is probably Sb. 

Craigencallie: 
Note: The Scottish atural Heritage warden points out that the bird restriction here 
hould run from the beginning of April to mid-July, not as stated in the guide. 

THE SOUTH-WEST SEA CLIFFS, Kiln 0' the Fuffock: 
Note: This crag provides some exciting adventures. Point Break is E2 6a.* Total 
Immersion is well worth its grade and stars. It is better to pre-clip the protection peg 
of Burning the Boats by climbing the corner to its right and leaning across to clip 
it. Then climb back down to the start of the hard climbing. If this is not done, the 
climbing is not well protected and worth ES. 

The Kiln: 
The Kiln is the grassy depression or hole inland from the main cliff and separated 
from the sea by an arch . The following two routes lie in the Kiln on the steep left 
side of the arch. 
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The Niche - 6m E2 Sc. M. Reed, R. McAllister. 26th June, 1994. 
The lefthand crack line. 
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Suggestive Digestive - 7m E3 6a. M. Reed, R. McAlIister. September, 1994. 
The right-hand crack. 

Money Head, Ecu Wall: 
The following two routes may coincide somewhat but Cash Flow Crisis was 
recei ved too late to check. 
Jug Jive - 20m El Sb. R.D. Everett, D. Gaffney. 3rd June, 1994. 
A good climb which is less fearsome than it appears. About lam left of Slot 
Machine is a hanging yellow prow with a grey overhanging recess to its left. Move 
rightwards into the recess, then cross its overhanging right wall on surprising holds 
to reach the yellow prow. Traverse acros the lip of the roofs to gain and climb the 
corner which lies left of the arete of The Root of all Evil. 

Cash Flow Crisis - ISm E2 6a. R. McAllister, D. McGimpsey. August, 1994. 
Fine athletic climbing over the lowest point of the overhang 6m left of the corner 
of Slot Machine. Above the roof finish straight up by easier climbing. 
Note: Slot Machine is VS 4c. The parking place identified in the guide has a new 
building on it. Since the farmer is extremely aggressive about people parking on his 
land, it would be better to park at the cross roads. 

Laggantalluch Head, Main Cliff: 
The Holy Grail - 3Sm HVS Sa. R. McAllister, D. McGimpsey, A. Fraser. 6lh 
October, 1994. 
The huge corner at the left edge of the slab gives superb and well protected 
laybacking and chirnneying. 

Lunch Bay: 
Truncheon Muncher - ISm E2 Sc. R. McAllister, A. Fraser, D. McGimpsey. 6th 
October, 1994. 
Thin chimneying up the wall right of Sciatic Nerve. Start 2m down and left of the 
large boulderjammed in the gully. Climb to the left end of the roofs, move left round 
a rib, then climb the wall above. 

Island Walls: 
PC Plummet-lam ElSb. R. McAlIister, D. McGimpsey, A. Fraser. 6th October, 
1994. 
A good although often wet route up the steep, cracked wall at the back of the gully 
between the two Island walls. 

Crammag Head, Lighthouse Walls: 
Firefly - lam HVS Sa. R.D. Everett, D. Gaffney. 3rd June, 1994. 
Start at the right hand end of the ledge. Climb the wall, keeping as close to the right 
arete as possible. 

Razamatazz - lam HVS Sa. R. Smith, A. Munro. 24th July, 1994. 
A djrect line up the middle of Hourglass Slab. Poorly protected. 
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Gabarunning Zawn: 
Note: Matador (25m, El 5c) was climbed. Details next year. 

Viking Zawn: 
Ultima Thule - 30m HVS 5a. A. Fraser, R. McAllister. 23rd May, 1994. 
A fine continuous route tackling the steep ground at the left end of the face, left of 
Ragnarok. Climb the initial 6m of the gully of the Four B's until it widens and it 
is possible to step righton to a slab. Climb this, then up a left-trending corner above. 
Continue directly to a roof, surmount this, then up the slab to the top roofs. These 
are split by a leftward fault (just left of Ragnarok), which is climbed to the top. 

Kittiwake Zawn: 
The steep south-facing wall of the zawn has a wide horizontal ledge at Sm. Down 
Under starts up the grey corner which springs from the right end of this ledge. To 
the right of this is another right facing corner, which starts as a wet overhanging 
chimney low down. Right again is the corner at the back of the zawn. The following 
route climbs the middle corner, starting at a sloping ledge where the wet chimney 
clo es. 
Violently Happy - 20m E3 6a. R. McAllister, S. Mearns. September, 1994. 
A magnificent impressive route, steep on large holds. Abseil to the sloping ledge. 
Climb a hort corner to a small ledge, then up to a roof (Friend 1). Climb the left 
side of this, then move slightly right (wall nut 3) up to an obvious hinged spike, then 
pull teeply up on large holds to a rest. Finish boldly up the wall above. 
Note: Down Under lies some IOm to the right of Stingray and is approached from 
the foot of that route. 

Carrick Walls: 
The Krapton Factor-10m Severe. M. Reed. April, 1994. 
The short steep wall right of Yosemite Sarn. 

Rocky Relations - 25m El 5b. S. Mearns, R. McAllister. 2Sth July, 1994. 
A very good route. Start just right of the pinnacle of Fragile Edge at a pod. Climb 
this, then follow cracks up the wall above. 

Maiden 's Stone - 20m V. Diff. M. Shaw. 17th April, 1994. 
This prominent sandstone stack is a geological landmark on the Berwickshire 
coa tline (OS sheet 67,967604). Walk southwards below the cliffs from Ross, near 
Burnmouth village. The stack is accessible on foot at lowish tide (west face). A 
series of three mantelshelves, each one harder and more guano-ridden, takes one 
on to the north ridge which is followed via another mantelshelf to the top. Best 
avoided during the nesting season. Wellies recommended. 

CENTRAL OUTCROPS, Cambusbarron West Quarry: 
The Assassin - 20m HVS 5a. G. Lennox, C. Adam. July, 1994. Climbs the dirty 
looking slab left of Cha via an overhanging crack on the left-hand side. A second 
ascent throughout El 5b. 

The Accomplice - 20m El 5b. G. Lennox, C. Adam. 9th April, 1995. 
Climb the corner below and right of the slab taken by The Assassin. Follow the 
diagonal crack round on to the slab and finish straight up. 
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Left Crack - El 5b. P. Brown, K. Archbold. August, 1994. 
On the left end buttress, immediately left of Cha. Jamming to a niche. Poor rock 
above. 

Wrong Crack - 20m. El 5a/b. P. Brown, K. Archbold. August, 1994. 
The right crack leading to the same niche. Very loose in places. 

Cherry Popping - 20m HVS Sa. C. Adam, G. Lennox. 8th April, 1995. This takes 
the small corner immediately right of Gobi Roof. Climb past two small trees and 
finish straight up. Despite the FA claim, it has previously been soloed. 

Frustration - ISm E2 6a. G. Lennox, C. Adam. 8th April , 1995. 
Takes the arete on the left of the main face. Climb up to a small ledge in a corner 
and reach round to a crack on the face. Climb straight up, finishing up Easy 
Contract. 

Bo's mantel- El 5b. C. Adam, G. Lennox. 25th July, 1994. 
Start up Easy Contract. Where this traverses left into a corner, move right and 
mantle on to a small ledge on the face. 

Crack Attack - E3 6a. G. Lennox, S. Baker. 8th August, 1994. 
Mantel on to a detached block, climb small pockets in cracks to an undercling and 
join Slot Shot after its rightward traverse. 

Decidedly Dodgy - 20m HVS Sa. G. Lennox, C. Adam. 9th April , 1995. 
In the back wall ofthe quarry 20m left of Scaresville is a solid-looking slab. Climb 
up left of this to a sloping ledge below the slab. Traverse right below the slab and 
up the right-hand side, finishing up the corner above. 

Bo 's Girdle-35mE25b. C. Adam, G. Lennox. 7th April , 1995. A diagonal traverse 
of the main face of the quarry. Start up Easy Contract and aim for the ledge on Not 
Easy Contract. Climb the layback crack until it is possible to step right. Traverse 
to the corner of Malky the Alky and round the arete; finish straight up. 

EDINBURGH OUTCROPS, Ratho Quarry: 
Wounded Knee - ISm F7a. 1. Taylor, S. Munro. 19th July, 1994. 
Climbs the excellent bolted arete between Wally 2 and Cornered . Start on the right 
side. At the second bolt, move awkwardly round to the left side, climb up, then 
swing back on to the arete to finish on large blocks. 

THE FAST CASTLE SEA CLIFFS, Fast Castle Head, The Soutar Area: 
Something Fishy - 20m VS. A. Matthewson, A. Hume. 12th September, 1993. 
An entertaining route up the prow right of the Second Sight descent chimney. 
1. 12m 4c. Flounder up a shallow chimney, past a constriction, to belay on a ledge 
at the base of an obvious wide crack. 
2. 8m 4c. Follow the crack steeply and muscle over ·the final overhang on giant 
holds. 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

A report from fon Tay/or extolling the virtues of Kiwi climbing. 

Cidday! '/\ large anticyclone cm'erG the South IGland of New Zealand and ie 
expected to bring fine weather for the next few days.' Ah, the words all N .Z. 
climbers love to hear, but rarely do, or at least if they do they are at work and not 
out in the mountainG enjoying the delighto of the majestic Southern Alps, 

But I should digress a little to explain the Scottish connection. My climbing 
career began when I moved to Peterhead and Gtaned to explore the sub Arctic 
Cairngorms and the sun-soaked Aberdeen sea cliffs with local guides, Wilson 
Moir, and Peterhend'c perennial Gunoeeker, Niall Ritchie. Knowledge and sblls 
gained in icy gullies and on perfect granite led to the European Alps. A restless need 
to cKplorc rungcG farther afield took me to New Zealand. I came here eight years 
ago, initially, coming on a whim to climb Mt. Cook, I had heard of nothing else, and 
then to return. But like GO many ex pats I Gtayed, enchanted by these uncrowded 
islands in the South Pacific. As the seasons here are ' back to front', those of you 
wiohing to eocape the Scottioh winter may like to consider changing your regular 
holidays from July/August and come over in December/January, our summer. It's 
perfectly fenGible to come hero in July and get good weather and climbing, cert:l.inly 
low freezing levels, but, of COUfGe, it'G winter Alpiniom, with short days and storms 
that can dump huge amounts of Gnow leaving in their wake a high avalanche danger. 

.Z. Alpinism is quite different from anything you will have experienced in 
Europe becauoe acceGO io often difficult and arduous. Long walk ins are the norm, 
carrying climbing boots and full bivvy gear. There may be a track through the bush 
and bridges acroGS the rivers but often it's an infrequently visited wilderness. 
Depending where and what you decide to climb you may be in for some bush
bashing through the tangled growth of temperate rainforest that receives even 
metres (25ft) of rain per year that will slow your progress to as little as one mile per 
hour. But don't let this put you off though, because some of the best mountaineering 
trips you will ever experience are to be found in these remote ranges. 

Perhaps one of the finest I can recall is the S.E. Ridge of Mt. Totoko and at 9042ft 
it is the highest summit in Fiordland. Three buttresses of perfect granite linked by 
onow areteo lead to the Gummit olopes. As you flow up the rock, holds :l.ppe:rring 
where you want, you can revel in the delight of continuous movement on 1I fine, 
exposed route. A true classic. 

Moving north of Fiordland National Park brings you into Mount Aspiring 
National Park. Named after the beautiful pyramidal glacial horn of Mt. Aspiring
the Matterhorn of the Southern Alps. This mountain draws climbers from all over 
the world and like its Swiss counterpart it seems to have a micro-climate of its own. 
Hard men can try the South Face, but perhaps the graceful, sweeping curve of the 
S.W. Ridge is the classical route. Be careful on the descent as the icy ramp on the 
N.W. Ridge has claimed many lives as jubilant climbers begin to relax after 
attaining its summit. 

But I expect most of you will head straight for Mt. Cook, N.Z.'s premiere Alpine 
Park. Here you will find extensive glaciers, and their associated moraines, and a 

High Peak, Mount Cook, New Zealalld. Photo: Jon Taylor. 

Nortlt Face of RanGdk RanG (6553m) in the Kinnaur Himalaya, Plw((}: (;'aha .'" , ;ttlp 
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wealth of routes to suit all grades of climbers. N.Z. rock is notoriously loose, it' s 
greywacke or 'Weetabix' to local climbers which sum up its qualities very well. 
Despite that, excellent rock does exist and it is usually noted in the guidebook. The 
red rock of the Malte Brun range provides cragging routes in an Alpine environ
ment. One ofN .z's 30 or 50 I O,OOO-footers- the magic number in N.Z. - Mt. Malte 
Brun (lO,350ft) has many routes on its firm, sunny north face. Descent is usually 
made via the West Ridge where you ' ll encounter the famous Cheval. As you 
straddle this sharp rocky arete one leg dangles down the south face, the other the 
north. 

N.Z.'s guidebooks are deliberately brief. They tell you where the route starts and 
goes, but little else, so that a spirit of adventure, and a little uncertainty, remains. 
Unwardened huts are scattered throughout the park, usually without blankets, but 
otherwise fully equipped with fuel and cooking utensils. A radio schedule in the 
evening gives the weather forecast and is a means of keeping a watch for overdue 
parties. 

The earliest attempts on Mt. Cook were in the 1880s via the Linda Glacier but 
progress up this easiest route to the summit was hampered because crampons were 
not used by N.Z. climbers. The high peak of Cook was first climbed by its North 
Ridge on Christmas Day 1894 by three Kiwis racing to beat the visiting English 
climber, Edward Fitzgerald, and his Swiss guide, Matthias Zubriggen. Piqued at 
missing out on N.Z.' s highest peak they cut steps up the elegant South (Silberhorn) 
Arete to the summitofMt. Tasman (11,475ft) the second highest mountain. As you 
climb up the hard ice look over your shoulder at the steep Balfour Face, which 
though short (600m) is an ice climber's challenge. Zubriggen eventually climbed 
Cook via a ridge on the extreme right of the East Face. A popular route much 
climbed but that has seen fatalities due to rockfall. 

The summit ofMt. Cook was dramatically changed in December 1991 when the 
East Face avalanched sending thousands upon thousands of tons of ice and rock 
roaring across the Grand Plateau down the Hochetetter Icefall, across N .Z.' s 
longest glacier (29km) and up the Malte Brun range on the other side. Last year, we 
climbed the sinuous sharp East Ridge, which merges into the enormous 2000m 
Caroline Face, to the middle peak of Cook and traversed to its new high peak, a 
precariously overhung piece of ice through which we could feel the reverberations 
of the ongoing rockfall down the East Face. 

The South Face of Cook is menaced by ice cliffs but the classic White Dreams 
takes a safe line to the left and leads to the low peak. Top this off with a traverse 
alongN.Z.'s highest mile and you'll be left with a big smileon your face for a while. 

I could go on and talk of the South Face of Hicks, if in condition it's another test 
piece, or its North Face, offering remote rock routes. But I have to stop somewhere. 
I can think of literally hundreds of trips, climbs, expeditions in the N .Z. Alps, but 
if I have imbued you with some of my enthusiasm for these mountains then that is 
enough. 

N.Z.' s mountains offer long snow and ice climbs, where you will rarely find 
another party on your route, though there may be someone else climbing on the 
same mountain . You probably won' t see them, and this enhances the virginal 
wilderness experience. There is unlikely to be footsteps to follow so reconnaissance 
and good mountaineering judgment can mean the difference between success and 
failure. A season spent in N.Z.'s Alps will make you a much more rounded, 
confident mountaineer ready for the greater ranges. 

South East Face ofDansketinde, Staunings A/ps, Green/and. Climber - Andy Hum e. Photo: Dave Ritchie. 
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New Zealand Tale 

Tom Weir writes:- Looking back on 50 years' membership of the SMC recalls 
memories of days joyous and sad that so many fine men have passed on; one in 
particular came to mind when glancing through the 1991 Journal. I read the In 
Memoriam tribute to Mike Low by Douglas Scott who went round Annapurna 
with him in 1977. In his potted biography of Mike I discovered that after 
evacuation from the Dunkirk Beaches, he was posted to Malaysia and Thailand, 
where he was wounded - escaped to India via Java and Ceylon, but was in action 
again in North Africa and the Italian campaigns - was awarded the MC after 
Cassino where he was wounded again and invalided to the UK, later becoming 
OCTU Chief Instructor with the rank of Major. As Douglas put it: 'It does not 
take much imagination to appreciate the character and resilience that goes with 
that sort of history.' 

The tale Mike told me, as we descended from Cam Eighe and Mam Sodhail 
on the 1984 sunny Easter Meet at Cannich, tells that he came from a good stable. 
It arose when I chanced to remark on the old-fashioned Raeburn-style ice axe he 
carried. Handing it over to let me feel its weight, he said: 'It 's an axe with a claim 
to fame. It made the third ascent of Mount Cook before ei ther of us was born. It 
was given to my father by the Rev. H.E. Newton who was with him when they 
made the summit in 1905. It was while my father was out climbing in New 
Zealand he met my mother and got engaged. He very nearly didn't make the altar. 
I'm here because he did.' 

The remarkable tale he told me is worth repeating for its survival interest. 
First though, a wee bit of background on Bob's father, who was born in 

Monifeith, in 1875, one of whose earliest recollections was of being roused from 
his bed on a wild December morning to see the gap in the Tay Railway Bridge 
following the disaster that cost the lives of90 passengers . Mike said: 'My great, 
great grandfather built the first steam locomotive for the Dundee and Newtyle 
Railway in 1831. My father joined the family business of J.F. Low & Co. which 
made jute machinery. He trained as an engineer, but went abroad to India, 
travelled a bit in South Africa and Canada and on to ew Zealand to join up with 
Dr James MacIntosh Bell , a well known geologist engaged on a survey of the 
South Island. My father married Dr Bell 's sister.' 

Now we come to the story behind the ice axe. Bob Low was a very experienced 
climber for those early days, and had decided to separate from his survey 
companion by crossing a pass at nearl y 9000ft known as Graham's Saddle, as the 
most direct way of getting to the Hermitage Hotel below Mount Cook. Although 
he didn't consider the crossing to be foolhardy, it was agreed that his companion 
should accompany him to the first glacier, watch to see he reached the Saddle 
safely, then he would make his way back to base. Bob said he would send a 
telegram from the Hermitage to let him know he had got there. 

Conditions were good. At lOam Bob was on the Saddle facing a steep descent 
to the glacier far below. The snow was just right for heeling down, but at a sudden 
change to icy surface he tried to brake with his axe, was over-balanced by the 
weight of his rucksack, and careered out of control until slowed down by rocks 
which halted his slidc just above a large crevasse which could have swallowed 
him up. 
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He had gashed his knee. His ankle was broken. The only way he could move 
was by propelling himself with his arms in a sitting position, and this he did until 
at last he unrolled his sleeping bag for a night on the glacier; Resuming in the 
morning of February 22 his strategy was to tie his pack to the climbing rope, 
crawl unencumbered to its full length, then pull the pack after him. That evening 
he reached a rock, and under its lee found shelter from the snow which fell 
steadily all next day forcing him to lie up. His food was fini shed. All he had now 
was a quarter-pound tin of cocoa. 

When he resumed, among stony moraines he had to crawl with the pack on his 
shoulders, but he reached the place he was making for, the De la Beche bivouac, 
where searchers would be sure to look for a missing man. It was night when he 
got there, and for the next six days survived by catching drips of water from the 
bivouac roof and mixing it with his diminishing supply of cocoa. Expecting to 
die, as no one came, he scratched some blood from his arm and on his map wrote 
his will in red. 

By this time , however, he was known to be missing and his wife to be had been 
told there was little hope of finding him alive. But what of the telegram, whose 
non-arrival should have sparked off a much earlier search party. Because of a 
breakdown in the telegraph service, and bad weather holding up travelling in the 
mountains, a full week had elapsed before there was real concern. It was the 
guides Peter Graham and Jack Clarke, who had been with Bob Low on Mount 
Cook, who climbed the moraine above the bivouac. 

Graham described hearing somebody calling. 'To our relief it was Mr Low. 
Clarke and I were so excited at finding he was alive we dashed over the rough 
boulders to the bivouac.' It was 4am. The rescuers had brought a homing pigeon 
to carry a message over the mountain to the Hermitage, and it flew bringing the 
good news that nobody expected. 

Until Mike Low told me his tale I had not realised how New Zealand and 
Scottish mountaineering had developed in parallel in the late 19th century when 
small groups of adventurous professional men began serious climbing for 
pleasure. In 1882 an Irishman, the Rev. W.S. Green, with a Swiss guide and a 
fellow Swiss made a bold bid for the top of Mount Cook and narrowly missed. 
Other parties attempted this heavily-glaciated mountain, but it was to be 12 years 
before it was climbed on Christmas Day 1894 by an all New Zealand party. 

To return to Mike Low, who joined the SMC in 1947. Here is an extract from 
a letter he sent me on October 31, 1987. 

'We had a good day on Ben Ledi on Saturday, the first time I have climbed it 
since 1931. I have been having quite a bit of trouble with a leg which was badly 
shot up in the war, with five inches of left femur reduced to chips, but which has 
alljoined up after 43 years. Sadly, the knee joint seems to be packing upa bit now. 
I had another trip to Nepal last year but failed to get up Mera, chiefly due to a 
porters ' strike and a forced descent of 8500ft down a very rough route to get 
another starting point for the climb. The leg didn ' t like it a bit.' 

Like his father, it took a lot to stop Mike Low in war or peace. Although li ving 
in Oxford he came to New Year and Easter meets, when such events were well 
attended - when our Club was more of a Club. 
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THE LETTEREWE ACCORD 

By John Mackenzie 

The Letterewe Accord was agreed in its present form on the 28th November 1993. 
It represents a milestone in cooperation between landowners and landusers in that 
the basic principle of our traditional freedom to roam was incorporated within the 
Accord. It was the result of two years of closely worked and often fascinating 
dialogue between the owners and staff of the Letterewe Estate and the principal 
access groups in Scotland. The net result is a near to the ideal as we can reasonably 
expect and the result is produced on Page 000. 

Readers of the Journal might be interested in some of the historical asides and 
footnotes of this period, there being many ways to skin the proverbial cat, and I 
think that together we tried most of them. In the process we also discovered how 
much we all had in common, regardless of any political differences that may, or 
may not, have existed within the group. I think if I was asked to sum it up, I would 
say it was a happy period where a potentially diverse group managed to pull 
together after a traumatic start. History is full of such stories but it is the first time 
it has had relevance within the quite narrow world of walking and climbing. 

It began, like so many good things, with a bang. 'Estate ban on climbing incurs 
clan chiefs wrath', screamed a fairly inflammatory article by Oliver Gillie in the 
Independent whichjust happened to be part of 'Forbidden Britain' week. Naturally, 
other newspaper such as the Scotsman, GlasgolV Herald and the Press andJoumal 
were soon publishing articles in that rather uncomfortable October of 1991 and this 
kick-start which was ultimately to lead to the Accord needed time to simmer down 
tounruffle all those considerably ruffled feathers. The truth ofthe situation was that 
certain notices had upset people and misconstrued intentions on both sides had got 
stuck like so many repetitively jarring notes. Given the situation, polarised views 
abounded and, like nations going to war, the 'enemy' was all one colour, while you 
were, of course, all the other. All this only proved the point that human beings are 
emotional creatures who are sometimes incapable of seeing beyond the end of their 
·own, often long, noses. 

As prime instigator, agent provocateur, or traitor to my own class, depending on 
your point of view, the first thing to do was to get in touch with Paul van Vlissingen 
and Caroline Tisdall-Mackenzie, his partner. A long phone call from Caroline 
smoothed over some of the more contentious issues and she suggested a weekend 
at Cam more to discuss the issues more fully. The Accord very nearly came to a wet 
end when our boat, capably helmed by the inimitable Dougie Russell , threatened 
to turn itself into a submarine. We returned whence we boarded on the Fionn Loch 
and walked in like everyone else had to do. The weekend cleared a great deal of 
misunderstanding and proved to be the real starting point for the dialogue which 
was to follow. 

We arranged to meet at Letterewe Lodge once the various parties had been 
informed. Obvious contenders on the access side were Dave Morris of the Scottish 
branch of the Ramblers Association and Bob Reid and Kevin Howett of the MC of 
S. Affiliated to those two groups were, of course, our own club, the SMC, with John 
Fowler and lain Smart as early attenders, the John Muir Trust with Andrew 
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Thomson, SNH with initially, Dick Balharry, and latterly Tim Clifford, the Scottish 
Wild Land Group with Anne Macintyre and Highland Regional Council with Alex 
Sutherland. Adam Watson, an essential member of the group, was at first an 
independent consultant and latterly affiliated with the John Muir Trust. Not all 
these groups were initially represented but joined our forum as the talks progressed. 
On the Estate side were the owner, Paul van Vlissingen; Caroline Tisdall
Mackenzie; administrator, Mrs Barbara Grant; four stalkers, Graeme Grant, 
Dougie Russell, Norman Kelman, Donald John MacLeod, and river keeper, 
George Mackenzie. 

Our initial meeting, in January 1992, set the tone of what was to follow at six
monthly intervals. We were ferried across Loch Maree either on the launch or on 
the barge, the latter a miniaturised version of the landing craft as used on D-Day in 
Normandy. Perhaps in a metaphorical sense we were going 'over the top ' in that 
never before had such meetings taken place with all the pedestrian access groups 
together in the same place discussing the same issues. 

Letterewe Lodge has to be one of the very finest of the classic Highland lodges, 
a low, elegant building fitting into the hillside, a comfortable retreat against the 
elements. Inside, we met in the dining room around the table. Being completely cut 
off from the rest of the world we had little option but to discuss our supposed 
differences in a civilised manner. Much of the credit for the generally-cosy feel of 
these meetings has to go to Caroline who invariably produced a succulent venison 
stew and appropriate puddings, together with good wine. It is simply impossible to 
get seriously annoyed when well fed and wined. 

Obviously, the initial meeting was cautious, generalisations were spoken and a 
great deal of sounding-out went on on both sides. I was apppointed chairman for 
the combined groups and Paul corrected some information which had appeared in 
the Press. The notices were, of course, a contentious issue, and open to misinter
pretation; most of the magazines in the climbing Press carried photographs of them 
and readers were left to draw their own conclusions. However, the barn at 
Carnmore had been reinstated at Paul 's expense and climbers were welcome to use 
it, contrary to what had been printed. Wild camping was sensitive and a topic that 
would be exhaustively discussed and naturally, with such an expert as Adam 
Watson on board,land management and regeneration were also on the agenda. 

From the start we agreed to disagree and to respect each other's positions, and 
as chairman I had the privilege of listening to both sides of the arguments. Central 
to the Ramblers' position was the right to roam; not a subject that found immediate 
favour despite forceful and persuasi ve argument. The Estate equally argued on the 
need for proper land management and the appropriate cull without interference or 
disturbance. The MC of S took the centre ground, which meant that they invariably 
had the last word, smoothing out the ragged edges that were left. Perhaps the 
greatest single plus was that Paul always listened to reasoned argument; a fact not 
lost on the others. Polarised views gradually, in the course of several meetings, got 
amalgamated into something more workable. 

At a meeting at Castle Leod, my home, we were joined by Hamish Leslie
Melville representing the West Ross Red Deer Management Group. Despite some 
heated moments - perhaps our wine was not quite up to what we were getting used 
to - I suddenly realised that what separated us was less than what joined us. Since 
we were by now relaxed in each other's company, a feeling that we were fellow 
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travellers on the same journey became gradually apparent. We began to solve the 
issue of wild camping and constructively hammered out the points raised over 
access in the stalking season. Adam Watson, always the last word on things natural, 
was a voice of authority who greatly clarified sometimes muddy waters. 

In between meetings at Letterewe, Bob, Dave and Caroline liaised and the 
nascent Accord began to take shape. At our final meeting in November 1993 we 
agreed to the final version, Paul accepting the right to roam in a responsible manner 
and considerate wild camping, the codes of which were spawned from these 
meetings. At the moment of agreement, a superb 'royal' appeared on a nearby crest, 
a symbol we felt that was entirely appropriate. 

After our meetings carefully worded Press releases were published in several 
national and local papers, and to give the Press their due, the final Accord was given 
quite reasonable coverage in an unemotional and non-partisan way, a fact that made 
all of us breathe more easily. 

Over a year on, how is the Accord working and what has it produced outside 
Letterewe? The access at Letterewe as per the Accord appears to be working, there 
is less litter and outdoor folk are respecting a man who took a considerable risk in 
getting the meetings going. It is worth remembering that there was no legal 
compulsion for Paul or Caroline to accept our proposals, the whole affair was 
fuelled by the need for reasoned dialogue between us. Undoubtedly, the timing, the 
place and the personalities involved had an air of serendipity about them. It was a 
unique opportunity that was, thankfully, not missed. 

Paul also took on the more conservative element of the Scottish Landowners 
Federation when he addressed them at their annual meeting at Battleby, proving 
that meaningful discussion requires all the involved parties to sit down and talk to 
each other, an idea possibly remote in the minds of some of the delegates. The 
Accord was then welcomed by the Scottish Landowners Federation as a good 'first 
step' which at least shows that progress was being made. 

Government bodies hung well back while all this was going on, then SNH 
expressed belated satisfaction that such a voluntary solution had been reached and 
adopted the formula for centralising any similar further discussion under the banner 
·of a 'Concordat', announced by Magnus Magnusson at the Red Deer Management 
Groups ' annual meeting last year in Inverness, where I was also invited to speak 
on the subject of access. 

More recently, I was asked to address the West Ross Red Deer Management 
Group and it was agreed that the principle of the Letterewe Accord would be 
adopted by the various individual estates who made up this group. This policy 
decision will work through the MC of S and a possible further development, an idea 
of Paul's, is that a centralised 'hill phone' where appropriate information is gi ven 
by estates could be disseminated via the MC of S. 

These are early days as yet, and though the Accord was designed with one 
particular estate in mind, there is no real reason why its principles cannot be adopted 
more widely. There may well be more difficulty in its interpretation on some ofthe 
heavily deer populated estates on the eastern half of the Highlands and no doubt not 
all owners will be as co-operative as one would wish. However, to pursue the 
voluntary principles of access to wild land will require a great deal of effort from 
all parties and we will have to see whether or not the access issue will ultimately 
require state legislation in the face of increasing recreational demand. 
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Letterewe Lodge, 
Loch Maree, Wester Ross, 

Scotland. 
THE LETTEREWE ACCORD 

SOME of the finest mountain scenery in Europe is found on the Letterewe Estate in 
Wester Ross. It is renowned amongst hill walkers and climbers for its wild land 
qualities. The Letterewe Accord is a set of principles whose aim is to enhance 
public awareness of wild land needs and to provide a guide to its use and enjoyment, 
both on Letterewe and perhaps elsewhere in the Scottish Highlands. The Accord 
has been drawn up by Letterewe Estate in co-operation with outdoor organisation 
representatives. It has developed from discussions initiated by the Mountaineering 
Council of Scotland and the Ramblers' Association with the Estate. 

Fundamental to this Accord is the recognition that all who visit, or live and work 
on the land and water of Letterewe, must cherish and safeguard the area's wildlife 
and beauty. Such places are increasingly rare in a world where the natural 
environment is under ever growing pressure. A new approach is needed. Co
operation between individual and community interests in the sound management 
of wild land is one element. It reaffirms that human needs are inseparable from 
those of the natural world. 

* The prime objecti ve at Letterewe is to maintain, expand and enhance the area's 
biological diversity and natural qualities. This will ensure that these are central to 
the experience of all who visit the area and are recognised as an essential element 
in sustaining the long term economy of Wester Ross. 

* Red deer management policy is based on selective culling, aided by scientific 
research, with the aim of maintaining popUlation levels appropriate to the regen
eration of the natural habitat. 

* All who visit the area are asked to recognise that red deer stalking is carried out 
across most of the estate area with the most important period being weekdays from 
15 Sept. to 15 Nov. 

* Visitors are asked to contact the estate during this period for further advice. 
Visitors are encouraged to base their visit to Letterewe on the concept of ' the long 
walk in '. Adequate experience, training and equipment to meet the rigours of travel 
in this remote area are essential . 

* Public use is based on the tradition of freedom of access to all land, subject to 
any agreed modifications for conservation or management reasons. 

* There are footpaths through those areas where there are benefits for land 
management or for visitor access. 

* Car parking, telephone and other facilities are available at Dundonnell, 
Kinlochewe and Poolewe. 

* The estate does not favour the construction of new vehicle tracks or the use of 
all terrain vehicles. Ponies and boats are used for estate management. 
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* Mountain bikes should be used only on existing roads or vehicle tracks and not 
on footpaths or surrounding land. 

* Minimum impact techniques should be used when camping overnight using 
lightweight tents. Pollution and disturbance to wildlife, especially sensitive lochshore 
birdlife, must be avoided. 

* Visitors are encouraged to visit the area in small, rather than large groups. 

* Research studies which help to further understanding of the use and protection 
of wild land are welcome at Letterewe. 

LETTEREWE ESTATE WILL BE PLEASED TO ADVISE ON ANY 

ASPECT OF EST ATE MANAGEMENT 

AND ON WAYS TO MAKE ANY VISIT TO LETTEREWE 

AS ENJOY ABLE AND REWARDING AS POSSIBLE. 

THE LETTEREWE ACCORD 

produced by Letterewe Estate in association with 

John Muir Trust 

Mountaineering Council of Scotland 

Ramblers' Association Scotland 

Scottish Wild land Group 

December 1993 

(actually agreed at the meeting on 28th November 1993) 

The map on the opposite page is reproduced from maps in the Scottish Rights of 
Way Society office, and shows claimed rights of way in Letterewe and Fisherfield. 
They are the traditional routes referred to in the Letterewe Accord. Some of these 
routes are very old, as they were shown in Roy's map of 1755. The route from 
Kinlochewe to Poolewe is a very old right of way - the route from the south to 
Poolewe. Part of it was the subject of A.E. Robertson' s campaign in the 1930s to 
establish the right of way from Glen Carron to Kinlochewe over the Coulin Pass. 

Donald Bennet. 
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STATES OF ALTERED CONSCIOUSNESS 

The following account describes an ascent of Good Friday Route on Ben Nevis, 
made during the winter of 1984. The route, normally a pleasant Grade Ill, is not the 
subject of interest here, but served as a vehicle for an unusual , if not somewhat 
bizarre happening. The story is true, and I would very much like to hear from 
anyone who has experienced a similar 'state'. Any correspondence will be treated 
as confidential, unless otherwise indicated. My two fellow climbers were Bob 
Richardson and Alastair Walker. 

All three of us began soloing the route, front-pointing up the straight-forward 
initial gully. This led to a barrier, which forced me onto a right traverse on steeper 
ground. After a few moves on this sense prevailed and the other two tied on and 
threw me a rope end so that I could continue leading the small bulge. The situation 
had concentrated my mind, a factor I believe to be the first of three significant 
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factors. I pulled over this bulge, which was the crux of the day, and higher up found, 
and tied onto, a rocky outcrop. Bob and Alastair came up and climbed on through, 
belaying up and right at the foot of the final pitch, which was probably the final 
section of Observatory Wall, farther right of the normal finish to Good Friday 
Route. 

While I was belayed at the rock, with the other two farther on, the mist swept in. 
I was alone for some time with nothing in sight but my immediate surroundings, 
the slope below hidden below a bulge, the mist hiding sights elsewhere. This 
isolation, I feel, was the second significant factor, again concentrating my thoughts. 

Finally, the shout came and I untied and set off, leapfrogging my partners and 
leading up the final pitch. This was snow leading to a well-defined snow runnel of 
about 40m. It was narrow, straight, and filled with perfect snow-ice. I climbed up 
for about lOm, chortling all the while about the quality of the snow, pulled over a 
slight steepening, then began the runnel section , about 25m of a very uniform 
nature, not hard, but not easy either. The climbing was a delight, crampons and axes 
going into the snow cleanly first time, with a neat, crispy sound, very secure. I was 
told later that I suddenly fell silent, though I continued to climb with the same 
rhythm as before, one axe in, second axe in, one foot up, the second foot up and so 
on. Near the top of the runnel the slope steepened slightly and the snow became less 
than perfect, forcing a change of pace. At this point I 'woke up', for want of a better 
description, gave myself a shake, and realised that I had been in some sort of a 
trance, or hypnotic state. 

I finished the pitch and tied onto the cairn, bringing up the other two. Other than 
me falling silent, they had noticed nothing out of the ordinary. As for me, I had a 
very pleasant, peaceful feeling, not tiredness, more of a calmness. There was no 
recollection of the section climbed while in the 'trance', it had been done in an 
altered state of consciousness. 

Some time later, while a Research Assistant, I came across the report of a 
Commonweath Conference that had taken place in 10rdanhill College, Glasgow. 
One of the papers rekindled my interest in the event. It was a paper entitled 
Hypnosis - Some States of Altered Consciousness and their Application in Sport. 
The author was a Or Peter Weston, who was a medical practitioner working in 
Edinburgh, and who used hypnosis as a therapeutic tool for athletes. His paper 
defined hypnosis as 'an altered state of consciousness in which the mind is much 
more receptive to suggestions.' Or (he continued) it is a state ofhyperconcentration 
in which the power of criticism is either reduced or eliminated. Without the power 
of criticism the subject allows suggestions to go straight into the unconscious, to 
be stored there for use afterwards in an automatic way.' 

Before providing more definitions, I shall briefly describe an earlier event of a 
similar 'trance', though one which took place in more mundane circumstances. 
Several years prior to the event described above, I was watching modem dance on 
television . I was sitting on the floor, cross-legged, and enjoying two dancers 
performing to some piece of appropriately modern music. The figures were 
swirling to the music, and I became focused concentrating on them. After some 
time, I became aware that I had emerged from some sort of a light trance state. As 
with the climbing later, I had been in a high state of concentration. 

Or Weston ' s paper descri bed five stages of altered consciousness. Such states are 
induced by a subject increasing his concentration, and reducing his global aware
ness. 
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The five states are: 
I. No Sensory Selection - where there is no sensory selection the subject is not 

concentrating on anything in particular. 
2. Normal Sensory Selection - In this situation the subject is engaged in routine 

work of a fairly ininteresting nature. 
3. Augmented Sensory Selection - This level is present when the subject is 

concentrating on a very complicated or interesting task. 
4. Hyperselection - occurs when the subject's attention is on one regular 

monotonous stimulus, this may be auditory, visual, tactile or mental and will 
produce a light or medium state of altered consciousness. 

5. Total Sensory Selection - In this state the subject has continued to concentrate 
on the stimulus, has become completely oblivious of everything except the 
stimulus and has entered the deepest state of altered consciousness. This is a level 
of sensory selection which is attainable by only a very small number of people. 

As for Sports therapy, Dr Weston has, for example, allowed athletes to perform 
well by overcoming various fears, phobias, injuries etc. using hypnosis. Autogenic 
Training also has a place, though this is not the place to go into detail. I wrote to 
Dr Weston two years after the climbing event, describing my experiences. He very 
kindly replied, saying that it sounded as if I had ' . .. experienced total sensory 
selection while climbing in a routine monotonous fashion.' As soon as the gradient 
and texture of the snow altered, he continued, I then ' . .. went up into a state of 
augmented sensory selection.' 

Weston's reply continued by pointing out the obvious danger of using the state 
of total sensory selection while doing something dangerous in that if you are 
already tired you may go to sleep when you no longer have any control over your 
functions . He likened this to the experience while motorway driving at the same 
speed being aware only of the regular white dots passing by. 'It is importan.t,' he 
continued,' when taking part in something potentially dangerous to avoid monotony 
by altering pace or keeping your actions irregular.' 

In conclusion, I would like to add that I had been practising yoga for some time 
before and during these two experiences, that I had definitely not been tired during 
either, but had certainly been concentrating wonderfully hard. 1'm sure that I' m not 
alone in this experience, and would welcome any similar stories. 

Ken Crocket. 

John Mackenzie recalls: I note on page 496 of the 1995 Journal some comments on 
Monolith Grooves. It is gratifying to know that the route now has worthy 
companions which might entice more to seek out the winter delights on this crag. 
Readers may be interested on some original comments made about this route before 
the major rockfall occurred a few years ago. 

It was climbed on January 16, 1977 - just pre front pointing, a single cut-down 
ice axe and an esoteric slater's pick being the chosen weapons. It was in thin 
conditions and before the rockfall the crux was the chimney below the top corner, 
a short (I5m) but bulging affair that gave considerable angst. 

It would be worth V (5) by today ' s softer standards, but this fine feature has been 
radically altered to something a grade easier, which is a pity. I do not know if the 
'Gallery', a roofed cave, is still in existence. This lay below the final pitch and was 
an extraordinary feature. The top corner, the highlight of the climb, was fortunately 
untouched by the rockfall. We started the route from the left, but I note that in better 
conditions it is possible to climb up the gully adjacent to the Monolith. 
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Obviously, this direct start decreases the length of the climb, as noted, but the 
original lengths for the six pitches encountered are accurate (30m, 40m, 9m, 30m, 
15m, 30m). 

Geologically, the entire crag is very gradually on the move down to the main 
road ; the grassy crevasses at the crest show that 'exfoliation ' on a massive scale is 
the way this crag has formed and the unfortunate rockfall was but an interim process 
over the eons of ti me that will gradually eat back into the hillside until a stable slope 
is formed . 

Climbers could provide a useful service by noting any widening of cracks or 
areas of unsoundness and reporting progress from time to time in the Journal. 

The Mad Monk and the Wolf of Dundonnell 

Steve Chad wick confesses: Last year I was due to take my winter mountain 
assessment so decided to carry out some navigation practice and then sleep out for 
the night. There is an area of high, rough moor behind Dundonnell that does not 
have too many cliffs on its edge, an obvious essential for practice, else mistakes can 
be fairly unforgiving. It was about 9pm when I left Ceilidh my Border collie on a 
high point GR 068858 with orders to stay. She looked reproachfully up at me and 
sat down with a 'grief, where's he going now' sort of flounce . 

It was a clear, starry night with the moon about half-full. There was a light breeze 
blowing through the deer grass and the world felt a lonely place, but I was at peace 
with it. In order to increase the difficulty of the problems I set myself, I pulled my 
hood down over my forehead so I could not look up and see location points. With 
my hands out in front of me holding the compass and my little toggles on the 
compass cord for counting off the lOOm sections I set off. 

After reaching the first objective I chanced to look up to check my position 
against the dark outline of Sgurr Fiona on An Tealach, and there descending the 
flank of Bidein a' Ghlas Thuill coming towards me were two pin points of light. 
It was at this moment that Ceilidh began to howl mournfully for her supper. The 
head torches stopped dead and I could swear that for a second or two they began 
to go back up the mountain, but the fear of toiling back along the ridge at the end 
of a long day must have outweighed the dread of a howling hound that lay 
seemingly on their line of descent. I thought no more of it, and continued setting 
myself problems across the featureless terrain while the dog continued to howl at 
the moon. 

What transpired 15 minutes later was a misfortune of pure chance. My next 
objecti ve was the small hillock at GR 069850. It also has to be crossed or contoured 
on the descent from An Teallach. It was while I was descending this knoll, with my 
hood low over my face, hands in front holding the compass and counting of steps, 
31,32, 33, and so on, that the two nocturnal hill walkers and I met. I came down 
behind them sounding my liturgy of numbers with only a metre of forward vision, 
so that they heard me before I saw them. At the sound of my words and slow
measured tread they turned to face me. 

r can only assume that the howling 'wolf of Dundonnell ' had sufficiently 
unnerved them to make the sight of me coming down on them out of the dark the 
final straw. It is true that I must have looked like a mad monk with seemingly a 
cassock drawn over my face, hands held out as if in supplication and prayer, 
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mouthing a chant and with the toggles on my compass cord looking like rosary 
beads. Whateverthey thought they didn't stay to tell me. Despite havi ng good-sized 
rucksacks on their backs, they fled down the path and on into the gloom of little 
Loch Broom. 

I sometimes wonder how the conversation went in the bar of the Dundonnell 
Hotel that night. Or, more likely, they decided to say nothing. Who would believe 
them? If they read this I hereby apologise for the fright they received. If it' s any 
consolation to them the weather changed and I got very wet before the dawn. 

The winter of 1947 - Almost 50 years ago there was a great winter in Scotland. 
Snow fell in quantity and this was followed by a period of stable weather. There was 
a six-foot deep cornice on the Cat Nick Gully on the Salisbury Crags and in the 
anticyclonic haze Arthur' s Seat looked Himalayan in stature. The number of people 
who remember this meteorological event will decrease as the years go by and so 
John Berkeley has offered to act as the Editor of a 'Winter of '47' archive. Would 
anyone who would be prepared to write reminiscences or look up the Press reports 
of the time in the National Library please contact John Berkeley, Drumbeg, 
Coylum Bridge, Aviemore, Inverness-shire, PH22 IQU. 

SHETLAND 

For the record , Graham Little notes that he spent six months working in Shetland 
during 1970 when, with a variety of partners (often coerced), he made a series of 
first ascents of sea stacks and smaller walls on Unst and the Mainland. 

Precise details of these are lost in the mists of memory, although the fin-like stack 
to the south of Sumburgh lighthouse, well seen when approaching Sumburgh Head 
from Stromness, gave a sporting little climb by its short side (approach from above 
down a short, crumbly arete). An attempt with (Stuart Gibson) was made on the 
great lOOm wall that sits below the radar dome on The Compass above Sumburgh 
Airport (MR 408094). 

The attempt terminated part way up pitch 2 due to technical and psychological 
difficulties and the threat of a bus-size block that hangs from the wall at half height. 
A return visit (on business) in 1994 confirmed that the block still defies gravity and 
that the wall looks as impressive as ever! 

THE SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING TRUST 1994/95 

The Trust has had a busy year which saw the publication of new climbing guides 
to Ben Nevis, the Lowlands and North East Outcrops with a revised Central 
Highlands completing the present series of District Guides. 

A large number of applications for financial assistance have been processed 
which have led to a record distribution of funds . 

The greater number of applications and their varied natures has, unfortunately, 
caused Trustees to formally consider the attitude that the Inland Revenue might 
take towards these awards in relation to maintaining the Trust's charitable status 
which is essential to sustaining the publishing program at its present level. To that 
end, legal opinion has been sought from senior counsel on the areas in which it is 
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appropriate for Trustees to make awards and more importantly, the areas in which 
it is not. The opinion received was interesting and will have a marked effect on the 
purposes to which Trustees can extend benevolence in future. 

Broadly, Trustees will require to see present in any application some element of 
educational and scientific advancement, these being defined charitable purposes 
and thus, for example, any expedition seeking assistance will from now on require 
to demonstrate that in addition to climbing the peak, it has some recognisable and 
defined scientific or educational goal. 

The following grants were awarded during the year of which the most notable 
was the total exhaustion of the Land Fund towards the purchase of the Strathaird 
Estate in Skye. Trustees regarded Strathaird as one of the most significant 
properties to come on the market in recent years (it includes the climbing side of 
Blaven) and were more than happy to assist the John MuirTrust in the acquisition. 

The Trust remains appreciative of those members who give voluntary of their 
time to manage its affairs either as Trustees or officials. The present Trustees are: 
D.C. Anderson, R.N. Carnpbell, J.Y.L. Hay, S. Kennedy, D.F. Lang, R.T. 
Richardson, R.G. Ross-, J.M. Shaw, N.M. Suess and W. Wallace. 

General Grallt Fund 
Grants paid 

Grants committed 

Footpath Fund 
Grants paid 
Grants committed 

Snart Bequest 
Grants paid 

Sang Award 
Grants paid 

Lagangarbh Project 
Expenditure this year -
phase 3 

Land Purchase Fund 
Grants paid 

J.R.F. Fowler. 

LSCC - Provision of new sceptic tank at Blackrock 
JMCS Edinburgh - Re-roofing of Jock' s Spot 
Scottish Rights of Way Society - mapping project 
Ochils Mountaineering Club - Hut improvements 
National Trust for Scotland - Field worker 
Head Injuries Trust for Scotland - contribution 
Dundee Mountain Film Festival 

Balmoral Estate - Glas Allt Shiel 

BMC winter skills video 
SSC navigation courses 

c.1. Watkins - Romania 
1994 Bezingi Wall Expedition 
1994 Briti sh Trinity Peak Expedition 
SMC Staunings Alps Expedition 

JMT - Strathaird Estate 

£1500 
£3223 
£1000 
£5000 
£800 
£500 
£500 

£20,125 

£600 
£27,950 

£2000 
£1000 

£400 
£500 

£1000 
£875 

£19,2 11 

£50,000 
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MUNRO MATTERS 

By C.M. Huntley (Clerk of the List) 

There are 115 new names to be added to the List this year taking the number to 1389. 
The annual incremental rise has now been constant for the last three years, although 
there does appear to be an increase in the number of multiple compleations and 
more compleations of the Tops. The List below gives the Munroists' number, 
name, year of compleation of Munros, Tops and Furths as appropriate. SMC and 
LSCC members are identified by * and ** respectively. 

1275 David Smith 1994 1319 Robert P Gray 1994 
1276 Alan Findllay 1993 1320 Robert W Gray 1994 
1277 John M.Barrett 1993 1321 lan Forder 1994 
1278 AlIan P. Lees 1994 1322 Ken A Butcher 1994 1994 
1279 Nigel P. Morters 1994 1323 Frankie S Cumming 1994 
1280 Adrian M.Lodge 1994 1324 lan McVittie 1994 
1281 Carol Lodge 1994 1325 Charles G ElIiott 1994 
1282 Lorraine Nicholson 1994 1326 Ben S Cooper 1994 
1283 Harry Blenkinsop 1994 1327 lan J Bro'Ynell 1994 
1284 John D Taylor 19941994 1328 Raymond Hay 1994 
1285 Kevin Borrna 1994 1329 Gillian M Green 19941994 
1286 David William 1994 1994 1330 John E Green 19941994 
1287 Robert J Shapperd 1994 1331 John Mackay 19941994 
1288 David Fisher 1994 1332 Fraser MacGilli vray 1994 
1289 Steve Simpson 1994 1333 Kenneth W C Stewart 1994 
1290 Anne Lochhead 1994 1334 A1ex K Kirk 1994 
1291 Keith Work 1994 1335 JP Fish 1994 
1292 Julian P Ridal 1994 1336 F David Smith 1994 
1293 Alistair Mait1and 1994 1337 GW Hollins 1994 
1294 J. Sebastian Grose 19941994 1338 Christine C Macleod 1994 
1295 William Beattie 1994 1339 Rhoda McKinnon 1994 
1296 A1ex D Grant 1994 1340 Andrew Ba1sillie 1993 1994 
1297 David W Duncan 1994 1341 David Bonham 1994 
1298 Graham T Il\ing 1994 1342 Irene Crawshaw 1994 
1299 Michae1 McLaggan 1994 1343 Grahame Crawshaw 1994 
1300 W.Harvey Condliffe 1994 1344 Pat Craven 1994 
1301 KeithMoody 1994 1345 Brian Norman 1994 
1302 Roberta Taylor 1994 1346 Gerry Callaghan 1994 
1303 Charles M. Taylo 1994 1347 George Middleton 1994 
1304 Eiona Conacher 1994 1348 Alistair Patten 1994 1994 
1305 John G. Aird 1994 1349 Carol Harper 1994 
1306 Barbara v. Watson 1994 1350 Keith Harper 1994 
1307 Celia Goodman 1994 1351 Margaret Beattie 1994 
1308 Audrey M Litterick 1994 1352 Carole Strang 1994 
1309 Charles Leggat 1994 1353 Martin Horn 1994 
1310 Fiona Wallace 1994 1354 Murray Smith 1994 
1311 Terry A. Fuller 199419941994 1355 Carole George 1994 
1312 Paul Krebs 1992 1356 Tain McManus 199419941994 
1313 Michael J Smyth 1994 1357 lain A B Wallace 1994 
1314 Neil S Dunford 1994 1358 Ken Naismith 1994 
1315 J H Calver 1994 1359 Ly~ S Wilson 1994 
1316 N S Hunnisett 1994 1360 Jeremiah J Scott 1994 
1317 Leigh Sayers 1994 1361 Graham Wanless 1994 
1318 Catherine S Gray 1994 1362 Clare Parnell 1994 
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1363 Simon Halliwel 1994 1377 John D. Shiel 1994 
1364 A. Haveron 1978 1378 John M Griffin 1994 
1365 J. Coull 1984 1379 Ruth Hannah** 1994 
1366 J. Mitchell 1987 1380 C P Herdman 1994 
1367 R. Shafren 1989 1381 Moira Broadhead 1994 
1368 J. Smith 1989 1382 Martin J Darling 1993 
1369 K. Hjggins 1992 1383 A Stuart Duncan 1994 
1370 N. Kenworthy 1993 1384 John G Proud 1994 
1371 Spencer A. Julian 1994 1385 AlIan J Gordon 1994 
1372 W. Lofthouse 1994 1386 Colin Scales 1986 
1373 M. Lofthouse 1994 1387 lan H Anderson 1994 
1374 J.Weir Brown 1994 1388 Loma McLaren 1994 
1375 Stephen Sharp 1994 1389 John King 1994 
1376 Richard Burt 1994 

AMENDMENTS 
Multiple rounds only show the year of the most recent Compleation. 

148 DWhalley 1991 1989 392 Mervyn Griffm 1994 1989 
x4 x2 x2 

250 Leonard Moss 1994 599 James Taylor 1994 
x2 x2 

259 Derek A Bearhop 1994 962 Bob Connell 1991 1991 1994 
x3 963 Howard A Sowerby 199119911994 

327 Stewan Logan 199419941987 1045 Steve Fallon 1994 
x7 x7 x3 x2 

346 John J S Brown 1994 1160 Peter E. Collins. 1993 
x4 1192 David Unsworth 1993 1995 

391 Brenda D Griffin 1994 1989 
x2 

The letters of notification that the Clerk receives cover a multitude of experiences 
and exhibit almost every facet of hillwalking life in Scotland. I have tried to 
summarise only a small proportion of the details contained in the letters and 
apologies to those who haven't had their favourite epic included. 

The Families: 
The occurance of couples compleating is now relatively common, and this year 

we have the Greens (1329,30), the Crawshaws (1342, 43), the Harpers (1349, 50) 
and the Lofthouses (1372, 73). One break with convention is that Carole Lodge has 
accepted the second number of 1281, while husband, Adrian, has 1280. 1'm afraid 
that when their letter arrived announcing their compleation together, I misunder
stood the wording and thought Carole had only accompanied Adrian for the Last 
One, not the whole round. I can imagine her consternation, and please accept my 
apologies again. At least she corrected me so promptly that they still have 
consecutive numbers. 

This year we have a family of three, the Grays (1318-20), which includes son, 
Robert, aged 15 years, and Terry Fuller (1311) is the third of three brothers to 
compleat, following on from Richard and Steven (387 and 388). Members of the 
same family compleating a few years apart is not particularly uncommon and others 
this year include Moira Broadhead (1381) wife of Dave (690) and Pat Craven 
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(1344) wife ofPete (827) . Where members of the same family compleat some years 
apart, it is invariably the older member who compleats first. Not so for Ken Butcher 
(1322) who is following after his son, Chris (1110). One couple who didn ' t feel the 
necessity to reach that Last One together are Margaret (1351) and William Beattie 
(1295). They both kindly sent in the full list of their ascents and I was a little 
surprised when I received Margaret' s to find that when she accompanied William 
up Ladhar Bheinn on his Last One she only had four to go herself, including Ladhar 
Bheinn. Obviously, not Ladies first. 

Michael Smyth (1313) has been fortunate to find himself ab orbed into the wider 
family of the DMBA (Dutch Munro-Baggers Association). This is a group 
previously mentioned in SMCJ No. 185, 1993. Michael met them some years ago 
and they declared they had already attended other Final Munro celebrations and 
would be only too happy to join his at the 'drop of a clog'. True to their word, four 
members turned up including the Foreign Correspondent and Michael is now the 
proud owner of a pair of clogs. 

Finally, I obtained news from an even more extended family when the leader of 
the Kinloss MRT wrote in. D. Whalley (148) has now almost compleated his fifth 
round and I received notifications from eight of the members (1364-1371). He is 
also aware of other ex-team members who are compleat and I would be very pleased 
to hear from any who would like to be added to the List. 

Highlights: 
Most who have reported have definite highlights to their round, although as we 

all know there can be a fine line between a long and memorable day out and an epic; 
with the former often imperceptibly extending into the latter. John Aird (1305) 
must have had a good many long days out in his round of 43 years, but one in 
particular was a trip to ascend Mullach na Dheiragain at the head of Loch 
Mullardoch. By taking advantage of accommodation at the Glen Affric Hotel, a 
boat was made available to his party, with the warning that the water level was low, 
and waterway through very narrow. Anyway, they reached the foot of the hill 
without incident and climbed the hill. The climb took a little longer than intended 
but worse was to come as the boat, while left unattended, had stuck fast into the 
mud. Even getting near the boat was difficult on account of the gelatinous mud, and 
flat stones placed in the mud for footholds simply sunk away. Eventually, by 
rocking the boat they managed to cast off but by then there was some doubt as to 
whether they would be able to find a route back through the narrows in the dark. 
Fortunately, a route was found and there were no uncomfortable questions asked 
back at the hotel. Water-borne approaches are not all epic and one couple, Gillian 
and John Green (1329-1330) report that they have managed to gain 35 of their hills 
starting from a kayak. Epics involving wading can be very unfortunate. Colin 
Scales (1386) recently elevated to chairman of the MBA decided to improve his 
credibility among the younger members by declaring belatedly his compleation in 
1986 .. This was on Gairich which was ascended from Kinbreck Bothy and 
necessitated wading the Kingie to get started. Colin probably made a wise choice 
to later retreat to the Tomdoun Hotel where he discovered throbbing toes and 
blackened toe nails. Andrew Balsillie' s (1340) worst day (most memorable) was 
rounding off a winter circuit of Beinns Bhreac, a'· Chaorainn and a' Bhuird with 
wading the Quoich water to retrieve his bike whereupon he found he ' d forgotten 
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his cycle lamp. 
The Inn Pinn can give a memorable day although Ian Brownell (1327) says it will 

be a few years before he repeats his somewhat nerve-wracking two hours spent on 
it. Ken Naismith (1358) left much to chance on his ascent of the Pinnacle, because 
he simply walked up to the bottom of the climb, alone, early in the morning and 
waited until another party arrived with the suitable gear and know how. This was 
really very uneventful for Ken as many years ago he was the unfortunate victim of 
a big avalanche described in SMCJ No. 168 1977 that hit a ski-mountaineering 
party. Fortunately, no lasting damage although it was 12 years before he really got 
back into the hills again . John Taylor (1284) recounts what almost all Munroists 
know to be a long day when he reached the summit of Lurg Mor at 6p.m. in 
December and retraced his steps to Gerry's, arriving at IIp.m. 

The Final One: 
Munroists ' choice of final summit varies enormously. Beinn na Lap and Ben 

More (Mull) are still the most popular venues with Buachaille Etive Mor becoming 
more in vogue. One of the appeals of Beinn na Lap is obviously the train. Charles 
Leggat (1309) was so near, and yet so far, when he came to board the train at 
Rannoch. He found to hi dismay that the line was at a standstill due to the North
bound sleeper breaking down between Bridge of Orchy and Rannoch. This delay 
meant that all other trains were held up and their only hope of ascending the hill and 
getting back to commitments in Glasgow that evening, was to persuade the sleeper 
now being pulled by a replacement locomotive to top and let them on. As luck 
would have it the train did stop but a very determined guard did not want anyone 
boarding and did not intend to stop at Corrour. Then actions worked where 'but it's 
his Last Munro' had failed . Bank notes were glimpsed and claims made that the 
member of the party with the Australian accent had travelled all the way from Oz 
just for this day. It worked, and the four climbed aboard well pleased themselves. 
Neil Dunford (1314) was drawn to Beinn na Lap for his final session as it offered 
a shortish day for eight under I O-year-olds in the party of 31, and gave the facilities 
of the Bridge of Orchy Hotel for a celebration meal in the evening. 

When Carole George (1355) was only a few hills short she resolved her choice 
of Last One by checking her Gaelic Guide in the Tables, to find that Sgurr a' 
Ghreadaidh on Skye fitted her requirements - Peak of Torment! Anxiety. 

Your Companions: 
There have been a few solo compleations this year including Fiona Wallace 

(1310) who arrived on Ben More (Mull) alone, perhaps hoping she would find 
another celebration going on anyway, and Alistair Maitland (1293) decided against 
waiting months to organise a fitting finale and ascended Carn a' Mhaim accompa
nied only by his can of coke. Harry Blenkinsop (1283) climbed 90% of his Munros 
alone but doesn ' t say whether he made Ben Hope as his final Munro, one of the 10% 
companioned hills. 

Carole Strang (1352) was fortunate enough to call on the experience of Leonard 
Moss (250) when she began her round in 1988, and they then climbed all the 
subsequent hills together. Leonard has been reported before in SMCJ No. 173, 
1982, as the oldest starter having begun his first round at the age of 61 and 
compleating at 64. His second round was started aged 72 and was compleated at 78. 
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Leonard has said that he would be pleased to hear from any other over-70s who 
started and compleated a round when over 70. I suspect there are very few. Any 
letters to me and I will pass them on. 

The shortest round to be recorded this year goes to Clare Parnell (1362). She 
compleated on Ben More (Mull) with Simon Halliwell (1363) only three years after 
starting, and manged to write up her PhD thesis all in the same time period. She 
obviously felt the two projects were so complimentary that her Munro Log was 
reproduced in her thesis as an appendix. Simon was only slightly slower speading 
the pleasure over four years and still working on the thesis. 

Assorted Trivia Facts: 
1995 was exceptional for the number of Edinburgh-based reports - 18 Munroists. 
Number of Compleations on Beinn na Lap this year was five. 
Number of Compleations on Ben More (Mull) was three. 
Number of Women Munroists is 205 (15%). 

Assorted Comments 
'Attacked by Man-eating blue bottles on Cam Mor Dearg.' 
'Munros tables should be metricated, and a Munro set at 91Om.' 
'Corbetts are a bit of a disappointment due mainly to their lack of bulk.' 
'My first Munro was Ben Nevis, when I wore cotton socks, Start-rite shoes and 

had some sticky dates in the pocket of my gaberdine mack. ' 

The Future: 
Public awareness of Munros is unlikely to decline. This winter, as in previous 

years there have been a number of accidents resulting in us finding our activity 
under closer and closer scrutiny by many who do not understand the interest. I have 
heard recently that the Press use a walker's Munro tally as a measure of the 
capability of that person. Unfortunately, everyone expects a quantitative measure 
or benchmark and unwittingly we are providing it. Having said that, most 
Munroists know that it is only by being out on the Hills in all weathers and seasons 
that you really begin to get a feel for how to look after yourself and to make good 
mountaineering judgments on equipment and our own limitations, and generally 
the more often you are out on the Hills the better equipped you would be to read a 
dangerous situation. 

Access will continue to be raised as an issue and the SMC would be glad to hear 
of any problems with access to a route previously used to get to a hill . However, 
we also hope that a measure of understanding on both sides will ensure that the 
issues do not become confrontational. 

For entry to the list: 
Notification of compleation and any amendments to the List should be sent to Dr 

C.M. Huntley, Old Medwyn, Spittal, Carnwath, Lanarkshire, MU 1 8LY enclos
ing a SAE to ensure a reply. I am always interested in how long you have taken, the 
first and last hills, age, and plans for the future. In return you will receive your 
Munroists number and details on the purchase of a tie, or brooch. 
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SCOTTISH MOUNTAIN ACCIDENTS 
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION 

(Geographical Divisions are those used in SMC District Guidebooks) 

REGION CASUALTIES INClDE TS 
(of which fatalities Actual Other 
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All Regions 200 16 25 241 221 20 16 13 47 7 324 
1993 (50) (3) (10) (63) 

Northern 16 5 2 23 18 2 4 1 6 3 34 
Highlands (I) - (2) (3) 

Western 12 - 2 14 11 - 1 1 3 1 17 
Highla nds (I) - (2) (3) 

Ben Nevis 17 6 2 25 24 7 1 1 1 - 34 
(6) - - (6) 

Glen Coe (lnc 27 2 - 29 28 7 - 2 4 2 43 
Buachaille) (5) - - (5) 

Other Central 28 3 1 32 29 5 1 3 5 2 45 
'Highlands (3) (I) - (4) 

Cairngorms 34 4 6 44 42 1 3 2 8 - 56 
(5) - (1) (6) 

Southern 27 2 6 35 34 2 6 - 4 2 48 
Highlands (7) - (2) (9) 

Skye 12 1 - 13 12 1 1 - 2 - 16 
(6) - - (6) 

Islands (other 5 1 - 6 6 - - - 1 - 7 
than Skye (I) - - (1) 

Southern 4 5 4 13 13 - 2 2 8 - 25 
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TOTAL MOUNTAIN RESCUE CALL-OUTS, 
EXCLUDING AIRCRAFT, MARITIME AND 
ROAD ACCIDENTS, AND ANIMAL RESCUES. 
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MOUNTAIN RESCUE COMMITTEE OF SCOTLAND 
CONTRIBUTORY CAUSES OF SOME INJURIES 

(fatalities in brackets) 

400 

300 
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o 

The mountain injury lists exclude casualties from the following causes, 
although they are included in the rescue narratives: 

Playing in spate bum .... ... .. ......................................... .. ... .... .......... ......... 1 (1) 
Suicide ................................................................................................... (1) 
Suicide sea cliffs ... ............ ...... ....... ... ... ... ... ... .......... ..... .. ..... ...... ........... . . 
Sledged under snow bridge (near piste) ............................................... . 
Illness on piste ...................................................................................... . 
Sea cliff injury (not climbing) ..................... ... .... .. ............................... .. 
Collision on piste ............... ................ .. .... ......... .......... ........ ...... .. .. ....... . . 
Swimming ............................................................................................ . 
Total ..................................................................................................... . 

(1) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 (3) 
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Mountain Casualty List 
Summer 1994 

(Fatalities bracketed) 

HilIwalking: 
slip/trip/stumble 

4 2 

HilIwalking: Slip etc. 
known to be descending 

Hillwalking: Rock 
dislodged by companion 

HilIwalking: 
Rockfall 

Hillwalking:Injured 
rescuing companion 

2 

Hillwalking -
Descending. Blown over 

Hillwalking: -
Descending. Old injury 

HilIwalking: River -
crossing, slip etc. 

Rock climbing: 2 
Roped, slip etc. 

Rock climbing: -
Roped, rockfall 

Rock climbing: -
'Unroped, slip etc. 

Rock climbing: Unroped, -
hand hold came away 

Rock climbing: Seacliffs -

Fell running: Slip etc. -

Fell running: -
Descending, slip, etc. 

( I ) 

4 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Illness 2 2 2 
(2) (2) 

Hypothermia 2 1 

Continued on next page 
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Exhaustion 1 - 4 - - 1 - - - - 6 

Scald: Mountain - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 
camping 

Canoeing: Mountain - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 
river 

Mountain biking - - - - - 1 1 - - - 2 

Para gliding - - - 1 - 2 1 - - - 4 

Hang gliding - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 

Sea cliffs, fishing 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 

Walking: Cause not - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 
known (I ) (1 ) 

Totals 14 8 12 14 14 24 24 10 6 13 139 
(2) (3) ( I ) (1 ) (3) (6) (4) (1) (2) (23) 

WINTER: (Snow, ice, frozen turf underfoot. Not necessarily winter months) 

Hillwalking: 1 3 9 3 3 4 6 - - - 29 
Descending, slip etc. (4) (1) (I) (2) (8) 

Hillwalking: 1 - - 1 2 3 - 1 - - 8 
Slip, trip, stumble ( I ) (I) 

Hillwalking: - - - 1 5 - - - - - 6 
Fall through cornice (2) (2) 

Hillwalking: Fall - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 
through snowbridge (1) (I) 

Hillwalking: Fall - - - - 2 - - - - - 2 
through hole in snow 

Hillwalking: Slip sitting - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 
on icy rock 

Continued on next page 
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HiIlwalking: 1 - - 1 - 1 - - - - 3 
Blown over 

HiIlwalking: 1 - - 2 - 1 - - - - 4 
Avalanche (2) (2) 

Snow climbing: 3 3 - - - - - - - - 6 
Roped, avalanche ( 1) (I) 

Snow climbing: - - - 3 - - - - - - 3 
Roped, slip etc. 

Snow climbing: Unroped, - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 
fall just below cornice 

Snow climbing: Unroped, - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 
cornice failure 

Ice climbing: Roped, slip, - - 2 - 3 - - - - - 5 
tools pulled (2) (2) 

Ice climbing: Un roped, - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 
tools pulled 

Mixed climbing: Roped, - - - 1 - 2 - - - - 3 
slips (2) (2) 

Glissading without - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 
crampons 

Glissading with - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 
crampons! 

Hypothermia 2 - 1 2 2 2 2 - - - 11 

Total 9 6 13 15 18 15 9 2 - - 87 
(I) (6) (4) (3) (2) (2) (I) (19) 

Summer/Winter totals 23 14 25 29 32 39 33 12 6 13 226 
(3) (3) (6) (5) (4) (5) (8) (5) (I) (2) (42) 
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SCOTTISH MOUNTAIN ACCIDENTS 1994 

Compiled by John Hinde 

Rescuers are named in, or just after, the narratives, with the number of rescue 
personfhours at the end of each incident. Police are not usually mentioned since it 
is well known that they are always deeply involved - being ultimately responsible 
for all Scottish rescues. Any incidents mentioned which did not involve rescue 
services have not been entered in statistics. Some incidents included in the 'Lost' 
column may be actual rescues, as well as those incidents involving casualties and 
persons cragfast or weatherbound. 

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS 

JANUARY 2nd - Party of three were approaching summit Beinn a' Chlaidheimh 
when a 50m windslab detached and swept two down 80m. Anna Love (22) 
sustained fractured vertebra. Dundonnell MRT, RAF Sea Kingl7. 

JANUARY 8th to 14th - Sgurr Mor, Fannaichs. R. Fields lost his dog and heard it 
above him next day from the floor of the East Coire. He had fallen 80m and 
landed in soft snow. Searches and abseils by Dundonnell MRT on 10th and 12th 
failed to reach the dog, who was found safe in a natural snow kennel on 14th. 
Team had to climb Easter Gully ,traverse to the dog and lower him 250m. HMCG 
helicopter involved for a training exercise. 80. 

JANUARY 16th - A mountain guide soloing, with three students roped together, was 
climbing Trotters Gully (Grade IT, north side Liathach). Snow was falling when 
a slab avalanche was released causing all four to fall almost the entire length of 
the gully. Three out of four sustained serious injuries. Woman (28) died from 
head and internal injuries after rescue. Guide (m40) had head injuries (no 
helmet), second student (m26) was hospitalised with a broken back. Third 
student (17) had freed himself and went for help. Torridon MRT, SARDA and 
RAF Sea King. 246. 

JANUARY 23th-A party ofthree had climbed Wellington's Nose roped. Starting the 
descent of Fuar ThoU they were blown off a ridge. The guide (m38) dislocated 
a shoulder colliding with a boulder during a fall of 16m. He was able to get down 
aided by the others. Scottish Ambulance Service. 7. 

FEBRUARY 12th to 13th - Separated from his companion on Seana Braigh, Ian Meek 
(29) was traced at Loch a'Choire Mhor Bothy by Police and the stalker. 15 . 

MARCH 19th to 20th - A local man alerted Assynt MRT about 20.00 when he saw 
the lights of two walkers on Sail Garbh of Quinag. It had been snowing heavily 
but they descended OK and had not been in trouble. 28 . 

ApRIL 4th to 5th - Vanes sa Tonczinska (42) was delayed by an old knee injury 
returning to the foot of Loch Glass from Ben Wyvis in snowy weather. She and 
John Done (51) suffered exhaustion hypothermia and were rescued by Dundonnell 
MRT and RAF Sea King. Three of the party had managed to walk out after 
midnight, but the two left behind had no maps. No torches or bivvy bags were 
carried and the party had been equipped with summer gear. 40. 

ApRIL 4th to 5th - Mark Poulter(29) and Siobhan Poulter (f27) got stuck descending 
from the summit of Beinn Eighe. Mark had a degree of hypothermia. They had 
no ice-axes, crampons or navigation gear. They had met the party of three 
mentioned in the next incident and had been advised to stay put. About03.00 they 
were found by four members of Torridon MRT and a SARDA dog. All stayed 
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overnight on the ridge in bivvy shelters and Mark warmed up. Airlift was 
impossible due to bad conditions. At first light they were roped up and helped 
down. 80. 

APRIL 4th to 5th - In a party of three without crampons or torches, descending fairly 
steep neve into Coire Mhic Fhearchair of Beinn Eighe, Andrew Ferguson (27) 
fell30m and broke an ankle. One went for help. Torridon MRT and SARDA had 
to spend the night on the hill during the rescue of the other two because of ad verse 
weather. RAF Sea King managed to lift them by 10.30 next day. See incident 
above. 235. 

APRIL 6th - Labour party leader John Smith (56) slipped in snow on Eididh nan 
Clach Geala injuring an ankle. 

April 8th to 9th - Simon Kirkwood (36) did the western group of the Fannichs in 
mistake for the central group so he descended to Nest of Fannich instead of 
Fannich Lodge. Found by Dundonnell MRT, after a night search of Meall na 
Chrasgaig, overdue near the lodge. Dundonnell, Kinloss, SARDA. 182. 

APRIL 13th - Without headtorches, John Cartwright (47) and Ben Newton (18) 
turned up safe at 22.30 overdue from An Teallach. Dundonnell. 14. 

MAY 16th to 17th Assynt MRT called out to search for a missing woman in a rural 
area (Dunnet). 

MAy 23rd - Thomas Thomson (70) died of coronary heart disease when he stopped 
to rest on a path walk between Scoraig and Badralloch. Dundonnell MRT. RAF 
Sea King. 17. 

JUNE 1 st - Nick Butterworth (33) was assisted down by other walkers after breaking 
an ankle on the path down An Teallach. Dundonnell. 7. 

JUNE 8th - Janice Brown (60) sprained her ankle on the Shenaval Path. Helped out 
by Dundonnell MRT and JSMTC Dundonnell. 9. 

JUNE 9th - Assynt MRT and HMCG helicopter carried out searches after seven 
distress flares had been set off in a dump near Lochinver. 40. 

JULY 2nd - Without a helmet and unsecured to a belay, Mary Orr (22) was on top 
of a 10m cliff at Reiff, Coigach. She was bringing up Maxwell Bruce (26) who 
fell from near the top. He fell 8m and then got 'locked on' but he had dragged 
Orr down with him. She collided with him, breaking her fall somewhat, but then 
fell the remaining 2m to the bottom with concussion and cuts. Bruce had a sore 
back. Kinloss MRT and Inverness Air Ambulance. 10. 

JULY 4th - Burn fi3hing on Meallan Ghobhar, Kinlochewe, Asa Wallen (f22) 
slipped on grass and broke an ankle. Torridon MRT. 8. 

JULY 15th - Separated in mist on Cona Mheall summit, his wife got down first and 
raised the alarm when David Park (39) was overdue. He walked out as 
Dundonnell MRT and RAF helicopter were en route. 14. 

JULY 20th - Gob a'Gheoda, just north of Loch Ewe. Francis Russell (m48) slipped 
on wet rocks when fishing below sea cliffs, breaking an ankle. Dundonnell MRT. 
30. 

JULY 22nd - Well equipped and with five other women at the summit of Sgurr nan 
Each, Fannichs, Agnes Morrison (50) slipped on rock, breaking tibia and fibula 
at an ankle. RAF Sea King and Dundonnell MRT. 12. 

JULY 26th - Three walkers aborted their ascent of An Teallach due to mist. 
Descending grass on the lower slopes ofGlas Mheall Liath, Hayley Clarke (f26) 
slipped and injured her knee. Rescue by RAF helicopter. Dundonnell MRT 
alerted. 11 . 

AUGUST 10th - Assynt MRT alerted for an old man reported to have broken his leg. 
In fact, he had broken his glasses and walked out unaided from near Inverkirkaig. 
3. 
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AUGUST 19th to 21st - Searches by Assynt MRT and RAF Sea King for a mixed 
group of four (aged 15 to 17) who strayed off route on an award hike. They had 
not identified an indistinct path junction. Kinloss team stood down en route to 
incident. Loch Choire, Sutherland. 140. 

SEPTEMBER 3rd - Twelve cadets and four ATC officers were contouring a wet rock! 
grass slope on the north-facing aspect of Stuc Loch na Cabhaig (Torridon Beinn 
Dearg) when Karen Murray (15) slipped and fe1l30m cutting her head. She was 
able to walk with aid till met by Torridon MRT 1.5km from the road. 35. 

SEPTEMBER 3rd - Carn nan Conbhairean of Ben More Assynt. Ann MacLeod (37) 
was exhausted, but managed to walk down aided by six companions (three had 
gone for help) as Assynt MRT and RAF Sea King arrived. 33. 

OCTOBER 3rd - Richard Carlsberg (57) a member of a grouse-shooting party offive 
died from a heart attack on Bidein Clann Raonaild (466m) a hill4km west of the 
head of Loch a'Chroisg, Achnasheen . Recovery by Torridon MRT, SARDA and 
RAF Sea King. 63. 

OCTOBER 10th - Collecting water samples in small hill lochs 3km west of Beinn 
Eighe summit, Bert Paquin (29) failed to make a rendezvous with a colleague. 
He did not have a watch and walked back to Coire Dubh in darkness. Torridon 
MRT, SARDA, RAF Sea King. 66. 

OCTOBER 16th - Separated from a companion near the summit of Sgurr Mor 
(Fannich) Peter Baikie (27) had no navigation gear. He mistook Loch Fannich 
for Loch Glascarnoch and walked to the road at Lochluicart. Dundonnell MRT 
and RAF Sea King. 14. 

NOVEMBER 1st to 2nd - Separated in mist on Conival summit (Ben More Assynt) 
James Herd (48) went down the wrong side despite having a map and compass. 
He walked out to Kylestrom at low level, rather than climb back up through the 
mist at night. Found 16km from last known position. Assynt and Kinloss MRTs, 
SARDA, RAF Sea King. 282. 

NOVEMBER 18th to19th - Leaving at 14.30 and going to the top of Sliochfrom 
Kinlochewe, William Tate (49) and Geoffrey Telford (40) were benighted. 
Rescuers were alerted because they failed to make a promised VHF radio contact 
- their battery was defective. In poor weather they got themselves down by 
00.40. Torridon MRT. 20. 

NOVEMBER 27th to 28 - Michael Burke (45) and Linda Kimmey (38) suffered 
hypothermia trying to descend Spidean a'Choire Leith, Liathach. Lost in mist 
and gale winds they got crag fast above steep cliffs and used bivvy bags. RAF Sea 
King spotted them on the SW shoulder and winched them off next morning. 
Torridon, Dundonnell and Kinloss MRTs. 164. 

DECEMBER 21st to 22nd - Kinloss team called out to search for a woman missing 
overnight at Munlochy, Black Isle. found by Police. 45. 

DECEMBER 26th to 27th - Stuc a' Choire Dhuibh Bhig, Liathach. Martin Richardson 
(37) and Andrew Davies (21) got benighted and unable to descend. Found by 
Torridon MRT. Recovered by RAF Sea King. 50. 

WESTERN HIGHLANDS 

JANUARY 4th to 5th - Night search by Kintail MRT for three people lost on Carn 
Loch nan Eun (594m) a rocky peak above Glen EJchaig. Paul Ryder (36), Robert 
King (34) and Nicola Hibbert (30) had lost their map but carried on. A light on 
the hill had been spotted and they were found by SARDA dog. Self evacuation. 
Helicopter involved. 44. 
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FEBRUARY 16th - Descending Druim Coire a'Bheithe (a shoulder ofSgurr Thuilm, 
Glenfinnan) Eric Murphy (43) slipped and broke an ankle. Lochaber MRT and 
RAF Sea King. 34. 

FEBRUARY 23rd - Wearing crampons, Steven Cuthill (31) slipped on ice, collided 
with a rock and fractured a femur. Creag nan Damh (918m), South Cluanie 
Ridge. Kintail MRT and RAF Sea King. 44. 

APRIL 4th to 5th - A party of five were avalanched by a cornice collapse on the NE 
Face of Sgurr an Lochain (1004m) South Cluanie Ridge. Guide (m40) and one 
student (m27) had leg injuries. Kenneth Stewart (51) was also injured, but he and 
two women (both 29) were able to get out themselves. The casualties were night
stretchered by Kintail and Glenelg teams in appalling conditions. Helicopters 
were unable to operate. 282+. 

MAY 17th to 18th - Solo hillwalking, Kevin McCubbin (34) slipped descending 
snow on NE Ridge, Sgurr na Lapaich, Glen Strathfarrar. Wearing crampons he 
fell an unknown distance, with head , ankle and knee injuries. Dundonnell and 
Kinloss MRTs, SARDA, RAF Sea King. 67. 

MA Y 19th to 20th - Neil MacKinnon (73) was overdue on hills near Fort Augustus. 
He got confused when following an injured lamb, but found his way to the A82. 
Kinloss and Dundonnell MRTs, SARDA, RAF Sea King. 191. 

MA Y 20th - Going ahead of his two companions up Forcan Ridge of the Saddle, 
John Clayton (69) was seen to lose his balance when scrambling on hands and 
knees up a rock arete. He was killed after falling 25m down vertical rock, then 
another 180m down a hard snow gully, striking a large rock near the bottom. 
Kintail and RAF Sea King. 42 . 

MAY 29th - The body of solo walker Patrick Raison (60) was found by other 
walkers on the north shore of Loch Hourn (near Eilean a' Garb-lain opposite 
Barrisdale). He had died of coronary heart disease. Stretcher recovery to boat by 
Glenelg MRT. Kintail team alerted. 61. 

Ju E 7th - During a solo descent of Sgurr a'Bhealaich Dheirg (Loch Cluanie) D.H. 
(32) slipped on wet grass and injured an arm. He also suffered breathlessness due 
to a heart condition. Helped down by other walkers. Kintail MRT. 6. 

JUNE 17th to 19th - Party of six schoolgirls (all 15) in the charge of a male leader 
were overdue in reaching their rendezvous at Dorusduain, Strath Croe (Loch 
Duich) after walking from Glen Cannich. They were found by rescuers , during 
spate conditions, near Camban Bothy. The main cause of the call-out was that 
their route was changed by the leader and no-one knew about it. Dundonnell and 
Kintail MRTs, SARDA. 147. 

JULY 17 - Liz Bondi (39) broke leg in a slip on dry scree in the northern coire of 
Beinn Tharsuinn, Achnashellach (863m, near Bheamais Bothy). Evacuated by 
RAF Sea King. Kintail MRT. 17. 

J UL Y 17th - On The Saddle, man (19) stopped and took offhis rucksack. It fell down . 
Trying to retrieve it he slipped on dry grass and fell ISm. Among other bruises 
he got head injuries and was unconscious for 20min. He tried to walk out but got 
dizzy. Stretchered by Kintail MRT from Allt a' Coire Uaine. 33. 

AUGUST 1st - Rescuers were called out by a walker who thought he saw a body in 
the coire west of Mullach Fraoch Coire. He could not get down to it. The team 
found an abandoned survival bag: owner please contact Kintail MRT. 26. 

AUGUST 3rd 10 4th - Walking out from Sgurr Mor (Glen Kingie) in wind and rain, 
Alan Peacock (63) became separated from his companion at 16.00, halfway to 
Glendessarry (Loch Arkaig). Peacock was reported missing, and made a navi
gation error, walking out to Tomdoun Hotel (Glen Garry) at 10.30 next day. 
Lochaber MRT, RAF Sea King. 202. 
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AUGUST 30th to 31 th - Kinloss MRT, SARDA and RAF Sea King searched Glen 
Moriston for a missing male (30) who had made a despairing telephone call . He 
was found safe by Police next day on the Tomich to Cougie track. 190. 

SEPTEMBER 25th-Setoutat 15.30to climb Beinn Sgritheall, two men got benighted 
without lights. Both fell over a rock and sustained injuries. Found by Glenelg 
team leader two miles from their car. I. 

OCTOBER 31st - Stalking near Wester Glenquoich Burn (4km NW of Altbeithe, 
Loch Quoich) Peter Brown (50) having previously complained of chest pains, 
died of a heart attack. Evacuated by quad. ATV and trailer. 2. 

BEN NEVIS 

JANUARY Ilth to 12th-Because of severe weather, four male students (18-26) were 
advised not to leave the summit refuge until Lochaber MRT arrived . There was 
no search/rescue and they were guided down for their safety. 18+. 

JANUARY 11th to 12th - Lost in a blizzard and white-out 300m below the summit 
which they were attempting by the track, Geoffrey Attwood (41) and Ann 
Frankum (35) had their map blown away. They descended till dark, then snow
holed. Walked into Coire Eoghainn where they were found uninjured by 
Lochaber MRT and guided down. 63 . 

JANUARY 14th to 15th - David Little (44) who suffered slight hypothermia and 
Stephen Jones (31) were benighted at Tower Gap. Airlift RAF Sea King. 24. 

JANUARY 22nd to 23rd - Four men glissaded (sitting) Ledge Gully after climbing 
The Curtain. Wilfred Preston (52) was still wearing crampons, one of which 
caught in ice which twisted and injured an ankle. Dragged to CIC Hut then 
stretchered by Lochaber MRT next day to airlift by RAF Sea King. 35. 

FEBRUARY 6th - Descending track without crampons or ice-axe, Katrin Bahi (18) 
tried to stop a slide using her hands, sustaining cut and frostbitten fingers . Helped 
down by passer-by. Police. 3. 

FEBRUARY 12th - Descending to Halfway Lochan from the top of Castle Ridge, 
Michael Cottam (24), using crampons, slipped and fractured an ankle on rocks. 
AM Ski Patrol, Lochaber MRT, RN Sea King. 32. 

FEBRUARY 16th - Benighted, cold and cragfast at Tower Gap, Sean Turner (25) with 
mild hypothermia, and John Rothwell (24) were winched before midnight by 
RAF Sea King. 8. 

FEBRUARY 19th to 20th - Nigel Walton (34) and Michael Stork (32) were both killed 
in a fall from Minus One Gully. Lochaber MRT, RN Sea King. 48. 

FEBRUARY 19th to 20th - With a companion, and two that they met, Richard Gordon
Head (33) slipped descending steep snow breaking a leg. They thought they were 
in Red Burn, but it was Five Finger Gully. Stretcher carry by Lochaber MRTand 
airlift by RAF. 204. 

FEBRUARY 22nd to 23rd - Party of two attempting to descend the track in a white
out. At 16.00 Kevin Mulroy (29) strayed into Five Finger Gully and was killed 
by a long fall. His body was recovered on February 23rd by Kinloss and Lochaber 
MRTs and RAF Sea King. 138. 

FEBRUARY 22nd - About 16.00 two walkers attempting to descend the track were 
sitting lost above Five Finger Gully. About 16.15 visibility improved and one 
went towards the track. Preparing to follow, Brian Boot (46) slipped and was 
killed by a fall. Recovery by Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King. 112. 
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FEBRUARY 25th to 26th - Late on February 25th, after climbing Orion Direct to the 
summit refuge, George Gibson (40) attempted to descend the track with a 
companion. He got above Five Finger Gully and slipped. Fatal. Lochaber MRT, 
RAF Sea King. 107. 

MARCH 3rd to 4th - Poorly equipped with only one torch, light boots, no ice-axes 
or crampons, three Belgian men (24, 27, 31) tried to go down the track in poor 
weather from the summit refuge. The 27-year-old was navigating with the one 
map and compass, but he got separated and was lucky to descend to Steall car 
park near the Waterslide of Coire Eoghainn. The other two were also I ucky to get 
back to the refuge, whence they were guided down next day by Lochaber MRT. 
SARDA and RAF Sea King also involved. 255. 

MARCH 17th to 19th -Geraldine Westrupp (4 1) leading William Gorman (38) tried 
to get rum to the Great Tower. However, they had commenced the Eastern 
Traverse too early. He could not follow so she descended to rum and requested 
rope and jumars by mobile phone. Rescue by RN Sea King was delayed because 
the wrong couple were contacted who did not need help. Further phoning 
resulted in rescue by RAF Wessex. Lochaber MRT. 474. 

MARCH 19th to 20th - Three men reported overdue on Tower Ridge radioed from 
CIC Hut at 04.05 on 20th that they were OK. 

APRIL? - A pair were in trouble on the Great Tower, and later, when trying to 
navigate off the plateau, got guiding instructions by mobile phone from Fort 
WiJliam. Not classed as an incident. 

MAY 8th - On slopes of Cam Dearg NW. John Bryde (38) fell lOOm descending 
in crampons, breaking a leg. RAF Sea King. Lochaber MRT. 19. 

MAY 16th to 17th - Lawrence Sands (20) separated from his three companions by 
goi ng ahead on Carn Mor Dearg Arete. They reported him overdue, last seen at 
Abseil Posts. He was found by a ground party, lost and cold, on the Waterslide 
of Coire Eoghainn. Lochaber MRT, RN Sea King. 120. 

JUNE 12th - Top-roping at Poll Dubh, Alexander MacMiJlan (23) received arm 
injuries and general bruising from a fall of9m. A belay had failed and he landed 
on grass in a rock cleft and was not badly injured. Stetcher lowered by Lochaber 
MRT.17. 

JUNE 25th to 26th - A male walker on Ben Nevis got left behind by his group when 
he got cramp. An early morning message said he got down OK. 

JULY 2nd - Without crampons or ice-axe, Robert Hammond (45) was in a group of 
four descending the track at 760m when he slipped on neve and fell head first for 
18m. He sustained a neck strain and a deep leg cut. Stretchered by Lochaber 
MRT.46. 

J UL Y 2nd to 3rd - Peter Ward (41) was overdue on track. Solo, he wore inadequate 
boots (Doc Martens soles). His body was found by Lochaber MRT searching in 
a gully of Upper Coire Eoghainn below a snowfield. He had no ice-axe, 
crampons, helmet. spare clothing or navigation gear. Evacuated by RAF helicop
ter. 110. 

J UL Y 19th - Charles Elias, having taken 10 hours to get up the track was exhausted 
descending. Escorted from Halfway Lochan by Lochaber MRT. 

JULY 29th - At 950m when descending the track, Conni Wilczopolski (f59) slipped 
and sustained a bad ankle fracture. Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King. 51. 

AUGUST 3rd - At 250m when descending the track, Sandra Prowse (45) took ill. 
Stretchered to hospital by Lochaber MRT and released after treatment. 34. 

AUGUST 4th - A rock rolled on to his foot and fractured his ankle when Colin Hendry 
(30) was in Observatory Gully. He used a hand-held radio to summon help 
(Lochaber MRT and RN Sea King) 92. 
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AUGUST 4th to 5th - Descending the track on a charity walk woman (22) who had 
a history of knee problems, suffered a dislocation at Halfway Lochan . Night 
evacuation by Lochaber and RN Sea King. 120. 

AUGUST 7th - Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King were called out to the summit for 
a hypothermia case. In fact, woman (41) had gastro-enteritis and was detained 
in Belford Hospital. 52. 

SEPTEMBER 3rd- Runner in Nevis Race, Kevin Rogan (37) slipped when descending 
suffering minor injuries and mild hypothermia. Stretchered from 1220m. to 
Halfway Lochan, then airlifted by RAF Sea King. Kinloss and Lochaber MRTs. 
26. 

SEPTEMBER 3rd - Colin Ross (25) suffered exhaustion hypothermia in Nevis Race. 
Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King. 22. 

SEPTEMBER 17th - Ann Murphy (29) and Alison McLure (28) were climbing Tower 
Ridge when their rope jammed under a boulder at Tower Gap. They tried to free 
it for an hour then called for help. Winched off by RAF Sea King. Lochaber 
MRT. 44. 

SEPTEMBER 25th - John Vickers (53) got exhausted at the first aluminium bridge 
when ascending the track. Aided down by Lochaber team member. 3. 

OCTOBER 16th to 17th - Starting at noon on an ascent of Tower Ridge with no ice
axes or crampons, William Kay (33), George Kay (31) and Thomas Ness (30) 
were delayed by other groups and a heavy fall of snow which quickly froze . They 
failed to reach the top and descended to Tower Scoop where they stayed 
overnight. Next morning in Tower Gully two could go down no farther (because 
of the amount of snow and lack of gear, according to the report) though one got 
to the CIC Hut for help. Winched out by RAF Sea King. Lochaber MRT. 56. 

NOVEMBER 20th - Descending the track with a companion, Gordon Yates (58) got 
sore ankles and exhaustion at 350m altitude. Escorted down by two Lochaber 
MRT members. 4. 

DECEMBER 27th - Peter Ibberson (30), Richard Moss (26) and John Carmichael (22) 
left CIC Hut at 09.30 for Tower Ridge. Delayed by unconsolidated winds lab they 
got benighted a pitch below the Eastern Traverse and flashed distress signals. 
Lifted by RAF Sea King at 20.00 they were released from Belford Hospital after 
a brief check for hypothermia. Lochaber MRT. 58. 

GLENCOE 
(Including Buachaille Etive Mor) 

JANUARY 1st - On Bidean nam Bian, John Barr (34) walked through a cornice and 
felllOm towards the Lost Valley, suffering concussion for three or four minutes. 
Found by companions who helped him down while one went for help. Met by 
Glencoe MRT near road. 4l. 

JANUARY 1st to 2nd - Two women and one man traversing Aonach Eagach east to 
west got benighted and cragfast due to poor weather and one woman being unfit. 
Flashed torches alerted Glencoe MRT who roped them off. 10. 

JANUARY 2nd - Roped, Katherine Schirrmacher (19) was seconding Crowberry 
Ridge, Buachaille Etive Mor, by Naismith ' s Route. She slipped and fell a metre 
or two on a rock slab, twisting her knee when a crampon caught. She was lowered 
to easier ground, but then the party of four were subjected to a windslab 
avalanche (Avalanche Danger 3 Medium Risk). Helped by the rope they 
managed to hang on. One man wa buried but dug out uninjured. Schirrmacher 
was lowered to the foot of Curved Ridge where Glencoe MRT found them. RAF 
Sea King. 88. 
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JANUARY 2nd - False alarm. During the Crow berry Ridge incident a light was seen 
on North Buttress which did not move for over an hour. Two Glencoe MRT 
members went up but could not get close because of avalanche danger. Rescue 
137 helicopter had to give up a close approach due to mist. Then a man walked 
into base and said he had dropped his headtorch on North Buttress . 10. 

JANUARY 2nd to 3rd- Alison Bull and Matthew Kinsey (both 22) could not find way 
offSgurr nam Fiannaidh after traversing Aonach Eagach, so they snow-holed for 
the night. A search that night by RAF Sea King failed, but another air search next 
morning found them. Glencoe, Kinloss, Leuchars and Stafford MRTs SARDA. 
445. 

JANUARY 3rd to 4th - A man and woman bivouacked near the summit ofBuachaille 
Etive Mor after climbing West Route on North Buttress. It was dark and misty 
when they finished but they spent the night in a good snow cave. Walking off next 
day, rescuers told them there was an avalanche risk (4) and they would have to 
be airlifted. The pair were not happy but thought it was afait accompli so they 
were flown off, reluctantly. Glencoe, Leuchars and Stafford MRTs, RAF Sea 
King. 232. 

JANUARY 23rd to 24th - Separating from a group of eight near the summit of Stob 
Dubh, Buachai lle Etive Beag in very severe winds, Andrea Welz (24), intended 
to go an easier way and meet the others lower down. Her body, with multiple 
injuries and without crampons, was found by a SARDA dog about 200m below 
the summit, on a SE rock and scree slope. She may have slipped or been blown 
over. Glencoe and Leuchars MRTs, RAF Sea King helicopters. 695. 

JANUARY 23rd to 24th - With four companions David McCulloch (39) was 
descending near the summit of Sgor na h-Ulaidh in severe winds. He was blown 
down the SE face, fracturing a femur, but his friends thought he was blown down 
the NW side. Glencoe MRT and SARDA spent more than seven hours that night 
searching the NW face, but he was not found till next day. Airlift by RAF Sea 
King. 159. 

JANUARY 29th - Near the foot of Curved Ridge, Buachaille Etive Mor, Richard 
Gleed (21) fell through a snow-bridge down a waterfall , into a gap between snow 
and rock. Uninjured in the fall, he was in water 3m down. His companion tried 
his best to haul him out but failed, having to leave him tied off to a dead-man 
belay plate. When Glencoe MRT reached him he had been swept farther down, 
and had to be dug and hauled out from under the snow, probably drowned 
although death from hypothermia was not ruled out. RAF Sea King could not get 
in due to high winds . 55. 

FEBR UARY 3rd - Two men walking to the foot of Crow berry Ridge, BuachaiJle Etive 
Mor were hit by a soft windslab avalanche (High Risk 4 that day). One was 
caught by the edge of the slide and stopped by using his ice-axe. WilIiam Murphy 
(25) was swept down over two rock buttresses by the full force. He was dead from 
head injuries on the surface of the snow. The slab had started as a channelled 
avalanche but was open slope when it hit the men. Lower and stretcher carry by 
Glencoe MRT and SARDA. RAF Sea King returned to base when death was 
confirmed. 48. 

FEBRUARY 10th - Man (26) was traversing Aonach Eagach east to west with a 
companion, but they descended the south side of Stob Coire Leith. Victim fell 
7m and was unconscious from a head injury. He subsequently rolled down 
another 50m and he is now only slowly recovering. Glencoe MRT, RN Sea King. 
59. 
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FEBRUARY 21 st to 22nd - RAF Sea King found ran 10hnstone (33) and Neil 
Thomson (32) who were reported overdue on Shelf Route, Crowberry Ridge, 
Buachaille Etive Mor. They had snow-holed for the night and elected to finish 
the climb. Glencoe MRT. 35. 

FEBRUARY 27th - Going down a rough track to a bothy at Allt-na-Reigh in the dark, 
Tracy Anne Clarke (22) slipped on a snow-covered rock breaking an ankle. 
Rescue by Glencoe MRT involved a stretcher hoist up a face beside a long ladder 
in the gorge. 22. 

FEBRUARY 27th-A valanche risk for the day was High Risk4. Dimitris Andrikopou!os 
and Zacharias Xypolias (both 24) did a climb on Buachaille Etive Mor and were 
descending Coire na Tulaich in the dark, roped. At 550m altitude they triggered 
a windslab avalanche with a crown wall measuring I m deep and 400m across. 
They were swept down 150m burying Dimitri head down. Zacharias was buried 
up to his neck, so that it took him 10 min. to free himself and a further 10 min . 
to dig out Dimitri who was dead . Glencoe MRT stretcher carry. 44. 

MARCH 5th to 6th- David Langrish (29) was abseiling off Pitch 40fRaven's Gully, 
Buachaille Etive Mor, in deteriorating conditions when a peg pulled causing the 
rope to fall down, leaving him cragfast. His companion abseiled from 16m lower 
down and alerted rescuers who could not recover him that night. He was rescued 
next day using a rope from top to bottom of Raven 's Gully . Glencoe MRT, RN 
Sea King. 183. 

MAY 2nd to 3rd - Traversing Aonach Eagach east to west, Shona Green (32) and 
her companion slid 12m down the north side of Meall Dearg. Hamilton was 
uninjured. After eight hours, he went to get help for Shona who was cut and 
cragfast. He went back over the ridge and got benighted going down the steeper 
south side. Glencoe MRT and RN Sea King. 90. 

MAY 28th - While paragliding, Kenneth MacKenzie (31) crash landed on rock and 
scree on the Lost Valley slopes ofStob Coire nan Lochan. He walked off the hill 
with cuts and bruises, but a hillwalker witness thought he had been seriously 
injured. Glencoe team and RN Sea King alerted. 11 . 

MA Y 28th to 29th - Descending from Sgor nam Fiannaidh after a traverse of 
Aonach Eagach, Ronald Neil (43) got separated from three companions who 
went down without him, not realising he was having problems. He slipped on 
scree causing a slight arm injury, then got cragfast. Guided down by Glencoe 
MRT.40. 

JUNE 28th - Going down one of the steeper parts of the Lost Valley path, Gertude 
Spalinger(73) slipped on rock and scree injuring her head. Met by GlencoeMRT 
and walked down to base. 6. 

JULY 17th - Leading The Gut on East Face of Aonach Dubh, man (46) slipped. 
Some runners pulled out so he fell 25m with severe leg, chest and abdomen 
injuries. Rescued by Glencoe team setting up a stretcher cableway down the cliff 
for RN Sea King lift. 52. 

JULY 19th - Children (accompanied by adults) shouted in Lost Valley to hear their 
cries echoed from the rock walls. A couple thought the shouts were distress 
signals and raised a false alarm. GMRT. 4. 

JULY 23rd- Whortleberry Wall on Rannoch Wall of Buachaille EtiveMore. Mark 
Litterick (30) had just untied from his belay and was about to lead on when the 
large ledge he was standing on collapsed. His companion was belayed far to one 
side, so Mark swung for 16m, sustaining a bad knee injury. Hi s belayer, with 
other climbers, lowered him down to Glencoe MRT. Airlift by RAF Sea King. 
50. 
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July 24th - Descending solo the East Face of Bide an nam Bian, Thomas Reid (40) 
slipped on a wet, rocky path, breaking an ankle. Stretchered to below cloud base 
by GMRT for RAF airlift. 68. 

JULY 27th - Three Dutchmen descended from the summit of Buachaille Etive Mor 
and went down Curved Ridge, thinking they had seen a path. The route was too 
difficult for them so that Paul Bertelcamp and Dolf von Voskuilen (both 29) 
became cragfast (Paul having a slight hand injury). The third went to call out 
Glencoe MRT. The two cragfast were lowered to the foot of the crag then walked 
off unaided. 42. 

JULY 31st - Party of three traversing Aonach Eagach east to west descended 
prematurely . Girl (18) slipped on a steep screelheather slope with serious spine 
and pelvic injuries. Glencoe MRT. RAF Sea King. 49. 

JULY 31 st to AUGUST 2nd - Technical searches of climbing faces ofB uachaille Etive 
Mor in poor visibility resulted in the discovery of the body of solo cUmber 
Gordon Sutherland (55) in Crowberry Gully. He was thought to have slipped 
from orth Buttress, or possibly Crowberry Ridge, and fallen about 200m. No 
route plan had been left so the searches were extensive. Weather had been good 
till evening on July 31st, but turned to heavy rain and low mist. Glencoe, Kinloss , 
Leuchars MRTs, SARDA, RAF and RN Sea Kings. 1963. 

AUGUST 12th to 13th - Steven Blakemore (23) separated from a TA training group 
offive on Stob na Broige, Buachaille Etive Mor. He was seen running fast down 
a slope above the Dalness Chasm. Glencoe MRT searched from 21.00 hours but 
Steven had no torch and was hard to find in the maze of gullies. He was found 
between the two central forks. He had taken a fall, hitting his head and was 
unconsciou for a time. He was also cragfast. It took the team a few hours to get 
to him. He was roped and hoisted vertically to a large ledge. It was too dangerous 
to go on, so everyone waited for an RAF Sea King to winch them out. 92. 

AUGUST 15th - Descending north from Beinn Fhada two women got separated near 
a large gully. Cheryl Peppard (27) dropped her rucksack down a lOOm crag and 
tried to climb down to it. She failed and climbed back up to a large ledge where 
she got cragfast, shouting to her friend to get help. Glencoe MRT lowered her 
down some vertical cracks, then walked her down the large gully. 60. 

AUGUST 16th - Descending west from Sgor na h-Ulaidh summit, Michael Burchell 
(23) had a short slip down a slab. To stop he put out his hand, dislocating a 
shoulder. Mist prevented RAF Sea King reaching him. Glencoe MRT reduced 
the dislocation under Entonox, the use of which necessitated a stretcher carry to 
below the cloudbase for an airUft. 59. 

AUGUST 21st - River-crossing injury. Crossing Allt Lairig Eilde by jumping 
between rocks, man (27) slippetJ wearing training shoes, suffering a serious, but 
closed, leg fracture. Entonox, splinting and stretcher carry by Glencoe MRT. 25. 

AUGUST 28th - A 41-year-old man was found in a dazed, hypothermic state on 
Aonach Eagach by three other walkers. He was poorly clad and thought he was 
walking from Kingshouse to Clachaig by the West Highland Way. The weather 
was very cold with gusty winds near gale force and sleet. A very difficult rescue 
followed for Glencoe MRT. He weighed more than 100kg. He was stretchered 
east along the ridge, then lowered north to below cloud for winching by RN Sea 
King. 171. 

AUGUST 28th to 29th - John Fiddes (48), one of the three walkers who found the 
dazed man in the above rescue, stayed with the casualty till the rescue, then did 
not go down with the team. He walked east to Am Bodach, descended too early 
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and got cragfast on the loose south face. Mildly hypothermic, his torch flashes 
were seen from rescue base. Two team members hoisted him to a large ledge 
from which they were winched by Rescue 177. (Same helicopter from HMS 
Gannet). 60. 

SEPTEMBER 6th - Glencoe MRT went up Aonach Eagach to rescue Jonathon Miller 
(24) cragfast on the Pinnacles, but he got down on the north side. 54. 

SEPTEMBER 23rd - In a party of four traversing Aonach Eagach east to west, 
Elizabeth Blake (53) slipped at ThePinnacles, fracturing two ribs. Glencoe MRT 
prepared her for winching by RAF Sea King. 58. 

OCTOBER 9th - Descending the lower slopes of Buachaille Etive Beag into Lairig 
Eilde, Margaret Anderson (57) slipped on mud. A twisting fall broke her ankle. 
Companions helped her to walk but it became too painful. Rescued by Glencoe 
MRT with stretcher and vacuum splint. 24. 

OCTOBER 19th to 20th - Lost in mist on Curved Ridge, Buachaille Etive Mor, 
Douglas Melvin (38) and John Alexander (32) went down near Central Buttress. 
Abseiling in Waterslide Gully their rope jammed and they got crag fast. Glencoe 
MRT were alerted by torch flashes and roped them off. 45. 

OCTOBER 25th - One of a group of 30 traversing Aonach Eagach east to west, man 
(30) was seen to slip on wet rock at Stob Coire Leith, falling about 75m on the 
Glencoe side. Unfortunately, his helmet was strapped on his rucksack so he 
sustained severe head injuries among others. Glencoe MRT used oxygen, 
vaccum mat, nasal airway and suction and he was lifted by RAF Sea King to 
Belford Hospital , then Southern General , Glasgow. He stopped breathing during 
flight but was revived. 68. 

OCTOBER 27th to 28th - Lost in mist and falling snow during a walk from the Lost 
Valley over Stob Coire nan Lochan to Achnambeithach, George West-Robinson 
(44) and his two children, Ruth (17) and Owen (14) were found by Glencoe MRT 
on scree in Upper Coire nam Beith, and guided down at 03.30. They were OK 
and their headtorches had been seen. 97. 

DECEMBER 27th - Paul Barlow (43), Georgina Neville (23) and Nigel CaIlaghan 
(22) got cragfast in Crowberry Gully. Snow and ice thinned so that they could 
not continue. Unable to descend they flashed SOS and were winched off by RAF 
Sea King. Glencoe MRT. 41. 

DECEMBER 27th - At the same time as the above incident a pair of men were 
stationary on North Buttres of the same mountain. They were also winched off. 
On reaching base they said they did not want to be rescued and were flashing their 
torches to say they were OK. The time was 22.00. 

DECEMBER 28th - Man (32) slipped climbing the basin below Crowberry Gully. He 
fell16m and received back and leg injuries (also head injuries despite wearing 
a helmet) Winched by RAF Sea King. Glencoe MRT. 64. 

DECEMBER 28th - Conveying the above casualty to hospital, Rescue 137 spotted 
torch flashes in Coire Gabhail and reported them. Robert Staynes (26) had 
separated from his companion because of bums in spate. When Glencoe team 
reached him he had crossed but his torch battery had expired. He was escorted 
down. 6. 

DECEMBER 29th - Man (45) was severely injured (head injuries - no helmet) when 
hefell from the final pitchofNC Gully, StobCoirenan Lochan . He hit his second, 
William Canning (27) and dislodged him who also fell and was slightly injured. 
Rescue by Glencoe MRT and airlift by RAF Sea King in poor weather. 86. 
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OTHER CENTRAL HIGHLANDS 

There have been too many instances this year of people walking through snow 
cornices, particularly on Beinn a' Chaorainn. Some of the incidents may have 
ocurred trying to get from the South Top (1050m. GR: NN385845) to the summit 
named Beinn a' Chaorainn on some 1:50,000 maps, and listed as a separate 
mountain in some Munro's Tables as Beinn a' Chaoruinn (Centre Top) (1053m. 
GR: 386851). The curve of the cornice does not look too pronounced in the plan 
view (map). Have people been trying to go between the tops on a straight line 
bearing? The danger is obviously insidious judging from the number and experi
ence of people who have fallen through in the last few years. I have used the place 
a lot for teaching navigation but always rope parties up in white-outs. On the latest 
Landranger map the Centre Top is given a height of 1 049m - but the cartographer 
has made an error and surrounded the 1049m spot height with a ring contour of 
1 050m. The Ordnance Survey have assured me that 1049m is the correct height and 
that the ring contour will be deleted in reprints. The point of all this, in my opinion, 
is that the Centre Top is no longer the Munro. The South Top is 1 m higher, and much 
easier to find in poor visibility, so perhaps the number of fallers can be reduced. 
Mountainmaster 1:25,000 Map shows Ski Tow D to be 114m north of its actual 
position. See March 25th and April 5th incidents. Maps are now revised, but old 
ones are still in use. 

JANUARY 1st - Man (27) walked through the summit cornice of Aonach Beag 
(1236m) in mist fell 300m sustaining serious skull and facial injuries. Lochaber 
MRT and RAF Sea King were alerted by his two companions. 60. 

JANUARY 3rd to 4th - Leuchars and Strathclyde MRTs alerted for an overdue 
climber who made his own way down. Bridge of Orchy. 10. 

JANUARY 8th to 9th-RobertAnderson (36) was found in a snow-hole at l000mjust 
down the south side of Meall a' Bhuiridh. Piste skiing, he had got lost in mist and 
wandered about before digging in, wearing ski gear. He was OK but with mild 
hypothermia. Found by White Corries Ski Patrol. Night searches by Glencoe, 
Kinloss and Leuchars MRTs, SARDA, RAF Sea King. 795. 

JANUARY 22th to AUGUST 27th - Several thousand person-hours were used in 
searching for the body of Christopher Mitchell (45) who was seen by his son to 
walk through a cornice on Beinn a' Chaorainn. It was found under neve using a 
radar device about August 27th. Kinloss, Leuchars, Lochaber, Glencoe MRTs, 
RAF Sea Kings, SARDA. 

FEBRUARY 12th to 13th - Cutting across to avoid cornices and ice bulges on Right 
Twin and Siamese Buttress (both Grade II) on Aonach Mor, Peter Knox (39) 
slipped and fell 120m, breaking a tibia and fibula. He also dragged offhis second, 
who fe1l60m then went to alert rescuers. Lochaber MRT and RN Sea King. 128. 

FEBRUARY 13th - Aonach Mor (SE of summit). Climbing unroped with a compan
ion, Michael Green (27) fell 18m when a cornice he was scaling broke away 
under him. Ice-axe injuries. Assisted down by Lochaber MRT. 6. 

FEBRUARY 13th - With three others, Jonathon Merchant (23) was descending Sgurr 
a' Mhaim into Coire a' Mhail, Glen Nevis. He tripped on crampons, breaking a 
tibia and fibula. Carried out by Lochaber MRT. 114. 

FEBRUARY 16th to 17th - Bernadette Kerby (29) and Claire Hayes (21) were 
benighted on the north ridge of Sgorr Dhearg, Ballachulish Horseshoe. They 
bivouacked and were found by Glencoe MRT next day. Airlifted by RN Sea 
King. 97. 
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FEBRUARY 18th to 19th - Staghorn Gully, South Pipe, Creag Meagaidh (Grade IV). 
Lorraine Parkinson (22) was cragfast and left in a cave belay by her lead climber, 
who went for help. Lowered overnight by Cairngorm MRT, cold but uninjured. 
144. 

FEBRUARY 19th - Nicholas Wood (29) leading last pitch of Centre Post, Creag 
Meagaidh, fell when his tools and crampons did not hold in unconGolidotcd 
snow. He pulled Andrew Perkins (38) off his belay and both fell into Easy Gully 
without serious injuries. Wood was helped down by people in Easy Gully. 
Perkins was airlifted by RAF Sea King. Cairngorm MRT on standby. 9. 

FEBRUARY 19th - Graeme Cornwall is (31) caught his foot in ice in Upper Glen 
Nevis, fracturing his ankle, 3krn. east of Steall Cottage. Lochaber MRT, RAF 
Sea King. 92. 

FEBRUARY 19th - During the above rescue, Lochaber MRT found Ian Currie (48) 
in Steall Meadow with foot and rib injuries. He was helped to hospital by 
climbing companions. 5. 

FEBRUARY 28th - Harry Windle fell through a cornice when descending from the 
summit of A' Mharconaich, Drumochter, and was separated from his compan
ion. He ice-axe braked after falling 60m but his friend had initiated rescue alerts. 
These were cancelled when Windle walked in tired but uninjured. 

MARCH 14th to 15th - A compound incident. Andrew Latham (38) and Andrew 
Dean (27) went down the wrong coire off Am Bodach, Mamores, reaching the 
top of Steall Waterfall, Glen Nevis. Forced to make an unroped descent over 
rocks, snow and ice, Latham fell 18m and stopped, breaking a leg. Dean then fell 
past him, down the waterfall and out of sight, and was killed. Rescue and 
evacuation by Lochaber MRT. 91. 

MARCH 25th - Rupert Hoare (38) fell 45m through a cornice on the East Face of 
Aonach Mor injuring a knee walking on a bearing from Ski Tow D. See note at 
the start of this section . Ski Patrol assistance. 

MARCH 27th - About 300m SE of the South Top of Stob Coire Sgriodain (960m), 
Philip Henderwn (<13) was killed when he walked through 0 cornice and fell a 
minimum of 60m towards Lochan Coire an Lochain. He had been walking along 
the ridge with seven companions. Another member of the party had a similar fall 
shortly before the fatal fall, escaping uninjured . Recovery by Lochaber MRT, 
SARDA and RAF Sea King. 63. 

APRIL 1st - Woman (52) suffering an illness was found by searching woodlands 
west of Sherramore Lodge, Upper Strath Spey, Laggan, and taken to hospital. 
Cairngorm MRT, SARDA, RAF Sea King. 76. 

ApRIL 2st - Lochaber Team called out to Uisge Labhair, Loch Ossian. RAF 
helicopter lifted two people to Raigmore - detained overnight. Ann Ramage (40) 
had fallen into a hole in the snow covered by a thin crust, injuring a leg. lanice 
MacPhail (37) stayed with her while third woman went for help. 39. 

ApRIL 2nd to 3rd-Lochaber MRT conveyed male(19) with minor scald injury from 
a tent at Steall Meadow down Nevis Gorge to hospital. Wind gust blew over a 
pot of boiling water. 3l. 

ApRIL 3rd -12.30. Beinn a ' Chaorainn, Loch Laggan Hills. At GR: NN 385847 (see 
note) Nicholas Hinchcl iffe (30) was walking alone half-an-hour after midday. In 
misty, windy conditions he walked through a cornice and was uninjured by a fall 
of approximately 140m. He dug a snowhole to await improved conditions. 

APRIL 3rd -13.00. Attempting to reach the South Top of Be inn a' Chaorainn (from 
which they intended to get to the North Top) a party as yet unconnected with 
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Hinchcliffe of the previous incident: Paul Margison (40) and a companion, 
Sheridan, missed the South Top. They passed it to the north when walking on a 
compass bearing. Margison fell through a cornice and landed close to Hinchcliffe, 
who had fallen half-an-hour before him. Margison was also uninjured. Confer
ring, they decided to stay put, knowing that Sheridan would seek help. 

ApRIL 3rd - 13.30. Meanwhile, Sheridan found the correct map reference of his 
companion's disappearance through the cornice from another pair of walkers. 
They had lost a Border Collie. It is assumed that the dog also fell through a 
cornice because it turned up, also uninjured, beside Hinchcliffe and Margison. 
All three fallers were rescued by Leeming and Lochaber MRTs. 13S. 

ApRIL 3rd - RAF Leeming MRT called out to Black Mount, where Graham 
Robertson had fallen through a cornice near the top of Stob Gabhar. He managed 
to climb back up the slope and walk out. 20. 

ApRILSth-A party of three walking on the summit plateau of Aonach Mor had just 
left the top of the Ski Button Tow. One noticed a change in snow structure and 
stopped, but Mark Baxter (30) walked past him through a cornice, falling 120m 
into Coire an Lochain. Rescue by Avalanche Service and Ski Patrol. Hospital 
treated for shoulder and hip bruises. 18. 

ApRIL 7th to 8th - After completing four Munros from Culra Bothy, Thomas 
Gilfillan (31) was exhausted when 2km SW of the bothy. His companion left him 
in a survival bag and went to the bothy for help, but finding it empty carried on 
to Ben Alder Lodge. Meanwhi le, the casualty recovered some strength and made 
it to the bothy. Rescue by Police vehicle with Cairngorm MRT on standby. 8. 

April ? - Crag near Steall Hut, Upper Glen evis . Woman climber cragfast after 
ankle injury. She climbed down unaided before Lochaber MRT arrived. 

MA y 1st Othcr walkem alerted rCGeUcm, caying that a couple were cragfast near 
the waterfall above Steall Hut. The woman (31) had twisted her knee bllt got 
down unaided, using a safer route. Lochaber MRT. 23. 

MAY 10th - When a couple were walking along Upper Glen Nevis Path near Steall 
Ruin, the husband, Denis Mori (66) slipped, catching his foot against a stone and 
injuring it. Lochaber MRT. 4S . 

MAY 31sttoJUNE Ist- Three anglers walked for an hour across RannochMoor, then 
used an inflatable dinghy to get to Heron Island, Loch Ba. The dinghy blew away. 
Rescue by RN Sea King next morning. 

JUNE 12th - Without their leaders knowing, two schoolboys (both IS) , went up an 
easy gully to the top of An Grianan, Beinn Ceitlin, because they could not sleep 
in their tents. They decided to descend to their camp at Alltchaorunn by climbing 
down Diedre' s Bower on A' Chioch . One got cragfast and the other went for help. 
When Glencoe MRT arrived the cragfast boy had got himself down. 7. 

JULY 4th - 700m East of Staoineag Bothy, Loch Treig, Kathleen Roberts (44) 
sprained her ankle on a rocky path. RAF Sea King. 13. 

JULY 6th - On a path between Kinlochleven and Loch Eilde Mor a very heavy man, 
Tino Modder (22), wearing trainers, attempted to jump a rock but twisted an 
ankle. Glencoe MRT and RN Sea King. 22. 

JULY 17th - ran Sommerville (29) got cragfast on steep ground walking to the ridge 
crest of Sgorr Dhonuill, above Gleann a'Chaolais (Glenachulish). His wife (who 
had turned back earlier) heard his shouts and called out Glencoe MRT. He was 
aided down, but had got himself out of trouble. 11. 
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JULY 22.-,d-Gh:.ncu" MRT ""II"d OulluS"d1d, fvI' aG4- car-old man overdue from 
a walk at Caolasnacon, Loch Leven . He had gone to Fort Williarn and did not 
know what all the fuss was about. 7. 

AUGUGT 18th Norman Hall (61) waG in a group of 30 deeconding from Sgorr 
DhonuillJSgurr Dearg Bealach when he slipped on wet grass, breaking an ankle. 
Aided part way then etretehered by Glencoe MRT. RN Sea King diverted to 
Aonach Eagach incident. 30. 

AUGUGT 19th In a party of three deGcending the eteep ENE Ridge of Sgurr a' 
Mhilim towilrns Coir~a' Mh(lil hoy (11) slipped wearing fell hoots on Wf'.t grilss . 
lIc slid 50111 gathering :;peed then hit a rock, sustaining a deep scalp cut and 
fractured skull. Airlifted by RAF Rescue 137. Released from hospital after 
overnight detention. Lochaber MRT. 48. 

SCrTIMDCR 11 th Canoeing River Roy near Brunachan Bothy, Marlc Seymour (31) 
was tlu'own out of his boat fracturing his leg by su'iking a rock. Rescued frol11l1 
6m gorge by Lochaber MRT using a Tyrolean Traverse. 21. 

SEPTEMBIlK 13th to 14th - A man of 57 rctuI11cd carly from a walk on Dinncin MorI 
Sgurr Eilde Mor due to bad weather. Ho miGeed a bue and Gpent the night in a 
B&B in Kinlochleven without telephoning, causing unneeded searches by 
Glencoe, Kinloss and Lochaber MRTs, RN Sea King. 344. 

SCI'TCMDER 17th ·· Attempting to walk from BallaehuliGh SSW to Glen Creran. John 
DiUlllltivllJ (66) w,,"1 w,,~l too suvn dnd gOllo,1 in lh" lie,,~ ,wd ltaek~ "Ill,,, I ,,,,,J 
of Glen Durar. Glencoe MRT spotted his torch and escorted him off. 12. 

SCI'TCMDCR 11th Having gone up the Meall a' Bhuiridh Ski Lift wearing trainerG, 
Patricia Melior (42) was hill walking with a companion. At The Canyon (a ski 
run ili winlet) she ~lifJfJed Oll wel gras> breaking a libia and damaging knee 
ligaments . Stretchered to Chilirlift hy Glencoe MRT then chilirlift stretcheren 
off. 24. 

SEPTEMlJbK 251h - Sulu luw-Ievel walking at Corriechoille, Slleall BI iuge, SCUll 
McNally (17) clipped and fell on rockG gaching a thigh. Treated by a doctor 
pa5ser-by and transported to hospita l hy T ,\I,-haher MRT. wh.-. w,-.n:. illcrtc.d hy th ... 
doctor' s mobile phone. 3. 

OrrORER 5th to 6th - Solo walking from Rilnnoch towarns C:orroJJr Station. John 
SI'''lJlilaJ (33) got 10Sl in misl a'id dMk.Jie~s. Ik wandcf.:;d aboul part of the night, 
butevontually he found the railway and waited till dawn. He flagged down a train 
crew who were aware of the search for him. Tayside, Lochaber and Rannoch 
School MRTs. 136. 

OCTOBER 8th to 9th - Attempting a solo walk: of three of the Glen Etive Munros, 
including Stob Coire an Albannaich, Hugh MacKenzie deccended in mict when 
he ran out of time. HiG guideboolc and compacc oonflicted and he got benighted 
without a torch. He was found wandering on low ground by Police nearCoileitir. 
Glencoe MRT. 61. 

OCTOBEK 12lh - Hugh Burden (23) sliplleu Ileal the sunllllit of An Gealallach, 
Mamore Forect, when hillwalking with four othom. He Guffered a brokon ankle 
and was airlifted by RAF Rescue. 137. 

NOVEMBER 5th to 6th - A passing hillwalker found the body of John Barden (56) in 
AlIt Rath, about 1.3krn WSW of the summit of Stob Ban, Grey Corries, Spean 
Bridge. Hypothermia. Stretchered by Lochaber MRT. 162. 

NOVEMBER 18th - Deborah Quartel (20) slipped wearing Wellington boots on wet 
ye~"l"livt' Oil Bcin'i Rj"bhad" "Lvy" Low,,( Gkn Nevis. She ~liJ dl,J hil" r"lk,i 
tr",e, fracturing a hurnent and dislocating the opposite elbow. Stretcher carri('n 
by Lochaber MRT. 13. 
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CAIRNGORMS 

JANUARY 3rd - Trevor Turner (63) went through ice on the River Spey 2km above 
Fochabers rescuing a dog. He was rescued by a man (61) and a younger man 
rescued the dog. 

JANUARY 5th - Body of man (59) found under sea cliffs at Dickmont's Den, 
Arbroath. Not thought to be 0. climbing accident. Recovery by ctretcher hoi cted 
by Land-Rover winch. HM Coastguard. 8. 

JMIU,'JlY 15th Beating for harec on hill ground on PhoneD EGtate, Newtonmore, 
James Dunbar (59) died from a heart attack. Found by his companions sweep
searching and evacuated by RAF Sea King. 11 . 

JANUARY 16th - 17th - Roderick Ferrier (31) and Judith Leslie (30) left Clova Hotel 
for a circular walk via Loch Brandy. Because their car was still there about 
midnight Leuchars and both Tayside MRTs, SARDA and RN Sea King were 
called out. Roderick staggered in to search control at 04.15 saying that Judith had 
hypothermia, becauce of cevere weather after 0. fall. She wac airlifted by Reccue 
177 from between Corrie of Bonhard and Red Craig at 04.37. She was flown 
(lilt:t:l LU Nillt:Wt:lls Huspital wllt:lt: llt:r <.:ore (empelatule wa~ 22'C. Slit: maue a 
remarkable recovery as that ic the lowect temperature from which women in 
Europe have curvived. (Lowect waG 0. male in Finland whose temperature wac 
17'e.) The party had no map and compass, with poor clothing for the conditions. 
120. 

JANUARY 21st - Beside the Day Lodge in Coire Cas of Cairngorm, boy (4) was 
cledging with his father in an area marked ac dangerouc, when hic father let go 
of the cledge which clid down 0. burn under 0. cnowbridge. He wac located four 
minuteG later with no pulcc and no breathing. An off duty nurcc cucccccfully 
performed cardia pulmonary recuccitation and boy wac later recovering in 
hospital . Ambulance Service. 

JMIUAIl.Y 23rd to 2!1th - Planning to walk the ci/( MunroG eact of the Braemar/ 
Glenshee road, Keith Owens (35) and Frances Robb (f36) experienced strong 
winds with snow and poor visibility between the fir t two (Carn an Tuirc - Cairn 
of Claise). Their map blew away and they stumbled around the plateau for hours 
eventually descending Allt an Loch and bivouacking. They carried on for 
another km, then Keith went on alone to Callater Lodge Bothy. He returned to 
Francoc in herbivvy bag, then they both got down to the bothy. Meanwhile, a car 
check had found their routo p1o.n and they were reccued by Grampian Police at 
02.40. Frances was hospitalised with fatigue and slight frost trauma. 13. 

FEBRUARY 10th - Richard Webb (55) lifted by RAF Sea King from Glenshee Ski 
Area suffering a heart attack. 

FEBRUARY 13th to 15th-Night (2) and day searches in severe weather for Jaqueline 
Greavec (53) were carried out by Aberdeen, Braemar, Y..inlocc, and Leucharc 
MRTs, and RAF Sea King. She was found by SARDA dog handlers walking 
down Luibeg Burn cuffering from froct nip and mild hypothermia. She had 
become ceparated from two male companionc when they both fell through 0. 

cornice. Reccuerc had concentrated on the eaGtern caire of DeITY Cairngorm 
'.vhich ic where the cornice waG reported to have been, but it may well have been 
somewhere on Ben Macdui . 2000+. 

FEBRUARY 15th - After climbing Diagonal Gully in Winter Corrie, Neil Turner (22) 
was descending steep ground north ofDriesh with a companion. There was 16cm 
of new snow lying over older concolidated Gnaw and ice. There waG ctrong wind 
with snow falling. Shortly aftcr start of descent they were overtaken by a largc, 
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loose, avalanche which carried them down into the Burn ofKilbo at GR: 26674S. 
Neil sustained a small fracture in the spine/pelvic area. He was found staggering 
by Leuch:UE :md TaYEide MRT~ alerted by hie companion and etretchered off. 
210. 

FEBRUARY 19th - At 16.00 John Inglis (31) was leading Tough-Brown Traverse on 
Lo<:hnag:u. In the area of Parallel Gully B he fell and pulled off his second, John 
Buchanan (30) who wae killed inctantly. He had been belayed to a piton and a 
snow bollard. Inglie had euetained two open fractures to a femur. His cries for 
help were heard by other climberc and two reached him at 16.30, but he died at 
19.30. Evacuated by etretchcr and snow vehicle. Aberdeen and Braemar MItTs, 
RAF Boulmer Sea King. 246. 

FEBRUARY 21st - Aladdin's Mirror Direct, Cairngorm. Paul Lamb (46) broke a leg 
falling 12m from an ice wall. An axe hold came away and he was unroped. RAF 
Boulmer Sea King, Cairngorm and Glenmore MRTs. 33. 

FEBRUARY 23rd - Two men and two women (31-18) were overdue from climbing 
Central B uttreeE of Lochnagar, having been delayed by deep snow. Grampian 
Police MRT. 6. 

FEBRUARY 26th .. AliEtair Henderwn (28) received cheet injuries when he slipped 
on to an ice-axe during an outdoor course on Carn na Cloiche, Cromdale Hills. 
Rescued by group members. 

MARCII 2nd Cairngorm MRT called out for two climber5 cragfast in Red Gully, 
Coire an-t'Sneachda. They extricated themselves. 

MARCII Sth Aftercompleting hie firet winterclimb (Fluted Buttress) lan Drummond 
(28) was walking down the Goat Track with three companions. He tripped over 
a crampon and Elid a long way becauee he did not manage to ice ·axe brake. 
Serious leg injury. Cairngorm and Glenmore MRTs, RAF Sea King. 81. 

MARCH 9th Adam Gray (7) helicoptered to honpital from the Lecht when knocked 
unconscious from a ski accident. 1. 

MARCH 11 th to 14th - Searches of River Tay for a missing Dunkeld woman who 
had been walking her dog near the river. 

M.'l.RCII ISth Dawn Hatton (So1) was heading towards the foot of The Vent, Coire 
an Lochan, Cairngorm with her hucband. She wac blown offbalance and fe1l7Sm 
down a ~teep Gnaw slope on to rocke, injuring ribs and an anlde. Stretcher lowered 
by Glenmore and Cairngorm MRTs to airlift by RAF Sea King in very difficult 
flying weather. 34. 

MARCH 28th - Climbing Kiwi Gully, Hell's Lum Crag, unroped, Simon Mea (29) 
slipped from just below the cornice. He fell to the bottom and suffered a 
dislocated shoulder and abrasions. RAF Sea King. 9. 

APRIL 2nd - Paul Sweeney (27) returning from a climb in the Northern Corries and 
descending Fiacaill a' Choire Chais with a companion, stumbled in crampons, 
breaking a lower leg. Stretcher carry by Cairngorm MRT. 72. 

App.JL 3rd Walking in Glen Doll , Nick Morley eprained a Imee and anlde and was 
stretehered out by RAF Stafford MRT. 17. 

App.JL 17th Air ambulance resoued Ruth Blackburn who broke an anlde paragliding 
on the Bochel (491m) Glenlivet. 

APRIL 17th Air ambulanoe rescued Philip Marnden (31) with a fractured pelvis 
from a paragliding crash near the Bochel, Glenlivet. 

ApRIL 24th - Glen Fender Bridge, Blair Atholt. Virginia Greig (SI) slipped on wet 
grass and fell 12m into the gorge when trying to rescue her dog. She was only 
Elightly injured. Firemen got her out using a ladder, and also fCscued the dog. 

ApRIL 30th - With three friends descending a boulder slope on Beinn a' Chaorainn, 
Glen Derry, Neil Stewart (47) slipped. In falling he tried to protect a camera in 
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his right hand and he suffered an open fracture of the wrist. Braemar Ambulance 
from Derry Lodge. 13. 

MAY 19th to llnd .. Searches by Aberdeen, Braemar, Grampian Police and ¥.inlo~~ 
MRTs, SARDA nnd RAF Sea King around Ballnter for Alfred Clark (69) who 
did not return home after visiting an eye clinic. Subsequent searches by SARDA 
and Grampian Police Underwater SU failed to find him. 650. 

MAY 22nd - Hamish Reid (13) rescued by RAF Sea King after a fall from the top 
of a cliff at Newtonhill Harbour, south of Aberdeen. Head wound and severe 
bruising. 

MA Y 28th - Two women hi llwalkers got separated between Cairngorm summit and 
the Saddle en route to Linn of Dee. The weather was breezy and snowing. The 
woman reported missing was traced by Grampian Police at Derry Lodge. 
SARDA involvement. 33. 

JUNE 9th - Sea cliffs at Downie Point, Stonehaven. Teenage boy climber fell with 
severe injury. Airlift by RAF Sea King. 

JUNE 12th - Descending Coire an Lochain Uaine of Derry Cairngorm with her 
husband, Jane Leveley (56) walked on neve, not realising how slippery it was. 
Having no ice-axe or crampons, she fell 30m, hitting a rock and sustaining chest 
and limb injuries. Winched by RN Sea King. 16. 

JUNE 18th - Steven Clark (17) became ill in the small hours during an award 
expedition assessment. His group was camped at the head of Glen Tilt on the old 
InvernesslPerthshire boundary. He had stomach cramps and was vomiting bile. 
He had consumed water contaminated by a dead sheep. Braemar MRT walked 
him out to a track. 17. 

JUNE 23rd-In a party of 12 at the top of Fiacaill a' Choire Chais, Cairngorm, Laura 
Wall ace (19) stumbled in a boulder-field and sprained her ankle. Airlifted by 
RAF Sea King. 10. 

JULY 2nd - Walking from Glen Esk to Glen Clova, Ian Redford and Robert Brown 
(both 33) got separated from 22 others. In low cloud they walked from Ben Tirran 
and came down at the head of Glen Lethnot. Tayside MRT and SARU. 12. 

JULY 8th - Leading Beech Wall at Craigie Barns, Dunkeld, William Snow (23) fell 
to the ground becauGe hie four lower running belay~ were pulled out. He fell off 
when inserting his fifth runner, sustaining lower back and shoulder blade 
fractures. Stretchered by Tayside Police SARU. 3. 

JULY 9th - Descending the path south of Ma m nan Carn to get to Spittal ofGlenshee 
(llkm to SE of them) Helen Reid (55) broke an ankle. She had jumped from a . 
peat hag on to a tussock. Stretchered 3km by Tayside MRT and SARU. 88. 

J UL Y 11 th - A party of 12 on an award hike from Loch Lee to Glen Clova Hotel got 
on to steep ground at the head of the Corrie Burn. The weather was low cloud and 
rain. They should have been 2km farther east on the path from Green Hill past 
Loch Brandy. Two went for help while 10 erected tents. Tayside teams and RAF 
Sea King located them and four were airlifted; a girl with suspected appendicitis 
was flown to hospital . 62. 

JULY 14th - Braedownie Quarry, Glen Clova. Woman (30) was belayed above a 
l3m climb safeguarding the ascent of Kevin Robb (33). Her harness was 
incorrectly secured in that the waist strap had not been rethreaded back through 
thc bucldc. Robb fell off at 6m, putting teneion on the rope, causing woman's 
belay screwgate karabiner to pull out of her harness. Both fell to the ground. Robb 
was bruised and woman suffered a compound fracture of her lower spine. 
Evacuated by Ambulance Service. 

JULY 16th - Mick Marquis (45) fell off his mountain bike in deep sand descending 
the Land-Rover track from Beinn a' Bhuird to Glen Quoich, near the water splash 
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(Quoich Burn). Hi~ companion biked out for help, becauGe MurquiG 3u3tained un 
open kneecap fracture. Due to danger of further injury from vehicle evacuation 
he was airlifted by RAF Sea King. Grampian Police MRT. 14. 

JULY 26th - A 'si mple slip ' on a path on the east side of the Quoich, 1.6 km north 
of the Punch Bowl, cauGed ROGe Buird (62) to Guffer un unldcfmcture. Stretchered 
to Grampian Police Land-Rover. 3. 

AUGUST 1st to 2nd - Without sufficient food, poorly clad, wearing shoes, and with 
no navigation equipment, a man of 45 left Linn of Dee with no definite plans for 
his hill walk. He failed to reach the top of Ben Macdui and descended to Loch 
Etchachan in mist. Another walker with a map told him how to get back to Linn 
of Dee, but he went to Glen Avon, over the Saddle and into the Forest of 
Abernethy. A forester gave him a lift to Nethybridge, then he walked to 
Tomintoul (07.00) before telephoning his hotel. Meanwhile, Braemar MRT and 
RAF Sea King had been searching. 50. 

AUGUST 11th -Instead ofretuming to Linn ofDee car park from Ben Macdui, Hans 
Schlicher (30) went due north over the Lurchers and down to the site of the no
longer Sincbir Hut. Returning over tho Lairig Ghru he waG 3topped by darlmeG3 
in Glen Luibeg. Grampian Police. 2. 

AUGUST 15th - Descending a track when returning from an ascent of Mount Keen, 
Kathleen Mitchell (67) slipped on loose gravel and broke her wrist. 

Augmt 28th Man ~uffered from a heart condition when walking with a club at 
Gannoch Hill (Tarfside to Aboyne by the Fung1e). Airlifted to hospital. Braemar 
MRT. 4. 

AUGUST 28th - A woman in her 20s was evacuated from Derry Bothy to Linn ofDee 
by Aberdeen MRT. She twisted her knee at Fords of Avon and managed to reach 
the bothy. 10. 

AUGUST 28th - Two women (66 and 60) got lost walking from Loch Muick to Glen 
Doll. They had to ford a river but found their own way down before search teams 
arrived. 

SEPTEMBER 11th to 12th - After walking from Aviemore to Derry Lodge and 
sleeping in Bob Scott' c Bothy, mun (27) Guffered un irregular heartbeat. RAF Sea 
King airlifted him to hospital where he was detained 48 hours. Grampian Police 
MRT.9. 

SEPTEMBER 17th - Saturday walk in area of Lairig Ghru/Glen Lui. Two new female 
memben of:l club arrived buck lute for thoir bUG and probably hitch hikcd home 
without informing Police. Aberdeen MRT. 8. 

OCTOBER 16th - Not knowing the ground James Bayne (3 1) had been descending 
the buttress between A and B Gullies of Coire Fee, Mayar with a companion and 
a dog. The dog refused to descend a small cliff, so Baynes returned and put it on 
a lead. Bayne was then seen to fall 60m and died from head injuries. Tayside 
MRTs, RAF Sea King. 30. 

OCTOBER 16th - Marlene Adams (56) injured trying to rescue above fatality. 
OCTOBER 23rd - Viola Lawlor (47) and Helen Lawlor (12) were watching Peter 

Lawlor (14) snowboarding at Ciste Mhearad, Cairngorm. About 13.00 the 
family dog went missing and they all got lost searching for it. When it got dark 
they sheltered behind an overhanging boulder, where they were found wcll at 
21.40 by Cairngorm MRT and SARDA. 106. 

OCTOBER 23rd - Geoffrey Thompson (42) camped for some time on a River Dee 
island near Mar Lodge, exploring the area on foot. On various occasions over a 
week, he was warned of the dangers of flooding. On October 23rd after 24-36 
hours rai n the ri verrose more than 1 m, threatening to engulf the island. The depth 
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and force of water made the river unfordable and the weather showed no sign of 
clearing. Braemar MRT rescued Thompson plus gear using a Canadian canoe. 
8. 

NOVEMOER 1st to 2nd Solo walker, John Hunter (62) tried to cro&E River Avon in 
spate at rords of lI. von Refuge. Ho wan blown over by a &trong wind gU&t and tore 
a calf muscle. Airlift by RAF. 10. 

NOVEMBER 5th - The body of Robert James Linton (29) was found by friends at the 
foot of Eagle Buttress, Lochnagar on November 12th. They had instigated a 
search by Grampian Police and Braemar MRTs because he had talked about 
climbing Eagle Ridge and his car had been parked at Spittal ofMuick for a week. 
On November 5th the weather would have been cold and clear and there would 
have been some wet rock on Eagle Ridge. He had been killed by a fall of up to 
2oom. His boots and socks had been found in hi& ruchack, wgge&ting he had 
removed them to overcome a slippery pitch. He had been soloing without a 
helmet and sustained multiple injuries including head injuries. RAF Sea King. 
256. 

NOVEMBER 13th - Walking on Bynack Mor, Grace Mackenzie (40) collapsed with 
exhaustion. Airlift by RAF Sea King. Cairngorm MRT. 26. 

DECEMBER 24th -James Dunn (46) and Kenneth Stirling (30) were delayed due to 
lack of snow/ice on their route (Fiacaill Couloir). They got back to Cairngorm 
car park before midnight. Cairngorm MRT. 12. 

DECEMBER 26th - Walking on a level path at the foot of Morrone, Braemar, Samuel 
Lev (49) slipped on ice and broke his leg. 

DECEMBER 26th - Starting from Glen Doll to go up Mayar a pair separated. James 
Robertson (56) tried to communicate that he was going down but the other 
wanted to reach the summit. Robert on got lost and followed the Mayar Burn into 
Glen Prosen. Tayside MRTs. 24. 

DECEMBER 30th - Because of poor snow, Kevin Leeson (30) and Guy Farley (24) 
abseiled from the top pitch of Parallel Gully A, Lochnagar. They got lost on the 
way down from thefoot of the climb and were found by Police near Allt a' Ghlas
choire. Apart from not having a map they were well equipped. 

DECEMBER 31st -Three climbers overdue in Coire an-t' Sneachda returned safe 
before midnight. Cairngorm MRT. 

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS 

FEBRUARY 3rd - Cutting short a walk up Ben Cleuc h because of bad weather, Ian 
Ross (70), with a companion, was descending a path in Alva Glen. He was blown 
over and killed by a fall. Raised two rope lengths and stretcher-carried by Ochils 
MRT. RN Sea King turned back. 62. 

FEBRUARY 5th to 6th - Male (48) with a history of depression and attempts on his 
life, left a note and walked up a hill above Brig 0' Turk to carry out the threat. 
Found dead from a drugs overdose by Killin MRT with SARDA sweep 
searching. Evacuation by RN Sea King. 82. 

FEBRUARY 10th - Robert Adam (68) was killed on a solo descent of the steep east 
side of Dum goy ne, Campsie Fells. Wearing Doc Marten shoes he slipped on wet 
grass and fell 60m down rock and scree. Lomond MRT and SARDA. Stretcher 
carry. 96. 

rEORUARY 19th In a well equipped party deGcending Beinn an Lochain towardg 
Rest and be Thankful, Hugh Boyd (56) slipped on ice and fell 120m with broken 
ribs and bruising. Dumbarton Police and Arrochar MRTs stretcher carry to RN 
Sea King airlift. 81. 
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FEBRUARY 26th - Alan Johnstone (17) slipped on snow descending Beinn Narnain 
causing leg injuries, but those left with him realised he was not too badly hurt 
after the alarm was raised, so they carried him down. Met by Strathclyde Police 
and Arrochar MRTs. 18. 

FEBRUARY 26th - A party of 12 descending Ben Ledi footpath in mist tried to go 
down the steep east face. Robert Williams (56) slipped on wet snow and fell 
120m (fatal) over a rock buttress. He wore workboots with no tread and had no 
ice-axe, crampons or navigation gear. Killin MRT. 42. 

FEBRUARY 26th to 28th - RAF Leuchars MRT and RN Sea King searched rough 
ground and agricultural areas around Methil and Leven, Fife for James Selbie 
(77) who had been out walking. He was found dead .. 300. 

MARCH 20th - Walking with a companion in the Kilpatrick Hills, Roy McKeag (40) 
slipped descending wet grass between snow patches on Auchineden Hill. Ankle 
injury. Another walker alerted Scottish Ambulance Service using a mobile 
phone. 4 . 

MARCH 26th - Because of tiredness, Shelagh Watson (36) stopped on the bealach 
between Meall Garbh and An Stuc of Ben Lawers. She slipped on steep snow 
north of Lochan nan Cat and sustained severe chest injuries. Airlift by RAF Sea 
King. 8. 

MARCH 26th - One of a group hang-gliding on Bishops Hill , Fife stalled and injured 
his back. Companion alerted rescuers using mobile phone. Airlift by RAF Sea 
King. 

MARCH 27th - Ascending a steep slope on Ben Lui with a companion, Colin Hendry 
(44) stopped for a breather, sat on an icy rock, slipped and fell 90m with back, 
chest, limb and abdominal injuries. Stretcher carry by Killin MRT. Lomond team 
on standby. 160. 

MARCH 27th - Lomond MRT on standby for woman with epileptic fit on Ben A' an, 
Trossachs. Recovered by Scottish Ambulance Service. 

MARCH 27th - Lomond MRT called out for overdue male walker separated from 
party on Ben Lomond. Turned up safe. 

MARCH 27th - SW Face of Meall G1as, Upper Glen Lochay. In pliable boots, and 
without crampons or ice-axe, Caroline Small (30) was descending neve with 
companions when she slipped and fell. She was killed by collision with rocks. 
RN Sea King, Killin and Lomond MRTs. 68. 

MARCH 27th to 28th - James Ovenstone (62) got lost and spent a night near the top 
of Ben Vorlich (Loch Lomond) sustaining hypothermia and frostbite. He was 
found just NE of the summit by Strathclyde Police and Arrochar MRTs and 
stretchered to an airlift by RN Sea King. SARDA involved. 90. 

ApRIL 23rd - Carrying a heavy sac through deep snow during mountain leadership 
training, Shirley Stoddart (27) stopped exhausted between the summits of Be inn 
Ghlas and Ben Lawers. Rescued with hypothermia by both Tayside MRTs and 
RAF Sea King. 137. 

ApRIL 25th to 26th - Killin MRT found J ames Mellis (54) in a bi vvy bag near Doune 
Bothy. He was overdue walking West Highand Way from Rowardennan to 
Inverarnan. 20. 

APRIL 26th - G. 1. Lithgow (72) tripped walking a footpath at the Whangie, 
Kilpatrkk HilI~, breuJr.ing his ankle. Strotchored by Ambulance Service and 
Central Scotland Police. 5. 

MAY 1st - ROSPA rescue boat, two Police forces, SARDA and Police helicopter 
were all alerted for WiIliam Pratt (84) when he got separated from his daughter 
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at Rowardennan. He was spotted by the helicopter between Rowchoish and 
Inversnaid, then recovered by rescue boat for an airlift. 72. 

MA Y 1 st - In a party of three descending steep ground at Beinglas, lnverarnan, Glen 
Falloch, man (67) suffered vertigo and got cragfast. Aided down by Killin MRT. 
29. 

M AY 2nd - Descending east by the tourist route off Schiehallion in mist, Nancy 
Gordon (40) and Alison Gordon (5) got separated from the main party of walkers. 
Lost, because the navigation gear was with the others, they did a three-quarter 
circuit ofthe mountain to Kinloch Rannoch. Leuchars and both Tayside MRTs, 
RN Sea King. 75. 

MA Y 3rd - Night search on steep grass by Police for father and two sons (9 and 6) 
at 400m near burn at Balquharn, Alva. Ochils MRT not called. 

MAY 7th - Hillwalker thought he heard whistled distress signals on Ben Vane. False 
alarm. Strathclyde Police and Arrochar MRTs, RN Sea King. 70. 

MAY 10th - An Ochils MRT member was lowered 16m down a crag on the Nebit, 
Alva, to rescue a cragfast sheep. A long pole with barbed wire on the end was 
successfully used to snare the sheep' s fleece, then a sling round the horns was 
used to hoist the sheep uphill . Ungrateful, it ran off with the sling. 5. 

MAY 14th - Wearing training shoes on the West Highland Way between 
Rowardennan and Inversnaid, Teresa MacColl (4 1) stumbled and suffered a 
compound ankle fracture. Evacuated by RoSPA boat. Lomond MRT and 
SARDA. 28. 

MAY 23rd - A wife (42) was ascending Beinn Each, Loch Lubnaig, when she 
became separated from her husband. Party had a map between them but no other 
hill gear. Overdue, she was found by Police coming off the hill. 

JUNE 10th - Tracy Armit (17) rescued and lowered by Police, Ambulance and Fire 
Brigade when she fell 3m from a path to the bank of the Burn of Sorrow, Castle 
Campbell, breaking an ankle. Ochils MRT not used. 22. 

JUNE 10th - One km up the path from Ben Lawers Visitor Centre, woman (75) 
suffered a stroke and was rescued by Killin MRT and RN helicopter. 22. 

JUNE 18th to 19th - Sheila Lothian (57) had been tourist walking from Roseneath 
Caravan Park. She was found dead at high-water mark with signs of having been 
in the water. Strathclyde Police. 

JUNE 25th - Phyllis Cochrane (49) injured a leg slipping on grass on Ben 
Achaladair. Lifted By RN Sea King. Oban Police MRT. 12. 

JULY 2nd - Helen Golding (23) carried on when her party turned back in mist on 
Schiehallion. Tayside teams were called out but she descended safe by a different 
route. 

JULY 3rd - Training for an award, Thomas Nixon (14) fell into a deep gorge near 
the West Highland Way (30m deep) and sustained kidney bruising. Gorge near 
Mar Bum, Milton of Buchanan. Stretcher hoisted out by Lomond MRT. 30. 

JULY 3rd to 4th - Lost on Ben Ledi with no compass and a photocopy from a 
guidebook, two women (48 to 25) got down to Glen Finglas after 12 hours despite 
mist and rain. Killin MRT. 15. 

JULY 10th - Upper Gleann nam Meann (above Glen Finglas Reservoir, Trossachs). 
Mountain biker Stewart Addie (31) fell off when riding down a track in rain and 
mist, suffering a big scalp cut and torn shoulder muscles. Stretchered out by 
Killin MRT. 21. 
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JULY lOth Accompanied by arolation, man (36) loct his footing on wetrock/graGG 
and fell 90m down a Dteep rock Gtrewn slope on the north face of Ben More 
(Crianlarich). He came to rest against a large rock after colliding with several 
other rocks. suffering hClld injuries. Airlift hy RN Sell King. Killin MRT. 77. 

Jt" y 17th - When p<lr<lgliding, HllffY Haynes (30) did <I tight turn, spilling too mltc:-h 
air from his canopy, falling 12m on to Myreton Hill above Menstrie. Lifted by 
RN Sea King, he sustained a broken arm and severe bruising. Ochils MRT. 23 . 

.JUI.Y 28th - Trying to eyrie round Loch Katrine. Tulilln T .eseve (14) got stlwk on 
the lowcr clopcc of Ben Venue. Overdue, he was picked up by 0 Water Board 
boat. Lomond MRT standby. 

AlJ\ .llI~1 11 d - Ti/::II Nes~ Rill 11 . TYlldulJlI. PIHying ill I.he bill n ill si'"I!' Iilllrling on 
to branches etc., Michael Mathewson (15) was washed away. Found drowned by 
Killin MRT lkm from Tyndrum. 9. 

AUGUST 13th - Red lights were seen and reported on Auchineden Hill (near the 
Whangie). Lomond MRT and SARDA carried out a vain night search. 53. 

AUGUST 27th John Nicoll (57) and Beotrice BurnDide (55) got Deparotcd from 12 
other~ on Schiehallion in low cloud. They went down to NW while others went 
NE to Braes of Foss. Tayside teams were alerted. 12. 

SEPTEMDEIl. 1st Family group of grandfather, Gon in law and two grandGonG were 
descending from Schiehallion summit. David Goodwin (80) was killed by a 60m 
fall down a rock/scree face. Son in lav .. tried to Dtop the fall, cUDtaining Gcalp cutc 
and a knee fracture. Recoveries by RAF Sea King. 10. 

SEPTEMBER 3rd - Walking on the Central Path, Callander Craig (Ikm north of 
Callander) IriG Gizeley (61) Gipped in dry weather, GUGtaining cutG and bruiGec. 
Stretcher carry by Kilin MRT. 11. 

SEPTEMBER 14th to 15th - Corner Farm (2km NE of Ben Lomond summit). Police 
and SARDA search for missing woman who was found uliil1jUII:.d, Lul wiLll 
hypothermia, by SARDA dog. Lomond MRT on standby. 

SEPTEMBEr 27rd -Colin MeDermid (21) had to be raised lOm by Killin MRT from 
a pool at the foot of Falls of Falloch, with multiple fractureG of a femur. He had 
slipped on wet rock while swimming. 11. 

OCTOBER 11th Male angina sufferer (401) got Geparated and overdue on Bon 
Lomond. He turned up safe as Lomond MRT assembled at Rowardennan. 9. 

OCTOBER 16th - Hanns Fickert (71) took ill with severe abdominal pains, and 
suffered hypothermia, when deerstalking on Creag Uchdag, Glen Lednock. 
Killin MRT, RN Sea King. 17. 

OCTOBER 23rd - Anne Off (57) slipped in wet forest at Corrow Farm, Lochgoilhead, 
injuring her leg. Winched by RN Sea King. Strathclyde Police and Arrochar 
MRTs.32. 

Novc~lDcn 5th Russell Murray (19) toole ill on Ben Vanc. He waG aDGi cted to walk 
off. Strathclyde Police and Arrochar MRTS, RN Sea King. 14. 

NOVEMBER 6th - Ian Cars well (17) on rescue exercise, slipped crossing a plank 
briqge over the Menstrie Bum, injuring his Icg. Strctchcr carry to 4WD by Ochils 
MRT. 31. 

NOVEl~DER 13th ". Ronald Nield (62) decided to turn back in bad weather when Golo 
climbing Ben More (Crianlarieh), but he wac Goon by other wollcefG to eolloPGo 
and die. It WOG later confirmed he had a heart attacle. Evacuation by YJllin MRT 
and RN Sea King winch. 19. . 
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SKYE 

FEBRUARY 25th to 26th - Thomas Alves (39) and Sarah Alves (28) got lost in heavy 
snow descending from Meall Odhar, which is the north spur of Sgurr a' Bhasteir. 
Next day at 0~.45 Police noticed them flaching the mountain dictrcGC signal. At 
05.55 they zeroed in on the Police oar blue flashing light and got themcelvec 
down safely. Skye MRT. 14. 

MARCH 30th to 31st - The body of John MacFarlane (36), was found and recovered 
from Greshornish (peninsula), Loch Snizort by HMCG helicopter. Skye MRT, 
Coastguards and local volunteers. 50. 

APRIL 2nd - On Sgurr nan Gillean, Alastair Bell (25) got separated from his 
companion and fell 180m down a snow slope when trying to find rum. With 
minor injuriec only he walked to Sligachan to mice the alarm for hiD companion, 
James McAndrew (25). McAndrew walked in just as HMCG helicopter arrived 
on scene. The reference given for the separation was in Lota Corrie. Skye MRT. 
27. 

APRIL 12th - Niall Harvey (30) was glissading on wet snow down the Great Stone 
Shoot of Sgurr Alasdair when his foot caught in a holc. Hc sustaincd a compound 
ankle fracture, but he continued to the coire floor where a nurse in the party 
provided first aid. Rescue was by RAF Sea King and Skye MRT. 27. 

MAY 21 st - Christopher Fry (20) was attempting a climb on Sgurr Alasdair, near 
the Great Stone Shoot, when a handhold came away causing him to fall 25m, 
Guctaining a diclocated femur, cuto and bruicec. Neither he nor hic companion 
were using ropes or helmets. Rescue by Skye MRT and RAF Sea King. 63. 

M,\ v 28th "' After hiD four companions had gone on ahead during an accent of 
Bruach na Frithe, Samuel McKee (54) was left alone on the mountain. More than 
two houm later, other witneccec heard him falling. He wac found dead by four 
more witnesses having fallen between 50-lOOm. Skye MRT and RAF Sea King. 
51. 

MA Y 29th - Edward Gardner (10) was clambering over loose rocks on Sron Dearg 
(the ridge west of Sgurr Dearg) about 4-5m behind his father. His father 
diclodged a rock which nlid into Edward's path oausing him to loee his footing 
and fall, sustaining cuts and bruises to the leg. Skye MRT and RAF Sea King. 
41. 

JUNE 5th to 13th - Body of solo hill walker John Brittain (66) was found with 
multiple injuries just north of be ala ch between SgurrThearlaich and Sgurr Mhic 
Choinnich on 13th. Stretchered out by Kinloss and Skye MRTs down Coire an 
Lochain slabs and Coruisk to evacuation from Loch Scavaig by local fishing 
boat. Searches on 12th and 13th by the two MRTs, SARDA, RAF and RN Sea 
Kings. 977. 

JUNE 6th to 7th - Suffering hypothermia when camping at Creag Langall (east of 
Trotternish Ridge) in a group of six school expeditioners, Andrew Patterson (17) 
was winched by HMCG helicopter. 15. 

JUII[: 7th to 8th Climbing Pinnacle Ridge of Sgurr nan Gillean, two men (36,30) 
and two women (29/23) had crossed all four pinnacles and descended into the 
neck before the summit ascent, when they got cragfast by bad weather. Not 
finding an eDcape route they were winched out next morning by RAF Sea ¥..ing. 
Skye MRT. 50. 

JUNE 12th - On Pinnacle Ridge (probably Sgurr nan Gillean) David Holand (58) 
Duffered a broken leg from a rock diDlodged by hiG Gon. Airlifted to Raigmore 
Hospital. 14. 
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AUGUST 4th - Descending the Great Stone Shoot of Sgurr Alasdair, Anne Gaskill 
(42) got a quarter of the way down when she injured an ankle. It got caught 
between two rocks. Skye MRT, RAF Sea King. 23. 

AUGUST 10th to 11 th - Male walker Nevan McGhee was overdue on the Trotternish 
Ridge. He turned up safe at 05 .00. 

AUGUST 13th - David Walker (29) was negotiating Collie's Ledge, Sgurr Mhic 
Coinnich unroped, with one companion ahead of him and Andrew Barcroft (28) 
behind him. Walker took a grip for a hand hold when a slab of rock approx. 2m 
x 3rn was dislodged carrying him with it. He was killed by a long fall. As a result 
of further rocks falling Barcroftreceived leg injuries but managed to stay on the 
ledge. Skye MRT, RAF Sea King. 54. 

SePTEMBER 6th to 30th - The car of Peter Mace (30) had been parked for some time 
outside Glenbrittle Youth Hostel, so a search was set up on September 30th by 
Sk)'c MRT and two RAF Kinloss search dog handlers. Peter's body was found 
on Sgurr a' Ghreadaidh (GR:443232). He had probably fallen a few hundred 
metres. Stretcher carry. 126. 

OCTOBER 15th to 16th - Separating from fellow club members to go farther on, 
intending to reach Bruach na Frithe, Alan Mann (43) did not return to Glen Brittle 
Hut. A search by Skye MRT and RAF Sea King located his body on Bidein 
Druim nan Ramh. 106. 

ISLANDS 
(Other than Skye) 

JANUARY 2nd to 3rd - Search for Rhona Auchincloss and Paul Davies overdue from 
a walk to the Carsaig Arches, Isle of Mull. 

MAY 29th - In a party of two, Christine Kell (38) was struck by a dislodged rock, 
sustaining head injuries, at Bealach an Oir (between Glens Dibidil and Harris, 
Rum). Airlift by RAF Sea King. 12. 

MAY 29th - In the NE Corrie below A' Chir Ridge solo hillwalker John Harrison 
(38) tripped and injured a leg. Lifted by RN Sea King with Arran MRT on 
standby. 35. 

JUNE 3rd - On the very steep NE (facing) slopes of Holy Island, Arran, solo walker 
John Kennedy (20) got cragfast. He sat and waited five or six hours to alert 
passing fishing boats and therefore got very cold. ReGcucd by Arran MRT and 
RNLI lifeboat. 36. 

JULY 2nd to 3rd - Having been seen walking on Canna at 22.30 Saturday, a report 
was received at 11 .00 Sunday that Dr Ian Smith (36) archaeologist, was overdue. 
A search by Oban Coastguard, MaI]aig lifeboat and HMCG helicopter located 
his body at the east end of the island below a 45m cliff. Evacuated to Mallaig Pier 
by lifeboat. 

JULY 19th to 20th - Alexander Young (74) was believed to have walked into Glen 
Sannox, Arran to draw sketches, but he went solo hillwalking to near the summit 
ofCir Mhor where he slipped and fell down the west side sustaining head injuries 
and abrasions. Arran MRT searched on 19th. On 20th they were joined by 
SARDA and Police and RAF Leuchars MRTs. RN Sea King from HMS Gannet 
spotted other walkers waving gaiters so they airlifted the casualty. 43l. 

JULY 23rd - David Brookes (2]) fell from cliffs behind the Island Arts Centre, 
Ellenabeich, Easdale breaking an ankle. HM Coastguard, Police and Ambulance 
Service. 
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SOUTHERN UPLANDS 

FEBRUARY Ilth- Tweed Valley stretchered out the body of male walker V. G. Lynn 
(66) who died from natural causes at the edge of woodland in Ettrick and 
Lauderdale District. 13. 

MARCH 4th to 17th - Alastair Hall (54) found dead on Duns Law, Berwickshire. 
Searches over two days by Borders SRU, SARDA and Tweed Valley MRT. 280. 

MARCH 6th - Search of moors and forest at Newcastleton, Liddesdale for two 
missing walkers, who turned up safe. Tweed Valley MRT. ll. 

MAY 3rd - Search of Southern Upland Way for Ellyann Smith (51) who went 
walking without leaving details. She got lost and very wet and was taken in by 
a farmer suffering mild exposure. Tweed Valley MRT, SARDA. 36. 

MA Y 8th - Margaret Glen (54) slipped on a path at Murder Hole, Loch Neldricken 
(3km SSE of the Merrick) breaking an ankle in two places. Recovery by 
Galloway MRT and RN Sea King. 69. 

MAy 8th - Search of Dingleton Hospital grounds for a youth (16) overdue from a 
walk. Found by Police. Tweed Valley MRT, SARDA. 48. 

MA Y 25th - Galloway MRT standby for a man (30) walking on moorland in Glen 
Dee, Kirkcudbright. Doctor was concerned as he was diabetic. 

MA Y 28th - Grass fLfe on fell of Eschoncan, Loch Troo!. Police were worried about 
30 hi 11 walkers cut off from their cars. Galloway MRT searched Buchan Bum 
checking for walkers . Forestry helicopter and workers together with RAF and 
RN Sea Kings. 

JUNE 5th - Tweed Valley MRT and SARDA searched for an elderly woman 
separated from her walking group in an area she did not know (Lauder). Good 
weather. Found by Police. 14. 

JULY 24th - Tweed Valey MR T standby for a group of walkers on Southern Uplands 
Way overdue at St Mary's Loch. They turned up safe. 

AUGUST 13th - Daniel Danjaune (52) slipped and broke his ankle descending scree 
on the Eildon Hills, Melrose. Stretchered by Tweed Valley MRT. 29. 

AUGUST 28th - Tweed Valley MRT put on standby for person who turned up. 3. 
AUGUST 30th - Successful search for missing girl (1\) in woods on Abbey Hill , 

Lammermuir, by Tweed Valley MRT. SARDA alerted. 72. 
SEPTEMBER 3rd to 4th - D. Skidmore (50) could not find his way off Corserine 

(RhinnsofKells) in darkness, rain and mistso he stayed out till daybreak and got 
down OK. RN Sea King, Galloway and RAF Stafford MRTs. 68. 

SEPTEMBER 6th - Hare Law (GR:380327) Southern Upland Way. Tweed Valley 
MRT and SARDA found four overdue schoolboys (all 15) on the wrong hill . 
They then found five overdue girls (all 14) and one teacher (21) in darkness. RAF 
helicopter used. 124. 

SEPTEMBER 6th to 7th-Man (84) wandered off from a home NW ofKelso, became 
confused and lost in woods. Large scale search by Borders SARU and Tweed 
Valley MRT. Located by SARDA dog with cold trauma and slight cuts of hands 
from barbed wire. 153. 

SEPTEMBER 12th to 13th - Woman (32) got separated in mist from her husband on 
Corserine at 14.30. There was some urgency because she was on thrice daily 
medication for epilepsy, but Police were not informed till 22.00. She was found 
OK the next afternoon. Galloway and Moffat MRTs, SARDA, RN helicopter. 
343. 

SEPTEMBER 14th to 15th - Man (68) wandered from Dingleton Hospital, Meirose, 
became disoriented and fell into a forest ditch. Mild hypothermia. Found by 
SARDA dog. Tweed Valley MRT, Borders SARU. 75. 
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OcrOBER 8th - Tweed Valley called out for missing child who turned up OK. 3. 
OcrOBER 14th to 15th - Walking beside River Teviot, Hawick, Jessie Murray (88) 

got hypothermic because she was stuck in dense undergrowth for at least six 
hours. Found by Tweed Valley MRT and SARDAjamrned between trees, well 
away from paths with no evidence of her route in. 52. 

OcrOBER 22nd - Karrimor Marathon fe1lrunner, Robert Price (30s) tripped and 
dislocated his ankle on Henderland Hill (531m), St Mary's Loch, Ettrick Forest. 
Stretcher carry by Tweed Valey MRT. 28. 

OcrOBER 23th - Karrimor Marathon fellrunner, man (64) collapsed at Drumelzier 
Bum (13km SW ofPeebles) and was unable to regain his balance. Very cold, he 
was evacuated by Tweed Valley MRT suffering labyrinthitis (inflammation of 
inner ear). 12. 

OCroBER 23rd - Karrimor Marathon fellrunner, Martin Oakes (33) slipped on wet 
heather at Kirkstead, St Mary' Loch, injuring his leg. Tweed Valley MRT. 3. 

OCTOBER 26th - Tweed Valley MRT, SARDA and RAF helicopter searched hill 
area near Hawick for a schoolgirl (13) epileptic and depressed . She was found 
in a small strip of shelter woodland after missing for six hours. Borders SARU 
called in. 90. 

NOVEMBER 1st to 2nd - Searches by Galloway and Moffat MRTs, SARDA and 
Coastguards located Karen Panton (33) suffering hypothermia in Munches 
Forest, near Dalbeattie. 200. 

DECEMBER 17th -Three students got lost at the foot ofMerrick, trying to reach White 
Laggan Bothy. They bivvied north of Loch Enoch. RAF helicopter spotted lights 
and lifted them to the bothy, whence they continued next day. Galloway MRT. 
10. 

NON-MOUNTAINEERING 

FEBRUARY 19th - RAF Sea King rescued a glider pilot from a snow-covered field 
near Glenbuchat, Strathdon. He had got lost in low clouds and landed the glider 
without damage, radioing for help. 

JUNE 2nd - RAF Chinook helicopter crashed at Mull of Kintyre killing all 29 
persons on board. Kinloss, Leuchars, Strathclyde Police MRTs. RAF Boulmer 
and Lossiemouth and RN Prestwick Sea Kings involved. 

JUNE 19th - Labouring in a remote area (Knoydart shore of Loch Houm below 
Ladhar Bhein) Lester Standen (27) fell 9m into a deep gully when an eroded 
banking collapsed. He suffered lacerations to the forehead and was evacuated by 
RAF Sea King. Glenelg MRT. 26. 

JUNE 28th - Assynt MRT, HMCG helicopter and Coastguards and local profes
sional divers were involved in searches for Ewen MacRae, a missing diver. MRT 
searched foreshore below cliffs inaccessible to others. Search repeated on July 
3rd and July 10th. Body not found. 200. 

JULY 15th - En route to an MRT exercise, Leuchars team gave first aid to a 
pedestrian with a dislocated ankle fracture near Tay Bridge. 2. 

JULY 27th to August 10th - Protracted and (to date) vain searche for Donald 
Melville (43). He was last seen at Blackwaterfoot Beach, Isle of Arran on July 
27 . Extensive searches of coastline and surrounding country as well as air and 
sea searches were made from July 27th to 29th. Arran, RAF Leuchars, Strath
clyde Police MRTs, HM Coastguard, RNLI lifeboat, RN Sea King, SARDA. 
2000+. 
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SEPTEMBER 1st - RAF Tornado (from Marham) crashed at the top of Glen Ogle, 
Lochearnhead, killing both aircrew. Searches for remains and wreckage by 
Leuchars, Killin and Kinloss MRTs, RAF and RN Sea Kings. 900. 

SEPTEMBER 18th - Returning from exercise, Aberdeen MRT controlled traffic at the 
scene of a car fire on North Deeside Road. 

SEPTEMBER 25th - False alarm. Tweed Valley MRT and RAF helicopter searched 
Gala Law after a male reported a rnicrolight crash. Police located the aircraft safe 
16km away. 44. 

DECEMBER 27th - PLM helicopter with animal food slung below in a cage crashed 
on a hillside not far from Ballachulish, Loch Leven. Both aircrew were killed 
instantly. Gale winds. Glencoe and RAF MRTs. 
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"Glenisla, Long Row, Menstrie, 27th May, 1995. Keith and Co. will be really over 
the moon at nabbing this great line. Like Woodentop and his merry men I also 
eyeballed it from all angles, and was pos it would go. It was cool of Keith to sneak 
up without telling us, and although I'm obviously hacked off at not being in the 
team, at least the beezer was grabbed by Team SMC, and not by what the ' droid 
might call geeks from the deep south. Don ' t know the pro yet though." 
ken .crocket@almac.co.uk 
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INMEMORIAM 

ALISTAIR LORIMER CRAM MC j.1930 

IN THE death of Alistair Cram the Club has lost a very remarkable member. We have 
received so much biographical material about him that we have had to create, in 
conjunction with Perth JMCS, a 'Cram Archive'. 

We start with the following extract from Fra er Darling's Island Farm recounting 
their first meeting in 1939: 'What an extraordinary open and innocent face for a 
lawyer, I had thought to myself, but soon I saw how his face could be that of the 
mystic and idealist he is, in one moment, and the sharp, practical man of affairs the 
next. The dualism was in his character as well as in his face, and the warring of the se 
two sides had brought him here [i.e. to the island of Tanera Mor in the Summer 
Isles] now the mystic in the ascendant. 

He came to stay with us for two or three days, ... he remained three months and 
would have gone to [North] Rona with us for the winter had not the war fallen on 
all our plans.' Prior to the war Cram had been a leading climber in both Scotland 
and the Alps, a member of the SMC and AC and the pre-war or 'pre-resurrection' 
EUMC. He had also been in competition with Bill Murray for the first ascent of 
Clachaig Gully . He next met Murray some six years later when both were prisoners 
of war. 

Murray writes: 'The extraordinary character of the man was not disclosed to me 
until early 1944, when he turned up at the prison camp of Mahrish Trubau in 
Czechoslovakia. He had been put in the bag in 1942 at Sidi Rezegh in the Western 
desert. Like me he had spent 14 months in Italy and gained fame by making 13 
escapes, a phenomenal record. He was imbued with the conviction that an officer's 
duty was to escape. He had complete mastery of the German, French and Italian 
languages - such was his fluency that he could pose as a French worker speaking 
Italian with a French accent or vica versa. 

Toughly resourceful, he spent more time roaming the Apennines and their 
coastal strip than he spent in prisons where he paid due penalty in solitary 
confinement. We had 1500 fellow prisoners in Czechoslovakia, among them 
Tommie Wedderburn of the JMCS (younger brother of Sandy). We pinned an 
advert on the camp noticeboard announcing the formation of a mountaineering 
club, entry qualification: preparedness to deliver a talk on mountains. Soon we had 
a score of members drawn from Scots, English, Canadian, South African and New 
Zealand climbers. They gave good-quality performances since no time could be 
spent on slides but much on preparation. Cram's contribution was outstanding for 
his Alpine experience (in comparison with other members') was hugely varied. 

Our club might well have joined the BMC which had been founded that very year 
in Britain, had communications been better. But bomber raids were destroying 
landlinks, not to mention our food supplies. Cram's more usual acti vities were now 
frustrated . The Senior British Officer had banned all further escapes. This was not 
because those who did escape and fell into Gestapo hands were beaten to death, 
incinerated and their ashes returned to the camp of origin - a rule to which we knew 
of no exceptions - but over-ridingly because we now had several tunnels excavated 
under the camp's electrified fence, their use strictly reserved for a possible mass 
escape at the end. The Czech patriots had warned us that the SS were gunning down 
prisoners in camps farther east to forestall release by the advancing Russian armies. 
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Cram's next chance was thus delayed until August when unexpectedly we were 
packed into cattle trucks and moved westward to near Brunswick. The train was 
slow and halts so long that prisoners had thrice to be allowed out on the line. Before 
we had crossed the German frontier , Cram and Wedderburn seized one such chance 
to escape unseen. The act was of high courage. I never expected to see them again. 
Three months later I heard one morning that Cram and Wedderburn were back in 
camp. They had succeeded in reaching Prague where they had tried over many days 
to contact the Czech patriot forces. They were betrayed to the Gestapo, who 
catching them in ci vilian dress believed them spies, and despatched them to Dachau 
for prolonged and final interrogation. 

There Cram fiercely maintained that both were escaped prisoners of war. The 
Gestapo refused belief, judging that no one of Cram's linguistic abilities would 
have been wasted on desert fighting. He and Wedderbum too must surely be Secret 
Service or SOE agents. Ensnared by their disbelief and curiosity, they sent their 
captive's names, alleged numbers and fingerprints to Berlin with the query: 'Are 
these escaped British prisoners?'. At Dachau they were interrogated day and night 
under bright lights, made to watch the torture of Czech women to force disclosure 
of their menfolks' whereabouts in the patriot bands, then returned to their cells but 
denied sleep while Jews, screaming in the neighbouring cells, were beaten with 
rubber truncheons. The truncheon bearer would then visit Cram and Wedderburn 
and stand around menacingly before bearing them off once more to interrogation 
rooms. After four weeks of this hell , a written command came from Berlin stating 
that Cram and Wedderburn were indeed escaped British prisoners ending, 'Return 
to Oflag 79, Braunschweig'. In the face of that direct order the Gestapo had to 
comply. 

No other of our freedom-bidders had come back from the Gestapo alive. He 
escaped once more when his place of confinement was hit in an air-raid. This time 
he made it to the American lines. He and I never met again. I honour his memory. 
This man was indomitable' . 

W. H. Murray 

·G.J.F. Dutton continues: 'Before and after these cathartic war-time experiences 
Cram noted his extensive expeditions in the Journal, contributing between 1930 
and 1991 over 40 accounts of formidable, new or entertainingly-unusual ascents; 
a remarkable 61 years' record, further notable in that all but one or two of these 
contributions appeared in Notes or SMC Abroad. He was our most prolific and 
distinguished lower-case contributor and- under my Editorship at any rate- flfmly 
ignored requests for ' full-scale articles' while still regularly forwarding his eagerly 
awaited accounts: rather than risk their indignant (though unlikely) cessation we 
continued to issue them in Small Print, as perhaps befitted his legal background. 

As far as the Journal tells u , he burst on the cene in 1930 fully armed from the 
JMCS Perth Section, which he had apparently organised into 'recognition' by the 
previous year, along with Coos Rude (later Rudie) and others, following a 
suggestion of Donald McKay, SMC. 

These early Notes and Meet Reports (some of which Perth still holds on its files) 
were full of exploratory and technical interest. reflecting a penetratingly-lively 
mind; in 1932 (SMCJ ix, 392) appeared 'April Climbing in Skye' - snow and ice 
work on the ridge, unusual then, and part of what would become a typical motorised 
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expedition (this time in a two·seater Jowett across Scotland) bagging peaks en route 
wilh EUMC allll CUMC <.:ullt::agut!s. Mort! SWl(ish climbs, Norway and lht! High 
Class Alps graced subsequent volumes until the war. 

An a))-fnnnr! mountaineer, he had compleated the Munros and Tops by 1938 
(wilh a second round ill 19'78). Augusl1939 saw him in tht! Obt!rlalld; and by 1947, 
having done with the Nuremberg trials, the Alps once more. This latter entry under 
SMC Abroad (xxiv, 72) introduced the characteristic laconic urbanity, the edged 
underGtatement, that enlivened thiG Gection of the Journal over the next ~3 yearG 
(' ... apart from those engaged in smuggling and counter-smuggling, we had the 
mountains to ourselves'. ) 

The 1949 issue catTled the first of his African dcscriptions. lIe was by thcn a 
,",..-,11;'" M~gi~(m(t: and rose to bt'l'oJlle Ading ChiefJlIstil'e ill Malawi. He relisheu 
the tropics for the spice they added to hiG remarlmble climbG, many of which were 
Golo or firGt (European) ascentG. ' .. . A fine ridge walk complicated a little by game 
.. .'; 'four 7 ·8000-footers, rocky, and tediouG from the need to carry a heavy loaded 
rifle ... ; , .. ,A rhino in every acre ... sometimeG they ran and GometimeG wc ran 
, .. '. Rock climbing near Nairobi , he had to compete with baboons, 'as climberG 
Dadly inGanitary ... ' or 'diGpute with thoGe illiberal occupants of otherwise good 
stances, the leopards.' Camping was not dull : 'gigantic and tenebrous cliffs ... the 
habitations of malicious buffalo and coldly, watchful snakeG and the den oflion and 
leopard ... In Africa night does not belong to the mountaineer . . " One can only 
hint at theGe colourful activitieG. Home on leave from Africa ·, June in the Cuillin, 
July to Octobcr in thc Alp;; (McditelTanean to Adfiatlc), the Ap'Alllinc~, Albilll 
HiIlG, Dolomites (all major pealm), Chamonix rock·climbing Gchool, Jura, gritatone 
at Fontainebleau. And of course Scotland - such as the one about this time, off north 
from Perth in the back of a butcher's van with lan Robertson of the JMCS. 

FIQrn the elUly '50s his wife aCl:ompauieu him, a partnership pwvidiug fllllllel 
delightful asideD, and motoring to the hills and baclc proved as attractive as ever. 
For example, on their very succeGsful private expedition to the Himalaya: 'Wc 
drove from Dombay to Manali. Twelve crates and bak~ of CquiPlliUit alid food 
wr:nt hy train ancllorry (mostly to outfit portr:rs) , Our own morlr:st r:C]lIipmr:nt 
fittedinlu our Sil Vt!1 Dawll Mk V . . .' Allhe end: 'Drove back to London via Lalrolt!, 
Kararhi ,. Baghdad, Br:imt Damascus and through the Tron Gates Pass to .. Tstilnhnl 
... the Rolls clocking 60 road miles cvery hour through the night in the- Arabian 
desert ... ' and, of course, bagging pcaks on the way . (On home Icaves the hapk~~ 
Rolls was harnessed to a caravan and driven north.) 

Latterly, in ' 82 and' 84 (53 and 55 years after his first fIrst-ascents in Glen Clova) 
they drove walked and climbed along the whole S N traverae of the Great Dividing 
Range of Australia, on off days visiting places like sapphire mines from which 
'after a near toarful abduction ' of his wife they forced 'the raging floods ofCyolone 
Grace across a (laterally) unfinished viaduct' where the car ' ... did a sidewinder, 
affording stunning scenic views first on one side and then on the other. I observed 
my wife waD not to be separated from her sapphire under any eventuality . . . ' 
Regarding that disaGtrous Cyolone Grace: 'Anyone who hUG cumped ut the heud of 
Loch Etive on a January night will have had a similar experience.' The Mediter
HIIlt"CllIllilb amI Near Easl featured more <..fle1l as Llrey grew older; on IV[oulll Sillai 
they appreciated the difficulties of Moses, and the Red Sea cliffs afforded 
treacherous rock and difficult route finding : ' ... at times like these my wife, like 
Lot' s, took care to look back' . 
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Crete, C'yprus, Corfu and neighbourhood were the last visits, in the late '80s and 
early '900, yielding, at age 79, a solo bivouac on a 8350ft peak reminiscent of 
Scottish experiences Ilnd where after a good climb, 'One may also walk to the Cave 
of the Nymphs (be prepared for disappointment) ... A mule relieved the load on 
the shoulders if not on the mind: 'Our muleteer bounding along the narrow Skye · 
like ridge' and warmed by 5 otar brandy 'passed me riding a bank of gravel. This 
cast him headfirst down a slab, lubricated by small stoneo, into a cleft where he was 
imprisoned by the clamping of spiny spinifcx bushes round the middle ... as he 
emitted a dismal hiss, my wife, in whom minor male lesions evoke a sensible 
response, aptly equated the sound to a punctured tyre.' 

Motoring back from a rock mountain in Cyprus in typical Scottish conditions of 
rain and mist: 'Where the road ran along the rims of gorgeo I was reduced to 100Jr....ing 
for the road surface on my hands and Icneeo and to scattering handfuls of gravel 
walking on to place a quartz block on the road ... driving on ... and repeating the 
[l.,Jiuu;' exercise. My wir.:. attribut,;,J tll';' total absence of local drivers to their good 
sense.' l\. fitting close is the final contribution. It describes a return to the ioland of 
Kephalonia, 'cl imbing the familiar topo of 'Enoo Eros' (5075ft) and Gioupari ' and 
discovering below, the presence of two Royal Navy warships - flags, dazzling 
white uniform and full-dress gold braid- 'to remind the populacc that the navy had 
been first on the scene ... after the great earthquake of 1953. As a climax to the 
memorial oervice talang place at the foot of the mountain, without warning a great 
deluge broke over Argostoli, lachrymae rerum, as it were. Yet it remained dry on 
the sunlit hillside, a curious inversion of experience.' 

I have tried to quote the flavour of these extraordinary contributions, quite 
ignoring the high quality of the climbing and the wealth of helpful detail they 
provide. Perhaps a full article or - as Perth JMCS are considering - a reprint, may 
be devoted to the mountaineering adventures, deoeribed in ouch imperturbably 
zeotful termo, of one of our most accomplished, courageous and oivilised members, 
whose memory is indeed to be honoured. 

Below is a list of Cram's notes or mentions in the Journal ; compiled during an 
eye disability, I cannot guarantee ita completeness. Roman letters [(lfer to volume 
and arabic numbers to page. Pre-war: xix 71 , 139, 142, 157,158,2 17,222,293,424, 
430,437; xx 67,372,459,462; xxi 137,293,435; xxii 86, 153. Post-war: xxiv 72 
( AII~tria 1<)47), ?'I6, (Central Afri r.a 1(49)' xxv 88 (Afrir.a 19'i0-)1. Alps 1951. . 
Skye), 276 (Africa 1953); xxvi 297 (Africa 1955-57),298 (Alps 1956); xxvii 103 
(Africa 1959) ; xxix 170 (Himalayas 1960, 1963), 175 (Brazil 1966), 177 (Africa 
1 <)(i I , 19(i(i) , 180 (Pyrenees 1968); xxxi 2 19 (Spain 1976). 220 (Sinai 1976), ~ 17 
(Spain 1977); xxxii 302 (Australia 1981); xxxiii 108 (Australia 1983), 231, 
(Australia, ecology), 546 (Crete 1986); xxxiv 172 (Crete 1987),350 (Corfu 1958, 
Crete 1988), 555 (Cyprus 1989), 730 (Kephalonia 1990). 

I thank Ian Robertson of Perth JMCS for helpful reminiscences.' 

G.J.F. Dutton. 

V.,re end our tribute by quoting this final oentence from his wife Isobel, hig 
companion in adventure: ' ... and then at 84 years of age ... he fought the greatest 
battle of his life, nover giving in to weakness, hie brain sharp and clear to the end, 
He died in his own bed beside me in his oleep ao quietly and effioiently as he had 
lived.' 
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ARCHIE MACALPINE j.1945 

I MET Archie MacAlpine when I was a boy of 14, and he an undergraduate at Dental 
College in Gla~gow. His interest, therefore was not at all in me, but in my elder 
s i~ter, Margaret, whom in following years he wooed and '.von. Ben Humble had 
been one of his fellow students, but Archie, no more a mountaineer than I, was 
instead a university oarsman ·· shelves loaded with the silver cups he'd won. At that 
first meeting in Kintyre, where my siDter and I were on holiday, he had rowed to 
Skipnes6 from the Clyde around Ardlamont Point .... a distance of nearly 60 miles 
- hands not even blistered. I was impressed. 

After he had set up practice at IbroK and married my sister, he became concerned 
for her brother's sanity. I had found mountains. This to him was u puzzlement. What 
on earth could be the point in sweating up hills? My sister, rcveming the safety first 
trend of the times, enoouraged him to try. I persuaded him to think of Glen Coe, to 
which I had not yet found my way. I owned no car, but he did. I had GO newly joined 
the JMCS that I knew no members. The trumpet call of the Buachaille Etive Mor 
was sounding in my ears. On a sunny September morning of 1935, wc rounded that 
last bend of the Rannoch road and for the first time saw that huge rock cone lift high 
out of the moor. Our breath was taken from us. 'Vc stopped the car. Every detail of 
the cliffs showed clear and sharp, to our eyes unclimbable. 

We found our way up by the easy route from Glen Etive. Archie not yet fit, 
dubbed the trudge laborious, but his attitude changed on reaching the summit 
screes, where we could walk in delight to the cairn. He needed just one look over 
that wild, far scene - and was hooked, just as I had been five months earlier on the 
Cobbler. Spurred by ouriosity we climbed down to the top of the North Buttress, 
and saw a party of three rock-climbers starting up theCrowberry Tower. They were 
SMC, and made our 'impossible cliff look feasible even for us. Now doubly 
hooked, Archie promptly joined the JMCS. 

Entirely to him I now owed my chance to climb with Bill Mackenzie and Kenneth 
Dunn, who were two of the club's leading rock-men. The club held a May meet at 
Glen Coe, from which I was absent (fighting a Cairngorm blizzard). In these days 
the only club hut in Scotland was the CIC, so Archie pitched his big tent, called 'the 
canvas palace', at Coupal Bridge. It proved so popular in heavy rain that his camp
bed broke under the weight of parked bodies, two of them Dunn and Mackenzie. 
Mackenzie said brusquely to Archie: 'We'll have a climb in the glen the week after 
next,' to whioh he replied: 'Sorry, but I always climb with Bill Murray.' Mackenzie 
blurted: 'Bring him along. ' And that was how I came to join what became the 
strongest team with whom I have ever had the good fortune to climb, especially on 
winter rock and ice. 

All could give a firm lead when wanted; none, whatever thc foulness of weather, 
ever looked like coming off on a climb, and that bred the mutual confidence that 
counts for EO much on mountains. '''le each had our different gifts. Archie WOG quite 
outstanding as a mirth-provoker. His keen sense of humour was backed· by two 
other gifts: a good mimic's ear (enabling him to catch to perfection Macphee' s 
drawl or Bell's Fife accent); and what he called 'a flypaper memory', which 
allowed him to retain without effort a near inexhaustible fund of good storie3. 
These were real talents. One cometimes hears of a story teller having his listeners 
'rolling in the aisles', but only once in my life have I seen this literally happen-
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when Archie spoke at a JMCS dinner in the old Constitutional Club of Glasgow. 
He gave a Gimple recitation of Longfellow's Wreck of the Hl1sperlls, delivered as 
if by an upper crust English gentleman, just slightly sozzled. The result was so 
hilarious that members could hardly keep upright in their seats, and some did, in 
fact, have to throw themselve on to the floor. I have never seen the like again - for 
Archie would never give a repeat performance despite all urgings. 

On mountains, the worse conditionG became, whether on hard climbs, or in wet 
tents or bleak bothies, he never failed to lighten the fix we were in, and to lift 
drooping spirits. This rare talent being his to high degree, it made him a most valued 
member of any rope. Although a top-class performer on rock and ice, he would 
rarely consent to lead, yet would climb without trouble or hesitation any rock or ice 
on which Mackenzie or I were able, even with much trouble, to find a way up or 
down . Since wc could rely on him to the lintit, his presence helped us to get up routes 
like those high angle Glabs of Rubicon Wall , on which Mackenzie' s variation 
involved very long run ·outs with no protection, or the second ascent of Agag's, 
made within ntinutes of the first, or down Gurrick ' & Shelf in a blizzard, or the first 
ascent of Clachaig Gully, and many another good route. 

The JMCS used to hold fortnightly winter lectures at Archie' s house in Ibrox, 
where his wife waG hoste3G. On the outbreak of war in 1939, he joined the Army 
Dental Corps and was posted to the South of England. He took training in advanced 
dental surgery at the hospital of EaGt GrinGtead, where Mclndoe, the great plastic 
surgeon, repaired the terrible facial injuries to Britain' s airmen. He became one of 
Mclndoe' s famou3 team, whose 3kills were giving new hope to broken up men. 
When the war ended, he returned to Scotland and joined the SMC, only to find that 
hi3 Ibro)[ practice had evaporated into thin air. \I'iith a wife, two sons, and a daughter 
to support, he moved back to England and opened practice anew at Tunbridge 
Wells. lIe was, of course, at once appointed consultant in dental surgery at East 
Grinstead. 

Archie continued to visit the Scottish hills over the next 20 years. His first son, 
Roderick, with whom he and I often climbed, became a rock climber of high sYJIl 
in Norway, where he hod gone to live, but was killed in the Jotunheimen by a fall 
of rock in 1969, aged 30. Arehie died in a nursing home last November, aged 88. 
He had introduced me to a tough winter-climbing school, and to many ofthe best 
mountain days of our lives. 

W.H. Murray. 

RICHARD NAPIER RUTHERFURD j.1922 

WIII:N the Secretary invited me to write an obituary for Dr Dick Rutherfurd on the 
grounds that I was the only member he could think of who had met him, I realised 
that I ntight well be faced with a fortnidable task. This was not to prove the case. 
I toolc 0 chance and telephoned the only Rutherfurd in ¥,Jrkcudbright and found that 
I was spealcing to hiG 30n, Harry, now senior partner in his parent 's medical practice, 
who generously Gent me hi G father's climbing log for 1920 2t1 . 

This proved a fascinating insight into the climbing scene of long ago. Expedi
tionG were largely confined to the New Year, EaGter and the Glasgow Fair. Travel 
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wa~ by bicyole, train and on foot. The weather was as fickle as it in today and the 
only complaint made in the log concerns a home made tent and a groundGheet both 
of which leaked regularly. It records that on Sunday 30 December 1923 atthe Blair 
Atholl meet a number of members attended the evening church service. Changed 
days! 

Dick started climbing before leaving school and joined the Club in 1922. He first 
appear~ in theJournal at the New Year Meet in 1922 at Brodick and he was a regular 
attender for the next 30 years besides making a number of vi Giw to the /\Ipe. IIie lact 
meet was at New Year 1951 at Dalmally, the one at which Percy Unna died. 

His lasting mountaineering memorial lies in the fact that in 1925 he founded the 
Junior Mountaineering Club of Scotland along with Arthur Rusk and Archie 
Hutchison. This wa~ planned during an expedition to the Bernese Oberland in July 
19111 :md the idea was that it should be a training organisation which would be a 
feeder club to the SMC. The fact that few JMCS members nowadays come into the 
SMC and that there are now six large and prosperous eeparate Th1CS groups could 
not have been foreseen by the founders. Several accounts of the founding of the 
JMCS and their hilarious initial meet at the Cobbler appear in the 1975 Journal and 
are well worth reading. 

Born in Glasgow in 1902, Dick Rutherfurd had an exceptionally full and varied 
life. Educated at Glasgow Academy and Sedbergh, he obtained a degree in 
engineering at Glasgow University and served an apprentiecehip with Sir \Villiam 
Arrol in Bridgeton. Engineering was at a low ebb in the 19205 and Dick went to the 
Argentine for a three-year contract to supervise the building of a breakwater and 
a golf course. On his return in 1931 he workod for a while with Sir RobertMcAlpine 
:md Partners until an aunt offered to finance a medical degree. He graduated MD, 
ChB in 1938. During the Second World War he served in the Royal Army Medical 
Corps and served in the Middle-East. 

In 19016, he took over a practice in Kirlccudbright with hie wife, Elinor, who waG 
also a general practitioner. Besides becoming a much loved GP his contribution to 
the life of the town wa~ very considerable. He was a member, and later president, 
of the Choral Society, and a founder member, and later Commodore, of the Sailing 
Club and was a member of the RNLI for 30 years and received the RNLI gold badge 
for his outstanding service. 

His tremendous enthusiasm and interest in the welfare of others is illustrated in 
the many offices he held. He was a founder member of the Royal College of General 
Practitioners, and elder of St Cuthbert' s Parish Church, a Justice of the Peace, an 
Honorary Sheriff, the president of the local Rotary Club. He was a member of the 
Town Council and became the Dean of Guild and Senior Baillie before being 
elected Provost of Kirkcudbright in 1973. 

Bill Myles. 

JOHN BUCHANAN (Edinburgh JMCS), (1963-1994) 

WHEN John tragically died on Lochnagar on the February 19, 1994 with his 
climbing companion and friend , John Inglis, while attempting an ascent of the 
Tough-Brown traverse, the section was shocked by this double loss. 

I came to know John when he moved to the Stoclcbridge area of Edinburgh and 
approached the Edinburgh Section ofthelliCS during Autumn 1992. Quickly, he 
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.,va3 marking himGelf out as a keen proepective m!:!mber, joining the Club during 
December 1992, becoming our first and only parapenter. 

It was on the Dinner meet during late November 1992 when six of us decided to 
make a Club ascent of Twisting GuUy in Glen Coe, that the rest of us discovered 
jU3t how Gtrong and powcrful John wae. From the car park to the ba~e of the route 
he Gnow ploughed the ' .... ay for the reet of uc to the flfet belay ~tance. Long legs put 
to use from early days walking with the Youth Group attached to the family's local 
church in Cambuelang, and later daYG at Strathclyde University saw John, a gentle 
giant, walk, climb and explore many partD of Scotland. Later trip~ to Alaska with 
Opcration Ralcigh and an accent of Mt. YJlimanjaro while worbng in Africa 
occurred. 

It is fair to say that Club social events brought out John 's character. Memorable 
moments at the 1992 and 1993 Annual Dinners, notably the toothbrush incident 
with John Inglio atJoclc'e Spot. The liet of members with whom he climbed during 
hiG ahort time epent in Edinburgh waG exteneive and bears witness to his popularity. 
Ascents during this time included Crowberry Gully, Comb Gully Buttress, Comb 
Gully and numeroUG aGcentG of An Teallach. In epite of hiD popularity he never 
managed more than Golo deGcentG by hiG parapente. One of the beet of thBse during 
his time in the club was his descent from Creag Meaghaidh, down over Loch 
Laggan, coming in to land on the foreshore following a most spectacular stack over 
the water. 

During the late autumn of 1993, John was transferred to Aberdeen with his job 
aG an clectrical engineer, chooeing to live in Stonehaven. From there he continued 
to attend the winter meetG during early 199<1 and from where he :md John Inglis 
planned to explore Lochnagar. Sadly, we never were able to put in to fruition the 
planned Dea cliffa meet baeed in John' s front room. The only solace we can take 
from thie far too ahort friendehip and association with the JMCS is that John will 
be at rest with his faith. 

C. Stupart. 

JOHN INGLIS (Edinburgh JMCS). 

EARLY in February 1994, John and I drove up to the FRCC hut at Kinlochleven in 
the evening gloom, with vague planD of climbing lorth ButtreGG on the Buachaille 
on the Sunday . Wc had a dieturbed night in the Ci vii Defence building, with various 
pnrtieGleaving in wreaths of pipe smoke at hourly interval~ for the Ben. Uncertain 
of the conditionG, wc changed our plane and headed for Stob Coire nan Lochan. 
Fortunately for me, by the time we arriv!:!d there were already parties queuing up 
for the harder routeG. I wae able to divert John onto ~omething more within my 
capnbilitiec and much below hiG (not without co rn!:! diDcueeion). A few day~ later, 
waUdng down from Cmag Meaghaidh with another J1vlCS party, my main thought 
waG that I chould contact John to tell him how good the condition~ were. Sadly, I 
heard that evening of John' G death at the age of31 in a fall from n!:!ar the top of the 
Tough-Brown traverse on Lochnagar. That had occurred on the previous day, 
Pebruary 19, and John 'c companion, John Buchanan, alGa died in the fall. 

John flfst started climbing with the Edinburgh JMCS in 1989, and despite other 
preGGureG on hiD time, he GOon became one of the club's most active member&. I got 
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to know him well about a year later, and we discovered a common interest in 
science. It turned out he wag a riGing Gtar in the field of molecular genetic3 at the 
MRC Human Genetics unit in Edinburgh, though as a mere physicist I only learned 
of the full importance of his work after his death. (Fuller details are given in the 
Scotsman obituary of February 21,1994.) We soon became friends and frequent 
climbing partners, with John' s riGing abilitioG on rock overlapping for a time with 
my deC'lining one~ . John had come to climbing late, and had little time to devote to 
the frequent outings and training sessions that make modern climbers rise quickly 
into the higher E grades. In any case his climbing heroes were from an earlier age 
when a few pints in a pub was a much more inviting prospect than a night in the gym. 
In particular, he had read widely the mountaineering literature of the Fifties and 
Sixties and was in the midst of preparing an article on Robin Smith when he died. 

What John lacked in finger strength and experience he made up with a driving 
determination to make hi~ mark in the climbing world, ae in any activity he engaged 
in. He first came to notice with a series of bold and poorly-protected new routes on 
a local Edinburgh crag, Dalmahoy. This had been climbed on in the Sixties and 
rediscovered in the Seventies, but the central steep part ofthe crag, with a series of 
smooth grooves and overlaps, had always remained inviolate. John cleaned up the 
buttress (in more way~ than one) with four new aecentG after much activity with a 
wire brush. Unfortunately, recent quarrying activities nearby have accelerated the 
growth of a powdery lichen that will make further re-ascents problematical. John 
went on to climb another new route in Ratho Quarry, and an attempt on a second 
route here resulted in a prized photograph of him with John Buchanan that now 
adorns the JMCS hut at Laggan. Further exploration on the Buachaille led to a new 
pitch on Cuneiform Buttress, described in the 1994 SMC Journal , and John was 
planning to return to do a continuation pitch in the spring. One of his last summer 
routes was a fine lead of Kip ling Groove, another of his ambitions being to 'tick off 
all the routes in Hard Rock. 

I have the consolation of a host of outstanding memories of days out with John 
on the crags and mountains. His zest for life was infectious. I recall one day 
climbing Savage Slit in heavy rain when the sun suddenly broke through the clouds. 
The possibility of a piece of dry rock somewhere in the vicinity revitalised John and 
he dragged me down the sunnier side of the mountain to the bottom of Hell 's Lum 
Crag. NeedleG~ to Gay hie optimiGm about the conditionG waG Gomewhat misplaced, 
but I had the pleasure of seeing him leading up through the mist on the big corner 
of Clean Sweep in grand style. 

I have another memory of a late autumn meet in Wasdale. We had had a good 
day on Pillar, but John was still feeling rather smug after his conquest of KG, so I 
brought him down to earth by introducing him to Engineers Slabs on Gable Crag. 
I had done it many years before so I knew what to expect. A climb that is 'only' two 
30m lie pitche~, but when you find that every move on the whole exposed route is 
at this level, the mea~ured length and book grade become purely abGtract concepts. 
John reached the top in a state of total adrenaline-enhanced exhilaration ' floating 
on high o'er vales and hills'. For John, that was what climbing was all about. 

John leaves a wife, Dr Julia Dorin, herself a leading molecular geneticist, and two 
young daughters, Jenny and Joanna. He will be missed by all who knew him. 

Chris Eilbeck. 
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WILFRED LENNOX COATS j.1934 

HERE in Scotland and - alone or with his son Alasdair - in the Canadian Rocldes, 
Wilfred Coats was out on the hills, enthusiasm undimmed, well and truly into his 
eighties. Sadly, illness took over for a number of years and last October, at the age 
of 97, he had to admit defeat. 

His membership of the Club spanned exactly 60 years. Prior to joining he had at 
least two good spells in Skye and these clearly played a big part in dictating how 
he cbose every opportunity to return there, both for meets and otherwise. 

However, it wasn't only the Ridge which claimed his attention. In those old 
tricouni days there was plenty to attract elsewhere too; notably, the still unclimbed 
Rannoch Wall was a prize much discussed and sought after. Eventually, Route I 
went in June 1934. Wilfred followed up with a lead of the second ascent in May of 
the following year. 

Up until the war there were good opportunities to enjoy the home hills. 
Graduating D .Sc. (Eng) at GlaGgow Uni versity, Wilfrod workod for SheU ·Mex and 
DP, fIrGt aG (lsGiGtant then aG branch manager for the We~t of Scotland. Thereafter, 
however, he was based farther afield as resident engineer for the company in 
Orkney and South Uist, Norfolk, Hampshire and finally at head office in London. 
More conveniently back North again, he lectured in engineering drawing at 
Glasgow University from 1957 to 1962, finally retiring aged 65. 

From the three meets which he attended in the pre-war years Wilfred obviously 
extracted excellent value for example, on Spey&ide a formidable step · cutting 
tU331e on llraeriach, out from UIlQPool a momorable four Munro marathon. But it 
was really only after he had retired that he majored on meet attendances. As Meets 
Secretary he notched up a list of more than a score with almost no blank years, the 
last at the Glen Brittle Hut when, aged 81, he traversed Ghreadaidh, Thormaid, 
Danaehdich and SgUIT nan Gobhar! Mostly ho managed to land the chore of offidal 
chronicler, a fact which speaks quite a few volumes for his enthusiasm. 

Outdoors otherwise in Scotland he was a member of the Scottish Sld Club and 
the St Kildn Club. Abroad hchQd four Geasons, the firctat Arolla in 19r17, the others 
in the Fifties - two at Saas Fe and Zermatt, one at Zina!. 

Personal memories of Wilfred are mostly of far-off Glen Brittle days - on and 
off the rocks - with friends who are merely names today and that toonly a few. But 
they were great days and no mistake, often enough ending at the hospitable fIreside 
of Mrs Chisholm's Post Office. Wilfred as an engineer - and a particularly high
powered one at that - was never short of inventive ideas, often, I remember, having 
to do with theory of rope management and belaying, or the breiling strain of ropes. 
The laughs were many as we egged him on to wilder and wilder theories till finally 
he diagnosed the leg-pulls and laughed at himself as heartily as the rest of us. Good 
days indeed - long past maybe, but very far from forgotten. 

Wilfred was a keen Christian, an elder of the Kirk for many years, above all a real 
family man. To his wife, Agnes, his son and daughter and the grandchildren sincere 
sympathy - and thanks for the memories. 

Campbell R. Steven. 
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ANDREW ROBB MacCORQUODALE j.1961 

OUR paths first crossed on the hills during the mid-Fifties, when he ran with the 
Fallcirk MC and again in the city, where he wao in the thiok of hie ~tudie e and EO we 
gradually came to appreciate one anothers' opinions and interests. 

Korky as he came to be lmown, was a virtual life long friend, the Jr.ind you may 
not sce very often but when the occanion arose, it was always stimulating, for he 
was forthright, highly entertaining, well read and possessed of a devastating ability 
to deflate cant and pomposity wherever it appeared. 

He waG an all round sportsman with particular clulls in climbing, cricket and 
rugby, but when the great aurgc in e](plorative climbing and emergenoe of the 
dynamic young stars occurred, he decided it wao time to set aoide other sporting 
interests, concentrate on climbing and threw his lot in with us. 

\V c madc a few good new routes together, but sadly, it wao not to last as one night 
in 195&, when motorbildng home from a dance he made to overtake a lorry and was 
involved in a smash, sustaining injuries which rendered him paraplegic. 

\Vhilst on the mountaino, I had rccogniocd his phyoical and emotional strengths, 
but I and many othem were aGtonished when, after being virtually written offby the 
specialists , he fought back from the brink of death, with surprising humour and the 
heart to offer Gympathy and encouragement to hio fello'o''; unfortunates of Killearn. 
He joined the Club, post-accident in 1961. 

Accepting his chrurbound mobility with reGolution, he then oet about rebuilding 
hi3 life with cUGtomary vigour and enthuoiaGm to establish a sound marriage with 
Helen and their two children Lynn and David, eventually to achieve notable success 
in his profession and make considerable contribution to the organisational side of 
young Scottish rugby. 

When an athlete iG dealt Guch a blow, one would expect bitterness and remorse 
to influence the new life but this was never so with Korky. 

Even in our occasional debaucheG there waGn't a hint of such, though he did 
complain it was unfair that he must start off ' legleGo'; however, it WaE brother 
Il.onnie and I who drew the long straw, in that '.vc had to humph him up umpteen 
flights to my top-floor flat, with stances on the landings to case our Sherpa muscles, 
debate topical affairs and tank up for the severe stretches above. 

On retirement, he entered Stirling University in order to expand his knowledge. 
,o\s climbers, we arc familiar with courage, often performed in dramatic settings 

which seem at times heroic, yet Korlcy 'G reGolution of his Kismet was to me a 
greater display of courage, more 00 aG it waG accomplished unstated and with a 
selfless compassion and concern for others right to the very end. 

He inspired and influenced many and diverse associates and left us all the legacy 
of hi3 unquenchable Gpirit and irreverent humour ao typified by the bogus titles 
adopted in our exchanged letters which seems appropriate to cite on thie occasion 
to illustrate the nature of the man Korky . e.g. 
A.R. MacCorquodale, 
FRICS, FRV A. 
(Ex-sergeant 1st Larbert Boys Brigade) . 

J.R. Marshal!. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CLUB 

New Members 

The following H now momberG were admitted and welcomed to the Club in the 
year 1994-95. 

Rick Alien (40), Petroleum Engineer, Aberdeen. 

Keith J. Anderson (32), Composer, Edinburgh. 

Jim Beaton (40), Telecommunications Engineer, Erskine. 

Andrew J. Forsyth (27), Veterinary Surgeon, Malton, N. Yorks. 

Andrew A. Fraser (34), Solicitor, Ayr. 

Andrew R. Hume (27), Energy Engineer, Edinburgh. 

Adam Kassyk (38), Corporate Management Officer, Edinburgh. 

Alan McDonald Kerr (30), Sales & Marketing Executive, Hamilton. 

David J. Myatt (37), Consultant, Lumphanan. 

Robert A. Smith (46), Schoolteacher, Dunbar. 

lan P. Stevens (31), Chartered Physiotherapist, Glasgow. 

Colin P. Stewart (22), Electronic Engineer, Glasgow. 

Gavin N. Williams (38), Outdoor Education Instructor, Perth. 

lain McKenzie Young (35), Geologist, Killeam. 

EASTER MEET - ELPHIN 

The meet waG attendod by nine members and gravitated back to the Strnngs' superb 
facilitieG and hospitality in Sutherland. Betty 'G meals seemed bigger and better than 
even our fondont momoricD, and alcohol appeared to have been placed on drip feed. 
Thene home comfortn were entirely necessary as the weather wa:; abysmal where 
oh. Where has the Greenhouse Effect gone? 

Very little was done. Some presidential quality people felt they needed to 
demonstrate superiority by venturing up CuI Mor and returned glowing with 
apathy. The verdict was 'cool mor'. Assorted secretaries, treasurers, trusties and 
other such plebs couldn ' t have mustered a Munro with their combined footage, but 
Dea leveln were closely scrutiniGed at multifarious location:;, proprietorial inspection 
waG made of Sandwood Bay, and waterfalls (IandbaGed rather than tho:;e coming 
out of the sky) were given a real hammering. Scott Johnstone temporarily 
abandoned geology for anthropology when he announced the discovery of a 
chambered cairn within the Strang estate. However, this was later thought to have 
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been a gathering of the afore-mentioned presidential elite in the sauna. The meet 
concluded with significant dcpthc of frozen cnow on the roads and moet of the 
Sutherland traffic through the hedges. 
PRESENT: Doug Lang (President), Bryan Fleming, Mike Fleming, John Fowler, 
Scott Johnstone, Malcolm Slesser, lain Smart, Colin Stead and Oliver Turnbull. 

Mike Fleming. 

CICMEETS 

Once again 3even .veekend meetc were organ iced on the hallowed mountain. 
Unfortunately, the thaw and freeze cycle wac notevidentand when theGl10w finally 
did arrive it was overwhelming. As a result very little ice was present and there was 
virtually no neve. 

The meet attendances were below par with an average of 10 per meet. By 
February, the golf club finally closed access to their car park for climbers. This may 
have dissuaded some memberc and by the laclc of numbers on the mountain it 
appeared to have repelled the multitudes. Having said that the weather did play a 
part; in the fortnight between the February meets not a single climb was recorded 
in the log. 

Last year's gloomy hut decor has been restored to civility with the added bonus 
of an indcpendently supplied central light being greatly appreciated. Well done to 
Kev Wilson for his plumbing work. 

Hopefully, the car· parlang problem will be recolved with a new car park for 
climbers to the east of the golf club house. 

I request members to get off their bac\CcidcD and make ::m effort to attend theee 
enjoyable meets. 

After 15 years As CIC Commandantthe Richardson dynasty is soon to terminate. 
During this time Bob has ruled and maintained the roost in a most professional 
manner. We are indebted to Bob for his magnificent call to duty. V'le wish him well 
and good climbing in his retirement. 

D.F. Lang. 

The One-Hundredth-and-Sixth AGM and Dinner 

The 1994 function was a repeat of 1993 based in the Alexandra where they seemed 
pleased to see us return . 

The AGM again took place in the local cchool hall where at leact the debates were 
lively and not influenced by the dreary 5urroundingc. The customary business was 
uneventful with only the implications of the Criminal Justice Act initially exciting 
the 130 or so members present. 

Last year's executive error in permitting discussion and indeed a vote on 
abolition of the Loyal ToaGt required a re match between the chief protagonists 
Messrs Cousins and noss. Unable to agree on a compocit() , indep()ndent motions 
were discussed with the President calling time after a full 15 rounds and exercising 
his casting vote in favour of the status quo. 
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The Club then turned to much more relevant issues by embracing the established 
principle of Freedom to Roam in the Conetitution through Bob Rcid ' 3 motion that 
Rule 4 be amended to read : 'While enjoying the freedom to roam in Scotland, 
Members of the Club shall act responsibly at all times.' The meeting grappled 
uneasily with a really topical issue .. the crampon marking of classic summer climbs 
and wisely perhaps, no positive decision wae rcached ae prevention is surcly 
impossible and anyway according to Milne, the good guys don ' t do damagc. 

The Committee proposal for the disposal of the Ayscough bequest roused the 
meeting one more time - a new hut in the North-west! But who is going to find it? 
Another prolonged Speyside affair asked Richardson? Possibly, said the Commit
tee. Hope not, said the Club! Probably! 

And on to Dinner. Isn't it always the case that the second cup of tea is never as 
good as the first. The 1993 Dinner was a classic Club affair to which perhaps this 
event could never aspire. President Lang, however, dealt neatly with the smoul
dering dissatisfaction of the Loyal Toast debate by borrowing Godfrey Solly' s toast 
from the 1909 Dinner to the Old Brigade and Stan Pearson was kinder to the guests, 
who included for the first time the Irish Mountaineering Club, than had previous 
speakers. The reply was given by Bob Alien who it seems pays 3ubscription3 to all 
of England 's senior clube but who riskily strayed into lines of humour never 
appreciated by members even pre-1990. 

And so with Campbell wielding Raeburn 's axe for the next two years, the 1994 
function came to a cloGe. It soeme that wc may be on the move again next year as 
now the Alexandra is too small and Arrochar is being considered. As we continue 
to outgrow the Highlands, perhaps a return to the central belt will have to be 
contemplated for 1996? 

J.R.R. Fowler. 

JMCS REPORTS 

Glasgow Section:- During 1994 the Section has continued to meet approximately 
fortnightly in the hills and monthly for a pub meet. A total of 23 meets occurred, 
and Niel Craig's achievement in attending 20 was notable. 

Within Scotland, meets were held to the usual popular haunts of Glencoe and the 
Caimgorms, however, a number of trips were lijade farther afield, including Skye, 
Torridon and Jura. 

Throughout the year members have been Munro and Corbett bagging, ski
mountaineering, downhill skiing, rock and ice climbing, mountain biking, sailing 
and fishing. This, of course, leaves lots of other activities not attempted including 
caving, paragliding and canoeing - perhaps next year. 

The good winter conditions of 1994 started early and enabled an extended New 
Year meet to be held at the Raeburn Hut. (Two members stayed at the hut for 10 
conseoutive nights, a record for the hut). Highlights of the 3tay were ski mountain
eering days from the road and a mass ascent of 'Oui Oui' at Newtonmore. Later in 
the season many good ice routes were climbed with members active in all of the 
main ice-climbing centres. A joint meet in February with the London and Edinburgh 
Sections left Jock's Spot seriously overcrowded. 
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Early ~ummer saw increa&ed activity on the rock, although usually confined to 
the lower crags due to the snow on the higher cliffs. The May meets were met with 
lots of snow on the hills and there was still snow on the Skye ridge at the Coruisk 
work meet at the end of the month. 

Although no formal meet was held abroad this year, a number of members 
travelled overseas, including the secretary, who tried climbing near Washington 
D.C. in late June - a mistake. Elsewhere others ventured to the Alps including John 
Park and Stuart Fish who climbed the Chere Couloir and a number of rock climbs 
around Chamonix. 

Later in the year a group, including Niel Craig, Neil Marshall and David Ritchie 
visited Wadi Rum, Jordon and came back with tales of impressive sandstone 
climbing and deserts full of abandoned shoes. 

September proved to be a month for long weekends. A memorable trip was had 
to the North-west (the return journey included visits to Elgin, Ben Rinnes, the 
Lecht, Braemar and Perth). Later in the month the Club visited Jura, where an 
enjoyable walk was undertaken from the Gulf of Corryvreckan at the north end of 
the island down its western shore to the bothy at Glengarrisdale. 

Overall, an enjoyable year of mountain and outdoor activity for those who 
attended the meets, unfortunate, therefore, that the average attendance at meets was 
only six out of a section membership which now stands at 87, including 20 life 
members. 

Expanded newsletters, including meet reports on all Section meets, have been 
produced this year, a development that seems to have met with approval from the 
membership. Also this year the Glasgow Section went 'on line ' and information on 
the JMCS can now be found at URL .. http://www.mech.gla.ac.uklJMCSf· on the 
Internet. The secretary can also be reached by Email. 

At the AGM in November the following officials were elected: Hon. Member, 
W.H. Murray; Hon. President, lain Cumming; Hon. Vice President, Benny Swan; 
President, Sandy Donald; \lice President, Peter Cairns; Secretary, Donuld Bullancc, 
llR 11 Airlie Street, Hyndland, Glasgow, G 12 8QQ, (Tel: 0141 3573073, Email ; 
d.ballance@mech.gla.ac.uk) ; Treasurer, Andrew Sommerville; Coruisk Hut 
Custodian, Sandy Donald, 15 Smeaton Avenue, Torrance, Stirlingshire, G644BG, 
(Tel:01360 622541); Committee ,' Niel Craig, David MacDonald, Neil Marshall, 
John Park and Ian Thomson. 

Donald Ballance. 

Edinburgh Section:- Membership of the section remained steady at around 70 
members, six new members were admitted during the year. 

Meets were held throughout the year with 27 official weekend meets. These were 
held throughout Scotland with several meets held south of the Border. As ever the 
weather resulted in varying attendance. Despite thi s ever-present factor in Scottish 
life, half the section's members were active and achieved a high level of mountain
eering activity. The last winter meet of the year to the Ben during April saw several 
of the classic ridges being climbed as well as an enjoyable evening with fellow 
climbers in the CIC. On rock, the meets during May to the Lake District and Skye 
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saw a successful traverse of the ridge by two members, plus several ascents; 
including the Great Prow on Blaven and Amphitheatre Arete in Sron na Ciche. Mid 
week rock climbing meets were well attended, a total of 22 were organised. 

In common with most years a large part of the activity happened on unofficial 
meets. However, on one of these to Lochnageron February 19, the low point of the 
section's year occurred when John Buchanan and John Inglis died as a result of an 
accident while climbing Tough-Brown Traverse. Both were very active and 
extremely popular characters. The section was stunned by the loss of two friends. 

Activity abroad was down on previous years, although the following areas were 
visited: Separate partie3 were 31ci touring in the Berne~e Oberl:md and Austria; 
later in the year one group visited Arolla in the Swiss Alps while others visited 
various locations throughout France for some sun rock. Two members visited 
Colorado in July where many superb ascents were made. 

Once again both huts were in demand throughout the year. Jock's received a 
major renovation to the roof resulting in vastly-improved fire exits being put in 
place. This work was jointly funded by the section and a generous grant from the 
Scottish Mountaineering Trust, to whom the members are gratefully thankful. 

As ever there were several social events during the year. November saw nearly 
40 members and guests congregate at the Gaskmore Hotel , Laggan to hold the 
AGM and then the Annual Dinner. For the flfst time in several years a guest speaker 
was arranged. David Whalley (Heavy) from the RAF Kinloss Mountain Rescue 
Team presented a thoroughly entertaining and well illustrated talk on the 50 years 
of the RAF Mountain Rescue Service. Earlier during the day a large number of 
members had gathered on Meall Chuaich to celebrate a member's last Mutlfo, the 
section's first new Mutlfoist for several years. During the year Mike Flerning stood 
down as Honorary Vice-President after many years as a committee member. In 
recognition of his services to the section he was awarded a life Honorary membership. 

Office Bearers: President, David Buchanan; Hon. President, John Fowler; Vice
President, Kate Holden; Hon. Vice-President, Nigel Suess; Treasurer, Brian 
Finlayson; Secretary, Charles Stupart 4 Comely Bank Place, Edinburgh, EH4 
IDU; Smiddy Custodian, Fraser Fotheringham, Tigh na Sith, Braes, Ullapool; 
Jock 's Spot Custodian, Alistair Borthwick, 2 Aytoun Grove, Dunfermline. Com
mittee: Nicholas Cruden, Brian Donaldson, Beryl Leatherland, Robin Sinclair, 
Frederike Van Wijck. 

Charles Stupart. 

Perth Mountaineering Club (JMCS Perth Section):-During the past year, Perth 
MC has been active with organised day/weekend meets from Giggleswick to 
Durness and Lochnagar to Skye using feet, ski, fingers, axes and bikes. 

A way from the organised meets, members reported trips to South America, Asia 
and Europe as well as plenty around Scotland, the Lakes and Wales. 

The Club held several evening meets throughout the year, whether to climb 
outdoors, indoors or just to imbibe (with or without slides). 

Our Honorary Vice-President, Robin Campbell, and President, Ray Lee both 
gave excellent presentations on the hiGtory of climbing. Robin ~howed us the twe",(l 
and clinometers of the early Scottish scene, while Ray showed the denim and perms 
of his early years. 
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Thi& year Gaw the fCcurrection of the Club ' 3 photographic competition. So close 
were the entrie~ that it waG difficult to tell them apart. Many thanlCG to Crahame and 
Mel for their work in getting it going again. 

Now an advert: The Club organises regular day/weekend meets throughout the 
country and evening climbing meets around Perth or to a wall in Dunfermline or 
Edinburgh. If you want to get involved call me on 01738 828058. 

The Club dinner wa~ held in the Royal George Hotel in Perth where wc were 
addressed by Geoff Dutton - mainly to celebrate the life of Alastair Cram and to 
chastise us for not having female members in the JMCS. 

The Club was invited to all the major dinners in the country - many thanks to our 
hosts for their kind words and hospitality. 

At the AGM in December the following officials were elected: Hon. President, 
Donald McIntyre; Hon. Vice-President, Robin Campbell; Hon. Members, David 
Wares, Chris Rudie, Bob Milne, WaIter Perthers and lain Robertson; President, 
Ray Lee; Vice-President, Chris Bond; Secretary, Antony Lole; Treasurer, Tom 
Rix; Auditor, John Rogers; Meets Secretary, Alex Runciman; New~letter Editor, 
Melanie Crother. Committee: lain Robertson, Alasdair Dutton, Pet Thomas, 
Grahame Nicoll. 

Antony Lole. 

Lochaber Section:- Membership currently stands around 55, with most of the 
memberc li "ing in the Lochaber area and the re~t being ex Loehaber residents now 
spread throughout the country. 

The section held ~everal meetG throughout the year with old favourite3 like Ling 
Hut and Dundonnel and a very successful camping trip to Arran on a sunny May 
weekend. As well a& organ iced weekends, mOGt memberG arc active during the year 
doing their own thing, whether it be walking, climbing, bothying or whatever takes 
theirfancy. 

Members meet in the Nevis Bank Hotel on Thursday evenings, usually just an 
informal social night but sometimes incorporating a slide show or lecture. 

Steall Cottage in Glen Nevis is the Section 's main source of income and bookings 
have been very steady over the l:I&t year. Ac well aG the normal mainHmance a porch 
has been built onto the hut which when finiGhed will 3crve a3 a drying room. The 
wind generator in~talled last year is now working well, supplying lighting to somc 
of the room. 

In November the Glen Clova Hotel was the venue for the Section' s annual dinner 
which was the best attended to date with 47 members, friends and guests sitting 
down for the meal on the Saturday evening. 

Officials elected were: Hon. President, D. Watt; Hon. Members, B. Bissell, D. 
Scott; President, W. Anderson; Vice-President, I. Walker; Secretary, K. Foggo, 19 
Abrach Road, lnverloohy, Fort Williarn. Tel : 706299. Hut Custodian, J. Mathie30n, 
43 Drumfada Terrace, Corpach, Fort William. Tel:772599 

K. Foggo. 
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SMC AND JMCS ABROAD 
Several of the reports whichfollow may indicate some of the mental stresses that 
canfollow trips abroad. Either that or someJunny travel medicine was taken along. 

Europe 

THE 1994 YACHTING MEET 

By Drew Sommerville 

Or How Mistress Malin treated her cohorts (A tuneless opera in many acts -
some dafter than others) 

The Cast 
The Ancient Mariner (Skipper) - Tarn for short, a bold and courageous man. 
The 1 st Mate, Ewa tbe only perGon to have any control over Tarn, and then only 
sometime. 
Tlu: 211d Mate, flame of Chalmers, Robin for short oat your heart out Vatman 
valiant mast-man. 
Bosun Bennet - nuff said. 
(RLtlJoJllably) Able Seaman Sommcrvillc, Rasds for short ho hac the ancwer to the 
question: 'Where's yo dust binT - please ask him. 
Halina - a gorgeous Swedish stowaway of Polish extraction. 
Bjom and Odd - two Norwegian part-time joiners. 
Christina u gorgcouG SwediGh Gingle hander with meteorological tendencie . 
The Turtagro Family. 
Ship's Parrot - an enigmatic bird that kept a low profile. 
And many more forbye. 

(Tam was in his cabin baking some more bread. Some of the Crew were down 
with flu . The Parrot it was dead.) 

Act The One. 
Scene - Newcastle Docks; Time - the immediate past (June 1994). 

THE Bosun and Rasds report to the good ship Venus, would you believe? A poor 
replica of the real thing nue figurehead and they didn ' t think much of the mast 
either. 

Bosun: 'Take me to my Stateroom vassal!' and the two bold lads were immedi
ately escorted to the Admiral' s superbly appointed cabin (relativel);) high in the 
stern of the good ship Venus, well a few surly non-European seamen grudgingly 
pointed the way vaguely backwards. 

The action leaps forward to Egersund, no relation of EIs in ore - nae mermaids and 
Hamlet's not in the cast anyway. It 's a dreich night, there's no sign of the Mistress 
Malin and the rain is getting ever heavier; the original plan of kip ping under/on top 
of the picnic tab leG at the GjcGtehavn appearc increacingly less desirable, it is 
decision time - what will the poor mariners do? Fortunately, they are repelled from 
the best place in town, the Eiger Sentrum Hotell (is this an omen?). B & B at the 
more economical outpost of the Eiger Motell , a mere half-day's camel journey 
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away, is the happy alternative, and if you are a diGereet mover your pacleed lunch 
is included at no CJltra COGt. On the completion of the second portage bacle to the 
Gjestha n 10 and bclivld the Mi~liCSS Malin and her gallant passage crew. ~hc's a 
fine looking croft, an many a Norwegian and fellow yachtsman will agree before 
the epic voyage is complete. 

The voyage continues north'.vardn into ever colder watern and glorioUG viewG of 
(Gtill) Gnowcovered mountainn, Hardangervidda in particular, in fairly bUGy Gea 
laneG. Bergen in skirted on a quiet Saturday morning and a new nport in diGcovemd 

fjord orienteering. There is a myriad of sheltered paGsagen between Bergen and 
the Sogne Fjord and the navigatorG were hard at it deciding whether it wan right 
hand down a little or left hand. Ironically, a very favourable wind alno brought rain, 
but thiG was a blessing in disguise as the whole Q)lpedition would have run out of 
film had the sun been shining, the scenery was so glorious. The cosy little harbour 
of Eivindvik was rcached and the crew settled down for a typical wet Scottish 
weekend, not that there was mu eh rest to be had as our workaholic skipper talked 
himnelf into come major surgery on hin MistresG floorboardn up and we'll junt do 
a cc bit of significant fCwiriu1;;. It has tu be s.ud that when thc Norwegian mist 
eased some of the crew went for a long walk - it was a short pier. 

Monday dawned bright(er) if not clear - they could actually sec some of the way 
up the GUITounding hillG. Sognefjord ',van junt round the corner GO off they Get and 
by the time they reached the main fjord the day was becoming better and better, 
Guffice to Gay they had a glorious Gail to Ballectrand , dinner being Gtlrvtld in the 
cockpit with Tarn overhauling his winches between courses. 

They now had to thinl, about climbing a major psychological shock. How to 
get to the Jotunheim - the wee lassie at the Informasjon had hardly heard of the 
Jotunheim, far less TW1agro, but she soon learned. It was bus/felTylbus/taxi - nae 
bother. A good deal was struck at Turtagro - bed in the annexe , breakfa~t j n (h", m~in 
hotel which meant a packed lunch at no extra cost, of coume; this only left the 
problem of dinner, solved by setting up the camp kitchen under the verandah the 
management were aware of this, but fortunately, had a well ·developed Dense of 
humour. 

There waG fresh snow at Turtagro, and thi G mid June, but " rednesday morning 
Wit; promising ;'0 the livId qUilltct set off up the gently-sloping Ringsbotn to the 
more steeply-sloping glacier below the Ringstindane. Bosun Bennet gave them a 
Gparlding lead on 5uperb snow with a glorious front pointing finish to the ohapely 
top of Store Ringstinde (2127 m). Due to the unaccustomed land-type exercise Tarn 
began to suffer leg cramps, it was fortunate that hi s foredeck gorilla type activity 
of recent yearG allowed him to reverse the top lOOm by an interesting arm technique 
-- let this be a lesson to all youse chaps wot do too much marinading. The rebellious 
crew were somewhat impatient with all this delay but were even more displeased 
later in the day when the anthropoidal one took a mom favourable course farther 
down the glen (and he didn ' t even have theehlll1, sorry map), found his second wind 
and waG back at Turtagro and into the Ghowers fimt. '¥hat was even wome, he hadn ' t 
put the PrimuG on for the whisky toddiec. He had to go, which he did the next 
morning, giving the poor excuse that he wanted to play with his Mistress. 

And then there were three. It had snowed again, but Store Dyrhaugstindane 
called so off they went on a good compass bearing and the 2nd Mate 's altimeter at 
haud; there had been talk oflibel ating the GPS flUlIl tlie Mistress uut Rasus uecallle 
uncooperative when he discovered who was to carry the 12 volt battery. Into the 
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murle they went and after one ··and··a··half intere~ting pitohes found themeelyeG on 
the top. The 2nd Mate had the most patience and was rewarded by a brief cIt:MiuILt: 
to record yesterday's peak. on his Nikon. 

The joiners were still working away on the annexe on the trio's return and 
expressed knowledgable interest in their achievements; over dinner that night 
reasoned opinion came down from on high that they were dOllLtlc~~ part-time 
guideB who po~~ibly did a bit of langlauf tuition in the winter this was proyed to 
be ju~t a little inaocurate when RUGdG diGcoyered thut the bigger of the two waG 
aotually Odd EliaGson, the first Norwegian to reach the top of EYereGt and a 'big' 
expeclition man to hoot, while his pal Bjorn (just an orclinary guy in his own 
cstimation), must have been pretty high too liS thcrc is a glorious colour print in the 
hotel dining-room of Odd holding the Norwegian flag on the top taken by that 
'ordinary guy' Bjorn. 

Like all good Norwegian part-time joiners they keep their weather eyes and ears 
well tuned and w were able to tell the bold, and tiring, trio that good if not excellent 
weather was forecast for the morrow and the had the ay PLak. for their dclcctiltioll 
Au~tanbotn tindane. At leaGt one of the trio wa~ hoping for a rest but, alas, Friday 

dawned absolutely glofiou~ly and Djom's kiud offer of 11 lift six nuks up the road 
could not be mfuGed. Straight off the road and on to the Gnow, cramponG on aG they 
get into the Ghade of the VeGtle AUGtanbotnen ridge but off again when they ~wing 
<0Jlth ~nd b~ck into the S\1n. Great views all rOtlnd as they plod tip the main ridge 
'.vith JUGt a trace of cloud on Austan's south peale a bad omen, by the time they 
reach the main gap the viGibility is 00 reduced thut the bealach ie hardly yiGible. The 
hold trio ~rp not rn! off (yet) and despatch the Bosun on the end of the rope which 
runG out before the bealach is reached. DeciGion time and, diGcretion being the 
better part of idiocy, the Bosun is retrieyed aa momentary clearanceG Ghow a 
formidable stlmnUt ridge leading from the yet unreached bealach. Their mentors 
had indicated that there would be absolutely no problem in hitching a lift back to 
Turtagro - alas it was only in the last mile that the first bus of the season stopped 
to pick up the weary climbers. 

ThiG is definitely the trio'G laGt night . the MistreGG await5 and time ie running 
out on the 'three week paGGeG' for two of the crew. There is onc laGt taGk to be done 
however, to check thllt Dill Mackenzie's new route on Storell in the summer of '36 
haG been Duitably recorded by the Nor .... egianG; a little bit ofbaokroom work by the 
hotel hierarchy and the Norwegian equivalent of the Journal shows that it haG 
how's that for service? 

Warning about Saturday travel in Norway it's not caGy, eGpecially when the bUG 
to I Iclla is marked Voss. The crew arc pleased to note that the Skipper has not only 
been playing with his Mistress he's been playing the fish as well-lots of lovely 
herring plus an abandoned mini-shark - all delicious. 

Back to the Dca faring life·· water that boat, pull that rope and if the MiGtreGG pUt5 
her elegant backDide on the Gand, haul her off DharpiGh. Tarn was beginning to get 
JUGt a touoh annoyed with Racds at four in the morning after a nice eaGterly wind 
had got up and there waG a funny raGping noise aG the wheel rubbed against the 
(newly-installed) self-steering - it was only when (in desperation to prove that 
abGOlutely nothing waG wrong) Tarn Gwitehed on the eoho sounder he accepted that 
the depth waG zero. It's quite amazing what 'all hand, on deck', (yery) taut anchor 
rh~in , fnll revs on the engine and a ri~jng tide, not to mention sheer desperation, ",ill 

do to chift a boat in an embarracGing oituation. The result of all thiG waG that Rasds 
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got his wi &h of a good blow we&twardG down the Sognefjord, only to GPoil it when 
he gave the command: 'Lee ho,' and promptly jibed! It didn't imprcGG the Sldpper. 

They almoGt became touristG Vik church; walldcG along fjords, chatting up 
fellow yachtpersons especially delectable Swedish ones who can take down 
weather forecasts in three languages and then give a synopsis in English. This 
actually happened at Fedje, their nearest point of departure for Lerwick. 

Fedje to Lerwick in 36 hours, nae bother when you view it through the miGtD of 
time. 

Rasds takes full and total irreGponcibility for the foregoing ·· alllawyerG' letterG 
will be returned postage unpaid - you have been warned. 

Awe KLlTII reports:- Derek Bearhop and I enjoyed a compressed Alpine season 
thi& ye:!r, fitting a trip into the confineG of a normal weekend in July. Leaving from 
Edinburgh Airport after work on Friday afternoon, we flew via Heathrow to 
Geneva, where we hired a car. After exhibiting our inexperience with left hand 
drive vehiclec, we reached Lauterbrunnen come time after 20.m. Saturday dawned 
overcast, and we spent most of it flogging up 6000ft from Stechelberg, past the 
Rottal Hut, and into cloudG on the lower roaches of the Inner Rottal Ridge on the 
Jungfrau (AD and apparently a '&plendid long climb', and 'the only satisfactory 
route on the West flank of the mountain ' , which means the other linos must be pretty 
shocYJng.) We evacuated a bivv)' trough in steep chale beneath the initial difficul 
ties and slept uneasily. 

Overnight the weather perked up; we Get off at ~ a.m., soloing up slabs in the dark, 
excitement quicldy mounting as wc lost first the route, then each other. Reunited, 
we &crambled up 3000ft of worrying choss interspersed with rock, cnow, verglaG 
and fixed ropes. A 1000ft of easy snow took us to the summit (4158m) at 8a.m. We 
deccended by the same line, then plunged at lmee wrecking Gpeed to Stechclberg. 
Three hourG of fraught driving later and wo were in Geneva at 5.30p.m., with a few 
minutes to spare before the flight homo. Heathrow gremlinG, however, ensured wc 
were without luggage by the time wc roturned to Edinburgh. And so back to work 
on Monday morning. 

IAN ANGELL writes:- The 1994 Scottish Mountaineering Club Staunings Alps 
Expedition membem ... Ian Angoll, Tim Pottifer, John MorriGon, David Ritchie, Ian 
Blackwood, And)' Hume, Stephen Do)'ldn and Colin Womham flew on May I) 
with Flugfelag Nordurlands hf (Sigurdur Adelsteinsson) from Alcureyri in Iceland 
to Constablo Point in Groenland where equipment freighted in earlier was picked 
up. From there we went north to land on the Bercorkorbrae glacier at about I 170m, 
latitude 72' 06', Longitude 24' 44' 44" west by the pilot's GPS. The magnetic 
variation was later calculated to be _30' west. 

During the next 16 days various climbs and excursions were made. 
Danaketinde 2930m, climbed from the north and by a new route on the South 

e3st face Alpine D. The record on the top chowed this to be the third ascent of the 
mountain. 

Hjorner;pids 2860m, wac climbed from the north via the Dansketinde col. Iced 
rock-D+. 

C. F. Knox Tinde 2750m, climbed py the North Spur - D. 
Tintagel c.1800m was climbed by a new route up the South-west ridge - A.D. 
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Harlech 2040m, by the south flank and the South-east ridge. The record left by 
the SMC in 1992 was added to. 

A hard mixed route with IV N ice pitches was made to the ridge between False 
Col and Hjornespids. 

The following mountains had no record of previous ascents and so names have 
been suggested to the Greenlandic Place-Name Committee: 

'Crossmyloof 2000m, situated on the ridge on north side of the Berserkerbrae 
connecting the Berserkerspire and Tintagel. This peak was next to the Berserkerspire 
and was climbed by the south flank. P.D. 

'Pardshaw Peak' l840m, the peak on the ridge to the west of Tintagel and next 
to Crossmyloof. Climbed by the south flank. P.D. 

'Shirley's Peak' 2400m. Immediately to the south of the Col Major (Majorpasset) 
and climbed from the Col. F. Attempts were made on the Berserketinde by the 
North face and Royal Peak. 

l\t the cnd of the trip all memberc clded out to the coact, two by croccing from 
the Dunottar glacier to the Skjoldungbrae, (probably the fuct crossing) and the 
othem by descending to the mouth of the Skel. One night was spent at Mectersvig 
before the flight back on May 26. 

l\ll food and fuel were wrapped in combustible material and remainc were 
burned thoroughly to ash before being buried. The rifle and EPIRB were not 
needed. The weather remained fine for the duration , A break towards the end gave 
a few inches of snow and cloud but wac not ceriouc. Snow conditione cettled during 
the three weeks from being very powdery on arrival to a ctable condition later. 
Above 2000m it remained cold and on cteep clopec hard ice was found beneath the 
snow. Towards the coact melting of the river ice wac occurring in the afternoon and 
this was the only place where any significant thaw was evident. 

Travel was on skis with small sledges to distribute loads. Tracks of a fox were 
3een near the camp but no food waG tal((ln. Low dO'.vn the Skel the remains of a 
recently dead mucic OJ( and u new born calfwero found. On an outcrop near the Skel 
mouth two musk ox were grazing. 

This was the third SMC party to visit the area in the spring months which is 
proving u good time for travcl and weather. It is a small part of a small area of 
Greenland and the opportunities are still immense. 

Greenland 
Boo DUNCAN writcs: What follows is almost directly transcribedfrom the diary I 
kept on an expedition to the Little Switzerland area of East Greenland in 1980. I 
do not expect many to believe the unusual story it tells, especially as it is so long 
since the events in question took place, yet they have received no mention until now. 
I ask you to read with an open mind andjudgefor yourself. Obvious questions, in 
particular why it has taken so long to come out, will perhaps, with a little reflection, 
be seen to have equally obvious answers. 

TIIC SCCNe: A cluster of tente high on the Knud Racmussen glacier, surrounded by 
a mecs of sleds, skis, pots, mugs and torn and empty cardboard boxes. Behind them 
a steep, black strealced gneiss wall disappears upwardG into the sleety smirr. 
Nothing stirs. 

Inside the tents, lying in damp and mildewed sleeping-bags, five mountaineers 
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pacc the time dozing, reading, reciting noncenoe rhymec, occacionally maJr...ing a 
brew, or dreaming of something to cat other than porridge and butter. Somewhere 
down the glacier, they hope, being draggod towardc them by the other threo 
expedition memberG, is the big Gledge, heavily laden with the remaining glacier 
rations. The hazards still in the way of a decent meal , however, are many. The 
combination of wet snow and hidden crevasse, for example, could claim a victim 
at any momont. Of more immediate concern to the waiting group, though, QC th(JY 
concider their dwindling culinary resources, ic the gender mix of the relief party. 
One male, two females, with a complex, evolving and still (at that point) incom 
pJctc1y understood web of inter-rcJationships. Might they, even at this moment, be 
tent bound and in deep discuscion, obJjvioUG to the plight of their fellows at 
Advanced Base? 

Now read on ... 
I was awakened frulii my dozing (conserving energy) by the thunder of hooves 

and the crackle of small-arms fire. On sticking my head out of the tent I was very 
wrpriscd to sce a smallish band of ageing American Red Indians, on scrawny and 
Gcabrous ponies, charging our feeble encampment. After a couple of half hearted 
and obviously ill practised circlings of the tente they came to an indec isive halt, and 
stood among themselves, muttering hoarsely. 

An ancient and enfeebled character in what looked like a North American 
Cavalry jacket and hat gestured our way (for we were all by thi G time ctood outeide, 
sumewhat lIlystified), bared his LOoLllless gUlllS ill all evil grin, am.l IU'Jseu uff a 
couple of roundG into the air from an antiquated Winchecter. Thi G galvaniced the 
rest of his party into some sort of action, and they turned and charged towards lIS, 

firing their rifles and giving awful, bloodcurdling whoops. 
The effect wac ruined, how(Jv(Jr, by the anciont's pony, which waD in the load, 

losing its footing on the wd iotlOw iilld "Iithcring Oft to its belly , the refuaindcr ofthc 
group falling over it and its groaning rider. The tangled mass slid to a gentle halt 
in front of Willy, who was watching the proceedings idly, munching an oatcake. 

The ancient, obviously the leader, extricated himself from a confusion of legs, 
hooves, bows and arrows, removed a billy which had been fumly rammed on to his 
head, and brandished his now useless rifle in WiIly's face. 

'Now Custer, you pay dearly for what you done' ... 
'Did,' corrected another of the Indians , consulting a battered and tom Siouxi 

English phrase book, while straightening the feather in his head-band. 
'Did,' the ancient spat out, casting a jaundiced eye over his corrector. 'Onc day, 

Splitting IIair, I will cut out your tongue.' After an exchange of glares the ancient 
returned hiG gaze to Willy, who waG by now quietly chewing an Opal Fruit. Ho 
removed his tomahawk and made to brain Willy with a mighty sweep. 

'Now Custer, you die!' 
Noel stepped across, raised his hand, and intercepted the tomahawk, a concerned 

look in his eyes. ' I say, old chap, you've got it all wrong. This isn ' t Custer.' 
The ancient looked Glyly out of the Gide of hiG eyes at his fellowG, who were 

watching with some interest. 'No, and I'm not Running Bullock.' 
He laughed hugely, thinking he had cracked the joke of all time. 
Dick, m(Janwhile, looked up from mending his Gtove (for we were needing a 

brew, fuel shortage and unexpected visitors or not), grabbed the ancient' toma
hawk, and s(cu (ed VOllnding furiollsly. Pieces ufMSR st(.)ve began tu fly aruulld the 
camp Gito. Each vicious blow waG accompanied by a heated curGe, uttered in an corio 
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and disturbing whine. As Dick worked himcelf up into a blind fury hiG blood 
pressuJe rocketed, the scar on his forehead bulged alarmjngly and a twisted grill 
<:I iS t0rtt:'d his nonna!!y h0mely ft:'atures into II tt:'rri fy ing manir. mllsk. The Indians 
d,.ew back, ob~iously impl\:,sbcd dlld 1I0t a littk intimidated. Thl, dJll-il-ut ~l, ull!td 
back to join them. 

'You no ' Custer?', he demanded of Willy, who stood impassively, crumbs on 
busy jaws. The answef was mumbled tlu'ough a mouthful of Digcbti vc. 

'Nuh.' 
The raiding party muttered loudly, then quietened. 
'This no ' Little Big Horn, then?', said Running Bullock, whose stock was 

obviously falling rapidly among his peers. 
'Well no, actually, this is the Knud Rasmussen Gletscher, East Greenland,' said 

Noel helpfully, pointing at a photocopied map. 
'Shag a wild man,' said Ian ungraciously, shaking his head. 
I cniggered to mycelf and turned away, nearly tripping over \Villy, who was 

rifling through empty food boxes. 
The war party held a hurried pow wow, while we painstalcingly rebuilt Diclc'G 

stove. The ancient, now totally disregarded by hjs fellows, crept towards us, casting 
anxious glances over his shoulder. 

'Looky here, you sure this no ' Little Big Horn?' 
Noel looked sympathetic, but repeated our location: 'I think you'ye rather 

missed the party,' he added, by way of conversation. 
The ancient ignored him and dug in his jacket, pulling out a battered Silva 

compass, which had 400' on it. 
'What magnetic variation you use?' 
'30' West, I'm afraid,' said Noel. 
'Oh bugger!' exclaimed Running Bullock, flinging his compass into a nearby 

crevusce and leaping on to hiG pony in one arthritic movement. 
\Vithin seconds pandemonium broke loosc, and the whole group charged off on 

to the I (,th ~eptember Glacier in hot pUf .. ,,]it of thc ancient, who had hllilt up fI 

considerable lead. 
A few mjnutes passed . Soon the only sound was the gentk patter of rain on tl1C 

tenta, the rumbling of Willy' s stomach, and a couplo of anonymous fartG. 

IMN SMART writes: Madeira wine improves injlQl'our when carried around the 
world in the hold ofa.ship. So is the memoryofa. good f'rppdition ifa.llowed to rock 
aroundfor afew years in the bottom of your mind. The original experiences grow 
or diminish in relative importance and achieve a balance unsuspected at the time 
when they were being harvestedfrom the ambient universe. The immediate account 
of an expedition is the new wine drunkfreshfrom the bottle, sparkling and youthful. 
The Beaujolais Nouveaufor the 1985 summer expedition to Petermann Peak in 
North East Greenland has already been provided by Malcolm Slesser (SMCJ, 
1986, xxxiii, 177, 283 287). As expeditions go it was a good vintage and what 
follows is a flagon dmwnfmm the same cask 10 years later. If spems to contain 
endless glasses unequally filled and obviously poured from the bottle of the mind 
by a shaking hand. Since Jew readers reach lhis remme corner of [he Journal -
maybe one every half century - now that you are here, why not rela.x by this little 
campfire in the wilderness of time and savour a glass or two of vintage '85 while 
1 enjoy your company. 
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Movco crgo wm: -- The weather in August 1985 was perfect for travcl , the sun 
shone day after day and thero was no wind. The big fjord leading north, however, 
'.vas filled with heavy pack ice. After a day or two of pushing floes apart, wc made 
it as far ae a little island in the sun that lay a few miles offshore, the top of a drowned 
escarpment of red columnar basalt an acre or two in area. We landed in a minute 
b:iY on :l few yards of dark sand. From a nook at the top of iw northern cliff wc 
w:itched the surrounding ice for signs of movement. The hours passed and merged 
into days. The sun circled the horizon. The pock drifted to and fro with the tide but 
didn ' t loosen. The island meanwhile, started to make itself felt . It was a colourful, 
intricate place. Little terraces led off from a central basin of red gravel patched with 
grey, black and bright orange lichens, white and yellow flowers , light green willow 
and dark cassiope. It was like li ving on the palette of an artist confident with primary 
colours and bold forma. From the centre of the magic island the outside world wan 
invisible except for the bright, blue sley. The patterned terraces led the few yards 
to the sea and the sight of the surrounding hills: the jagged Staunings, the distant 
profile of Ell a Island and the long horizon of Traill Island, 15 miles to the east. A 
peace began to descend on the mind . The magic of this island was unused, very 
different from the more experienced magic of a Hebridean island. Ideas started to 
stir. A month spent hero would be an interesting educational experience. This led 
to questions. Was all this desire for movement merely an excuse to avoid thinking? 
Were we missing the point? We had maps of everything ahead of us, aerial 
photographs too; others had been this way before. Were wc passing the time 
playing a hands on computer game in real time in a sort of actual reality instead of 
trying to do something original? This island suggested there were unexplored 
territories on offerto a mind not preoccupied '.vith movement. Intellectual vistas on 
the other side of the backdrop of the apparent scenery leept opening up for attention. 
This '..,.ould never do; people were fidgeting and pacing about restlessly. Wc were 
getting nowhere fast. Wc must sot off and at least try to accomplish something; 
otherwise we would have no story to tell, no slides to give a show with, no 
aohievement to show our worth, no senso of fulfilment, no story to sell. As wc 
loaded the boat I had a wild urge to throw out a fow food boxes and say: 'Pick me 
up on your way back.' If! had, I might have done some original journeys into wild 
and wonderful new territory. It was very tempting to snatch such an opportunity for 
original exploration but, alas, I had not tho strongth of character to bring off so bold 
an action. I got into the boat reluctantly, the last to do so. I had to go. I was supposed 
to be the leader. 

Quinquireme ofNineveh:- The south side of Ell a Island presents a wall of near 
vertical rock rising straight from the sea for 4000ft. A waterfall at its centre bounces 
once or twice on the way down. The rock looks good, a prize ascent for some lucky 
climber of the future. We sailed below it in a matronly fashion in an underpowered 
inflatable boat towing another smaller one bohind and making about four knots. Wc 
were also grossly overloaded with ration boxes crammed with food from half tho 
world: pineapple from Hawaii , spices from the Indies, royal game soup from 
Fochabers; we had high-tech tents, sleeping bags of the finest feather and clothing 
of such overwphistication it was almost chic; we hadjorr)' cans ofrofined fossil fuel 
and the complex engineering to transform it into movement; we also had a state
of the art radio with which to talk to the world and a rifle to neutralise the local 
wildlife should it becomo too uppity. Wc chatted urbanely about the hundred and 
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onc e]wtic placoo wc had \'icited at one time or another. We read ~ophicticated 
novelo, Game of uo indulged in tho affoctation of playing liar dico to while away tho 
tim~. From timo to timo wo lookod at tho view through the portholeG of our mindG. 
And so wc crawled along the foot of thiG beotling cliff like a caddiG fly grub, our 
ooft parts armoured againot the world by a carapace of material and PGychological 
comforts or, more vaingloriously, (and why not) we sai led like a quinquireme of 
Nineveh , our five banIco of oammen rowing rhythmically within our engine like 
genioo in a bottle boaring us along with our cargo of apos and peacocke, cedarwood, 
sandalwood and sweet white wine. 

Respect for the professionals:- As you travel the empty coasts of North East 
Greenland you come across good campsites and find that GOmeone hae beon there 
l,,:JOfl- you. The most humbUng of these arc low walls of stone and turf with 11 

lintelled doorway, the winter houseD of an lnuit population that ourvived here for 
a few hundred years, dying out last conturieo JUGt ao Europeano reached thiG area. 
Seoreoby deocribed their empty oettlemento. A omall band was aeon once in the 
IIIjJJk, of Id~ll-Llltury and then no morc: maybe they were the last of a population 
that once numbered a few score, the maximum this bare land could GUpport. The~e 

were the profeGoionalG and onc ought to tread deferentially in their empty home 
land. Their minimal technology waG of such a high ~tandard that they were able to 
survive entirely on the thin reoourcoo of thi s indifferent land. The only import they 
had waG driftwood from the Siberian riverc delivered by the ~ea CUITent~. All other 
materialo were of local origin: bone, oki n, oinew and a stone or two. Even in what 
might paso as good ti meo, North Eaot Greenland iG borderline eurvival country even 
for an Inuit band. It io a chaGtening and therefore beneficial exercise for the wmmer 
vioitor to pauGe for a moment and in. hiG mind Gwitch off the daylight and imagine 
the vulnerability of life here in the winter dark at the ab~olute zero of human ability 
to survive. An oil lamp under a low roof with a Gqualor of meat and blubber 
represented Gecurity for the foreseeable future. In thiG minimal condition they 
created some sort of psychological home to protect their Goul ~ from the Gtark 
preosures of an uncertrun, ungenerous land; they told Gtorieo, made jokeG, Gang 
oongo, made poema, carved toys for their chi Idren. Sooner or later a hunter did not 
come bacle from the ice and hiG dependanw died, for in hard timee the remaining 
huntem, if there wore any in the area, could not take on the demand~ of wmeom: 
eloo'n widows and orphanG. It wan of no great moment anyway becau~e death was 
ani y the process you had to go through before rejoining your ance~torc in a generouG 
hunting ground in the oley where there waG no cold and hunger; wch a place 
certainly mdGtod becauGe those who had gone before held partieG up there that were 
so wild they could be seen in thio world as the northern lightG. Orthen again the dead 
might wander about in the cold moonlight, malicious and restless and envious of 
the living. More prooaically premature death by accident or hunger depleted a 
dangerouoly omull gene pool, name diminishing the ability of those remaining to 
cope with a borderline existence. 

Nansen survived one winter in an underground house with a skin roof but he shot 
enough animal a in the autumn to leave a pile of meat and blubber ouwide the door 
sufficient to last till spring. SteffansGon speaks of the 'friendly i\rctic'; he lived off 
the land for three years but in a much more procperouc part of the Arctio than this. 
Both Nanoen and Steffancoon had guns, steel kniveE, matches and other locally 
irreplaceable artefacw. Aloo they had companionc as recourceful aE themselves 
who didn ' t get lulled or incapaoitated to leave the Gurvivor frighteningly alone or 
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worse sti ll lethally burdened with an invalid. Most importantly they didn 't have 
families of vulnerable children to maintain; without these, individual survival is of 
no biological value. Mighty men though they were, they were essentially visitors 
from another planet living on imported psychological and material reserves. Our 
expedition by these standards was a summer holiday or at best an educational tour 
for aging yuppies long past their Arctic shelf life. 

Playboys of the western world:- We entered the shadows of Kaiser Franz 
Joseph 's Fjord towards midnight. It is a lonely, forbidding place at this shadowy 
time, a narrow slit, steep-sided and filled with unstable icebergs calved from the 
glaciers at its head . The event I remember so clearly is the occasion Slesser and I 
had ourtum in the small boat. Unloaded and powered by the spare outboard it could 
get up on the plane and scoot around at 10 or 12 knots . We did this occasionally as 
a relieffrom the sedate progress of the stately quinquireme. We skimmed away into 
the shadows and slalomed among the icebergs which rocked decorously and 
dangerously in the wakc. Wc pau~cd a couple of mile~ away on the ~mooth bl:lc-k 
water out of sight and sound of our material support. The bergs caught what little 
light remained and glowed spookily in the gloom, dimly teetering around their 
ccntrcs of buoyancy ae the univer~e worked out the mathematic~ of whether they 
were going to topple into the here and now or remain ghostly metaphors of 
uncertainty. As we all know there is a wild delight in voluntarily playing under the 
paw of the great cat, putting a toe over the line and imagining what it would be like 
to cross it without thc po~~ibility of coming back. We, of cour~e. were playbo)'E :rnd 
kept well on the safe side of the line. After frightening our elves for a little we 
returned to the mother ship and rejoined our lumbering capsule of protective 
artifacts. 

A sense of place:- We emerged from the narrow part of the fjord into the broad 
waters at its head jU3t a3 thc light wa~ improving. Thi c iG a magic time in the Arc-tic
and it coincided with reaching the inner sanctum of this mountain fastness. Awe is 
an unfashionable word and it has lost most of its emotional charge from overuse. 
However, the feeling it used to describe is still to be experienced in places like this 
if you are that way inclined. Here there was space and silence, a wide sea filled with 
icebergs and reflections of icebergs and all around were mountains of light and 
shadow and great valleys Icading into a mysterious interior. Emotionally, it was a 
bit like crawling out of a window in your mind and finding yourself exposed on a 
high smooth fact: wilhuul a buld ill sight while the mind rummaged around for a 
metaphor to chock into some crack to provide the semblance of security. I think the 
trouble was that we had pa3scd a p~yehological barrier and had ontof(ld territory not 
yet appropriated into our scheme of things. This was not a place you could walk 
back from either on foot or in your mind. Maybe I was alone in this feeling but I 
think the rest of the party was also a bit subdued. 

Holiday camp:- Half a day after our arrival we had tramped down a platform 
in the emptiness and were well secured with psychological belays. Our tents were 
pitched on a sandy platform a 100ft above the icebergs. The sun shone; there was 
no wind; it was very hot; we sunbathed in our underpants. It was a moment of 
detente before back-packing into the interior. Slesser to show how at home he was 
in the Arctic lay around starker!) reading a racy novel. Pat Get up the radio aerial and 
after unfankling a wandering musk ox from its coils chatted urbanely to the Danes 
in Mestersvig; he also recorded the sweet twitterings of Home man's redpoll. Phil 
tootled end lessly on his penny whistle, cogitating on his future. Roland remained 
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quiet; he was lean fit and self-sufficient; he had no need to do anything else. I 
continued to investigate who was in charge of this remote area. Thus each of us was 
making a statement, some more amusingly than others. 

The room at the top:- One day we did get to the topmost rocks of Petermann 
Peak by two routes of modest difficulty. It was a magic day of light and cloud 
shadows. We were on the highest point for 600 miles; it was all there below us: 
mountains and glaciers, receding eastward into the mysterious inland ice. This was 
the fourth ascent but we were so bemused by all the ambience that we quite forgot 
to scrubble in the cairn for any record left by previous visitors. In order to achieve 
this remote position we had exercised a fair amount of organising ability, physical 
effort, determination in the face of adversity and frank mountaineering competence. 
These virtues are already the stuff of a thousand climbing narratives and their 
further consideration here would be boring. The uniqueness of our situation was 
that we had a special freedom denied to most other expeditions in the sense that we 
were self-financed. We had no need to do science; we had no need of success or 
disaster to enhance the sale of a book, no obligations to have something interesting 
happen to entertain future audiences with slide shows. There was untrammelled 
room at the top of this particular mountain and the freedom to be conscious in the 
present without past or future strings. 

The scale of it all:- We had travelled the 125 miles from Mestersvig to the head 
of KFJ Fjord at an average speed of four to five knots. This is equivalent to putt
putting from Oban to the head of Loch Torridon by the Sounds of Mull , Sleat and 
Raasay at a time when Scotland was emerging from the ice age. No human artefact 
would be lying around in this proto-Scotland except for, maybe, the ruined camps 
of some dead nomadic hunters who had arrived before the country was really open 
for business. The Staunings, like the Cuillins, rise straight from the sea but are well 
over twice the height and cover several times the area. The fjords were anything 
from two to 20 miles across; some were narrow passages with steep walls, others 
were bordered by musk ox pastures. From the head of the Arctic Loch Torridon we 
relayed our food and equi pment for 35 miles inland, say from Inveralligan to Beinn 
Mor Fannich elevated to three times its height. I am not telling you all this to solicit 
your admiration. This type of journey after all, if you watch your step, is a lot safer 
than dri ving from BJairgowrie to Glasgow. I think l' m trying to make myself realise 
what a high privilege it was to travel in this vast unpopulated wilderness. 

The hunting band:- The experience of being a member of a small free
travelling band of competent equals exploring new territory is satisfyingly atavistic. 
It was what the much-maligned male version of the human mind is good at. There 
are, alas, no longer any unknown oceans to navigate or Bering land bridges to be 
crossed into unpopulated worlds. Failing the real thing we are driven to do 
something unusual requiring skill and nerve. It is apparently something to do with 
mate selection. To do something bold and original with a bit of violence thrown in 
showE you have plenty of biological fCGCrVCG at your di3p03al and 30 del1\onstmtcs 
that you are the possessor of a genome with spare capacity for the competitive game 
of life. Some biolgically-aware female may therefore select you for matrimony 
after which your biological competence is utilised for supplying the resources for 
raising a family of dynamic offspring. Thereafter the demonstration of exploratory 
prowess for its own sake becomes socially taboo. The various substitutes on offer, 
such as beating a commercial opponent into the ground or its somewhat more 
respectable analogue, namely, ram-raiding a shopping mall with a borrowed Range 
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Rover are both said to be pretty good, but they can ' t possibly be as satisfying as the 
real thing. The present journey through the wilderness of East Greenland with self
reliant companions was a homeopathically-diluted version offulfilling of our basic 
design and gave a vestigial feel of what the Real Thing must be like. 

The chocolate mountain:- On our return journey we made a side trip along a 
sound running to the north into a curiously different landscape. Its western shore 
was dominated by ruined mountains shaped like ziggurats, the highest about 
4000ft, they presented a striking horizon when silhouetted against the setting un. 
The other shore, the one we followed was steep too and made up ofloose contorted 
strata of browns, yellows and whites. Some of the strata were wavy and as thin as 
biscuit; others were monstrous layers of flaky pastry. We reached a small bay which 
marked a transition to a stepped hillside cradling little lochans in its treads. Above 
this stepped pedestal there was a mountain of chocolate coloured rock, steep but 
disintegrating. One of its hanging glaciers had pushed a steep frontal moraine of 
chocolate rock onto a grassy meadow; you could see the bright greensward 
disappearing under the rich brown jumbled blocks as if they had toppled on to the 
fresh, green grass the day before. I showed a photograph to a world famous 
glaciologist who also found its origin mysterious. Whoever constructed this area 
had unconventional ideas about mountains. Being here broadened the mind. This 
area was actually brilliantly original, a virtuoso perfof)11ance in the art of orogeny, 
free of repetition and without a single orographic cliche. 

The iceberg in the distance:- We camped that night at the little bay on the east 
side of Ymir's Island looking west across to the ruined ziggurats of the opposite 
shore. The sound was three miles across here. Maybe a score of icebergs were 
scattered around. If a big berg coups the wave it creates can be substantial and in 
a narrow fjord its front is throttled by the walls and a tsunami can flood 30ft vertical 
up the shore. We were safe here in calm wide open water so we moored the big boat 
to the shore by its bow keeping its stem out with an anchor. Nevertheless, from 
force of habit we pulled the small boat 12ft above high water. After supper as we 
sat communing with the work of the Great Artist one of the distant icebergs slowly 
keeled over and its new summit spire metronomed against the dark opposite shore. 
Thank goodness it was such a small one and so far away. So we could relax. Then 
there was a roar. Sound travels slower than light of course. Then there was this wall 
of water coming at us. Help! Get the boat farther up. We had moved it a few feet 
when the wave hit carrying the boat still farther up the shore. The bigger boat lifted 
its stern anchor off the sea floor and give a mighty twanging tug at its bow rope and 
then almost crashed against the bottom of the bay as the wave receded. That was 
the worst over; the subsequent tsunamis scaled themselves down progressively. It 
was only a small iceberg as icebergs go - about the size, say, of Edinburgh Castle, 
well at least the size of Stirling Castle, certainly as big as St Gile's Cathedral and 
we were at, say, the bottom of Calton Hill or the Abbey Craig. A bit bigger and we 
might have been bereft of everything, facing the winter without even skin, bone or 
sinew, well not as bad as that, but we would have been very humbled by our 
carelessness, particularly if the magic, all- inging, all-da.ncing radio had been 
silenced. This was not a place you could walk back from. 

Personal Glimpses:- Phil was wont to tootle endlessly on his penny whistle as 
he worked out in his mind the next decisions in his life. The tootlings were semi
competent renderings of folk tunes. One day Roland picked up the whistle and 
played exquisitely a fragment of Mozart with all the twiddly bits. He then put the 
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flute down and made no further comment. Phil seemed to miss the point and 
continued his tootlings unabashed. 

Leading an expedition with Slesser in it is a complicated business. Things have 
to be stratified into several levels with minimal intermixing. Occasionally, leaks 
occur. At one time I heard him remark with some irritation: 'There are decisions 
being taken in this expedition that T don 't know about.' Pat was a man of many 
talents: intemationally-acclaimed birdsong recordist, technically competent in 
many fields from tram-driving to hawking, aficionado of Haydn quartets and 
possessor of vast stores of arcane lore; on the downside, alas, he had lost the original 
lenses in both eyes due to cataract; nevertheless, he drove sports cars and motor
cycles and had retained his pilot 's licence and was proficient in aerobatics . Roland 
was wiry, superbly fit and utterly competent, a widely-experienced mountaineer. 
Without him and Phil we geriatrics would never have made it. He flew aeroplanes, 
too, from microlights to his own up market monoplane. In the former, specially 
adapted to carry a variety of sensors, he surveyed territory in Third World countries 
and in the latter went week-ending from his home in North Italy to Crete and Malta. 

An intended member, a friend of Malcolm 's, who couldn't make it at the last 
moment was the former Italian ambassador to Argentina during the Falkland's 
War. His presence would have enhanced the texture of the group by another 
magnitude. So we had to make do with what we had. 

Sunset Song:- orth of Ella Island five sounds meet and at the centre of their 
wide confluence is a flat-looking island with a rounded hill on it. The map indicated 
its height was 530m. As we emerged into the confluence from Antarctic Sound on 
our way home it looked like a good place to camp with a view point for an after
dinner stroll. We approached over a calm sea amid lengthening shadows. The form 
of the island became more complex; the level base was a barren expanse of dark 
jumbled rock, the hump a fin of steep unstable slabs. The coast presented a line of 
low fractured cliffs with a few black sandy beaches. We landed on one and tried to 
break in to the interior. There was no level ground for a tent, only jumbled rocks. 
There was also an atmosphere of hostility. The place had an aura. This was one of 
these islands that didn't like to be visited, at least in its present mood. We coasted 
the southern shore to the far end where we found that the edge of the fin came down 
to the sea. We landed again in the shadows of a narrow strip of cold gloomy beach. 
I sensed that we were not welcome. Fortunately, we had people with us who were 
able to handle situations like this and we began to climb the revolting unstable 
rocks. The beginning was a series of steep loose gullies. Perseverance lead on to 
a ridge of stable rock which took us by pleasant scrambling to the top. We made it 
in under an hour; we were fit by now. The summit of this shadowy citadel was 
paradoxically a bright friendly place like the top of an iceberg emerging into 
sunshine from gloomy submarine depths. We were above the horrors in a still 
evening of soft colours with the sun just about to descend below the northern 
horizon. It would take too long to describe the total experience: the colours, the 
silence, the feel of air so clear the furrows made by a family of eider ducks were 
clearly visible on the smooth sea far below, the mysterious Vega and Sofia Sounds 
leading easterly to the bear-prowled outer coast, the sunny unexplored northlands 
and the dark, sunless south whither we were bound. 

We reached Ella Island later that night and rounded its eastern cape deep in the 
gloaming, feeling our way along the dim shoreline, hitting a fearful rock that was 
lurking beneath the surface but nothing worse. We camped at the head of a bay. A 
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driftwood fire made a little globe of yellow light on the edge of the immense 
darkness to come. Thank God we didn ' t have to face a winter here using skin, bone 
and sinew to win sustenance from a bare land so far beyond everything that the 
northern lights flicker in the southern sky. 

A few days later we were back in Scotland, one of the better-off residential 
estates of the world, living among intellectually well-to-do friends who weren't 
stuck for the odd si rloin steak and bottle of good claret. By and large, balancing this 
against that, taking one thing with another and when all is said and done it is really 
not all that bad being a playboy; there are worse belays on the Eigerwand of life. 

Thank you for joining me. I'm sorry I' ve rambled on so long; you may be the only 
person everto reach this remote corner of the Journal so I have had to make the most 
of it. 

Asia 
JOHN STEELE reports:- John Steele and Barbara Gibbons spent five weeks during 
October and November 1992, trekking and climbing in the Rowlwaling and 
·Khumbu regions of Nepal. Ascents were made ofParchemo (6200m) from the high 
pass of Trashi Labtsa followed by a descent into the Everest foothills and a view 
from Gokyo Ri (5300m). 

GRAHAM LITILE reports :- In 1994 I was a member of an Indian British expedition 
to the Tirung Gad valley in the beautiful Kinnaur region of the Indian Himalaya. 
Climbing with Jim Fowler, I took part in the first ascent of the hitherto highest 
unclimbed peak in the area. It was named Rangrik Rang (6553m) and was climbed 
by its long North-east Ridge from the head of the Racho Khad glacier. The 
climbing, although never technically harder than Scottish WIll, proved fairly 
serious due to a deep layer of unstable snow over layering ice. The weather was 
superb and the summit provided stunning views over Garhwal, Gangotri, Kulu, 
Spiti and Tibet. Two fine unclimbed 6450m peaks lie to the south west of Rangrik 
Rang and the very shapely Phawarang (6349m) lies to the north west providing 
excellent future expedition objectives if political restrictions can be overcome. 

South East Asia 
WITH a base in the Far East since 1993, John Steele and Barbara Gibbons have been 
exploring that which stands above the tropical jungle. So far ascents have been 
made ofMt. Kina Balu (4 lOOm) in North Borneo and two volcanos in Java, Gunung 
Gedi (2900m) and Merapi (2900m), the latter now somewhat lower having erupted 
violently several weeks after the climb. Exploration continues. 

Australasia 
JOHN Steele and Barbara Gibbons spent several weeks in South Island New Zealand 
in December 1994. The first week was spent in Mt. Aspiring National Park where 
ascents were made of Mt. French (2300m) from the Mt. French hut and Mt. 
Aspiring (3000m) from the Colin Todd hut. During the second week in Mt. Cook 
National Park ascents were made of Horschetter Dome (2800m) and Mt. Aylmer 
(2600m) from Tasman Saddle hut. A two-day exit was made down the Tasman 
glacier (20k) including a ceremonial crossing of Aoraki's debris which acts as a 
permanent reminder of Mt. Cook's partial collapse three years ago. The final 
sojourn coincided with the centennial celebrations of Cook's first ascent on 
Christmas Day 1894. 
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JORGE Y LOS ALTARES 

The obituary notice ofGeorge Gibson appeared in last year's Journal; Raymond 
Simpson has sent in thefollowing account of his experiences in South America with 
this overlarge character. 

Ayacucho, August 1977 - Only dust whipped up by the scouring winds of the 
altiplano ever obscured the sun at this time of year. The clarity of the atmosphere was 
remarkable, throwing into relief the details ofthe architecture and the mountains, and 
casting long evening shadows which quickly chilled the thin air. From our room we 
could watch the Quechua women, heads bowed as they scurried to and from the 
market place, theirproducesold mainly by Mestiso shopkeepers, the proud bourgeoisie 
of the highland capital. One girl, an olive seller, had me enthralled by her handsome, 
dark looks and large eyes which glistened like the delicious olives which she 
proffered to us so seductively: 'Olivos Gringo, quire olivos Gringita.' At that time 
Ayacucho was innocent of the passion and horror of the Sendero Luminoso and 
Gringos followed naively in the footsteps of the original Inca imperialists along the 
length of the Peruvian Andes. 

It was in the marketplace that we met with other travellers and gleaned crucial 
information about the state of the roads over the mountains, where and when the 
truckslbuses left, on which days were the borders open, who needed bribes, where 
you could find toilet paper. 

'You' re mountain climbers,' drawled the Yank. 'No kidding, we met a guy up in 
Quito, he was looking for climbing partners, Scots guy like yourselves, red beard, 
something to do with forestry in the Oriente, what the hell was he called now? 
George, but the locals called him Horhe,' the girl added with a look which suggested 
that this Scots guy was not without a certain charm. 

That was about as much as they could tell us , but we were intrigued enough to risk 
a few soles on a card addressed to Snr. Jorge, Red-haired Scottish forester 
clo Embajada Britanica, Quito. 

Several mountains and countries later we were picking up films and mail at a Poste 
Restante address in Lima when we came across a rather cryptic card from one George 
Gibson which suggested we meet him on the last Wednesday of any month in El Pub 
(ask anyone where it is, it' s the only Pub in Ecuador). 

Quito, October 1977 - The Hotel Grand Casino, or as it was more commonly known 
in Quito, The Grand Gringo, had an air of decaying opUlence. A tall narrow building, 
formed around a courtyard containing a dried-up fountain and peopled by dope heads 
and travel-weary gringos of all nationalities. It resembled something between the 
Tower of Babe I and Gormenghast. As in the prison we visited (briefly) in La Paz, you 
locked yourself in, pulled down the shutters and explored other realities in your own 
way. Some got stoned, some read, wrote, made love, became quietly alienated or 
noisily paranoid. What did we chose to do? We made mince and tatties on a Primus 
stove. 

The crowded, jolting bus ride took us to the other side of the tracks, the Hilton, 
. Sheraton and squeaky clean diplomatic enclaves and there it was, nestling in the 
noonday equatorial glare between the Embajada Britanica and the U.S. embassy El 
Pub. My eyes took some time to adjust to the smokey gloom, my nose trembled with 
the all-too-unfamiliar reek of strong ale and whisky; like Alice I had passed through 
a door into another world. George was at the bar, he was unmistakable, a gap-toothed 
smile with a fag hanging from the corner framed by an outrageous beard and lank red 
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hair. 'What'll ye hae?' From that moment our fortunes changed, George was up from 
the Oriente on leave and had no time to waste, we partied for days with the great and 
the good (and the bad) of Quito. We discoed, danced eightsome reels, dined and 
wined with the local Baron and his dame. 

At the weekend we went off in the 'Queens Land Rover' to attempt a new route 
on llliniza Snr. George and I failed in the mist and the dark at 2a.m. Wejogged round 
the mountain to catch the others who had joined forces with some Irishmen on the 
north face. About 2oo0ft of brittle 50· ice and a couple of hairy ' schrunds and seracs 
later we were strolling along the summit ridge. George had oloed the route in better 
condition earlier in the year. From the summit he pointed out the main Ecuadorian 
summits, mainly volcanoes, and regaled us with his exploits and ambitions, chief of 
which was the then unrepeated ascent of Altar. This peak was George's Bele Noir, 
technically the hardest, most remote peak in Ecuador. Buried in the mists ofthe rain 
forests it had defeated him on several occasions. By the time he left to drive back to 
the Oriente we had planned a Christmas assault on the peak. 

While he was away we ticked off Cotopaxi , Chimborazu, and Tungerawa. Linda 
and I visited the coast for a week of sun, sand and seafood, Annie and Stuart were 
lucky and caught a Logistical flight to the Galapagos. 

Los Altares, Christmas 1977 - We rendezvoused just before Christmas at the home 
of a Marxist architect from Edinburgh called Charles Hooper who was living on a 
self-help housing project in Riobamba. We had met Charle on Chimborazu, where 
we had also picked up a pair of wacky carpenters Bart and Ed, from the Green 
Mountains of Vermont. This was the team. Reinforced by a bottle of Scotch and a 
take-away roast guinea pig each we crammed into the Queens Land Rover and 
headed out towards Altar. 

George described Los A I tares as the Black Cuillin with glaciers and seracs, a vast 
exploded caldera alive with the noise of crashing rock and ice and bellowing of the 
torros (a herd of fighting bulls pastured on the grassy floor of the caldera). For only 
a few days each year these mythical peaks revealed themselves above the cloud sea 
which billowed up from the Amazon jungle. 

We established a base camp in the caldera, the burros and their arrieros left to return 
to their villages for Christmas, and we prepared for a feast. Our spirits undampened 
by the equatorial drizzle we sat in our ponchos around the fire , sharing roast guinea 
pigs, roast potatoes and a crash helmet full of trifle. The torros roared and the peaks 
drifted in and out of sight as we drifted in and out of consciousness. The whisky 
bottles were passed round for innumerable toasts , George entertained us with 
readings from his holy trinity Humble, Murray and Burns. Bartand Ed revealed a vast 
folk, rock, country repertoire and Stuart told hilarious and improbable tales of an 
apprentice plumber. 

Not surprisingly, we surfaced late on Christmas Day to sort out the loads for the 
carry to the 'Italian campsite' on the other side of the mountain where the ice crashed 
less. After an arduous haul up the vegetated side of the caldera we saw our proposed 
route for the fmt time and real ised that we would have to cl imb most of it at night and 
climb it quickly. Two consecutive 2oo0ft couloirs, both threatened by serac fall and 
guarded by gaping icicle-fringed ' schrunds led to a steep black tower on the summit 
ridge. As we were all acclimatised and had slept late from our excesses of the night 
before we decided to leave at midnight after six hours of darkness had frozen the 
mountain. Ed opted out, Linda and Annie volunteered to guard the base camp from 
the torros which left George, Bart, Stuart and myself to make a dash for the summit. 

George quoted W. H. Murray as I grappled in the pitch black of midnight with the 
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ice wall overhanging the rust 'schrund. As we tiptoed up the rotten ice of the couloir 
the moon came out and the neighbouring volcanic peak: of Sangay erupted billowing 
sparks and phosphorescence into the night sky. Streams of lava poured down its 
flanks, this display continued all night illuminating our progress in a dramatic yet 
eerie manner. 

George tried the fringe of icicles leading into the next couloir but the pillars of ice 
just tinkled into the 'schrund as he sought placements. He stepped lip and around the 
lip and launched himself onto a verglas-coated black wall mumbling something 
about Bill's 'soaring like a bird' somewhere in Clachaig Gully. Once into the upper 
couloir we found it narrower, steeper and the hard ice seamed with highly-polished 
chutes, an evil place. We climbed as fa t as our bursting lungs would allow, front 
points barely penetrating the ice. At the top the rock pitch again fell to George, steep, 
loose and volcanic, but George was in hi element. He said later that it reminded him 
of the Furgen Ridge of the Matterhorn which was the sort of obscure characterful 
route from a bygone era which fascinated him. 

We gathered on top of the black tower for the final section of the ridge just as the 
sun wa bursting over the Amazon cloud sea. The Glenfiddich was drained on the 
summit and planted, with Linda' s tartan ribbon round its neck, deep in the cornice 
which overhung the caldera. 

I have a photo on my wall of George, wearing 'the breetches faither once courted 
mother in' (with the arse looking sadly distressed) standing nonchalantly far too near 
the edge of that cornice. 

Knowing we were sitting on a time bomb we ha tily abseiled the length of the upper 
couloir and having used all our gear, precariously down-climbed the lower one. We 
leapt the bottom 'schrund just ahead of the rust volley of ice. 

George was elated with the speed of our ascent of Altar which he had coveted since 
his arrival in Ecuador. We celebrated by moving the party from Quito to his jungle 
re idence in Lago Agrio for Hogmanay. 

Lago Agrio, New Year 1978 - Going from the alti pIano to Lago Agrio was like the 
de cent into hell . Cliff-hugging mountain roads spiralled down 1O,000ft past 
roadside shrines and tiny upturned buses in inaccessible gorges into the cloud filled 
Amazon basin . In those days it was a lO-hour journey prqtracted by mud slides, 
quagmires and on this occasion a head-on collision with a timber truck. We 
abandoned the mangled jeep and hitched the rest of the way on a variety of 
overcrowded vehicles. 

The Oriente was George's domain, the steamy jungle where the humid night air 
was punctuated by loud and violent noises; the screeching of birds and monkeys and 
the droning of insects, gun shots, women screaming, and men roaring drunk - for 
Lago Agrio was a mining town with bars and bordellos lining its street. 

George lived in a shack on stilts on a half-acre section demarcated by a moat 
forming a sewage ditch like a medieval Scottish burgh. On our arrival he produced 
the assortment of kilts which he had begged, borrowed or stolen for the occasion, in 
order that we would have at least one properly-dressed set for an eightsome reel. 

He had also procured - as if from nowhere - a contingent of Australian lassies to 
provide partner , George was good at that sort of thing. 

We were already merry when the bells rang for the Scottish New Year at 6p.m. 
local time. Six hours later the brass bands and rockets went off to bring in the 
Ecuadorian one and we were still dancing when the sun came up, birting even faster 
and more furiously on the brink of the sewage ditch. George regaled us with quotes 
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from Rabbie Burns and Billy Connolly. Ed chased, caught, and rang the necks of 
George' s scraggy chickens for the N'er day broth and there was mony the sair heid 
swinging in a hammock in the shade of the noonday sun of the first of January 1978. 

Last year George died on Ben Nevis. Many who will miss him gathered with his 
family, to share their grief and our stories of his zest for life. This is only one of these 
stories, there are and will be many more. 

Ireland 
Dave Broadhead writes:- LAST year Des Rubens and I had a vague summer plan for 
a week away rock climbing which eventually crystallised into a trip to the North 
of Ireland. Researching the cost of ferries almost changed our destination to 
somewhere closer to home, but a '6-Day Return' on 'SeaCat Scotland' seemed a 
good deal. It saw us trying to snatch a few hours ' sleep huddled in the car, parked 
in a wet lay-by outside Stranraer, ready to catch the first sailing at 6a.m. Cruising 
along at 37 knots is more like travel by train than ferry boat, and 90 minutes later 
we were driving out of Belfast as the morning rush was just starting to stream in . 
We had a contact in Annalong, County Down, in the person of Phil Holmes, one 
of the small group of enthusiastic and much-travelled Irish climbers, and after a 
second breakfast with him we were walking up the Annalong Valley into the 
Mournes. 

Lamagan Slabs, Lower Cove, Upper Cove, Slieve Beg, Annalong Buttress and 
Hares Castle were all crags in easy reach of our campsite beside the bum. Apart 
from a group of three climbers from the Sports Council Centre and four schoolgirls 
with the grim looks of Duke of Edinburgh 's Award determination we did not speak 
to another soul in two days - remarkably quiet for the first week in August, the hills 
gleaming a vivid purple with heather. On Lower Cove; Agags Wall (HS); Pillar 
Variant (S); First Corner (HS), and Dots Delight (HVS) are all excellent routes on 
rough compact granite. No wonder Phil Gribbon always has a smile on his face. 
After dinner, hungry midges di couraged sitting around, so we climbed Slieve 
Donard (850m) highest point in Ulster and a fine viewpoint across to the neighbouring 
Slieves dotted with warty tors and traversed by the amazing granite wall built by 
the Belfast Water Co. to encloEe the catchment of itG rcaoryoim. Deapite some 
drizzle, next morning we E:lmpled the mountain atmoGpherc ofSlieve Bcg, diverted 
from Devils Rib (VD) in a half-hearted attempt to rescue a cragfast sheep, just time 
for Poetic Justice (VS) before our dinner engagement in Annalong and a few 
welcome Guinesses in the Harbour Bar. 

Another early start saw us on the road west, crossing the Province and into 
County Donegal. Entry into the Republic was marked by a sudden deterioration in 
the quality of the road surface and under the additional burden of two canoes on the 
roof, extra careful driving was required to minimise the alarming scraping of my 
new exhaust on frequent humpG and bumpG, GO it waG a great relief to arrivc at lust 
at Malinbeg on the Rossaun peninsula. Des was disappointed by the demise of the 
donkey cart and thatched cottage since his first visit to Eire, but despite the comforts 
of their cosy new kit bungalows there were plenty of folk out working in the long 
strips of fields stretching down to the sea and it still seemed to be in order for 
climbers to park and camp at the top of the cliff. Not that there were any other 
climbers, just the ubiquitous German campervan. 
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Malinbeg's steep walls and slabs of clean quartzite offer a great selection of 
single-pitch routes with a friendly atmosphere unless the tide is high, but much 
more spectacular, around the headland to the south, the cliffs of Slieve League 
(595m) are rated among the highest in Europe, plunging from summit to sea. Too 
broken to offer much in the way of climbing they are spectacular enough to merit 
closer inspection from the sea, especially having taken two canoes as a wet weather 
contingency. Paddling the seven miles or so along the foot of the cliffs from Teelin 
back to Malinbcg took us paot thc imprcGcive concave ~weep of Sail Rock which 
attracted Doug Scott's attention in the Sixties. Exploring a series of rocky 
archways, cavcs ond tiny gravclly bcachec, huge amphitheatres with waterfalls 
spraying into the sea, it turned out to be a fantastic trip. Even the walk back to collect 
the car, following the top of the cliffs and over the summit in the quiet of the evening 
seemed like an added bonus. A local farmer, scanning unlikely pastures for errant 
sheep was the only person I met. He explained that it was the weather which caused 
the problems ... 'when it's good they stay up, but when it 's bad they try to go down.' 
A lesson there for us all I suppose. 

Another day, another delight, heading inland to experience one of Donegal's 
mountain crags at Lough Belshade, an hour or so from the road end above Lough 
Eske. The first part of the approach follows the Donegal Way, a long-distance 
footpath . Despite the spell of dry weather we were enjoying, the path confirmed the 
worst about the nature of much of Ireland's wilderness. Fortunately, the bog 
trotting was well worthwhile for behind Lough Belshade an astonishing amount of 
granitc lies scottcred ocroee the hilloide in the form of broken slabs, boulders and 
outcrops bristling among the heather, along with the inevitable shepherd gathering 
up 0 few sheep. For oll thie rock there ic only one crag ofany size, Belshade Buttress, 
but Lest We Forget (HVS) and Land of Hearts Desire (HVS) were both excellent 
routes. Boots were carried up the latter so we could carry on upwards and see some 
more of these unique Blue Stackc, decpite the haze and our lack of a map. 

Our final day started with a long drive up past Londonderry into County Antrim, 
to Fair Head. The high quality and number of climbs on these magnificent cliffs has 
attracted a regular band of SMC enthusiasts including Des, on his third visit. 
Although at the easy end of things Girona (VS) and Roaring Meg (VS) confirmed 
the quality of the vertical dolerite. No sheep to be seen,just the smelly remains of 
a cow which had token 0 fato.! tumble and a party of American tourists. Certainly 
no other climbers. Des was able to recover some gear still sitting at the foot of the 
crag where it had landed when he dropped it a month or so before. With so many 
excellent climbs on literally miles of cliff we could only look forward to a return 
visit, 03 wc tucked into a fioh toa in Ballyca~tle before hurrying back to Belfast to 
catch the evening SeaCat home. 

For anyone planning a trip, there are excellent rock climbing guides available for 
the Mournes, Donegal and Fair Head. As in Scotland, new-route activity renders 
these out of date as soon as they are published but even the recently-out-of-print 
Constable Guide Rock Climbing in Ireland edited by Calvin Torrans and Dawson 
Stc1fox has cnough thrcc etar claeoico, particularly in the easier grades, for an 
exploratory vi3it. !Valkill!;1 rcland' s Mountains by David Herman (Apple tree Press) 
and Ireland: The Rough Guide by Margaret Greenwood and Hildi Hawkins have 
up to date background information, bibliographies and useful addresses. Please 
don't all rush at once. 
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REVIEWS 

Review of The First Munroist, by Robin Campbell (SMCJ, 1994, pp. 555-557). 
The review section of the Journal is, I hope, one of perennial interest to readers, 
and one which serves a double purpose of being both readable alld informative. 
None of us like the bland, always polite type of review, which fills space but little 
else. A reviewer should be able to say what he or she thinks, within limits, otherwise 
we are doing a disservice to reader and publisher alike. It is possible, on the other 
hand, that a reviewer 's passion for the subject under scrutiny can lead to an 
energetic and perhaps overheated exchange, where both sides may get their gaiters 
muddied. 111 response to the rel'iew, the allthors have sent in the following detailed 
and spirited deJeru:e oJtheir book, published here infull. This isfollowed by a letter 
from Robin Campbell. With the publication of these two responses, we regard the 
matter as closed. (Ed.) 

This is a response to a review of The First Munroist in SMCl, 1994, in which Robin 
Campbell make~ the two a~::;ertion~: 'Drummond and Mitchell arc worthleGG aG 
hi ~torian~,' (p555) and, ',"Jmost any fact which the readertalccG the trouble to check 
will turn out to be false or mi srepresented in some way.' (p555). We believe that 
the::;e ~tatement~ arc totally untrue, Ilre maliciouc, and indeed libellouG. \~le further 
aGGert that he haG made more error::; in hiG review than he claim::; to have found in 
our book: and that the error::; he claimG to have found are quite peripheral to the 
book, being largely from photo captions or side issues. 

Let us look at his points in the order they appear in the review. 
I. AER's rock-climbing. 
* The book's phrase ' ... he took up rock-cl imbing after his Munro completion' 

waG (p3) in the context of thc introductory chapter painting a broad picture fir~t 

- intended to emphasise the shift in AER's concentration, from Munro-bagging up 
until 1901 (compleation year), to rock-climbing for the next few years. It is made 
quite clear in the book that he did some rock climbing in the 19th century - see the 
1898 ascent of Pinnacle Ridge detai led in the Big Walks chapter (p2 l) - this indeed 
being thc only rock climb he appear::; to have done before 190 L And in the chapter 
on his mountaineering exploi ts we say ... 'Much - though not all - of his use offour 
limb::; rather than two on the mountainc waG concentrated in the period between 
finishing his Munros in 1901 and ... 1907' (p40). 

* To say as Campbell does that ' ... but (AER) was an enthusiastic climber from 
the moment that he joined the club ' aG if in criticicm of the p3 centence quoted i ~ 

disingenuous, becau~e the SMC Meets were at New Year and Eacter and, naturally, 
snow and ice work - not rock work - predominated. We make his 'enthusiasm' 
abundantly clear (e.g. - p13 , Dalmally Meet' ... every hour of which I enjoyed'). 

2. The Goatfell Murder. Three errors are claimed about a half-sentence reference 
in the book (p7) to the murder of Edwin Rose. We will leave aside the very 
tangential nature ofthiG reference to the main Gtory of AER, it being in relation to 
a stranger he and his pals met as a teenager. 

'" Campbcll has got onc of these points correct in that Lawrie chould be Lauric. 
'" But the Gpotwhere hiD body was located wac juct off the ridge leading down 

from North Goatfell to the Saddle (a col, joining it with Cir Mhor) and is therefore 
clearly part of the Coutfell musGif into which the coire head wall bites (Gee attached 
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. map): ono account of the ~eureh purty relate~ ' ... other~ de~eended the ridge which 
runs from Goatfell to the Saddle. About halfway to the Saddle a Corrie fisherman 
named Franeis Logan suddenly hallooed wildly. The search was over.' (1. House, 
Mu rd() r not Prol'()n p3l). SMC guide~ (e.g. 1952 edition Islands of Scotland plO) 
refer to the incident and Gpot of death under the heading of Goatfell for the very 
good rea~on that it ic part of that mountain ' G macc to anyone but the mOGt pedantic! 

* Although the post-mortem conclusion was that the injuries to Rose's head had 
been caused by repeated blows from some heavy instrument, it was widely believed 
and reported at the time (which the young ,'\ER would have heurd) that this was an 
attempt to fini sh him off (if indeed hc as 1I0t alre-adf dead) AFfER I.x::ing pUi>hcd 
over tho c1iffG dropping from the ridge. Not only i ~ there no eonel u3ive proof that 
a boulder was the 'heavy instrument', our book's phrase 'murder-by-pushing' 
rt!f1ectG not only what may have been the principal cau~e of death widely 
contemporaneoucly GO believed but alGO the initiation of the incident. 

* CampbeU himself appears to make an error when he refers to 'Coire na 
Fhuaran ', when the map (and correct Gaelic) shows it is Coire nam Fuaran: we 
could point out that thi ~ ic twice a~ many ~pelIing mi~tulcc~ as Lawrie contained! 

3. Ben Nevi s. 
* Ben Nevis had a hotel faci lity on the summit in 1890, and refreshments were 

alw Gerved in the ObGervatory . Travellers such as AER could tulce a cup of tea there. 
When is a oafe not a cafe? le a littlo humour and hyperbole really beyond the pule? 

4. Percy Unna and the NTS. 
Campbell says he finds these errors 'particularly reprehensible'. (Perhaps partly 

because they have very little to do with the book' s main subject!) 
* Our sentence on p67 is worth quoting in full without Carnpbell's excisions. It 

GaYG: 'Unna, one of the Trust's main benefactors, whose grant:; enabled thc Trust 
to buy - inter alia - Glencoe. ' Campbell has omitted the part in italics, thus twisting 
thc mcaning of our scntcncc, which cleurly says that hc was a substantial 
contributor, (which he waG) while only one of ceveral , the 'who~e' referring to 
benefactors, plural. Again, we make the pointon p 119 of the book that Glencoe was 
acquired by the NTS 'due MAlNL Y to the legacy of Percy Unna'. 

* Percy Unna was a modest man, and whatever his 1937 letter stated, it is known 
now that he made huge anonymouG donationG to the fund . Let us quote from a recent 
( 1991) book The Nature afScotland, whereabox within a ehapter by outdoor writer 
Roger Smith states: '(In 1937) Unna took the initiative and organised an appeal 
among all the mountaineering clubs in Britain ... He gave most of the money 
anonymously himself.' 

5. Munro names. 
Much of Carnpbell' s outrage seems to be directed at the captions to photos. Here 

he olaimc that The Saddle iG not tho only Englich name, but there ure many othcr3, 
three being listed by him. 

* The three he lists are not English, except in appearance, and it is surprising that 
a Scottish mountaineer like Campbell does not see that. The Cairnwell is an 
anglicisation of Cam Bhalg, pronounced locally camwall, c1o~e to its original 
Gaelic sound approximately curn valluk (Adam Watson ctal.l'lacellal1les afUpper 
Deeside p34) . Mount Keen is likewise an anglicisation, from the Gaelic monadh 
caoin or chaoin, via the Scots mounth (op cit., p lI9): and Broad Cairn is nofeven 
the SCOlD that it ceemG, for it i ~ not a broad hill and the broad may well derive from 
braghad (as in Breadalbane-see H. Alexander, SMC Caimgorms Guide 1928, p78). 
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*We accept his point about the date when Garbh Chioch Mhor was revised into 
the tables. There IS one other Munro with an apparently English name, one 
Campbell didn't name, The Devil's Point (a Victorian polite translation of the 
original Gaelic Bod an Deamhain, penis of the demon): unlike The Saddle which 
was not apparently a translation, the Devil ' s Point's English name is a temporary 
20th century aberration from the true Gaelic: indeed, Harvey's current 1:40000 
walkers' map of the Cairngorms calls it by its proper Gaelic name, and hopefully, 
the OS and the SMT guidebooks will follow suit. 

6. Pinnacle Ridge. 
Another picture caption complaint. Here Campbell really is struggling to nitpick. 
* He accuses us of 'inferences' - the inferences are entirely his own. Wedo NOT 

infer that AER and Clark made the flrst ascent of the ridge, nor do we infer that it 
had only recently been done. We state that Pinnacle Ridge was 'completed' by the 
trio (not 'conquered' or 'first climbed'), and we refer to two quite other climbs 
(King's Chimney, Basteir Tooth) which had recently been done. 

7. SMC membership. 
Campbell claims that we distort the picture of the SMC by highlighting 

landowners. We feel that the distortion is on his part. 
* The fact that landowners happens to be the first of a series of eight professional 

occupations, that are clearly alliteratively-linked, doe~ not constitute a highlight, 
since landowners are not picked up and reinforced. 

* Not only does Campbell's phrase for clerks, etc., i.e. a 'modicum' (dictionary 
=asmall quantity), square with Drummond 's ' ... but little else': Drummond's next 
sentence in the book is: 'This was naturally a circumstance born of necessity in the 
social and economic state of the times' -hardly an effusion of an author 'giving his 
prejudiced views'! And later on p59 we go on to say that ' ... a majority of the early 
climbing club activists were members of the urban bourgeoisie and the professional 
classes, not landowners.' 

*8. The tent. 
Another complaint about a caption to a photo, which he THINKS might show 

something or someone else. . 
* His wild speculation about who is there is rather spoiled by the absence of any 

artist's materials around (and where is Philip - in the tent?) and by the clear 
evidence of a rope on the left. There is also a striking similarity between the hat and 
nape of the lady on the right and that of his wife, Kate, in another photo (compare 
p93 and pi 03 - same year, same early summer, and we know that Kate did come 
with him and McKenzie to the Cuillin (e.g. - book text». We cannot be absolutely 
sure, so we - unlike Campbell- will not speculate to that degree. 

9. Faces from the past. 
And another photo caption! He claims thattwo of the people on two of the photos 

are mistaken, and that lots of (presumably important SMC) people are not identified 
in another. 

*We were naturally largely dependent on AER's own labelling of his slides 
which· is where such information came from - we did not indulge in speculation. 
And in slides over half-a-century old it is neither possible, necessary, nor desirable 
to identify every Tom, Dick or Harry. Finally, there are some points which are not 
' facts' but matters germane to his assertion regarding our worth as historians. 

10. He ays ' .. . the sourcing of their ' facts' is capricious, unsystematic and ... 
not secured by adequate footnotes'. On the contrary, we believe that it is perfectly 
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clear where most of the information comes from , and in particular there are 83 
direct quotations (mainly from his [AER's - Ed.] logs, from SRWS files or from 
the SMCJ) in the book, all clearly identified by being indented in the text: 72 of 
these are labelled as to source after the last word in the quote, and a further 10 are 
clearly located by the preceding or subsequent text. Only one -a newspaper cutting 
of the late 1930s which we found (as a physical cutting) but were unable to locate 
the publication source - is unidentified or 'secured by adequate footnotes' . Indeed, 
can our critic be the same Robin Campbell who wrote in SMCJ volume 34 (1989), 
page 221, in an article on Munro himself: 'However some unofficial histories tell 
a different story (about Munro's climbs). It would be invidious to identify those 
responsible, but we read in various quarters stories that imply ... ' Where are the 
'securing footnotes' or systematic ecuring of facts here? 

11. Robertson's rock-climbing. 
Campbell complains we undervalue AER's achievements in this field, and list 

some climbs on evis we did not include. 
* We say on p40: '(AER was) able to cope with rock climbing up to Very 

Difficult in standard - though not leading ... ' None oftheclimbs cited by Campbell 
alter this verdict, in our opinion. The standard work on Ben Nevis is Crocket 's, and 
he mentions only one of those on Campbell's list, Recess Route on Tower Ridge, 
which made the climb easier (page 69). That book devotes as much space to AER's 
work for the CIC Hut, as chaplain and table-maker, and we think Crocket got the 
balance right for his contribution. The 18-Minute Route is only a Moderate and was 
not a frrst ascent. AER himself describes the descent of Observatory Ridge as 
' tedious ' and 'really a thing to a cend not to descend' (SMCJ 8, p221 ). The 
variation on Staircase, on which AER seconded Raeburn, is described in part by 
MacPhee (1954 Nevis Guide, SMC, p23) as 'much inferior to the direct ascent of 
the pinnacle'. And Pinnacle Arete of the Trident (now known as South Trident 
Buttress) is a Difficult, and not a fLrst ascent (Crocket, op cit p72). Given all this, 
we neither alter our assessment of AER nor do we accept Campbell 's description 
of them as ' most interesting climbs'. 

In conclusion, we can say that precisely two of Camp bell 's list of our 'errors' are 
substantiated: Laurie spelt with a u not a w, and the date of Garbh Chioch Mhor' s 
ascension. The remainder of his assertions about errors offact, we believe we have 
disproved: and we have pointed out that he has made several errors himself, about 
spelling, about mountain names, about Unna, and that many of his other points are, 
frankly, distortions of what we said. 

We do not for one minute believe that he quotes the 'errors' that he doe to 'give 
a flavour only', since many of them have nothing to do with the central thrust of our 
story and its main character. (Only points 1,6, and 11 above relate to AER directly, 
and yet he is the central figure on almost every page in the book!) 

Every non-fiction book contains some errors, and most fair reviewers note those 
they pot as part of a balanced critique. He has failed to point out any major flaws 
in fact, or interpretation. Instead he has scraped around looking for crumbs from 
photo captions and textual cul-de-sacs (e.g. - the Goatfell murder), in an attempt 
to malign the whole of the book, suggesting that any errors are merely the tip of the 
iceberg. Campbell's assertions about our 'worthlessness' as historians falls, his 
review goes beyond fair comment, and in our opinion is libellous. We regard 
our elves as fair men, and would not stoop to calling into question Campbell's 
'worth as a reviewer' , nor to suggest that 'almost every error he claims turns out 
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on investigation to be unfounded'. Nor shall we conclude our response with 
vitriolic calls for printed matter to be stuffed into orifices, as he did! We simply ask 
for fuir comment, and for an apology for the unjuetified clur on our work and worth. 

R.N. Campbell writes: ' I agree that I may have used Drummond and Mitchell 
rather harshly in last year' s review. In particular, I regret the description of them 
aG 'worthleee ae hictoriane', which went beyond the boundariec of ordinary 
civilised diccouree. Moreover, I wich to make clear that thic outburct, and any other 
overctatcmenw, were occasioned not by any malice towarde the authorc. Although 
I do not accept that the foregoing reoponec to my review dicpoccc of my criticicmc, 
I am content to leave intereeted readere to etudy the book and form their own 
opinions about the various points at issue between us.' 

Environmental Protection of the Himalaya - A Mountaineer's View:--Edited 
by Aamir Ali (Indus Publishing Co., New Delhi, 112pp., ISBN 81-7387-012-8) . 

Regular reader3 ofthic Journal have already heard of the bonefitc of member chip 
of the Himalayan Club (SMCJ, 181, 1990) whose worthy Journal now sports a full
colour cm'er. Celebrating and accompanying tho 50th ieeuo of the HimalaY:lD 
Journal came this slender booklet, whose 112 pages pack a powerful punch . 
Suddenly, the problems in the hills at our own back doors of access, footpath 
erosion, funicular railways, crampon scratches, bolts, the CIC toilet etc. pale into 
incignificance. Sadly, I have never read euch a dopreeeing book about mountaine 
but a 'Symposium on the Environmental Protection of the Himalaya' was an 
excellent way to commemorate a oignificant annivoreary. Aamir Ali , an Indian with 
a wide knowledge and intoreet in the Himalaya who hac lived moet of hie ',vorbng 
life in Switzerland has a unique perepective ao General Editor and the eontributorc, 
10 familiar names from the West and 11 less familiar (to me) but no less 
authoritative from the Eaet put their pointG of viow euccinetly. Problemc thtm: are 
in plenty, going far beyond the familiar garbage and human waete of the 'toilet 
paper tre!c& ' . Deforectation, over-population, over-grazing and poverty are the 
main ones, spelled out in some detail, along with suggestions for solutions and 
examples of good practice already in operation. 

While the problem3100k harder to overcome than the mountnino, thoee of uc who 
have not visited the Himalaya for some years can reflect on our good fortune at 
having experienced a relatively unopoiled environment (but how much did we 
contribute to the damage?) Anyone looking forward to heading off on a climbing 
or trekking trip chould be wondering what they can do to help the problem (yee, 
every little helps), Users of Ling Hut will be familiar with the ' Kathmandu 
Declaration' which has adorned the wall for many years now. There is an 'Alpine 
Club Policy Statement on Climbing in the Alpe and Greater Rangce' and thic book 
finishes with 'The Himalayan Code of Conduct', but rules, as we all know, are 
made to be broken. Way ahead in environmental awareness ae uwal, an American, 
Robert McConnell hits the nail right on the head for me. 

'i\warene33 ic not enough. i\wareneco muet be tranolated into action . 'Ve muct 
each adopt a peroonal commitment to leave as little trace as possible of our passing 
through the mountainc. That perconal commitment chould be part of our planning 
for every trip .. . part of your thought process every day.' 

Which brings us right back to the problems in our own back yard. 
'Doing it right meanc doing it in euch a way ae to leave no trace of your pacoing.' 

Dave Broadhead. 
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Altitude Illness, Prevention & Treatment:- Stephen Bezruchka (Cordee, 1994, 
96pp., ISBN 1-871890-57-8). 

Unpredictable and a lr..iller, altitude GiclcneGG can affect anyone from the most 
experienced climber to the recreational skier. Anyone travelling above 7,000ft is 
at risk, and this slim, diary sized book containG oGGontial information for elimber3, 
skiers, hikers and trekkers undertaking trips to altitude. 

The book is designed to travel with you, and is written in an easy-to-use format 
which describes the following topicG in a GYGtematic way: preparing for altitude, 
acclimatisation, recognition and assessment of the signs and symptoms of altitude 
sickness, and how to make a decision on treatment. 

Current medical education provides negligible training in the recognition and 
prevention of altitude illness, and this book should provide - doctors interested in 
sports medicine; those who run travel clinics; expedition doctors - with the 
knowledge and information to impart appropriate advice and treatment for anyone 
going to altitude. For the lay person, its great advantage is that it does not assume 
any medical knowledge, nor is it written at too basic a level. 

Ifplanning to go on a guided trip, it provides the necessary information to inquire 
whether the organisers are adequately prepared in the recognition and treatment of 
altitude illness, and whether they carry the appropriate equipment. 

For thoGe with pro ·oxisting health condition:;, including diabetes and high blood 
pressure, it gives sensible and practical information on the increased hazards or 
otherwise of going to altitude. 

Drug treatments used for the prevention and treatment of altitude illness are 
concisely described, and advice is given as to what you should include in the high 
altitude medical kit. As a practical pqint, all the drugs mentioned are available, only 
on prescription in the UK (Private, rather than NHS prescription - if for use when 
travelling abroad.) Most medical practitionem Ghould be willing to prescribe the 
altitude traveller with the necessary drugs, providing their indications and effects 
were explained as set out in the book. 

All in all, an up-to-date, well-researched book, not to be left at home or base camp 
whe~ travelling high. 

Graeme Abel. 

Spirits of the Air:- K. Diemberger (Hodder & Stoughton ISBN 0-340-59367-9, 
£17.99). 

This book is a compilation of GtoriOG, covering expeditionG and trips not covered 
in hiG prcvioUG boolCG. ie. Summits and Secrets, The Endless Knot, K2, Mountain 
of Dreams and Destiny. 

Now, I have not read these other books but I would have to say that if the content 
is similar to Spirits of the Air, then I will not be reading them. 

I found the accountG very disappointing and really Gtruggled to fini sh the book .• 
I am not sure what style of writing Diemberger i5 trying to emulate but he come3 
nowhere near the writing and story-telling of his great companion, Herman Buhl, 
with whom he climbed on hiG firGt 8000m pealm; he doeG, however, continually tell 
you how great they were. 

His other great adversary was and is Reinhold Mossner, and the book goe:; on and 
on about how great they both are, the question is, however, who really is the 
foremost mountaineer - is it me or Reinhold. 
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The content of GtorieG I found pretty boring except for Gome of the Himalayan 
expcditionG to Malcalu, Lhotse and Everest. In theGe expeditions he does capture the 
feeling and excitement that you would expect on the big peaks. 

Many of the other stories seem to have been thrown in to fill up the book. I was 
not impressed by a Night on Stromboli, How to Catch a Millionaire, Milestone in 
California, The Grand Canyon etc. Even the ending of the boole with noWG and 
heights, a chronology of hi ~ main climbs and expeditions waG JUGt filling up cpace. 

HiD trip to K2 in which he loct Julie TulliG was, of coursc, quite devastating for 
him, however I found it out of place to keep mentioning it in thi G boole, ac it wac 
well covered in Summits and Secrets. 

AD mentioned earlier, throughout the boole he continually lmocl s MecGner and 
keeps going on about their race to complete the most 8000m pcaks, and climbing 
Alpine StylE in the Himalayas or West Alpine Style in the Himalaya, '.vhich wac 
W.lfted by Herman Buhl on Broad Pealc with hic then climbing partner, who wac 
none other than Kurt Deimberger himself. 

So there we have it; if you have a spare £18 to invect in his boole I am sure 
the royalties will come in veri handy to cponsor the Kurt Diemberger fan club. 

Gordon Ross. 

The Central Highlands Fifth revised edition:- Peter Hodgbss . (Scotti sh 
Mountaineering Club, 210pp., illus., maps. £17.95. ISBN 0-907521 -44-4.) 

To describe this as the 'Fifth Edition ' may be technicolly correct, but it rather 
reminds me of myoid 'Icelandic' sleeping bag, which, in its 40 years' of hard 
service was relined and recoverod many times, yet the com of eiderdown remained 
the same. Thic edition of the guide ic completely re'.vritten, re illustrated (superbly), 
and the maps redrawn. Only the hills it describes remain unchanged. 

It covers in text and illustration the area bounded by the Great Glen, DrUlII\:..dllel 
Pass, Rannoeh Moor, and the Western seaboard. The maps, by Jim Rcnny ilJld Noel 
Williams, are lucid and uncluttered, GO that the relationships between the various 
tops are clearly and easily grasped. The workmanlike text is not only caGily read for 
information, but alco for cheer pleasure and, although on the whole strictly factual, 
the author occacionally lete hi s love of the hillG he is describing slip through ... 

This meanc that, apart from being a thorough and accurate guide to the active 
climher and hillwalker, it h~s gre~t appeal to those who through age or infirmity, 
can no longer go on the hills ... 

The i1Justratj(' !I~ , IlHlillly ill colour, Hot only give a vivid depictiuH ufthe at'ea they 
ropronent, but are aG goodaG many so called 'coffee table' co!lectionsofphotogwphG, 
and a great deal better than many recent publications. 

This volume completes the Publications Sub-Committee 's remit to republish the 
cntire series of the Club's District Guides, and they must be congratulated on theif 
work. The Club is exceedingly fortunate to have among its members those writerG, 
photographerG and, not least, cartographers ofthe standard shown in this cericc, and 
also the production GJr..ills of Donald Bennet and the marketing talentc of the late 
Graham Tiso ... 

Any reviewer has to try to find at lea!:t one fault. The only onc that I can list ic 
the pricing at £X.95 . Could thiG not be rounded up or down to a cimple figure? At 
least, however, it isn ' t £X.99! 

Ross Higgins. 
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Thc Wildcrnc:;:; Expcricnccl'" John McLachlan (1994,81 pp., photographG, ISBN 
0-95116911-1-2). 

The author, who also published this book, is a walker who has found spiritual 
upliftmcnt in the wilder, and more mountainouc areac of the world. Accordingly, 
he has decided to set down some thoughtG (meditations?) on paper. I have no idea 
whether it is self-published through choice or because a publisher could not be 
found to accept what would probably be a loss maker. Perhaps it really doesn' t 
matter. The so called 'Vanity PreDs' arena is onc to be approached with caution. In 
either case the good Dr McLachlan has obviously travelled the world a bit and hac 
certainly done some reading. 

\VilderneDs iD defined in the book by a quotation from John Muir, ac being' ... 
an area where the earth and ita community of life are untrammelled by man, where 
man himself is a visitor who does not remain .. .' 

The text is in places heavy going, being liberally dosed with quotations whieh 
arc interspersed with the author's words. There arc, to be fair, longer Gectionc 
dealing with some of the author's trips, and, of courco, his meditations, but in the 
main some editing might have helped. There arc one or two quotcs which come as 
a surprise. Ex· President Jimmy Carter is there, along with our Hurnish Brown. The 
Lakes poets have pre-eminence. 

There is an Index, but no Bibliography, cources being given in the text. More 
details and presumably copies of the book may be obtained from the author, Dr John 
McLachlan, 112 Brincliffe Edge Road, Sheffield, S 11 9BX. 

Ken Crocket. 

The Last Hundred - Munros, Beards and a Dog:- Harnish Brown. (Mainstream, 
£14.99, ISBN 1-85158-607-5). 

For someone lilee mc, involved in a long standing love affair with the Scottich 
hillG, Hamish Brown' G latest offering, The Last Hundred, will provide a few hours 
of pure nostalgia and pleasure. 

It' s all there; the soaldngs, the midges, the cteaming bothies, the wildly flapping 
tents through the long dark nightG, coupled with the pure joy and contraGt of a 
summit attained, resting in calm airs by the cairn co that you feel god like, atop the 
world and surveying it in all the glow of Gumvarmth and achievement. 

for those who have not yet been smitten with GUch a body and soul deDtroying 
affliction, you had better read this book with a certain in built mental resistance or 
you, too, will sucoumb to the dreaded diGease, abandoning wife, family or lover 
every weekend, eveI')' holiday, every snatched hour that you can find, in order to 
achieve the fulfilment of this desperate desire. Beware! 

Hamish Brown is not just a human being who writes books, he is one who allow~ 
un to feci that we have come to know him well from his writings. He gi ves himself 
his own character in his words: 'sometimee loquaciouc, eometimes Spartan( 
whiles cheery, whiles dour.' That,joined to his evident ability to keep many reliable 
hillgoing friends and his obviouD care and affection for hie dogs, and we have 
indications of a strong and rather complex character. \Vithout such strength, he 
would never have become the first multi· Munroist; he would never have curvived 
his pioneering induction of numerous ebullient and characterful schoolchildren 
into the harsh realities of hill -walking, camping, bothying and sharing with them 
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the sheer physical hell of the worst that Scottish IIills can somctimes produce. Nor 
do I imagine him continuing to walk the same hills in repetitive rounds unless he 
got considerably more pleasure and satisfaction from this task than is gained from 
merely completing yet another round of the Munros. 

He refers to his new book as a 'rag-bag '. Well, yes, I share this view. However, 
there arc rag· bags and rag bag~. Some contain ~crapc of ermine and purple velvet. 
Others are full of pieces of blue serge and strips of denim. There are many pieces 
from the first category and maybe just one or two from the more mundane 
collection. But, taken broadly, it's all here: short articles, long articles; some old, 
somc ncw. Somc pocms, some pictures, and a longer apprcciation of Storm, a dog 
with a huge personality who accompanicd his mastcr on a full round of the MunroE. 
Yes, even the 'In Pin'! (Since I've never met a dog capable of controlling an abseil, 
I presume he had to be lowered down. But, who am I to quibble ; it may happen to 
me one day.) 

To become completely serious, I really found this book to be an excellent 
distillation of all that is best in Harnish Brown's writings. It gave me great pleasure, 
not only helping me to relive my own visits to the hills, but enabling me to recall 
with considerable pleasure and nostalgia, many of my own frightening moment~, 
moment::; of joy, oalm pleasurc and sometimes great catisfaction or even euphoria. 
Por anyone who has walked the Scottish hills, it MUST do something similar for 
them. Por those who arc just Gtarting out into the mountains it not only letG them 
know jU3t where they arc bound, but also giveG them come cxtremely sound advice 
on how to walk and climb in the Scottich hills, how to understand them and how 
to come to love and respect them as Hamish Bro'.'.'n has so patently learned to do. 

David H. Jones. 

Alps 4000- 75 pcuk; in 52 du)'s: Martin Moran . (David &Charlcc, 199~ , 288pp, 
illus., £17.99, ISBN. 0-7153-0268X). 

This book chronicle::; the effort::; of Martin Moran and Simon JenbnE in m:iY..ing 
the first continuous self propelled traverse of the Alpine 4000m peak::; in wmmer 
1993 on foot, ski and bicycle. More than onc list of such pealm exiat, and for the 
purpose:; of this outing any protuberance abovc the Plimaoll line with more than 
35m of reascent waG deemed to be fair game, a proaaic but practical definition . 
Starting on Piz Bemina the climbers covered 620 miles and 229,OOOft of ascent on 
the way to Burre deG Ecrins in a acanon of poor conditions that would have had 
Patey's apocryphal Alpine guide climbing down gracefully to the vallcy before the 
modem linkers of faces-nord could say 'media circus'. 

A typical British Alpinist will take three days to ascend a route or peak: a day to 
wall, in, Q day to climb and walk out, and a day to recover. That Moran and Jenkina 
continued over the peaks for day after day testifies to both their endurance and their 
enthusiasm. Take, for instance, the 33-hour non-stop traverse of Mont Blanc de 
Taeul by the Diable Ridge, Mont Maudit, Aiguille de Bionnasoay, Mont Blanc and 
Mont Bronillard; the pair then had a five hour rest before a quick blast up the 
Aiguille Blanche de Peuterey. 

Motivation came partly through carrying out tho oxploitfor a charity, Blyth eGwood 
Care. To his credit, Moran commentG on the inherent ambiguity of wch bacJr..ing, 
as succe:)s would benefit his and Jenkins's guiding careefG aa much as the charity's 
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bank balance. Will McLewin is quoted as suggesting 'in typically blunt fashion', 
that charitable involvement 'was just a big ego-trip'. An interesting topic, 
unsurprisingly avoided by most mountaineering authom, and worthy of grcatcr 
analysis. 

A$ the routes used by Mown and Jenkins frequently coincide with those of thc 
early pioneers, the book gives some interesting historical perspectives. Particularly 
noteworthy are the efforts of Karl Blodig, the first ascensionist of all the 4000m 
peaks, who, when the AlpG later underwent a Gort of Brown Donaldson rcvi3ion
ism, duly returned to climb Gilt new tops at the agc of73, onc solo by a line then only 
recently climbed, and today graded at TD-. Potential effigy-bearers can rest easy. 
No doubt Blodig would aIGo ha ye succeeded on Deinn Teallaeh. 

The book itself is illustrated with some very good photos and helpful maps. As 
a piece of writing, the book is held together by the content of the story rather than 
how that story is told, the prose tending at times towards the wooden and the purple. 
The author's emotions are well documented , but at the end the reader is little wiser 
about Simon Jenkins other than knowing he benefits from ' inner strength', to me 
suggesti ng an individual mixing the characteristics of Popeye and David Koresh. 
The book lacks the idiosyncracies and anecdotes of its obvious competitor, 
McLewin's In Monte Viso 's Horizon, a comparison which is also to be made 
between the author' s MUIlI'{)s ill Willter and llalllish '$ Moulltaill Walk. Dut Momn 
is not a grizzled soothsayer, so he shouldn 't be expected to write like one. His book, 
however, comes alivo only in thoso sections where the reader has some familiarity 
with the peaks and routes being climbed. 

Alps 1000is nonetheless a worthwhile read for anyone intere3ted in ,,\Ipine peal, 
bagging, and recognition is due bot~ to the climbers and to their admirable support 
teams. 

Alec Keith. 

The Social Climbers:- Chris Darwin and John Amy (Mainstream, Edinburgh, 
1991 , 156pp., nominally £9.99, now remaindered. ISBN 1-85158-463-3). 

I bought this book at a sale, much against my better judgment. The cover shows 
a crowd of nyaffs in formal attire purporting to be having an equally formal dinner 
party on top of a high mountain. I bought it cheap in order to look down my nose 
disdainfully at this example of the way mountaineering is beingdegradcd by uppcr
class twits. 

HowCilver, once I Gtarted to read I became fascinated by thc counterpoint bctwecn 
the absurdity of the concept and the sustained determination that kept this unlikely 
show on the road to success. 

The object was to perpetrate a surrealistic visual joke by having a formal dinner 
party on top of HuaGcaran, Peru 's highest mountain. The ncarcst parallel is Apsley 
Cherry Garrard 's account of the similarly pointless journey to Cape Crozier for un 
equally useless penguin 's egg. 

It is written in a rueful style with excellently underwritten humour. The 
organisation was complex, sustained and difficult. The dining party (three of each 
sex) had strong eharactem but no mountaineering experience and was looked after 
by a team of professional mountaineers. 

The expedition was mounted from Australia and made up of natives and ex-pats. 
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You can imagine the tensions within such a disparate collection of perversely 
motivated, individualistic oddballs. 

The adventures of this psychologically diverse group in the social and seismic 
instability of Peru (their base seems to have been the town that was swept away 
when a large part of Huascaran fell off in an earthquake and is now a headquarters 
for the Shining Path) are quite hair-raising. However, their eccentricity seems to 
have been such that both the local tectonics and Shining Path seemed to have 
acknowledged that they were beyond the remit of either. 

A delightfully discordant note is introduced by the temporary intrusion of a 
German TV producer who thought that the point of the expedition was to make the 
fairly heavy statement that standards must be retained in the face of adversity, 
whereas the participants maintained that all that heavy stuff, while true, was 
secondary to perpetrating the visual joke as immaculately as possible. 

As I read, my respect for the zany determination of the group and its leader (who 
maintained a Cherry-Garrard like diffidence in his descriptions) increased. 

On their initial practice peak having erected the furniture, set up the meal and 
taken the photographs, they were overtaken by a storm and forced to evacuate the 
summit forthwith. 

Back at base they realised they had not eaten anything at the table so the 
achievement was technically invalid. They repeated the exercise properly the next 
day. In the end they had their dinner party on the top of Huascaran at 6200m in a 
storm - an evocative picture of the event shows a guest holding a vase with the 
contents bent at right-angles by the wind. 

I recommend this book highly. It is a delightful relief from the immaculate but 
conventional pot-boilers of the great Bonington. There is even an unexpectedly 
poignant ending. 

I.H.M. Smart. 

The Voice Of The Hills: The Story of Ben Humble MBE:- Roy M. Humble (The 
Pentland Press, 1995, 233pp, £17.50, ISBN 1-85821-249-9). 

Ben Humble died 18 years ago at the age of 74. Most people who came into 
contact with him will have at least one vivid memory because he was in all respects 
a character. I doubt, however, if many from a later generation will have heard of 
him. His books are out of print, including a fairly recent re-issue of The Cuillin of 
Skye and ill health curtailed his activities well before his death. 

Ben had an interesting life, although perhaps not a happy one. He came late to 
the hills, beginning with a walking holiday in Skye in 1929. After the war he 
devoted much of his life to the Scottish mountains through writing, work at 
Glenmore Lodge and his great interest in mountain safety and rescue. 

It is easy to see why the publisher thought there would be a market for this book. 
Ben's involvement in the development of mountain training for young people and 
in the progress of mountain rescue from the ad hoc state of 40 years ago make his 
life an ideal framework for the scrutiny of these aspects of post-war Scottish 
mountaineering. There is also the bonus of Ben 's acquaintanceship with people like 
Bill Murray and the almost proprietary oversight he exercised'in Arrochar at a time 
when it was at the leading edge of rock climbing development. 

If that was the ambition then this book falls well short of it. Roy Humble provides 
an episodic account of his uncle's life but does not seem to have been adequately 
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intimate with Ben's personality or to possess the necessary background detail about 
the activities that obsessed him. Can these bones live? Not in this account. 

It isn't prurience to seek more information than this book provides about Ben's 
personal life. There are tantalising flashes of revelation that are never pursued. It 
is understandable that Ben's own outline of his life, which is used as the core of the 
book, is reticent over personal matters, but a biographer should not be so inhibited. 
One can construct an image of an insecure and unhappy person from what is 
revealed and late, sad diary entries emphasise depression and loneliness. This may 
be an inaccurate view of the whole life. There is very little about his relationships 
with others and almost nothing on relationships with women. We are given no 
information about his opinions on politics or social affairs. A reference to his father 
as a socialist comes across as an expression of scorn, but is that a correct 
interpretation? 

If Ben was an unhappy man then it doesn't seem that deafness was the primary 
cause. Most contributors emphasise Ben's success in overcoming the handicap. 
The first time I met him, about 33 years ago, I barely knew who he was and didn ' t 
know he was deaf. I remember the conversation as a bit odd-off key- but thought 
that he was slightly drunk. I learn from this book that others made the same mistake. 
My ignorance lasted through three or four casual encounters in a dozen years and 
an exchange of correspondence about some long-forgotten query concerning 
Arrochar. I only discovered that he was profoundly deaf on the last occasion I heard 
him speak. This was at the AGM in 1974 when he opposed Bill Skidmore's motion 
to admit women to the SMC. His characteristic 'aaaaah!' sounded like a warcry and 
I have no doubt that he was fully aware of the effect. 

There is scant reference to the SMC in this book. The most explicit is over Ben's 
hurt feelings about the Arrochar Rock Guide of 1971. I can remember hearing 
Jirnmy Houston's side of the story and seeing some of the correspondence. This 
didn ' t enhance Ben's reputation, but he was elderly and completely out of touch 
with contemporary events at Arrochar. Ben and Houston were an impossible mix 
who should never have been brought together. 

Probably his most significant contribution was to mountain safety and rescue. 
Again thi book provides an inadequate record with too much reliance on familiar 
published sources. Here also Ben was a centre of controversy who defended his 
ideas vigorously. I recall a meeting I attended, reluctantly, as a member of the 
Greenock Mountaineering Club in place of someone else. It was enlivened by a 
loud slanging match in which Ben had the better of two or three people who 
opposed hi views. His contribution of the accident list to the Journal also provoked 
criticism from members who felt that it was a source of entertainment rather than 
information to support mountain safety. I confess that I treated it as the former. 
There was a mischievous side to Ben which came across in the occasional item -
always with a happy ending - where he pointed up the ludicrous aspects of some 
incident. Ben would be deeply disappointed by how little effect his other efforts 
have had as the death toll rises year by year in Scottish hills. 

I'm sorry that I cannot be more enthusiastic about this book but it is a wasted 
opportunity. If you can think of nothing better to do with £17 .50 then buy it as an 
inadequate memorial to a decent man who deserves to be remembered for the work 
he did on behalf of all hill users. Better still, spend it on a second hand copy of The 
Cuillin of Skye. 

Jim Crawford. 
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A t The Rising of The Moon: A collection of short stories: -Dermot Somers. (1994, 
Baton Wicks and The Collins Press. £8 .99. ISBN 1-89573-05-0.) 

The content of the stories is extremely varied, and although the author is an 
experienced mountaineer, this is definitely not a collection of climbing adventures. 
Instead, he concentrates on the emotions and relationships of his characters, who 
often emerge as figures to be pitied rather than heroes. 

This is certainly not easy reading - meant for the last 10 minutes before you fall 
asleep - but demands concentration if the stories are to be understood, as Dermot 
Somers adopts some strange tricks in his storytelling. In A Tale of Spendthrift 
Innocence, he keeps you on your toes by jumping from the climbers, high on a 
lightning-whipped Dru, to the musings of the author, debating what to do with his 
characters, in addition to leaping to and fro in time. Sound confusuing? It can be! 

Although this book lacks the mountaineering interest ofDermot Somers' s earlier 
collection, Mountains and Other Ghosts, these strange tales are worth a read. 

Hamish lrvine. 

Fear and fascination - The 100 Best Rock Climbs in England and WaJes:
Geoffrey Odds. (1995, Crowood Press, £18.95. ISBN 1-85223-607-8). 

Nothing in this book is as good as the frontcover.lf the photographs were of the 
same quality, even ignoring the text, then I would say: 'Buy it, at last we have a true 
artist who has crossed the divide between the factual and the abstract. ' 

Unfortunately, such images revert to the normal as soon as the book is opened 
and are not helped by the combination of fuzzy black and whites interspersed by 
some quality colour action shoots. It is a mistake to mix coloured with black and 
white, a photographic apartheid that should be kept. Even if the black and white 
shots were less fuzzy and full page it would have helped as undoubtedly there is a 
market for pin-sharp black and white in the John Cleare style. 

As for the text, there are many bones to pick and gnaw over. The author has 
chosen to ignore accepted 'classics' for the reason that they do not necessarily give 
the best climbing. As he has cited the chosen 100 as 'the best', then he ets himself 
on a dangerous pedestal. If so, then I, and many others are confused as to why the 
classic routes became classics in the fust place; not just because of their history but 
also, surely, because of their quality. 

The Pocket Oxford Dictionary definition of 'classic' states: 'Of allowed ex
cellence, cited as a model, often referred to, standard ... ' The choice of exactly 100 
routes is suspect; excellence is not restrained by numbers and it would be better to 
describe more fully 50, or even expand to 200 in a bigger volume. As itis, the routes 
are crammed into short, subjective, paragraphs that say more about the author than 
the route. The basic flaw, one suspects, is that many routes have been chosen more 
for their athletic flair than other qualities. The greatest crime is that only one route, 
The Axe, comes from that greatest of cliffs, Clogwyn Du' r Arddu; your average 
Welsh climber will be speechless about that. 

The reviewer's knowledge and experience of Yorkshire helps increase the ire 
somewhat and is used to illustrate examples. On the short climbs, the choice of three 
southern sandstone routes at the expense of only one - Great Western - from 
Almscliff in Yorkshire, says much, particularly when Almscliff is described as 
'uninspiring' . Uninspiring! That home of the acknowledged classic wherein lie 
routes such as Wall of Horrors, Big Greeny, Falklands Green Crack and Overhanging 
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Groove, not to mention the North-west Girdle, all as good as Great Western and all 
at least up to the quality of any southern sandstone top-rope route. 

The right wing at Malham is ignored for the inclusion of two bolt-protected 
climbs up the admittedly magnificent central wall. As good would be Carnage, 
particularly Left Hand, Wombat, Slender Loris, Doubting Thomas, Midnight 
Cowboy, Sun dance Wall and, best of all, the Right Wing Girdle. 

Likewise, Gordale and Kilnsey only get the 'sports' treatment, and the most 
telling remark in the book perhaps explains why sports climbs figure so highly on 
the limestone: 'The classic cave routes not yet bolted. If, or rather when, they are, 
their popularity will be assured ... ' Retrobolting championed! Popularity does not 
alone indicate quality, it only indicates popularity, perhaps-due to regular protection. 
So, with the dismissal of the two Cave Routes, what about Face Route, Light or 
Rebel, just to mention three brilliant climbs or back at Kilnsey, The Diedre or the 
splendid Directissima and Central Wall? And so it goes on, all rather depressing 
given the omissions. 

A glossary at the end has a fair amount of humour as well as a few revealing 
statements: 'Bumbly. The sort of person who does not like bolts. A derogatory term 
used in connection with people who are not very good at climbing.' 

'Camping. An activity only carried out by bumblies and punters. Real climbers 
doss.' 

'Do s. Sleeping somewhere where you do not have to pay and can be quite untidy 
and smelly, such as a friend's house, a football stadium, park bench, cave and so 
on. ' 

lust as well Scottish routes have been thankfully ignored; I mean what with the 
lack of park benches and football stadia at places like Carnmore or Creag an Dubh 
Loch, dossing could be considerably harder than the routes, particularly since they 
are only classics devoid of bolts. 

lohn Mackenzie. 

Review of Camp 4 - Recollections of a Yosemite Rock Climber:- Steve Roper. 
(1994, Baton Wicks, £17.99, ISBN 1-898573-10-7). 

As I clipped the last bolts of the Nose Route on El Capitan, I recalled the stories 
I had heard about Warren Harding drilling all night in order to complete the fust 
ascent of El Capitan. This gave a sense of history and added another dimension of 
excitement about the pitch. An even greater excitement than the thousands of feet 
of exposure below me. I can still remember that I wish I knew more about the history 
of the famous route. Who thought of making stoveleg pitons? Why is there a Dolt 
hole? How long did the first ascent really take? In fact, I have always been intrigued 
with the significant steps and advances that helps climbing to move forward. If you 
have a similar curiosity, then this book is for you. If you don't have this curiosity, 
you should read the book anyway. For those that fail to understand the past are 
doomed to repeat it. 

Steve Roper is uniquely placed to writeCamp4, and he has risen well to this fate. 
Although I knew he wrote the fust guidebook, I never realised that he was one of 
the first full-time Camp 4 climbers. He superbly presents the growth and evolution 
of Yosemite climbing. I had expected a chronicle of the major first ascents and 
landmark climb. I was not disappointed either. But the book also contained two 
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bonuses. The fITst was a better understanding of the heroes of my youth and the 
second a clear perspective on the evolution of equipment, technique and ethics. 

As a young climber in Colorado, I could never figure out whether Warren 
Harding was a hero (for the fITst ascent of the Nose) or a goat (for placing too many 
bolts on the Dawn Wall). The majority opinion of the early Seventies was for the 
latter. Camp 4 provides the real answer. Harding was clearly a hero of his time. It 
was his vision, dri ve and determination that persevered over two years to make the 
first ascent of the Nose. Surprising to me, at the time, they climbed as best they 
could and then placed bolts when it got too hard. As this ethic changed, Harding was 
driven by a vision of pure ' lines '. Following the old ethic, his epic first ascents 
placing bolts was quite reasonable. The parallel to modem bolt discussions is 
fascinating to consider. 

Roper provides a sincere view of how the bolting philosophy changed as their 
experience and confidence grew. Bolts were acceptable in the days of great 
exploration, when no one knew if they could climb the big walls. But as they learned 
they could survive the big climbs, the use of bolts faded out. Salathe is another 
famous name in Yosemite. Because of the Steck-Salathe Route on the Sentinel, I 
always assumed that Salathe was a superb climber. I was shocked to learn that he 
was a relatively old man, not much of a free climber, but one of the most important 
people in the early days of big wall climbing. It seems that in most fields , innovation 
takes place when someone with skills in one area brings them to a new area. Salathe 
was not much of a climber, but he was a great blacksmith. He was introduced to 
climbingjust when something better than soft iron pitons was needed. He made the 
first hard metal pitons, starting with parts of Model A Ford axles and opened up a 
new world of technical climbing. His legendary almost first ascent of Lost Arrow 
spire was almost more for the purpose of testing his new pitons than a first ascent. 
This model of new skills leading to great innovation has happened many times, and 
I am sure it will happen many more times. Something to remember when climbing 
gets stuck. 

Chouinard and Frost continued the innovations in gear development. When I 
started ice climbing, I knew of Frost's name only in connection with ice tools. 
Roper details how important Frost was in working with Chouinard to create new 
equipment to allow new levels of difficult climbs to be achieved. Now, I will always 
regret that I didn't know what a great contribution he made when I was using his 
equipment. I am also glad that I now understand that Chouinard' s contribution to 
climbing was more as a pioneer of new routes than a manufacturer of pitons and an 
ice climber. 

One of my greatest rock climbing heroes as a child was Royal Robbins. I learned 
to climb from his books and my fITst climbing shoes were the blue Robbins shoes. 
But again, I never realised how great he was. For a decade he drove the Camp 4 
climbing scene. When El Cap had seven routes, he had done them all. A feat that 
is more amazing when I realised that they really did prussik up ropes before jumars 
were available! He set record for fastest ascents such as the Steck-Salathe in 3 
hours, 15 minutes. This last event was motivated by the 'young climbers' setting 
the record at eight hours. Most indicative of his motivation was during a rainy spell 
in Yosernite. While the other climbers chased the waitresses and moped about, 
Robbins disappeared for a few days. Only when he finished did they discover that 
he was making the first solo ascent of the major overhanging face of the Leaning 
Tower. This was also the first solo ascent of a big wall , and makes one wonder 
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whether he has Scottish blood in him. It is characters like this that help to move 
climbing forward . 

Camp 4 is full of insights of this nature. It details the problems, the mood at the 
time and how someone always discovered a way forward. It also illustrated how 
many characteristics of the sport of climbing started, often by chance. The anarchy 
of the climbers, how the elitist attitude to outsiders grew, the roots of the climbers 
derelict lifestyle, the role of bouldering, the drive for fIrst free ascents. The book 
is essential reading for all climbers. Not just for clarifying history and the past 
heroes, but for providing an insightful chronicle of how climbing itself has, and will 
continue to, evolve. However, the sentence that triggered the most thought was this 
comment by Pratt after a British visit in 1967: 'The climbing techniques required 
in Yosemite presented no problem to the British, whose talent and versatility place 
them at the pinnacle of the sport' ! 

Rob Milne. 

Weir's World:- Tom Weir. (Canongate Books ISBN 0-86241-480-6.) 
Subtitled An Autobiography of Sorts, this is the book all of us fans of Tom' s 

writing have been waiting for. As one who cannot pass by a copy of the Scots 
Magazine be it on a news stand or in a waiting room without flicking through to fInd 
My Month - I have been hooked for years. 

Camps and Climbs in Arctic Norway was ·one of the fIrst mountaineering books 
I read, in the austere surroundings of the school library , making a lasting impression. 
His dozen or so other books are all worth a read and The Ultimate Mountains, my 
favourite book on Garhwal is a collectors's item. 

Aye, Tom tells a good tale and never a more interesting and entertaining one than 
this, forsaking a job for life in the Co-op to become 'world traveller, climber, 
photographer, writer and naturalist' . With so much to cover he deliberately avoids 
the predictability of strict chronology and skilfully blends in his mixture of 
interests, home and abroad, business and pleasure, family and friends . 

So what is there of particular interest to readers of this journal? There is no 
appendix or life list of climbs that one sometimes fInds in this sort of book, but there 
is a comprehensive index and our former president's climbing career is well 
documented, ranging far and wide in time and place. The enthu iasm of the grocer's 
boy heading for the hills on a Saturday afternoon has never faltered . 

It is probably easiernow for most of us to visit the Alps or even the Himalaya than 
it was for Tom and his pals to visit the North West Highlands in those early days, 
but they made the effort, eventually ranging farther afIeld as travel became easier. 
These were no tigers seeking fame and notoriety on hard routes, just a group of like
minded friends eager to grasp the opportunity to climb in exciting new places, 
though the Scottish Himalayan Expedition of 1950 remains a milestone in the 
history of the Indian Himalaya. Norway's Lofofoten Islands, the Julian Alps of 
former Yugoslavia, the High Atlas of Morocco, Greenland' s Staunings Alps and 
the mountains of Corsica and Turkish Kurdistan all felt the tramp of Tom' s boots 
and are vividly recalled with the perspective of time adding to the accounts. The 
publisher has done a good job too. The book is well produced and the photos, colour 
and black and white are all sharp and bright. 

Torn writes warmly of his association with the Club, particularly since many of 
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his climbs were and continue to be with fellow Club members and the pages are 
packed with fascinating detail. I was particularly interested, for example, to learn 
that the familiar photo of the elderly Willie Ling and George Glover which hangs 
above the fireplace in the Ling Hut was taken by Tom. 

The book is full of characters, not just pillars of the establishment, but ordinary 
folk too and he recalls the people as vividly as the places. It is not alllooking back 
through rose-tinted glacier glasses since Tom gives plenty of space to air his views 
on politics and conservation. 

Does this autobiography tell us what makes Tom Weir 'one of Scotland's best
known and best-loved figures '? Tom modestly puts it down to Pelmanism, but I 
think it confirms his gift for communication, with the people he meets, with his 
readers and with his viewers (though I have to admit to never having watched 
Weir 's Way.) 

While the streets of Glasgow have long been crowded with communicators, this 
one stood out, with his shrewd sense of purpose and direction and a lot of 
determination. 

Well Tom, you are up there now on my bookshelf, alongside Tom Longstaff, 
Frank Smythe and Seton Gordon and I look forward to dipping into Weir's World 
over and over again. 

Dave Broadhead. 

The Edge-One Hundred Years of Scottish Mountaineering:-Cameron McNeish 
and Richard Else. (BBC Books, 128 pp. IBSN 0-563-37084-X. £16.99. 

This slim, large-format book purports to deal with some aspects of the themes 
raised in the six-part documentary series screened on Channel 4 following the 
superb winter climbing conditions of 1994, when a galaxy of stars were assembled, 
professional guides recruited as safety men, and under Richard Else - one of the 
most experienced producer/directors, with Cameron McNeish, Editor of The Great 
Outdoors, formerly of Climber and Hill walker, as presenter. 

Alas, whatever the merits of the television programme, the book has all the 
hallmarks of a rushed job, and could have done with the keen eye of a good editor 
who would have surely rescued it from many of its inaccuracies. 

The title ofthe book is even a misnomer. It is more to do with how the television 
series was made, than a century of Scottish mountaineering. As for the 13 colour 
photographs and 30 monochromes I picked only three which could be called 
outstanding, Nisbet and Crocket on Smith's Route on Gardyloo Buttress, walking 
off the summit of Ben Nevis at sunset - both double-page spreads - and Dave 
Cuthbertson on Mega-route X, Central Trident. Too many of the black and white 
are muddy. 

The sunset red on Ben Nevis summit was appropriate for the words spoken over 
it, as written by Bill Murray: 'While we walked slowly off the plateau it became 
clear to me that only the true self, which transcends the personal, lays claim to 
immortality.' What is missing elsewhere in this book, as in the TV series is the 
poetry of the mountains. We had the gymnastics without the beauty of the 
mountains. Action was more important than the mountains, and too much of the 
dialogue was banal, to say the least. 

The re-running of the ascent of Tower Ridge by actors Moss, Cain and Diggins, 
was to me the most satisfying of the six programmes because it got to the bottom 
of what climbing is all about, war and peace if you like. How strange that the text 
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credits our Bill Murray with the first winter ascent of the Upper Couloir on Stob 
Ghabhar when, in fact, it was climbed 16 years before he was born by A.E. Maylard. 

Bill Murray has described Douglas Scott as the neatest climber who ever tied to 
his climbing rope, but it is another Doug Scott, a contemporary ofChris Bonington 
who features in the index . Douglas Scott of the SMC who holds the post of Hon . 
Vice-President, is mentioned only in passing as a member of the first Scottish 
Himalayan Expedition, but he it was who adapted a slater's hammer for use on hard 
ice pitches, and it can be seen in the museum of Scottish Mountaineering in Glen 
Coe. 

As for Tom Mackinnon, he does not even rate a mention, yet he was chosen for 
the successful attempt on Kanchenjunga, and for his important part was awarded 
the Mungo Park Medal. Read Scottish Mountains by W.H. Murray, revised by him 
in 1993 if you want the true story of lOO years of Scottish climbing. 

Tom Weir. 

Journals of Kindred Clubs 

BERG '94. 
The Alpenverein 's year book maintains its very high standard of photography, of 
interesting sidelights on the mountain scene, and above all of variety. This year's 
special focus is on the Brenner area, that 'gateway to the South ' between the Otztal 
and the Zillertal Alps, much described throughout the centuries, from medieval 
monks to adventurous modem climbers. Many aspects are covered from early 
history to geology to mining (including a medieval silver mine). But hard modem 
routes are not neglected, with descriptions, for example, of climbs in the Tribulaun 
group on the Italian Border. 

Grading of climbs is touched by Robert Jasper, a young freelance guide from the 
Black Forest, already known for his many first ascents and referred to once as 'the 
Shooting Star of the German climbing scene '. Describing climbs on Mont Blanc 
and on the Jungfrau, he classifies parts of the routes as 'schottish', interpreted as 
'combined climbing in partly ice-encrusted rock'. 

History of mountaineering plays a role this year, with an article on early flIst 
ascents, and on the astonishing number of clergy who took part in these in the 18th 
and early 19th centuries. Notable among them was Pater Placidus a Specsha from 
Disentis in Switzerland who, between 1782 and 1806, made numerous spectacular 
first ascents. (It might be added that at one stage he had his pay cut by the village 
whose pastoral care he held, because he spent too much time in the mountains and 
too little in the church). 

Another article describes the relationships of famous writers to the mountains, 
including Goethe's descriptiopn of Mont Blanc in 1779, and Ernest Herningway ' s 
ski-touring in the Silvretta in 1925-6. The article on mountains and surrealism is 
less directly connected with climbing, but Max Ernst and Rene Magritte do have 
spectacular views of mountains, the latter with one in the shape of an eagle. The 
seaside cliffs in Salvador Dali ' s 'Soft Watches ' painting are perhaps less convincing 
as a mountain motif. 

Other topics covered include international expeditions from the Pamirs to 
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Patagonia, em'ironmental issues, including the pros and con& of mountain bike& 
(mostly pros), and Alpine ways of life which are now gone or fast di&appearing. 
This is only a very small taste of a book/journal which so successfuly celebrates the 
glories of the mountains, and at the same time puts them into context in the non 
mountaineering world. 

Iseabail Macleod. 

The Polar Record. 1944, Vol30, Nos 192 -195. 
The Polar Record, thcJournal of the Scott Polar Research Institute, is received each 
year and langui3he3 unreqd in our under utilised library. I find it a treasure house 
of interesting polar lore. 

It contains a wealth of information about contemporary literary, biological, 
historical, political, geological and archaeological goings on at both polar regions 
of the planet in the form of articles, notes and book reviews. In the 1994 numbers 
there arc articles on wolves in East Greenland, the fmt Antarctic voyage of Edgar 
Allan Poe, non-governmental flights to Antarctica, spying on the Russsians in 
Siberia during the Crimean \\Tar, Antarctic Tourism, unsolved my&teries of missing 
ships and, as they say, much, much more. 

There is a review of a new book on John Rac, the Orcadian who broke the rules 
of Arctic travellaat century. Rac, you remember, went native; he travelled in the 
Esldmo style and emerged after years of travel in the Canadian north without losing 
his health. As no gentleman would ever go native (part of the test of true heroism 
was to die rather than ' lower' your standards) he was never accepted into the British 
pantheon of great explorers. 

He aIGo found the fin;t evidence of the fate of the lost Franklin Expedition but 
spoiled it all by repeating Esldmo reports that there had been cannabalism among 
some of the sun'h 'ors, a story only a cad would repcat. Rac is only now receiving 
the attention he deserves. The Polar Record malccs absorbing reading. Go to our 
library and spend a fascinating afternoon among its pages. 

Robin Chalmers. 

Yorkshire Mountaineering Club 50th Year Journal 1941-1991. 
At this year's annual dinner of the John Buchan Society, Bill Todd of the 

Yorkshire Mountaineering Club wos Idnd enough to present me a copy of his club's 
50th anniversary journal. This is a slim, nicely-produced volume of 88 pages, 
containing 31 articles reflecting the activities of the club from its foundation in 
1941. 

Article titles such as Club Cottage, New year in Rhum, Snow at the Equator, the 
North Face of the Tasclwrn and YMC Characters give some idea of the contents. 
The quality of the writing, and the enthusiasm of thc contributors makes it a 
pleasure to read. 

The front and bock cover photographs the Bonaui route on the Chandelle and 
Glttll Cra<.;k Oil F .. allklands - are a fair indication of the spirit of the club and the 
black and white photographs in the text have been well chosen. 

This journal is 0 credit to its editor, Ken Tilford, and it now reposc!; in our Club 
library for your enjoyment. 

Bryan Fleming. 
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The Fell and Rock Journal, Vol. XXv, Nos. 72,73 and 74. 
There is a lot of very interesting reading in these three issues. Not surprisingly, 

tho OllpoditionG furth of the club' G home territory of the Luke Di3triet provide many 
of the stories. 

CroGcing the Border northwards, Stephen Reid describes a succeGGion of Gortie3 
on a mountain bike to tho wildc of Galloway to cloan up the climbG on Dungeon Hill 
of Buchan, while rOGearch of the property market in Argyll led to the club's 
acquicition of the old police Station in Y..inlochleyen aG itG ScottiGh hut. 

Climbing and expeditionc in more dictant placoG giveG Gome intereGting reading. 
There ie ski · mountaineering in the Ural mountainG and ordinary mountllineering in 
the Pamirc; rock climbing in South Korea that 100icG rather lilee the Etive SlabG and 
the Mediterranean GunGhine on COfGica and Mallorca. On Mont Blanc the Via della 
Pera contrasts with the via ferrata of the Brenta Dolomites. 

The In Memoriam section also makes interesting reading. One has to admire the 
longevity of many paGt Fell and Rocle membefG whoee careere embraced much of 
the history of English climbing, as well as mountaineering in the Alps and 
elsewhere. 

The Fell and Rock Journals are produced to a uniforrnl y high standard, enhanced 
by the quality of their colour illustrations. 

Donald Bennet. 

Also received: 
The Munro Phenonenon, by Andrew DempDter (Mainetream Publiching). 
100 Walks in the French Alps, by Terry Marsh (Hodder & Stoughton). 
Onc lIundred Walks ,1ruUlldMiltlchr:str:l", by Dllvidrrith (Mainstrellm Publishing). 
The Boardman Tasker Omnibus including Savage Arena, The Shining Mountain, 
Sacred Summits, Everest the Cruel Way, all for £1 '1·.99 (Hodder & Stoughton). 
The MAM Journal, 1993-4. 
Concolidated Index to the The Himalayan Journal. VolumeG I 50. 
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old malt anywhere 

you choose. 

Imagine the pleasure of a good "swally" before leading off from 

a collapsing stance and a nervous second. Just add snow (which 

rapidly melts because of the lower freezing point of the crysta ls), 

a chunk or two of ice (available in a good winter) and you can 

enjoy a smooth malt, in a blizzard, with an English refinement. 

It 's been estimated the CIC loft can take 4 cwt of the crystals 

exclusively for Members, ava ilable individually in four pounds 

bags, strictly through the advertising manager of the journal , on a 

first come first served basis. 
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SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB 
SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING TRUST 

DISTRICT GUIDES 
Southern Uplands 
Southern Highlands 
Central Highlands 
The Cairngorms 
Islands of Scotland (including Skye) 
North-west Highlands 

SCRAMBLERS GUIDE 
Black Cuillin Ridge 

CLIMBERS GUIDES (Rock and Ice Guides) 
Ben Nevis 
Northern Highlands Vol. 1 
Northern Highlands Vol. 2 
Glen Coe (including Glen Etive and Ardgour) 
The Cairngorms (Out of print, new ed. 1995) 
Skye and the Hebrides (Out of print, new ed. 1995) 
Arran, Arrochar and Southern Highlands 

Outcrop Guides 
Northeast Outcrops 
Lowland Outcrops 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
The Munros 
Munro's Tables 
The Corbetts and Other Scottish Hills 
A Chance in a Million - Scottish Avalanches 
A Century of Scottish Mountaineering 
Ski Mountaineering in Scotland 
Ben Nevis - Britain 's Highest Mountain 
Scotland's Mountains 
The Cairngorms Scene - And Unseen 
Heading for the Scottish Hills (1993 Edition) 
Scottish Hill and Mountain Names 

MAPS 
Black Cuillin of Skye (double-sided) 
Glen Coe 

Distributed by: 

£16.95 
£16.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£19.95 
£17.95 

£4.95 

£14.95 
£13.95 
£14.95 
£13.95 

£9.95 

£13.95 
£14.95 

£14.95 
£9.95 

£14.95 
£4.95 

£15.95 
£12.95 
£14.95 
£17.95 

£6.95 
£5.95 
£9.95 

£3.95 
£2.95 

Cordee, 3a De Montfort Street, Leicester LE1 7HD 
Telephone: Leicester 543579 

These books and maps are available from many bookshops and 
mountain equipment suppliers 
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SELF-CATERING 
ACCOMMODATION 

GLEN COE 
House sleeps 8, and 2 cottages sleep 6 

House situated in Glencoe Village. 

Cottages in Glean Leac na Muidhe, 1 mile south of 
main A82 road and 3 miles from Glencoe Village 

All very well equiped with dishwasher, fridge/freezer, 
TV etc. 

PHONE IAN OR SUE NICOLSON 01855 811598 
or write to Glen Coe Mountain Cottages, 

Glean Leac Na Muldhe, Glen Coe. Argyll PA39 4LA 

CRAIGELLACHIE LODGE 
SELF-CATERING 

BUNKHOUSE 
Bunkrooms for 18, lots of hot water, showers, 

good drying room, wood burning stove in lounge, 
fully equipped kitchen , central heating, 

B&B in house 

Contact: Peter & Kathryn Main 
Craigellachie Lodge, Main Street, 

Newtonmore, Inverness-shire, 
PH20 1 DA. Phone 01540 673 360 

A NO·SMOKING ZONE 
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CELEBRATES 25 YEARS 
Lotus Flower Tower 
N.W.T. Canada 



THE GREAT 
OUTDOOR 

SPECIALIST 

Hl:LL W'ALKl:NG 
CLl:MBl:NG • SKl:· 'WEAR 

CANOEl:NG 
CAMPl:NG f 

ming. 
Ot 

EDINBURGH 
Rose Street Prednct 

LEITH 
13 Wellington Place 

GLASGOW 
129 Buchanan Street 

DUNDEE 
22-24 Whitehall Street 

ABERDEEN 
26 Netherkirkgate 

STIRLING 
Thistle Centre 
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